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Abstract

The objective of this thesis is to improve the understanding and robustness of large deforma-
tion contact simulations by developing new formulations and strategies suitable for real-world
problems. For this purpose, a finite element discretization together with a mortar-like contact for-
mulation will be in focus. The combination of both approaches currently represents one of the
most promising ways to handle complex contact scenarios in a truly non-linear realm. The neces-
sary constraint enforcement strategy will be realized with both Lagrange multiplier and penalty
methods, with a clear emphasis on the first one. The focused development of a robust non-linear
solution strategy is complemented by a profound mathematical foundation, since otherwise the
necessary universality would not be achievable.

Therefore, the first two steps in this work consist of the classification of the state-of-the-art for-
mulations and in the investigation of the non-linear solution paths taken by these methods. Upon
this knowledge, two distinct mortar-like contact formulations are developed. The first one will
be a truly variationally consistent formulation, which leads to a completely symmetric system
matrix with respect to all active contact contributions. This variationally consistent frictionless
contact formulation immediately opens the way to the entire classical inequality constrained op-
timization literature. However, since the evaluation of the necessary second order derivatives can
become computational very expensive, a second approach is introduced, which neglects certain
terms during the variation, but still fulfills important properties such as the balance of linear
and angular momentum. It will be shown that their final converged solutions are very similar
to currently well-established mortar-like contact formulations, however, the path to the solution
might be severely different. To demonstrate this, a number of numerical investigations will be
performed revealing drawbacks and advantages of each approach.

The next step will be to use the developed formulations as well as the newly established transi-
tion to the mathematical constrained optimization literature such that meaningful modifications
can be made, which allow a significantly improved overall robustness of contact simulations.
This will be achieved by introducing a small but very effective modification to the consistently
linearized saddle point system of equations. The applied modification will not only improve the
performance for large initial penetrations, but it will also allow the condensation of the addi-
tional Lagrange multipliers from the linear system of equation without the need for any special
dual Lagrange multiplier shape functions. Nevertheless, such a modification of the linear sys-
tem will influence the local convergence behavior such that an appropriate detailed analysis will
become necessary. Furthermore, the often problematic choice of the complementarity parameter
cN will be resolved by the novel modification approach. Therefore, a suitable dynamic correction
method for this parameter together with a precise study of its boundedness will be included. Ad-
ditionally, an analysis of possible changes regarding the conditioning of the system matrix will
follow including a comparison between the saddle-point and the condensed system of equations.
This contribution, which leads to an improved robustness of the non-linear solver performance,
will be concluded with novel switching conditions allowing a smooth transition back to the con-
sistently linearized method close to the solution.

The final corner stone on the way to an improved robustness will be the consideration of ad-
vanced globally convergent optimization strategies. Thereby, a line search filter method will be
chosen, which is inherently capable of inequality constraint problems, and in this thesis its ideas
will be carried over to discretized dynamic contact problems with large deformations. The differ-
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ent adaptions will be presented and comprehensively discussed. One example is the correction
of the linear system of equations to overcome non-positive definite points on the way to the so-
lution. Despite the fact that there are already powerful correction algorithms, the challenge will
be to make them applicable to large, parallel distributed sparse systems. These systems often
do not provide a directly accessible detailed inertia analysis and thus other strategies must be
developed. Furthermore, special problems related to a finite element discretization will be taken
into account such as locally invalid elements, which are not sufficiently represented in the global
filter acceptability tests. Other points are the controlled decrease of the cN parameter under rare,
but critical, circumstances or the correct scaling of the filter entries and many more. Finally, more
advanced topics such as the enhanced assumed strains (EAS) formulation or the consideration of
dynamic contact formulations will be discussed and adapted for the use with a line search filter
method.

In total, this thesis contributes with a number of multi-purpose non-linear solver tools, which
simplify the daily use of mortar-like contact or other constrained methods for upcoming complex
real-world problems.
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Zusammenfassung

Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, das Verständnis und die Robustheit von Kontaktsimulationen mit
großen Deformationen zu verbesseren, indem neue Formulierungen und Strategien entwickelt
werden, die für reale Problemstellungen geeignet sind. Zu diesem Zweck wird eine Finite-
Elemente-Diskretisierung zusammen mit einer mortar-artigen Kontaktformulierung im Fokus
stehen. Die Kombination beider Ansätze stellt derzeit einen der vielversprechendsten Wege dar,
um komplizierte Kontaktszenarien in einem echten nichtlinearen Umfeld zu bewältigen. Die
notwendige Behandlung von Nebenbedingungen wird sowohl mit Lagrange-Multiplikator- als
auch mit Penalty-Methoden realisiert, wobei der Schwerpunkt eindeutig auf den Ersteren liegt.
Die im Fokus stehende Entwicklung einer robusten nichtlinearen Lösungsstrategie erfordert
eine fundierte mathematische Grundlage, da sonst die notwendige Allgemeingültigkeit nicht
gewährleistbar wäre.
Die ersten beiden Schritte dieser Arbeit bestehen daher in der Klassifizierung der aktuellen For-
mulierungen und in der Untersuchung der nichtlinearen Lösungswege dieser Methoden. Auf der
Grundlage dieser Erkenntnisse werden zwei unterschiedliche mortar-artige Kontaktformulierun-
gen entwickelt. Die erste wird eine echt variationell konsistente Formulierung sein, die zu einer
vollständig symmetrischen Systemmatrix in Bezug auf alle aktiven Kontaktbeiträge führt. Diese
variationell konsistente, reibungslose Kontaktformulierung öffnet gleichzeitig den Weg zur ge-
samten klassischen Literatur bzgl. Optimierung unter Ungleichheitsnebenbedingungen. Da die
Auswertung der notwendigen Ableitungen zweiter Ordnung jedoch sehr teuer werden kann,
wird ein zweiter Ansatz eingeführt, der bestimmte Terme während der Variation vernachlässigt,
aber dennoch wichtige Eigenschaften wie die Impuls- und Drehimpulserhaltung erfüllt. Es wird
gezeigt, dass ihre endgültigen konvergierten Lösungen den derzeit etablierten mortar-artigen
Kontaktformulierungen sehr ähnlich sind, jedoch kann der Weg zur Lösung sehr unterschiedlich
sein. Um dies zu demonstrieren, werden eine Reihe von numerischen Untersuchungen durchge-
führt, die die Nachteile und Vorteile der einzelnen Ansätze aufzeigen.
Im nächsten Schritt werden die entwickelten Formulierungen sowie der Übergang zur mathema-
tischen Literatur für die Optimierung unter Nebenbedingungen so genutzt, dass sinnvolle Mod-
ifikationen vorgenommen werden können, die insgesamt eine deutlich verbesserte Robustheit
der Kontaktsimulationen ermöglichen. Dies wird durch eine kleine, aber sehr effektive Mod-
ifikation des konsistent linearisierten Sattelpunkt-Gleichungssystems erreicht. Die angewandte
Modifikation wird nicht nur die Leistung bei großen Anfangsdurchdringungen verbessern, son-
dern auch die Kondensation der zusätzlichen Lagrange-Multiplikatoren aus dem linearen Gle-
ichungssystem ermöglichen, ohne dass spezielle duale Lagrange-Multiplikatorformfunktionen
erforderlich sind. Jedoch wird eine solche Modifikation des linearen Gleichungssystems das
lokale Konvergenzverhalten derart beeinflussen, dass eine entsprechende Detailanalyse erforder-
lich wird. Darüber hinaus wird die oft problematische Wahl des Komplementaritätsparameters cN

durch den neuartigen Modifikationsansatz gelöst. Dafür wird eine geeignete dynamische Korrek-
turmethode für diesen Parameter zusammen mit einer genauen Untersuchung seiner Beschränkt-
heit miteinbezogen. Zusätzlich folgt eine Analyse möglicher Änderungen hinsichtlich der Kon-
dition der Systemmatrix mit einem Vergleich zwischen dem Sattel-Punkt und dem kondensierten
Gleichungssystem. Dieser Beitrag, der zu einer verbesserten Robustheit der nichtlinearen Löser-
leistung führt, wird mit neuartigen Umschaltbedingungen abgerundet, die einen reibungslosen
Übergang zurück zu der konsistent linearisierten Methode nahe der Lösung ermöglichen.
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Der letzte Grundstein auf dem Weg zu einer verbesserten Robustheit wird die Berücksichti-
gung fortschrittlicher global konvergenter Optimierungsstrategien sein. Dafür wird eine Line
Search Filter Methode gewählt, die von Natur aus für Probleme mit Ungleichheitsnebenbedin-
gungen geeignet ist, und in dieser Arbeit werden diese Ideen auf diskretisierte dynamische Kon-
taktprobleme mit großen Verformungen übertragen. Die verschiedenen Anpassungen werden
vorgestellt und ausführlich diskutiert. Ein Beispiel ist die Korrektur des linearen Gleichungssys-
tems zur Überwindung von nicht positiv definiten Punkten auf dem Weg zur Lösung. Trotz
der Tatsache, dass es bereits gute Korrekturalgorithmen gibt, wird die Herausforderung darin
bestehen, sie auf große, parallel verteilte, dünnbesetzte Systeme anzuwenden. Diese Systeme
bieten oft keine direkt zugängliche detaillierte Analyse ihrer Trägheitseigenschaften, d.h. ihrer
Eigenwertverteilung, und so müssen andere Strategien entwickelt werden. Darüber hinaus wer-
den spezielle Probleme im Zusammenhang mit einer Finite-Elemente-Diskretisierung berück-
sichtigt, wie z.B. lokal ungültige Elemente, die in den globalen Filterakzeptanztests nicht aus-
reichend repräsentiert sind. Weitere Punkte sind die kontrollierte Reduktion des cN-Parameters
unter seltenen, aber kritischen Umständen oder die korrekte Skalierung der Filtereinträge und
vieles mehr. Schließlich werden weiterführende Themen wie die Formulierung mit Enhanced
Assumed Strains (EAS) oder die Berücksichtigung dynamischer Kontaktformulierungen disku-
tiert und für die Verwendung mit einer Line Search Filter Methode angepasst.
Insgesamt bringt diese Arbeit eine Reihe von Mehrzweck-Werkzeugen für nichtlineare Löser mit
sich, die den täglichen Gebrauch von mortar-artigen Kontaktmethoden oder anderen Verfahren
unter Nebenbedingungen für anstehende komplizierte Probleme in der realen Welt vereinfachen.
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Nomenclature

General Representation of Scalars, Vectors and Tensors

Note: A more comprehensive introduction into the general notation-specific aspects of this thesis
can be found at the very beginning of Chapter 2.

c, C Scalar quantity
v, V Vector
m,M Dyadic tensor, or matrix

Operators and Symbols

∇p¨q Consistent gradient with respect to p¨q
∇2
p¨qp¨q Consistent Hessian or second order derivative matrix
∇̃p¨q (In)consistent gradient with respect to p¨q, see Remark 4.1
∇̃2
p¨qp¨q (In)consistent Hessian or second order derivative matrix, see Remark 4.1

det Determinant
p¨q´1 Inverse
p¨qT Transpose, see (2.7) for the definition in case of dyadic tensors
δp¨q Virtual quantity, variation of a quantity p¨q
p¨q5 Pure co-variant definition of a tensor
b Dyadic product
ˆ Cross product
xp¨q, p¨qy Inner product
I Identity tensor
δij, δij, δ

i
j, δ

j
i Kronecker delta

Dvp¨q First order directional derivative in v direction, see (4.25)
DwpDvp¨qq Second order directional derivative in v and w directions, see (4.25)
9p¨q, :p¨q First and second time derivatives at a fixed reference position
p̌¨q Prescribed quantity
Div Material divergence operator w.r.t. reference coordinates
div Material divergence operator w.r.t. current coordinates
p¨q ¨ p¨q Dot product of two tensors
p¨q : p¨q Double-dot product of two tensors
lnp¨q Natural logarithm
minp¨q,maxp¨q Minimum and maximum function
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Nomenclature

minimizep¨q Find the minimum of a function
argmin Arguments of the minimum
dp¨q Infinitesimal increment of a quantity
∆p¨q Increment or direction
p¨q1 First order derivative w.r.t. a scalar
p¨q2 Second order derivative w.r.t. a scalar
}p¨q} `2-norm, if not explicitly defined differently
diagrp¨qs Diagonal matrix with the vector p¨q on the diagonal
A Assembly operator
|p¨q| If p¨q is a set, the cardinality of this set; otherwise, the absolute value
p¨q|ASM Selecting vector entries located at degrees of freedom for which the vector

∇̃dg̃
A
N
λAN contains values unequal to zero

sinp¨q, cosp¨q Sine and cosine functions
nullp¨q Compute the null space of a matrix
∆r¨sij Denoting r¨si ´ r¨sj
vol∆ Volume of a tetrahedron

Superscripts and Subscripts

Note: Many of these can occur either as super- or as subscripts depending on the surrounding
context and the actual variable p¨q.

p¨qrbs Body index, mostly b P t1, 2u
p¨q‹ Value at the solution
p¨qpeq Quantity associated to an element
p¨qN Quantity in normal direction
p¨qτ Quantity in tangential direction
p¨qh Explicit marking of discrete quantities (for convenience often dropped)
p¨qtnu Quantity associated to the discrete point in time tn; equivalently for tn`1 etc.
p¨qtku Quantity associated to the Newton iteration k; equivalently for k ` 1 etc.
p¨qtk,lu Quantity associated to the line search iteration l of Newton iteration k
p¨qgα Quantity associated to the Generalized-α method
p¨qA Contributions associated to the active set
p¨qI Contributions associated to the inactive set
p¨qSOC Second order correction quantities
p¨qelb Element load balancing
p¨qnf Near field
p¨qff Far field
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Kinematics

ϕtpX, tq Mapping operator from reference to current configuration
ϕ´1
t pX, tq Pull-back operator from current to reference configuration

x Spatial position in current configuration
X Spatial position in reference configuration
u Displacement
9u Velocity
:u Acceleration
F Deformation gradient
R Rotation tensor
U Right stretch tensor
V Left stretch tensor
C Right Cauchy–Green tensor
E Green–Lagrange strain
L Material velocity gradient
Λ Principal elongation
v Volume in current configuration
V0 Volume in reference configuration
a Area in current configuration
A0 Area in reference configuration
n Normal in current configuration
N Normal in reference configuration
e1, e2, e3 Base vectors of Cartesian coordinate system

Stresses and Material Properties

E Young’s modulus
ν Poisson’s ratio
λnH, µnH Lamé constants
% Material density in current configuration
%0 Material density in reference configuration
9%, 9%0 Material density rate in current/reference configuration
t Surface force in current configuration
t0 Surface force in reference configuration
b Body force in current configuration
b0 Body force in reference configuration
σ Cauchy stress tensor
P First Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor
P First Piola–Kirchhoff stress function for pure elastic materials, see Sec-

tion 2.1.3
S Second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor
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Ψ Strain energy function
ΨnH Strain energy function for the coupled neo-Hookean material law
ΨnHlog Strain energy function for the logarithmic neo-Hookean material law
Ψtv Additive part of a simple orthotropic, transversely isotropic material law
I1, I2, I3 Scalar valued invariants of the right Cauchy–Green tensor
I4, I5 Pseudo invariants of the right Cauchy–Green tensor
a Fiber direction
αtv, βtv, γtv Auxiliary variables for Ψtv

E} Young’s modulus in fiber direction
EK Young’s modulus in the plane normal to the fiber direction
GK} Shear modulus in a plane parallel to the fiber direction
νK} Poisson’s ratio for tension in fiber direction
νKK Poisson’s ratio in a plane orthogonal to the fiber direction

Domains and Boundaries

Ω Current domain
Ω0 Reference domain
Γσ Neumann boundary zone in reference configuration
Γu Dirichlet boundary zone in reference configuration
Γc Contact boundary zone in reference configuration
γc Contact boundary zone in current configuration

Function Spaces

W Weighting function space
H1 Sobolev function space
H1{2 Trace space ofW
H´1{2 Dual space ofH1{2

U Solution function space
M` Lagrange multiplier function space

General Spatial and Temporal Discretization

E Set of all elements
N Shape function matrix
N Single shape function
d Discrete (nodal) displacement vector
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v Discrete (nodal) velocity
a Discrete (nodal) acceleration
ξi Parametric directions/coordinates
f

ext
Nodal external force vector

f
int

Nodal internal force vector
K Stiffness matrix
C Damping matrix
M Mass matrix
r Residual vector
βgα, γgα Parameters of the Newmark-β method
αm, αf Parameters of the Generalized-α method
ρ8 Spectral radius
jpeq Element Jacobian determinant

Structural Dynamics

t Time
tn´1, tn, . . . Discrete points in time
∆t Discrete time step
K Kinetic energy
Pext Rate of external mechanical work
Pint Rate of internal mechanical work, stress power
Utot Total potential energy
Uext Potential energy of external loading
Uint Total strain energy
Vt̆,Vb̆ Auxiliary potentials for surface and volume loading
L Lagrangian density function

Enhanced assumed strains

Eu Deformation dependent Green–Lagrange strain part
Ẽ Additive enhancement of the Green–Lagrange strains
α

eas
Coefficients of the discretized Green–Lagrange strain enhancement

Q1 Associated mapping operator based on the shape functions for α
eas

β
eas

Coefficients of the independently discretized second Piola–Kirchhoff stresses
Q2 Associated mapping operator based on the shape functions for β

eas

r̃eas Element-wise residual vector w.r.t. α
eas

coefficients
L̃

eas
Mixed linearization matrix w.r.t. α

eas
coefficients and the displacements

D̃
eas

Linearization matrix w.r.t. α
eas

coefficients
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Nomenclature

Frictionless Contact Mechanics

τ
rbs
i Covariant base vectors of the convective coordinates

ζ rbsi Contravariant convective coordinates
χ Ray-tracing projection operator
αχ Auxiliary distance factor of the projection operator
gN Normal gap
pN Normal pressure
λN Normal Lagrange multiplier
C Standard frictionless contact potential
C̃ Standard frictionless contact energy density
CcN Augmented frictionless contact potential
C̃cN Augmented frictionless contact energy density
cN Regularization/Complementarity parameter for frictionless contact

Frictional Contact Mechanics

vrel Relative velocity
vN,rel Normal component of the relative velocity
vτ,rel Tangential component of the relative velocity
˝
g
τ

Tangential slip rate
pτ Frictional shear
F Friction coefficient
Lcτ Frictional contact Lagrangian
C̃cτ Frictional contact energy density function
C̃cτ ,stick Stick component of the frictional energy density function
C̃cτ ,slip Slip component of the frictional energy density function
cτ Regularization/Complementarity parameter for frictional contact

Mortar-based Contact Methods

n̂rbs, n̂rbspeq Outward-pointing (non-unit) normal of an element e
nrbspeq, nrbs Outward-pointing unit normal of an element e
nrbspeqk Outward-pointing unit normal of an element e evaluated at a slave node k
ñrbsk Averaged outward-pointing nodal (non-unit) normal at a slave node k
n̆rbsk Averaged outward-pointing nodal unit normal at a slave node k
n̆rbs Smooth C0-continuous normal field
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Nomenclature

“nrbs Smooth C0-continuous normal field with unit length
S Set of all slave nodes
M Set of all master nodes
ES Set of all slave elements
g̃N, g̃N

Weighted gap
ĝN, ĝN

Averaged weighted gap
Ai, Aii, A Tributary area (matrix)
K̃

CcN
Augmentation stiffness matrix

T Orthographic projection matrix onto a certain plain
Wˆ Skew-symmetric cross-product matrix
ejac Error due to the neglected variation of the Jacobian determinant
ema Error due to the neglected variation of the convective master parameter coor-

dinate

Numerical Optimization and General Mathematics

s, s, ŝ, s̄ Slack variables
f Scalar-valued objective function
x, y Vectors of unknowns
x` Trial point
R Real numbers
α Step length parameter
L Lipschitz constant
Φ Fix-point function
p Search direction
J Jacobian matrix
V Definition of a neighborhood around the solution
mf Scalar-valued model function for a scalar-valued function f
mr Vector-valued model function for system of non-linear equations r
c1, ηf Constant of the Armijo rule
β Step length reduction factor for the line search method
c2 Constant of the curvature conditions as part of the Wolfe conditions
∆TR Trust region radius
ρTR Quality measure for the trust region step
ηTR

1 , ηTR
2 ,

γTR
1 , γTR

2 Constants for the trust region adaption
τ Pseudo-time of the PTC method
δτ Pseudo-time increment of the PTC method
K Sub-sequence of iterations
H Empty set
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Nomenclature

Constrained Optimization

g, gi, gi (Non-linear) constraints
λ Lagrange multiplier
n Total dimension of the primal variable space
m Number of constraints
S Index set of all constraints (similar to the slave node set)
A0 Set of all active constraints at the solution
A` Set of all strongly active constraints at the solution
A,AcN Set of all active constraints, not necessarily at the solution
I Set of all inactive constraints, not necessarily at the solution
c Regularization or penalty parameter
L Lagrangian function
Lc Augmented Lagrangian function
C Cone with first order feasible directions at a feasible point x
C‹ Cone of critical directions at the KKT point
Pc Penalty function
λpxq Lagrange multiplier function
γλ1 , γ

λ
2 Constants used for the Lagrange multiplier function

p
x

General search direction for the primal variables
p
λ

General search direction for the dual variables
λ` Trial Lagrange multiplier for the SQP method
z, zp Auxiliary variable
µIP Positive control parameter for the interior point method
Σ,Λ, S Iteration matrices of the interior point method

Variant of Newton’s Method

R Matrix whose columns span the range space of∇dg̃
A
N

Z Matrix whose columns span the null space space of r∇dg̃
A
N
sT

∆dR,∆dZ Formal split of the solution displacement vector into a range space and a null
space part

βcNϕ Control parameter for the sufficient enclosed angle update routine
βcNΘ Control parameter for the sufficient infeasibility reduction update routine
Θ Infeasibility measure
mΘ Linear model of the infeasibility measure
δ1, δ2, ε, M̆ Constants defined in Theorem 5.1
∆, l, ω Auxiliary variables for the proof of Theorem 5.1 defined in Equation (5.42)
D̆p∆, l, ωq,
Λ̆Np∆, l, ωq Continuously differentiable functions needed for the proof of Theorem 5.1
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Nomenclature

µ̆ Upper bound for the inverse modified iteration matrix
ă Upper bound for the norm of the tributary area and its gradient
Ğ Upper bound for the norm of the second order derivative of weighted gap
ca, cg Constants defined within Theorem 5.2
L
peq
edge Element edge length of an element e
BĝN

pre User-specified bound for the gap criterion
Bϕpre User-specified bound for the angle criterion
Bres

pre User-specified bound for the magnitude criterion
γg Scaling factor for the minimal detected element edge length
TOLres, TOLϕ Tolerances for the magnitude and angle criteria
κ8 Condition number estimate in the infinity norm

Line Search Filter Method

mL Model equation for the Lagrangian objective function
γΘ Scaling factor for the acceptance criterion based on the infeasibility measure
γf Scaling factor for the acceptance criterion based on the Lagrangian objective

function
sf , sΘ Exponents for the L -type switching condition
νΘ Scaling factor for the L -type switching condition
F Filter set
αmin
p¨q Minimal step length estimates

TOL1 Tolerance for the residual norm check (stopping criterion)
TOL2 Tolerance for the infeasibility norm check (stopping criterion)
TOL3 Tolerance for the primal increment norm check (stopping criterion)
TOL4 Tolerance for the Lagrange multiplier increment norm check (stopping crite-

rion)

Correction of the Iteration Matrix (Filter Method)

ω Correction factor for the upper-left matrix block
ωmin, ωmax Upper and lower bound for the matrix correction factor
nω Number of successive decrease iterations
Nω Switch to the unmodified system if nω reaches this value
nbad Number of invalid or heavily distorted/changing elements
rmin, rmax Upper and lower bound for the acceptable volume ratio
v
peq
curr Current volume of element e
v
peq
ref Reference volume of element e
scurr Quadratic `2-norm of the current primal solution increment

xvii



Nomenclature

slast Quadratic `2-norm of the lastly accepted primal solution increment
δω, δε Scaling factor for the positive definiteness test
κώ Reduction factor for ω
κὼ , κ

``
ω Accretion factor for ω

Invalid Element Identification (Filter Method)

Lp¨q Lagrangian polynomials
J peq Element Jacobian matrix
Bi, B̃ijk, B̃i Bézier basis functions
b̃i Coefficients of the Bézier basis functions
ji, j Values of the Jacobian determinants
T ,Q Static algorithmic iteration matrices
a, b, c Auxiliary coordinates for the subdivision algorithm

Further Details on the Globalization Algorithm (Filter Method)

rpre
min, r

pre
max Upper and lower bound for the acceptable volume ratio within pre-testing

Θmin The L -type switching condition will be bypassed as long as the infeasibility
measure is above this value

Θmax Upper bound for the scaled constraint violation,
γmax
Θ Scaling factor to adapt Θmax after a filter reinitialization
nblock

newton Bound for blocking Newton iterations, see also Section 6.7.3
nblock

ls Bound for blocking line search iterations, see also Section 6.7.3
βcNΘcrit Critical control parameter for the SIR method to compute a possible reduction

of cN

κf Scaling of the first filter coordinate based on the objective function value
κΘ Scaling of the second filter coordinate based on the infeasibility measure
ν̃Θ Scaled νΘ factor for the L -type switching condition

Parallel Redistribution

Np Number of available processor cores
t
tku
p Evaluation time of processor core p in one Newton iteration k
Bproc Bound for the ratio between maximal and minimal evaluation time per core
γproc Important scaling factor for the near/far field decision
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Nomenclature

Sine-Shaped Membranes (Filter Method)

w Mid-surface definition of the upper membrane
v Mid-surface definition of the lower membrane
Xw, Xv Three-dimensional reference coordinates of the upper and lower membrane

mid-surfaces
X˘
w , X

˘
v Three-dimensional reference coordinates of the respective lower and upper

surfaces
Ñw, Ñ v Reference non-unit normal field on the respective membrane
Nw, N v Reference unit normal field on the respective membrane
t Thickness of the membranes
ow, ov Initial offset between the two membranes

Abbreviations

FE Finite element
FEM Finite element method
VEM Virtual element method
NTN Node-to-node
NTS Node-to-surface, node-to-segment
STS Segment-to-segment
DD Domain decomposition
GPTS Gauss-point-to-surface
X-FEM Extended finite element method
ILS Inequality level-set
ANS Assumed natural strain
DSG Discrete strain gap
KKT Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
PEEK Polyether ether ketone
EAS Enhanced assumed strain
DOF Degree(s) of freedom
NCP Non-linear complementarity function
HEX8 8-node hexahedral element
QUAD4 4-node quadrilateral element
TET4 4-node tetrahedron element
GMRES Generalized minimal residual
BFGS Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb and Shanno
PTC, ΨTC Pseudo-transient continuation
SER Switched evolution relaxation
TTE Temporal truncation error
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LICQ Linear independence constraint qualification
MFCQ Mangasarian–Fromovitz constraint qualification
RQP Recursive quadratic programming
SQP Sequential quadratic programming, or successive quadratic programming
GQ Gaussian quadrature
GP Gauss point
IGA Isogeometric analysis
NURBS Non-uniform rational basis spline
SEA Sufficient enclosed angle
SIR Sufficient infeasibility reduction
mN Modified Newton
std Standard
ILU Incomplete L(ower) U(pper), see LU-factorization in the literature
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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

Elastodynamics including contact problems play a major role in our all daily lives. A demon-
strative example can be any imaginable connection between two distinct parts via screws, rivets
or nails. Quite often these connections can become the most vulnerable spot in large assemblies
leading to malfunctions with severe consequences. Such classical mechanical failures require a
detailed and on-point mechanical analysis where two main options come into play: The exper-
imental validation and the prediction via numerical simulations. Since the experimental valida-
tion can become very expensive, the numerical simulation grows more and more in importance
and is now an established tool of the preliminary design and during the final quality check of
safety-related components. In the last decades large progress has been made to cover many of
the critical scenarios in a consistent and reliable way. For example finite wear problems [86, 255]
have quite recently been addressed.

However, one point that seems to become rather less attractive for researchers is the further
development of the algorithmic foundation for theses methods. But, exactly there seems to be
still a lot of room for improvements. Therefore, the specific application topics shall be put aside
throughout this thesis and, instead, the entire attention is on the field of implicit non-linear solu-
tion methods for non-linear contact problems. A big motivational aspect is hereby the objective
to find a way to improve and simplify the work with contact algorithms and to make them ac-
cessible to a greater number of interested users without the demand to become an expert in
computational contact mechanics.

In the following, the difficulties encountered in contact simulations are divided into three
main topics. The first topic is related to an insufficiently posed problem and can be summarized
under the point problem modeling. Examples are badly chosen contact boundary conditions,
insufficient consideration of dynamic contact aspects, or just a wrong parametrization. Let us
look a little bit closer at the last point: issues with the chosen parameters. Some of them might
just lead to wrong results. This is typical for all parameters which are directly linked to the
used materials as well as to special surface properties which can be tough to model and often
ask for a number of conscientiously conducted experiments. Think for example of friction and
all the possible variables which can influence the frictional behavior between two contacting
bodies, such as temperature, moisture or changing material properties (melting point, changes
in the lattice structure, etc.). A demonstrative example of such a real world application is shown
in Figure 1.1. The presented structural simulation of an automated fiber placement process in
Figure 1.1b has been performed with an early version of the finite deformation contact solution
strategy presented later.

On the other hand, there are parameters which have no effect on the simulation outcome but
play a crucial role for the behavior of the simulation procedure itself. These parameters are re-
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heated table winding axis linear axis

(a) (b)

Figure 1.1.: Example of a complex real-world problem: the automated fiber placement process. Hereby, a robot and
a radiative heat source (i.e. a laser) is used for the automated manufacturing of high-performance, near-net shape
carbon fiber reinforced plastic parts, see Figure 1.1a. On the other hand, Figure 1.1b shows the non-linear structural
contact simulation among multiple bodies, namely the elastic roller and carbon fiber reinforced plastic tape, and a
third body, the rigid table.

lated to the second main source of difficulties: the applied non-linear solution technique. While
the first source, viz. the modeling part, depends strongly on the individual simulation task, it is
this second source of errors which can be addressed by a number of very general improvement
strategies. These strategies shall be introduced and comprehensively discussed in this thesis and
are linked to the proper choice of certain parameters as well as the proper choice of the best
solution strategy at the right moment on the way to the solution. However, it is necessary to
understand the effects of the different choices first, before an educated guess becomes possible.
Therefore, it is a major goal of this thesis to encourage and support the knowledge gain. In addi-
tion, a number of simple rules will be introduced which shall help the user towards a meaningful
parameter choice and to identify the problem in numerous different, sometimes quite compli-
cated, contact scenarios.

Finally, the third and last source of error shall be addressed: the inherent imperfections and
simplifications of the applied contact formulations. They can cause inherent instabilities in the
respective discretized formulation. These issues are rare in modern formulations and are strongly
linked to the individually applied contact scheme or the considered finite element formulation.
Since there exists a huge variety of different formulations, it is not possible to discuss and inves-
tigate all of them. Instead, the focus of this work lies on mortar-like formulations which enforce
the constraints with Lagrange multipliers. A more precious classification will follow in the next
section.
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1.2. Fundamental Approaches

1.2. Fundamental Approaches

In this section a brief summary of the fundamental approaches towards a trustworthy and efficient
contact simulation together with a robust non-linear solution strategy is made and presented.

1.2.1. Computational Contact Methods

The overall objective is to find a way how the robustness of numerical contact simulations can
be drastically improved and the improvement shall be independent of the considered specific
contact problem. Therefore, it is required that the applied strategies are designed in such a way
that they are easily applicable to many of the established contact algorithms (see [214] for a
recent overview). Nevertheless, some restrictions must be made: Firstly, the thesis puts its focus
on only one specific discretization method: the finite element method (FEM). However, this can
be seen as a rather weak restriction since the FEM is probably the method of choice in the field
of elastic contact simulations, either under consideration of small or large deformations.

The triumph of the FEM is based on its beneficial universal applicability and its strong math-
ematical convergence properties as comprehensively described in Brenner and Scott [35]. This
has helped to outperform its early competitors, such as the finite difference method described in
Collatz [51], Samarskii [233], in many important research fields. Even though there were cer-
tain efforts which should help the finite difference method to regain importance by resolving
issues such as the regular mesh requirement [148, 177]. Nevertheless, the success of the FEM
could not be stopped in the numerical treatment of non-linear structural problems. Therefore, it
is not surprising that there exists a huge number of well-written text books. Examples are Bathe
[12], Belytschko et al. [18], Hughes [140], Oden [206], Zienkiewicz and Taylor [297]. A more
recent development is the observation that the inherent shape functions of the defining finite ele-
ments are replaced by non-uniform rational basis splines (NURBS) instead of the more familiar
Lagrange polynomials. This development started with Hughes et al. [141] and, indeed, it brings
some appealing properties especially in the context of numerical contact and interface problems
discussed here. However, there are also some drawbacks such as the rather intricate construction
of proper general-purpose meshes for complex real world geometries. This is a topic which finds
exemplarily very recent resonance in the research area of fluid structure interaction [210]. Since
the isogeometric analysis (IGA) literature is of rather minor interest for this thesis, the discus-
sion of this topic shall be restricted to only certain specific sub-topics which will be addressed at
the respective points, e.g., within the discussion in Sections 4.7.2 and 4.7.3. However, there are
many more discretization methods, such as the virtual element method (VEM) allowing arbitrar-
ily shaped elements. A general overview as well as a brief introduction with focus on contact
mechanics can be found in Wriggers [284] and the literature therein. For a more comprehen-
sive list of alternative spatial discretization methods the interested reader is kindly referred to
Section 2.3.

At this point the attention shall be drawn to the numerical treatment of contact mechanics
under consideration of the FEM. Early approaches considered simple node-to-node (NTN) ap-
proaches. Examples can be found in [100, 143]. Due to its simplicity the NTN method finds also
application in a few more recent publications such as [197], however, it stays always restricted
to rather simple problems and linear elasticity. The restriction comes from the fact that the nodes
on the two opposing contact surfaces must exactly match which can not be guaranteed for ar-
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bitrary large deformations. Other early approaches are based on the so-called node-to-segment
or node-to-surface (NTS) formulations [1, 14, 143]. These methods have been extended to large
deformations as well as friticonal contact (see e.g. Pietrzak and Curnier [212]) and are still
widely spread in many commercial tools, but also in recent research codes (see e.g. Zavarise
et al. [294]). The idea is to monitor the penetration of the nodes into the segments formed by
the elements of the opposing body. Since the penetration is only tracked for one node set of both
surfaces, namely the so-called slave surface or contactor, it is possible that the nodes of the sec-
ond surface, the so-called master or target surface, can still penetrate the segments of the slave
body. This is one of the obvious drawbacks which leads to the general advise that the surface
with the finer discretization should be considered as the contactor [76]. Some other difficulties
in certain geometrical scenarios together with possible solutions are summarized in Zavarise and
De Lorenzis [293]. Besides this classical NTS approaches there exist also a number of modified
methods. For example the surface smoothing approaches described in Crisfield [58], El-Abbasi
et al. [77]. A discussion of other examples for NTS algorithms, such as the two-pass variants
[58, 260], can be found in [76]. Therein, also the stability of all these contact algorithms as well
as their patch test performances are addressed in detail. In general, NTS formulations are not
able to pass the patch test and some of their modified versions might have stability problems due
to overconstraining [76]. However, they have also a big advantage compared to the up-coming
methods. That is their simplicity. The implementation as well as the necessary computational
effort is easier manageable and leads to faster run-times.

The final class of algorithms belong to the so-called segment-to-segment (STS) approaches.
These methods are mainly considered in this thesis. The later discussed variant is a so-called
mortar-type or mortar-like contact method. The mortar methods have their origin in the research
field of non-overlapping domain decomposition (DD) approaches. These methods are used to
allow a consistent coupling among different domains at non-conforming discretized interfaces.
One of the first articles pointing in this direction is given by Maday et al. [184]. Herein, the mor-
tar method has been discussed in context with the spectral element method. Further publications
followed quickly such as Belgacem [15], Bernardi et al. [20], Seshaiyer and Suri [245]. In Bel-
gacem [15] the Lagrange multiplier method is applied to enforce the constraints and in Seshaiyer
and Suri [245] a closer look at the superior convergence properties is taken. The success of the
mortar method for finite elements is probably due to its underlying idea. It is constructed in such
a way that the continuity condition is fulfilled in a weak sense over the domain boundaries and,
therefore, it fits perfectly into the context of the FEM. The choice of the correct mortar function
spaces can become crucial. However, in these early publications the spaces have often been cho-
sen as a sub-space of the finite element space considered for the interior of the domains. This
started to change with Wohlmuth [280, 281] where the so-called dual-spaces for the Lagrange
multipliers have been introduced. These dual spaces allow the condensation of the additional La-
grange multiplier degrees of freedom from the linear system of equations without worsening the
convergence properties of the domain decomposition methods and, indeed, this can be seen as
a great advantage for problems with many separate domains or volumetric coupling approaches
for multi-physics problems as discussed in Farah and Vuong [84].

All these DD methods are usually concerned with equality constrained problems. Now, for
contact problems a reasonable extension to inequality constrained problems becomes necessary.
The first necessary steps have been taken by Belgacem et al. [16], Hild [133], McDevitt and
Laursen [192]. Afterwards, also large deformation problems have been exemplarily addressed
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by Fischer and Wriggers [90], Yang et al. [290]. Both articles are pretty interesting, since Fischer
and Wriggers [90] discusses the still relevant Gauss-point-to-surface (GPTS) penalty methods
(see e.g. Dimitri et al. [71]), while Yang et al. [290] addresses the important topic of objectiv-
ity in the context of mortar methods and frictional sliding. Also the very important topic of a
meaningful spatial integration scheme is considered by these early publications. The extension
to 3-dimensional problems follows then in Puso and Laursen [222], Puso et al. [223]. At this
point one advantage of the mortar contact methods compared to the previously mentioned NTS
methods must be addressed: As nicely shown in El-Abbasi and Bathe [76], STS methods are able
to pass the patch test, however, to do so a suitable integration scheme must be applied which is
able to handle possible weak or strong discontinuities. A well-suited so-called segmented based
integration scheme is introduced and refined by Puso and Laursen [222], Puso et al. [223], Wilk-
ing and Bischoff [278], Yang et al. [290]. However, these integration schemes can become nu-
merically pretty expensive. Therefore, also less expensive so-called element-based integration
schemes have been developed and applied [65, 90] with the obvious drawback that the patch test
can not be completely satisfied and the choice of slave and master can become decisive, espe-
cially, in the presence of strong discontinuities. This has been pointed out, e.g., by Farah et al.
[83]. Therein, a new approach is proposed which uses the segment-based integration only along
the boundaries of the active contact zone. In this way the bad influence of strong discontinuities
can be completely avoided, while the minor impact of weak discontinuities is tolerated, thus, an
overall computational more efficient algorithm is achieved. A number of publications consider
also the dual-Lagrange multipliers and transfer this idea to contact mechanics. A certain selec-
tion of publications concerning small deformations is given by Brunssen et al. [39], Flemisch
and Wohlmuth [91], Hüeber [138]. The extension to the regime of large deformations follows in
Gitterle [109], Gitterle et al. [110], Popp et al. [215, 216, 217, 218], Wohlmuth [279]. Also the
combination of IGA and mortar methods has been extensively considered in the last decade, e.g.,
by De Lorenzis et al. [65], Dimitri et al. [71], Seitz et al. [241], Temizer et al. [261]. In summary,
the mortar method becomes more and more important and has already achieved to catch up or
even pass the NTS methods in the research sector. But also in the field of industrial applications,
it starts to gain more attention. An advantage of the mortar method is the naturally quite ro-
bust numerical performance and the high quality results for smooth contact scenarios. However,
in the presence of sharp edges or corners, a STS approach might not be the right choice and
NTS or even a NTN method are probably much better suited. However, also this problem has
been recently tackled by a new approach which combines mortar, NTS and NTN methods in a
new framework proposed by Farah et al. [85]. In this thesis, however, the focus is on the pure
mortar-like contact algorithms.

Another well-known issue of discretized contact formulations is the insufficient representation
of the active contact zone boundary. The classical contact methods suffer under the circumstance
that the resolution of the a priori unknown boundary of the active contact zone is inherently
limited by the finite element mesh used. Therefore, the mesh dependent convergence order for
the displacements and Lagrange multiplier values is bound away from the optimal rates expected
for pure unconstrained structural problems. This is true even for higher order function spaces,
see Wohlmuth [279, Remark 4.13] and the references therein for more information. The work
of Graveleau et al. [119] shows a way out of this misery, which builds upon the ideas of Bonfils
et al. [33]. The fundamental new idea is to split the contact problem into two parts: The first part
is achieved by temporarily fixing the unknown contact domain, thus, only equality constraints
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must be considered. In a subsequent step, a so-called shape optimization of this contact domain
is initiated, which results in an update of the set domain. These two sub-problems are iterated
up to convergence. Details for simple linear contact problems can be found in [119]. These steps
include level-sets [209] coupled with X-FEM to represent the changing a priori unknown contact
zone without the need for repetitive remeshing, which leads to the name inequality level-set (ILS)
approach. In the master thesis of Hofer [135], first steps towards non-linear contact problems
have been made based on the ILS approach and the mortar-like contact formulation presented in
this thesis. However, the consideration of X-FEM introduces new complexity, e.g., by additional
Lagrange multipliers [199]. Other successful X-FEM methods circumvent this lastly mentioned
problem by using Nitsche’s method as exemplarily discussed by Schott [237] in the context of
complex interface coupled flow problems.

Quite recently a similar approach is followed by [73, 74]. Therefore, a so-called refined bound-
ary quadrature method is developed in Duong and Sauer [74]. This method also relies on an ac-
curate localization of the contact boundary via a level-set approach. Subsequently, the gained in-
formation is used to apply a special segmentation at the identified contact boundary zone to han-
dle physical discontinuities. The associated contact boundary detection algorithm is described
in great detail. Subsequently, a uniform and an adaptive quadrature method are compared to the
new approach. This work considers a GPTS approach for large deformations and shows also
an accurate post-processing of the contact pressure via enriched nodal values base on a X-FEM
representation. In Duong et al. [73], the idea is revisited and extended by an enriched interpola-
tion of the contact pressure which is incorporated into an extended mortar method to address the
physical discontinuities. Furthermore, a so-called two-half-pass approach is used. This approach
is used to achieve an unbiased contact formulation that does no longer contain the mortar cou-
pling term. In this way, the problem with artificial discontinuities due to discontinuities in the
normal vectors or of the shape functions and their products can be avoided without the need for
an expensive segmentation during the numerical integration inside the contact zone. Therefore,
the segmentation is limited to the contact zone boundary. However, in contrast to Bonfils et al.
[33], only the contact pressure is enriched while the resolution of the contact zone boundary is
handled by the refined boundary quadrature. Again, Duong et al. [73] uses the GPTS method
and considers large deformations.

An alternative is the mesh refinement approach without X-FEM, which can be also used to
counteract the insufficient localization of the active contact zone boundary. A comparison of
different strategies of this kind can be found in Franke et al. [101], for instance. These methods
use a number of remeshing and/or relocation steps to obtain the desired goal. A comprehensive
introduction to so-called adaptive mesh refinement methods for contact problems can be found
in Rieger et al. [226]. Therein, the topic of reliable error estimators and indicators is addressed
in detail. Despite the fact, that the distortion of the convergence rates and the reduction of ap-
proximation errors remain important issues, it must be said that this thesis will put no emphasize
on resolving them. Hence, the interested reader is referred to the mentioned literature for more
information.

Lastly, the different ways of incorporating the constraints into the governing equations shall
be briefly discussed. On the one hand, the Lagrange multiplier method exists, which will also be
mainly used within this thesis. This method introduces additional unknowns, the name-giving
Lagrange multipliers, which can be interpreted as the applied contact pressure. The classical
mortar-like contact methods are based on this Lagrange multiplier method and lead to a mixed
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discretization, including displacements and stresses as unknowns. These methods fulfill the non-
penetration condition not point-wise, but in an integral sense as it is expected for a STS approach.
Examples can be found in [90, 130, 131, 222], for instance. However, the Lagrange multiplier
as well as the augmented Lagrange multiplier methods are not restricted to STS-methods, but
can also be used together with other approaches such as the NTS method, see [1, 212]. Fur-
thermore, there are the already addressed dual-Lagrange methods, which are able to remove
the additional unknowns from the linear system of equations by a consistent condensation step
[123, 139, 215, 216, 218]. A much more comprehensive introduction into the field of Lagrange
multiplier methods will follow in Section 2.2, Section 3.2 and Chapter 4. On the other hand,
there exists a second set of methods which does not introduce additional variables. The first,
still widely used, representative is the classical penalty method. Its idea is to penalize a viola-
tion of the non-penetration condition by adding a large stiffness and a corresponding force to
all interface elements which are in active contact, see [90, 290] for a mortar-like formulation or
[293, 294] for a NTS approach. The advantage of the penalty method compared to the Lagrange
multiplier method is its simplicity, due to the fact that no additional unknowns must be consid-
ered. Its drawback is that the contact constraints are generally not exactly fulfilled. Only in the
limit case of an infinite value of the penalty parameter, but a large number for the penalty param-
eter can cause an ill-conditioned system matrix. This point will be reconsidered in Chapter 5.
The penalty method can also be combined with the Lagrange multiplier method leading to the
already mentioned augmented Lagrange multiplier method, see [1, 65, 131, 212, 222]. Here, it
is not necessary to increase the associated penalty parameter to infinite, however, these methods
also introduce Lagrange multipliers as additional unknowns. Finally, a last alternative for the
constraint enforcement in computational contact mechanics shall be mentioned: Nitsche’s meth-
ods. These methods are designed in such a way that there is no need for additional unknowns just
similar to the penalty methods. However, they add additional terms to weakly enforce the con-
straints, including a consistent penalty term, instead. In contrast to the classical penalty methods,
Nitsche’s methods have the advantage that they converge to the exact solution for sufficient mesh
refinement without the demand for an infinite penalty parameter. However, the renunciation of
Lagrange multipliers does not come for free. A new complexity can be found in the evaluation of
the boundary traction, which is obtained by evaluating the interface-near bulk elements. Another
difference is that the consistent penalty parameter asks for the solution of a local Eigenvalue
problem. This Eigenvalue problem is necessary to account for the possible stiffness dependence.
In case of non-linear elasticity, the stiffness actually depends on the current deformation state,
such that the Eigenvalue problem must be updated during the non-linear iteration procedure.
Furthermore, so-called harmonic weights must be introduced to preserve the high accuracy of
Nitsche’s method. A more detailed introduction into Nitsche’s method for computational contact
mechanics can be found in [40, 46, 240, 244]. In this thesis, the focus is mainly on Lagrange
multiplier and less on penalty methods. Nitsche’s method will not be further considered within
this work and was only mentioned for the sake of completeness.

1.2.2. Robust Non-Linear Solution Strategies
Another important ingredient for this thesis is the research towards globally convergent non-
linear solution strategies. In many of the previously mentioned publications, the solution strategy
is an important part of the applied contact method. This is especially true for large deformations,
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but, the strategy is often taken for granted. This was also the case at the beginning of this thesis.
For large deformations in computational mechanics usually the Newton Raphson method is ap-
plied, see Kelley [154] for an introduction. The reason is the appealing property that the Newton
method converges quadratically near the solution. However, this property is only available in a
limited region around the desired solution point. If the initial guess for the solution, i.e., the start-
ing point for the simulation, is not inside this neighborhood, the Newton method might diverge.
Now, whenever this should happen in a structural simulation, the typical strategy is to manually
or automatically halve the last time step and to restart the simulation. Alternatively, it might
be also necessary to tweak other parameters. Typical candidates in case of mortar-like contact
simulations are the cN or cτ values, see e.g. [87, 213]. Even though this might quickly become a
quite frustrating task, it is often possible to find a proper parameter set. However, it can be also
impossible to find a solution with a plain Newton method. These examples show often structural
instabilities or, mathematically speaking, an indefinite or semi-definite system matrix block. In
case of (quasi-)static simulations, the equilibrium path can still be found by applying so-called
continuation methods [2]. Typical representatives, such as the classical arc-length method, are
described in Crisfield [56, 57], Hellweg and Crisfield [126], Ramm [224]. Some early extensions
towards contact mechanics can be also found, e.g., in [163, 251]. However, similar problems can
occur in dynamic simulation as well where sudden changes in the displacement field can be
cumbersome and might ask for an extremely small time step.

In this thesis, a different direction shall be taken. A look at the mathematical optimization
literature on globally convergent algorithms helps to find alternative remedies. Actually, there
are several well-written text-books available. If unconstrained such as pure structural problems
shall be addressed a look into the text books by Boyd and Vandenberghe [34], Dahmen and
Reusken [60], Kelley [153], Schnabel and Frank [236] is advisable or a book completely devoted
to continuation methods such as Allgower and Georg [2] might be helpful. However, if more
complicated equality and inequality constrained problems are considered, other books must be
taken into account. A great general overview of unconstrained and constrained globalization
methods is given by Nocedal and Wright [204], while Fletcher [93] provides a number of useful
practical tips helping to decide which method might be better suited for certain problems. Other
books put their focus on specific sub-topics, e.g., the optimization for non-smooth problems
is addressed by Clarke [49], while Bertsekas [23] gives a comprehensive introduction into the
optimization with Lagrange multiplier methods.

Since a more detailed introduction into the general field of numerical optimization would go
beyond the scope of this introductory section, the interested reader is kindly referred to Chapter 3
and the references therein. Instead, the remainder of this section shall be used to put the focus on
the most important methods and strategies for this thesis. The used (augmented) Lagrangian for-
mulation is based on Glad and Polak [111], Rockafellar [230]. While the extension for inequality
constraints via slack variables has its origin in Rockafellar [229] and is nicely described in Gill
et al. [107]. The advantage of slack variables is that they allow a smooth transition between
equality and inequality constrained problems. Under certain restriction this can also be used to
formulate the contact problem in a way which is more convenient if the mathematical literature
shall be applied. By doing so, the related convergence results become easier accessible as well.
A great example is given by Facchinei and Lucidi [79] where the therein described Low-Cost
Newton-Like Methods fits pretty well with the usually applied solution strategies for (mortar)
contact problems [65, 212]. The local solution scheme used here can be obtained either by ap-
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plying Newton’s method to the underlying Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) optimality conditions or
under direct consideration of the so-called Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) method.
The idea of the SQP method is basically to solve the non-linear optimization problem by solving
a sequence of quadratic sub-problems. These quadratic sub-problems are obtained by replacing
the non-linear constraints by a linear model and the non-linear objective function by a quadratic
model which is additional augmented by second order information of the constraints. The sec-
ond part is the same result one would obtain when the gradient of the Lagrangian as part of the
KKT conditions is linearized, while the linear constraint model follows from the linearization
of the (active) constraint equations as part of the KKT conditions. However, the interpretation
as a sequential quadratic programming task creates another, often helpful point of view on the
original non-linear optimization problem. This SQP idea dates back to Han [125] and remains
one of the most popular approaches. Nevertheless, it is not the only local solution method which
shall be considered in this thesis. For example the discussion about differentiable penalty func-
tions in Gould [113] will become as well handy, or a certain variant of Newton’s method for
constrained problems described and briefly discussed in Bertsekas [23]. Furthermore, there are
other local solution methods such as the interior point method which are not considered in this
thesis but are still worth mentioning. A brief introduction into the interior point method will
follow in Section 3.2.3.3.

In addition to these local solution strategies, globalization strategies must be addressed as
well. These globalization strategies are the key to gain the property of global convergence. The
classical way to achieve a globally convergent solution method has been for many years the
construction of a so-called penalty function. These penalty functions consist of a simple linear
combination of the objective function value and the constraints, where the weighting of the two
contributions can be controlled by a penalty parameter. There exists a huge variety of different
penalty functions. One often used representative is the augmented Lagrangian merit function
Gill et al. [107], Glad and Polak [111], Lucidi [182], but there are many more such as the `1 or `2

penalty functions, see also [204, Sec. 15.4] and the references therein. However, the application
of penalty functions has the drawback that the penalty parameter must exceed a certain positive
scalar such that the penalty function becomes exact, i.e., otherwise the location of the minimum
of the penalty function does not coincide with the KKT point. This positive scalar might be de-
fined by the magnitude of the unknown associated Lagrange multiplier value at the solution (as
it is the case for the `1 penalty function). However, since this threshold is unknown as long as
the solution is unknown, the algorithms based on these penalty functions must adapt the penalty
value whenever it might seem necessary. Furthermore, it is to note that the penalty value can also
not be chosen excessively high since this puts too much weight on the constraints resulting in
a very poor convergence since the iteration sequence is forced to stay on the (possibly curved)
boundary of the feasible region. Therefore, the use of the watchdog method for constrained prob-
lems, as introduced by Chamberlain et al. [45], gained some attention. This method allows the
increase of the penalty function values for a pre-defined finite number of iterations and thus is
less restrictive. However, its dependence on a suitable penalty parameter makes the penalty func-
tion as general optimality measure less universal and asks for an problem dependent educated
guess if the performance shall be improved.

Due to this drawback another method started to become very popular in the last decade. This
new approach is based on ideas stemming from multi-objective optimization and avoids the ne-
cessity of a correctly chosen penalty parameter. Instead, the two goals of minimization of an
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objective function and maintaining feasibility of the solution are considered more or less sepa-
rately. The fundamental idea for the so-called filter method has been proposed in Fletcher and
Leyffer [96] and subsequently refined in Fletcher et al. [94], Fletcher and Leyffer [97], Fletcher
et al. [98]. All these early attempts have been restricted to trust region algorithms [53]. There
exist many more publications on this new class of algorithms. For example the interior point
implementation by Ulbrich et al. [263] which has been later improved in Silva et al. [246] by
replacing the second filter entry with a more reliable optimality measure. Another example is
a bundle method for non-smooth optimization by Fletcher and Leyffer [95] or a globalization
method for a direct, derivative-free algorithm by Audet and Dennis Jr. [8] to name only a few.
Again, all based on the trust region idea. A line search filter method is described in-depth by
Wächter and Biegler [270, 271, 272] and this line search approach will also build the foundation
for the globalization method used in this thesis. As a side note it is to mention that the filter
method is not limited to constrained problems only. The basic idea of a multidimensional filter
globalization method has also been successfully extended to unconstrained (Gauss-)Newton-
based methods for least-squares problems and non-linear equations [114] and to `1-optimization
problems as proposed by Milzarek and Ulbrich [196]. This underlines once more the great uni-
versality of this idea. At the end of this section it shall be mentioned that this thesis is not the first
contribution which considers mortar contact formulations and is heading in this direction. There
is at least one further author who recently applied the filter method to large deformation contact
problems, viz. Youett et al. [291], Youett [292]. These publications put the focus on a trust region
implementation in combination with a suitable multigrid linear solver method. Despite the fact
that the mortar contact formulation used therein is inspired by the work of Popp [213], Popp et al.
[215, 218] which is also the case for this thesis, it shall be emphasized that the mentioned work
and this thesis have things in common but have been developed independently. Nevertheless,
since both use successfully the filter method as trustworthy globalization strategy, the potential
of this method for the research field of large scale contact simulations seems promising.

1.3. Research Objective

The overall objective of this thesis is to develop a robust and efficient simulation toolbox for
finite deformation mortar-like contact problems. Therefore, a number of important aspects are
addressed, investigated and will be briefly presented in the following. The goal of these investi-
gations is to obtain a better understanding of the underlying connections. The gained scientific
insights are then used to improve existing formulations. Thereby, it is an important point that
the resulting simulation toolbox consisting of an adapted contact formulation and certain special
non-linear solution strategies stays controllable: The number of parameters shall be limited and
in the best case a set of default parameters shall be defined which works fine in most of the
cases. In the end, the solution of frictionless contact problems with the proposed mortar-type fi-
nite element based contact framework shall become less challenging. Furthermore, many of the
introduced modifications are described in a very general way such that the adaption to other con-
tact formulations or even completely different equality or inequality constrained (multi-physics)
problems should be straight forward.
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1.3.1. Specification of Requirements

Since the beginning of computational contact mechanics there has been always the deep wish to
develop a universally applicable, robust and efficient simulation framework for large non-linear
real world contact problems. However, this has been proven to be such a big obstacle that it is
not possible to resolve it at once but it is rather necessary to make small reliable steps towards
a better solution strategy. A number of unresolved and, in the opinion of the author, important
currently remaining issues on this way will be summarized next.

Non-symmetry of Frictionless Contact Formulations. While it is well-known that frictional
contact formulations lead naturally to a non-symmetric system of equations, the opposite can
be expected for the frictionless case. In contact scenarios where friction plays only an insignif-
icant role, the modeling without friction is often a reasonable simplification. Now, if friction
is neglected, the arising non-linear contact problem can be completely formulated as an op-
timization problem subject to inequality constraints. In such a case, it is well-known that the
evolving KKT system of equations is symmetric. However, there are numerous large deforma-
tion contact formulations which violate this assumption (cf. Popp [213], Popp et al. [218], Puso
and Laursen [222], Puso et al. [223]). In fact the list can be extended by all large deformation
contact formulations considering dual Lagrange multipliers. The reasons for this fact can be
traced back to certain assumptions and simplifications in the variational approach. However,
the implications of these modifications are rather less well documented. One exemplary obvi-
ous consequence is the greater limitation in the choice of suitable linear iterative solvers (see
e.g. [275–277]).

Conservation of Angular Momentum. The previously mentioned publications as well as their
frictional extensions such as Gitterle [109], Gitterle et al. [110], Yang and Laursen [288], Yang
et al. [290] lack additionally the conservation of angular momentum as described in Popp [213],
Puso and Laursen [222]. Therefore, the question may rise which steps must be taken to regain
this important property. Especially, in case of a ray-tracing projection algorithm, where the
smooth normal field is completely defined on the slave side, a detailed investigation is missing.

Unpredictable Behavior of the Applied (Inconsistent) Variational Contact Methods. The
next point can be also seen as part of the investigation procedure in this thesis. Before an
improvement of existing methods is conceivable, the method itself must be studied and under-
stood. As part of the knowledge gain, it is especially important to detect possible scenarios
where the existing methods fail due to inherent imperfections and simplifications. This is also
a point which can be hardly found in the literature. In general it is more convenient to show
examples where everything is working great instead of presenting failing simulations or set-
tings. However, the simplifications in the variational approach of the mentioned mortar-like
contact formulations can have severe consequences under certain circumstances and need to be
discussed and documented.

Reliable Handling of Large Initial Penetrations. The treatment of large initial penetrations
and suitable start-up procedures have been proposed quite recently by Zavarise et al. [294].
Therein, a NTS penalty formulation is addressed and the necessary switch between a consistent
and non-consistent method is explained in detail. However, the proposed strategy asks for an
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user provided guess of the expected contact pressure. Furthermore, the presented work is not
directly applicable to mortar-like contact formulations using Lagrange multipliers.

Treatment of Structural Instabilities in (Quasi-Static) Contact Simulations. The treatment
of structural instabilities is still a difficult task. This is even more true in case of finite deforma-
tion contact problems. Furthermore, the proposed arc-length methods (see e.g. Koo and Kwak
[163], Simo et al. [251]) can not be transferred to the case of dynamic simulations. There, the
problem might be less severe due to the inherent inertia effects, however, it is still possible that
a structural instability leads to a sudden unexpected structural response which then needs very
small time steps to be resolvable with the common locally convergent approaches. Furthermore,
the appropriate treatment of these instabilities can also help to improve the solvability of the
related linear systems of equations or it may be used to improve the applicability of certain
finite element technologies such as the enhanced assumed strain (EAS) formulation.

General Globalization Strategy for a Globally Convergent Simulation Framework. Most
of the literature on computational contact mechanics addresses the contact formulations itself
or the local solution strategy. It is not so common to address the global convergence behavior
besides some exceptions (see e.g. [291, 292]). However, the development of a truly globally
convergent strategy asks for many different ingredients since already small changes to the for-
mulation can have a huge impact on the non-linear solver performance. It starts with the choice
of suitable optimality and feasibility measures, goes over to a meaningful inertia correction
scheme for the KKT matrix [246, 272] and ends with things like the influence of special el-
ement technologies or the reliable identification of heavily deformed invalid finite elements
[150, 151].

1.3.2. Contributions of this Work

In this thesis a novel non-linear solution strategy for large deformation contact problems is com-
prehensively described and developed which addresses all of the aforementioned requirements.
Hereby, the true novelty lies not so much in the different ingredients themselves but in the pre-
sented combination of all the small parts to a new reliable simulation tool. The most important
new scientific contributions and ideas of the developed non-linear solution techniques for fric-
tionless contact mechanics are summarized in the following:

• development of a truly variationally consistent and symmetric mortar-based contact for-
mulation for finite deformation solid mechanics. Therein, a detailed investigation of the
newly added terms is contained and a comparison to an additionally developed slightly in-
consistent approach is presented alongside to this investigation, see Hiermeier et al. [131].

• a detailed proof of the conservation of angular momentum for the variationally consistent
and slightly inconsistent mortar-based contact formulation including a comparison with
existing and well-established formulations, see Hiermeier et al. [131].

• first presentation and description of an inherent instability of certain variationally incon-
sistent mortar-based STS contact formulations, see Section 4.7.4.
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• development of a variant of Newton’s method which is suitable to very robustly solve large
penetration contact problems. The constraints are enforced with Lagrange multipliers, see
Chapter 5.

• presentation of a self-adaptive update scheme for the regularization parameter cN. This
novel strategy finally helps to resolve the often cumbersome choice of this parameter.
In addition, it is proven that the proposed update scheme together with the variant of
Newton’s method developed in this thesis generates a bounded sequence of cN parameters,
see Sections 5.3.2 and 5.4.

• introduction of a novel switching strategy which allows to easily switch between a robust
pre-asymptotic and a fast locally convergent asymptotic strategy, i.e., between the variant
of Newton’s method of Chapter 5 and the consistently linearized system developed in
Chapter 4, see Section 5.5.

• development of a new line search filter method for large deformation mortar-based contact
formulations. The novel method combines well-established ideas with important new in-
gredients which significantly improve the applicability to finite element large scale contact
simulations. The new method is capable of handling structural instabilities in quasi-static
and dynamic contact simulations, see Chapter 6.

• development of a correction scheme for the linear system of equations. The proposed
strategy is self-adaptive and helps to overcome non-positive definite points on the way to
the solution. It is designed to be applicable to large scale parallel distributed systems and
to be consistent with the proposed filter method, see Section 6.6.

• improvement of the parallel redistribution approach originally proposed by Popp [213].
The novel strategy is superior in case of large initial penetration, see Section 6.9.3.

All the different contributions build on top of each other and complement each other in order
to reach the final goal of a globally convergent non-linear solution strategy for computational
contact mechanics. Thereby, many more ingredients contribute to the final proposed algorithm
such as the correct handling of certain finite element technologies or the detection of invalid
elements.

All the presented methods, formulations and algorithms have been implemented in the in-
house finite element software package BACI (see Wall and Kronbichler [274]) of the Institute for
Computational Mechanics at the Technical University in Munich. The mentioned research code
is completely written in C++, well suited for high performance computing (HPC) and takes ad-
vantage of third party libraries such as the LAPACK [4] or the Trilinos project (see Heroux et al.
[127] for a general overview). Hereby, one package of the Trilinos project must be mentioned
more explicitly since it has been used as the foundation for the non-linear solver framework for
large-scale contact problems which will be developed throughout this thesis: the NOX package.
NOX stands for Object-Oriented Nonlinear Solutions and is an object-oriented C++ library for
the solution of large-scale systems of (unconstrained) non-linear equations. It has been chosen
due to its great universality, modularity and HPC qualities. In total, the work presented here
is built on top of an already existing multi-physics large scale finite element framework which
contains already a mortar-based finite element formulation which has been largely implemented
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by Popp [213]. However, the algorithms presented therein have been extended in many ways.
Not only the contact formulation but even the underlying structural time integration framework
underwent a reimplementation to satisfy the new requirements and improvements.

1.4. Outline of the Thesis

This thesis considers three major pillars of a globally convergent mortar-based contact frame-
work in finite deformation structural dynamics. These three pillars are presented in the Chap-
ters 4 to 6. Large parts of the first pillar, wherein a reliable mortar-based contact formulation is
developed, have been already published and are taken from Hiermeier et al. [131]. The other two
pillars are planned to be published in the near future. However, before more details are given, let
us start from the beginning.

In Chapter 2 a brief introduction into the field of computational structural mechanics is pre-
sented. Therein, a number of well-known relationships will be introduced and discussed. Further-
more, another objective of this chapter is to build the bridge to classical numerical optimization
literature. Therefore, the mechanical variational problems are often motivated by the correspond-
ing minimization problems. This is also extended to frictionless and frictional contact problems.
Additionally, a brief introduction into the used spatial discretization methods including enhanced
locking preventing formulations as well as discrete time integration schemes are addressed.

Next, in Chapter 3, a far more detailed mathematical introduction into the field of numerical
optimization is presented. Beginning with unconstrained problems and the presentation of a se-
lection of available local and global solution strategies. Afterwards, the attention is drawn to the
research area of constrained optimization problems. This chapter is mainly used to discuss many
of the used as well as other possible solution approaches in a more general context. However, the
focus is always on Lagrange multiplier methods and, to a smaller extent, on penalty methods.

In Chapter 4 the main part of this thesis is starting with the development of two new reliable
mortar-based contact formulations side by side which are derived from Popp [213] and largely
inspired by Alart and Curnier [1], De Lorenzis et al. [65], Pietrzak and Curnier [212]. The dis-
cussion considers a fully symmetric variationally consistent mortar-based contact formulation
as well as a slightly less consistent variational approach. The latter one has much in common
with the referenced mortar-based strategies by [87, 109, 110, 213, 218, 222, 223, 288, 290], for
instance. The major difference will be that the mortar-based contact formulation presented here
satisfies the conservation of linear and angular momentum with the obvious drawback that con-
densation using dual Lagrange multipliers is no longer possible. The opportunity will be taken to
compare the symmetric variationally consistent, the new variationally inconsistent and the well-
established mortar-based contact formulation [213] with each other. Many parts of this chapter
can also be found in Hiermeier et al. [131].

After the knowledge gain in Chapter 4 has been accomplished, the next Chapter 5 will address
a specific variant of Newton’s method which is suited for both previously introduced mortar-
based contact formulations. The basic idea of the newly introduced solution strategy can be also
found in [23] and is also often part of globalization methods to correct the inertia of the linear
system of equations, see e.g. [246, 272]. In Chapter 5, however, the method is applied to finite de-
formation contact problems and is extended to a self-reliant (local) non-linear solution strategy.
Therefore, a number of adjustments are made, e.g. the meaningful adaption of the internal regu-
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larization parameter cN. In this way, the cN value becomes self-adaptive which is a very beneficial
side effect. The newly developed updating rule plays also a decisive role when it comes to the
numerical performance of the modified Newton method. Furthermore, a comprehensive mathe-
matical study is made with focus on the local convergence properties. Additionally, a switching
scheme is added which allows to regain the quadratic convergence property near the solution.
All in all, the presented algorithms in Chapter 5 allow a much larger initial penetration. The
effect can be compared with the proposed method in [294], but the method presented here rep-
resents the extension to Lagrange multiplier methods and is filled with a reliable mathematical
foundation which does not worry about any solution estimates to fit certain parameters.

In the last major Chapter 6 the step towards a globally convergent non-linear solution strategy
is taken. This chapter is mainly devoted to the filter approach and is largely inspired by the great
work of [270–272]. The previous chapters addressing the mortar-based contact formulation as
well as the modified Newton approach are important corner stones of the finally proposed al-
gorithms. Additionally, the considered computational contact mechanics problems together with
the (enhanced) finite element discretization ask for specific modifications of the classical opti-
mization algorithms. For example, it is of severe importance to detect any invalid finite elements,
since they are often not sufficiently represented in the filter measures. Another very important
point is the reliable modification of the linear system of equations. These modifications play a
crucial role when it comes to structural or algorithmic instabilities (e.g. due to hour-glass modes
in case of the EAS formulation under pressure [67, 273, 285]).

Finally, a summary as well as a selection listing possible improvements for future work can
be found in Chapter 7.
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2. Computational Mechanics for Large
Deformations

The first two chapters are supposed to give an introduction into the mechanical and mathemat-
ical foundations necessary for this thesis. Therefore, this chapter is used to start with a brief
summary of the finite deformation solid mechanics, followed by a more detailed description of
the basic contact mechanics and some further background about the used discretization methods.
The ongoing discussion will quickly require a solid mathematical background in numerical opti-
mization. Thus, an introduction into the field of unconstrained and constrained optimization will
be given in Chapter 3. The overall objective of this introductory part is to present enough details,
thus, everyone with a profound background in mechanical engineering is able to understand the
upcoming discussions without problems.

Notation

Before the actual introduction into the mathematical fields can take place, a short explanation of
the used mathematical notation is mandatory:

A scalar c P R is indicated by non-underlined mostly small letter, a vector v P Rn is indicated
by once underlined mostly small letters and a matrix A P Rnˆm is indicated by double under-
lined mostly capital letters. This is inspired by the typical tensor notation where the number
of underlines correlates directly to the dimension of the respective variable. The contravariant
components of a vector v P Rn shall be denoted by vi, while the contravariant matrix entry i, j
is denoted by Aij . Here is i the row index and j the column index. The i-th unit covariant coor-
dinate vector is called ei. It is taken advantage of the Einstein notation such that a sum

ř

i v
iui

can be defined as viui. Accordingly, a vector can be written as v “ viei. The inner product of
two contravariant vectors v, u P Rn is denoted by xv, uy “ vimiju

j “ viuj with the metric
mij , while xv, uyA “ vTAu “ vimikA

kjmjlu
l “ viA j

i uj denotes an inner product scaled by a
typically quadratic matrix A P Rnˆn. The gradient of a contravariant vectorial quantity v P Rn

with respect to a contravariant vectorial quantity u P Rm is denoted by ∇uv “ vi,ujei b ej ,
@i P t1, . . . , nu and @j P t1, . . . ,mu. An equivalent type of notation is used for lower, or higher
order contravariant, covariant, or mixed tensors. If not defined differently, a three-dimensional
Cartesian coordinate system with base vectors te1, e2, e3u is used and, consequently, the metric
mij usually degenerates to the Kronecker delta δij “ δij “ δ ji “ δij .
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2. Computational Mechanics for Large Deformations

2.1. Non-Linear Solid Mechanics

Besides the main topic of this thesis, viz. the efficient and robust treatment of finite deforma-
tion contact mechanics, also the underlying non-linear solid mechanics must be addressed in
some detail. Since actually the combination of both, i.e., complex contact interactions between
multiple bodies undergoing large translations and rotations, and the additional occurrence of
huge elastic deformations, introduces the final high complexity, which makes this work even
necessary. However, not everything what is happening behind the scenes can be considered in
detail, such that the presentation is restricted to the basic relationships. But, most of the more
sophisticated elastic models such as presented in Bonet and Wood [32], Holzapfel [136], Ogden
[208], or plastic models such as described in Bertram [21], Lubarda [180], Lubliner [181] are
built upon the same fundamental ideas that are also addressed in the following. Furthermore, the
text-book by Marsden et al. [188] must be mentioned in terms of a rigorous tensor notation and
comprehensive introduction into the field of non-linear elasticity.

2.1.1. Kinematics

Firstly, a classical Boltzmann continuum model in a three-dimensional Euclidean space shall be
considered. The related 2-D equations can be easily derived in a straight-forward manner. How-
ever, the direct transition to reduced models embedded in a higher dimensional space such as the
non-linear beam or shell theories is not straight forward and is therefore explicitly excluded from
the discussion. Furthermore, if not defined differently, a classical Cartesian coordinate system
will be assumed. At least two distinct observer frames become necessary for the comprehensive
spatial description. These frames are given once for the reference configuration Ω0 Ă R3 at time
t “ 0 and, secondly, for the current configuration Ω Ă R3 at time t ě 0. The mapping between
these two domain configurations is denoted by x “ ϕtpX, tq, or in the opposite direction by
X “ ϕ´1

t px, tq. The absolute displacement field can be deduced directly from these definitions,
viz.

upX, tq “ xpX, tq ´X. (2.1)

Usually, all terms directly linked to pure structural contributions are evaluated in the reference
configuration. This strategy is also followed throughout this thesis. This quite convenient ap-
proach makes use of the mentioned pull-back operator ϕ´1

t . This operator is one of the ways
the current displacement field comes into play. The difference in the primary field between the
reference configuration and the current configuration given in (2.1) defines the set of unknowns
in each considered time or load step: the displacement field u. Thus, it is shown that the impor-
tant role of the primary solution variables is taken over by the displacements in case of classical
elasticity.

Now, to define the mapping between the configurations, the so-called deformation gradient
holds a crucial role. The deformation gradient is a quantity which puts the current state into direct
relation to the reference state. Therefore, the partial derivative of the current spatial position x of
a given material point with respect to the reference configuration X must be computed, yielding
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2.1. Non-Linear Solid Mechanics

F “ ∇XxpX, tq “ F i
J ei b EJ “ Bxi

BXJ
ei b EJ . (2.2)

Bijectivity (i.e., one-to-one correspondence between the two configurations) and sufficient smooth-
ness must be assumed for the map ϕt to formally compute this quantity. Under these assumptions
the inverse deformation gradient F´1 is always well-defined. The same holds true for the exis-
tence of the pull-back operator ϕ´1

t . The requirement of these assumptions can be summarized
in the demand that the determinant of the deformation gradient detpF qmust stay positive. Keep-
ing this in mind and by taking (2.1) into account, an infinitesimal line segment in the current
configuration can be expressed as

dx “ dxi ei “ aiI
“

ϕ´1pdxiq‰I ei ` dui ei “ aiI
`

F´1
˘I

j
dxj ei ` dui ei

“ aiI dXI ei ` dui ei, (2.3)

where a is introduced as a mixed metric living in the current and the reference configuration.
However, since the same Cartesian base vectors for the reference and the current configuration
are used, m “ a “ δ holds and thus the expression can be simplified. The deformation gradient
follows directly as

F i
J “ δiI

BXI

BXJ
ei b EJ ` Bui

BXJ
¨ ei b EJ “ δiJ ei b EJ ` Bui

BXJ
ei b EJ . (2.4)

This derivation demonstrates the actual mathematical meaning of the deformation gradient: It
represents the mapping operator for an infinitesimal line segment between the current and the
reference configuration via dx “ F ¨ dX known as push-forward operation. While the so-called
pull-back operation of this line segment defined by dX “ F´1 ¨dx has been already used in (2.3).
By using these definitions, it becomes quite easily possible to define suitable transformations for
an infinitesimal volume element by

dv “ detpF q dV0. (2.5)

Another possible application is the mapping of an infinitesimal area element between its current
da and its reference configuration dA0 under consideration of the so-called Nanson’s formula
yielding

da “ detpF q F´T ¨ dA0, (2.6)

where the area quantities da and dA0 are defined in terms of a scalar and its corresponding unit
normal vector, viz. da “ da n and dA0 “ dA0 N . The introduced transpose of the deformation
gradient is given as

FT “ pF i
I ei b EIqT “ pFTqIi EI b ei “ F I

i EI b ei (2.7)
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2. Computational Mechanics for Large Deformations

following the comprehensive index notation of Marsden et al. [188]. This at hand and by applying
the polar decomposition theorem, it is further possible to state the deformation gradient F by its
decomposition into

F “ R ¨ U “ V ¨R, (2.8)

where R is an orthogonal rotation tensor and U is the so-called right stretch tensor, whereas V
is the left stretch tensor. Now, since FT “ UT ¨ RT and, further, RT ¨ R “ δ hold, it is possible
to define a tensor describing the material stretch in the reference configuration by

C “ FT ¨ F “ U I
i U

i
JEI b EJ . (2.9)

It shall be noted that a pure co-variant definitionC5 of the right Cauchy–Green tensor can readily
be obtained by accordingly pre-multiplying (2.9) with the respective metric. The right Cauchy–
Green tensor has a number of appealing properties: Compared to the deformation gradient, the
right Cauchy–Green tensor lives completely in the reference configuration what simplifies its
interpretation a lot. Furthermore, it has the advantage that it is an objective measure, i.e., any
superimposed rigid body motion does not change its definition. Lastly, it can be used to map
the squares of the infinitesimal line elements including their enclosed angle, viz. dx ¨ dx “
dX ¨ C ¨ dX . Now, if a pure rigid body motion is applied and no stretching is involved, the
right Cauchy–Green tensor degenerates to the identity tensor, thus the following strain measure,
named Green–Lagrange strain, is obtained

E “ 1

2

`

C ´ I˘ “ 1

2

`

FTF ´ I˘ “ 1

2
pU I

k Uk
J ´ δI¨Jq EI b EJ , (2.10)

where I is the mentioned identity tensor. This is, as expected, equal to zero for the undeformed
state and, again, by accordingly pre-multiplying the necessary metric a pure co-variant Green–
Lagrange strain E5 can be derived.

Remark 2.1. The one-dimensional equivalent to the quite abstract general Green–Lagrange
strain definition (2.10) is E “ 1{2pl2{L2

0 ´ 1q “ 1{2pΛ2 ´ 1q, where L0 is the initial length,
l the current length and Λ the so-called principal elongation. This principal elongation corre-
lates linearly with the more convenient technical strain εt “ Λ ´ 1 known from linear elasticity
and, therefore, the principal elongation is not surprisingly often the preferred quantity when it
comes to find a strain representative for large deformation experiments, see large deformation
stress-strain plots, for instance.

However, the shown Green–Lagrange strain is by far not the only applicable strain measure,
instead there are many more, all with benefits for different applications. For example, the typical
strain measure for large strains, which is often used in the context of plasticity, is the logarithmic
strain.

The inherent time dependency of the quantities has stayed unconsidered until now, thus, the
necessary steps shall be quickly presented. It is straight forward to define a suitable velocity and
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2.1. Non-Linear Solid Mechanics

acceleration measure for the primary field variables by simply applying the corresponding time
derivatives, viz.

9upX, tq “ BupX, tq
Bt

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

X

“ dupX, tq
dt

, (2.11)

:upX, tq “ B 9upX, tq
Bt

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

X

“ d 9upX, tq
dt

“ d2upX, tq
dt2

. (2.12)

Accordingly, it is also possible to define a rate dependent equivalent for the deformation gradient,
called the material velocity gradient L “ 9F . For more detailed information the reader is kindly
referred to the literature mentioned at the beginning of this chapter.

2.1.2. Balance Equations
There are different fundamental balance equations which have to hold for a consistent contin-
uum mechanics approach. In the following a brief overview will be given. This basic governing
equations form the foundation of the non-linear structural finite element approach considered
throughout this thesis. In particular, the later derived potential formulation will become impor-
tant in the context of more sophisticated globalization methods. In fact, the potential formulation
will help to build the bridge between mechanics and mathematics, since it can be used as a nat-
ural representative of a well-posed objective function without the possible drawback of least
square estimates (see Byrd et al. [42]).

Conservation of Mass

Under consideration of the already introduced motion ϕtpX, tq applied to the considered ref-
erence domain Ω0, the mass densities %px, tq in the current configuration at time t as well as
%0pXq, denoting the mass density of the body in its reference configuration, shall be given. Now,
conservation of mass implies that

masspΩq “ masspΩ0q ô
ż

Ω

%px, tqdv “
ż

Ω0

%0pXqdV0 (2.13)

holds for all involved bodies summarized by the mentioned domains Ω0 and Ω. This is com-
pletely plausible for classical elastodynamics, since mass loss during a motion should be always
prohibited. Next, the mass density in the reference configuration can be also expressed by its
counterpart in the current state, by simply following the introduced volume relationship (2.5).
Thus, %0 “ % detF is obtained. Furthermore, the time derivative of the determinant yields
d{dtpdetF q “ detF divp 9uq, where the divergence of 9u is introduced. Next, since 9%0pXq “ 0
must hold, it is straight forward to derive the equation of continuity by inserting this demand into
(2.13) which leads to

0 “
ż

Ω0

9%0pXqdV0 “
ż

Ω0

detF 9%` % detF divp 9uqdV0
(2.5)“

ż

Ω

9%` % divp 9uqdv. (2.14)
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2. Computational Mechanics for Large Deformations

Finally, the divergence theorem provides the last step to obtain

ż

Ω

9% dv “ ´
ż

BΩ
% 9u ¨ n da, (2.15)

or in simpler words: No mass is allowed to leave the body over time.

Balance of Momentum

While a body follows its path through time and space, it is typically externally loaded. In general,
this load can be split into two contributions, the surface force ťpx, n, tq acting on a current unit
surface element at time t across a surface element defined by its unit normal n, and, secondly,
there exists a body force b̌ acting per current unit volume element. Alternatively, it is also possible
to define the body force per unit mass element, see e.g. Marsden et al. [188]. Besides these
usually prescribed forces, there are additionally the so-called internal forces acting across any
possible surface. These at hand, the balance of linear momentum is obtained by

d

dt

ż

Ω

% 9u dv “
ż

BΩ
ťpx, n, tq da`

ż

Ω

b̌ dv (2.16)

as the continuum mechanic’s counterpart to Newton’s second law. In addition, this equation can
be easily extended to the balance of angular momentum with respect to the origin of coordinates,
viz.

d

dt

ż

Ω

xˆ % 9u dv “
ż

BΩ
xˆ ťpx, n, tqda`

ż

Ω

xˆ b̌ dv. (2.17)

Now, if the balance of linear momentum (2.16) holds, it can be concluded under application of
Cauchy’s theorem [188, ch. 2.1] that the vector field ť depends linearly on the current normal
vector field n, thus, ť “ σpx, tq ¨ n follows. Here, σij denotes one of the components of the so-
called Cauchy stress tensor σ P R3ˆ3, which is completely defined in the current configuration.
By inserting this relation together with divpσqi “ Bσij{Bxj into (2.16) and by applying the well-
known Reynolds transport theorem to the left hand side of (2.16), which for a given vector field
fpx, tq and a time dependent integration domain Ω generally yields

d

dt

ż

Ω

f dv “
ż

Ω

9f ` fdivp 9uq dv, (2.18)

it directly follows that

ż

Ω

%:u dv “
ż

Ω

divpσq dv `
ż

Ω

b̌ dv. (2.19)
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2.1. Non-Linear Solid Mechanics

Here, the left hand side has been additionally simplified by applying (2.14). This balance demand
has to hold for each material point in the current as well as in the reference configuration, thus,

% :u “ divpσq ` b̌, (2.20a)

ô %0 :u “ DivpP q ` b̌0, (2.20b)

must hold, where (2.20b) denotes exactly the same relationship as (2.20a) just formulated in the
reference configuration. The therein newly introduced stress tensor P is the so-called first Piola-
Kirchhoff stress which can be derived by P “ detpF qσ ¨ F´T. The first Piola–Kirchhoff stress
tensor is again a mixed tensor, potentially living in two different vector spaces. This brings us to
the definition of the so-called 2nd-order Piola–Kirchhoff stress S “ F´1 ¨P , which is completely
defined in the reference configuration and thus it has also the symmetry property of the Cauchy
stresses σij “ σji. This symmetry of the Cauchy stress tensor can be easily shown by repeating
the steps which led from (2.16) to (2.19) for the balance of angular momentum (2.17).

2.1.3. Constitutive Laws: Hyperelasticity
The previously defined balance equations are the classical starting point if the Hamiltonian or
variational principle shall be studied. However, it is not possible to solve these equations without
any knowledge about the stress and strain relationship, i.e., the respective constitutive law. In
this section the necessary content shall be presented for pure elastic materials. This allows us
to express the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress as a function P pX, tq “ PpX,F pX, tqq depending
solely on the material position vector X and the deformation gradient with detpF q ě 0. If
additionally a homogeneous material is considered, the local dependence on the position X can
be dropped as well. In this thesis the theory for finite elasticity shall be restricted to the theory
of hyperelasticity such that the existence of a suitable scalar valued strain energy function Ψ
per unit reference volume can be postulated. This circumstance is very convenient for the later
discussed optimization and globalization schemes. Furthermore, the discussion shall be further
restricted to perfectly elastic materials, i.e., any internal dissipation effects such as damage,
plasticity or viscous mechanisms are excluded. Furthermore, it shall hold that the strain energy
function reaches its absolute minimum for the undeformed state and this minimum shall be
equal to zero, thus, Ψpδq “ 0 and ΨpF q ě 0. This demand Ψpδq “ 0 is equivalent to a stress
free reference configuration. Another fundamental assumption is that the strain energy function
value tends to infinity if the respective volume unit is expanded to infinity or compressed to zero
volume. For further information about the existence of a solution, the reader is kindly referred to
the corresponding literature about polyconvexity , e.g., Ball [11] or Marsden et al. [188, Ch. 6.4].

By computing the first order derivative of the strain energy with respect to the deformation
gradient, the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor is obtained, viz.

P “ PpF q “ BΨpF qBF ô P J
i “ BΨ

BF i
J

. (2.21)

Now, since objectivity or also known as frame indifference must hold, the following relationships
are revealed
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2. Computational Mechanics for Large Deformations

ΨpF q “ ΨpUq “ ΨpCq “ ΨpEq, (2.22)

i.e., the strain energy can be equivalently expressed in terms of the deformation gradient (2.2),
the right stretch tensor (2.8), the right Cauchy Green tensor (2.9), or the Green–Lagrange strain
(2.10). Finally, the derivative of the strain energy function with respect to the deformation gradi-
ent (2.21) leading to first Piola–Kirchhoff stress definition can also be stated as

P “ 2F
BΨpCq
BC , S “ 2

BΨpCq
BC “ BΨpEqBE . (2.23)

Now, if the description is further limited to the special case of isotropy such that the material
behavior is supposed to be identical in any material direction, the strain density function becomes
independent of the defined material axes and is only a function of the scalar-valued invariants of
C, which are defined as

I1 “ trpCq, I2 “ 1

2

“ptrCq2 ´ trpC2q‰ , I3 “ detpCq “ pdetpF qq2. (2.24)

Thus, the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress can also be expressed as

S “ 2
BΨ
BC “ 2

3
ÿ

i“1

BΨ
BIi
BIi
BC (2.25)

under these assumptions. The necessary derivatives of the presented invariants can be found in
the related literature, e.g., Bonet and Wood [32], Holzapfel [136]. Now, under consideration
of this very basic hyperelasicity framework for homogeneous, isotropic constitutive laws, two
examples shall be presented which are widely used during the simulations in this thesis. Both
of them can be summarized as compressible neo-Hookean materials. The big advantage of these
materials is that their free parameters can easily be identified by the material parameters known
from linear elasticity, such as the Young’s modulus E, the Poisson’s ratio ν, or the directly
related shear modulus µ. The first one is the strain density function for the coupled neo-Hookean
material given in Holzapfel [136, p. 247]

ΨnH “ µnH

2βnH

pI´βnH
3 ´ 1q ` µnH

2
pI1 ´ 3q, β “ ν

1´ 2ν
. (2.26)

The second neo-Hookean material law follows the closely related definition provided in Bonet
and Wood [32, p. 162], viz.

ΨnHlog “ µnH

2
pI1 ´ 3q ´ µnH

2
lnpI3q ` λnH

8
rlnpI3qs2, λnH “ νE

p1` νqp1´ 2νq (2.27)
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2.1. Non-Linear Solid Mechanics

here denoted as logarithmic neo-Hookean. However, the material choice is not limited to these
two examples, instead, any hyperelastic material can be chosen as long as it is polyconvex and
capable of large deformations. An example for an ill-suited material law might be the very simple
St. Venant-Kirchhoff material which exhibits serious difficulties if it is used for large strain
problems. In fact, it is unable to predict a realistic deformation pattern under such circumstances,
see Bonet and Burton [31] for a demonstrative example.

2.1.4. Weak Form

In the preliminary sections the fundamental relations of classical non-linear continuum mechan-
ics have been presented. However, if the goal is to solve complex elastodynamical problems it
is often not possible to find a closed analytical solution for these equations. Instead, numerical
methods start to become important and propose a way to find an approximate solution. Now, in
this section two possible ways to the so-called weak form shall be presented. The weak form
represents the reformulation which is necessary such that the proposed general continuum’s me-
chanics equations become applicable to numerical schemes.

Based on the Strong Form

First, the classical way is shown. Starting with the initial boundary value problem for the under-
lying partial differential equations, it is quite simple to obtain the necessary reformulation. In
elastodynamics the strong form follows as

%0:u “ DivP ` b̌0 in Ω0 ˆ r0, T s, (2.28a)

u “ ǔ on Γu ˆ r0, T s, (2.28b)
P ¨N “ ť0 on Γσ ˆ r0, T s, (2.28c)

with the inital conditions

upX, 0q “ ǔ in Ω, (2.28d)

9upX, 0q “ 9̌u in Ω. (2.28e)

The stress tensor P still denotes the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress (2.21), the vector b̌0 summarizes
the acting volume forces, and the vector ť0 all applied Neumann loads on the Neumann bound-
ary Γσ. These last two quantities have already been introduced in Section 2.1.2. In addition,
ǔ denotes prescribed values of the primary field variables. Namely, the displacement field on
the Dirichlet boundary Γu. If a dynamic problem is considered, additional values for the initial
displacements ǔ and velocities 9̌u must be provided in the entire domain Ω0 at t “ 0. Next, an
arbitrary weighting function δu is introduced, such that the given strong form directly leads to

0 “
ż

Ω0

p%0:u´DivP ´ b̌0q ¨ δu dV0 `
ż

Γσ

pP ¨N ´ ť0q ¨ δu dA0. (2.29)
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In the given structural mechanics context the introduced weighting function can be interpreted
as a virtual displacement vector with

δu PW “ tδu P H1pΩ0q : δu “ 0 on Γuu, (2.30)

whereW is the weighting function space. In addition,H1pΩ0q is the so-called Sobolev function
space following

H1pΩ0q “ tf P L2pΩ0q :

ż

Ω0

}∇f}2dΩ ă 8u, where L2pΩ0q “ tf :

ż

Ω0

f 2dΩ ă 8u. (2.31)

Therefore, the meaning as well as the solution have not changed from (2.28) to (2.29). Next, the
divergence theorem is applied to the boundary integral in (2.29) yielding

ż

Γσ

pP ¨N ´ ť0q ¨ δu dA0 “
ż

Ω0

P : ∇XpδuqdV0 `
ż

Ω0

δu ¨DivpP qdV0 ´
ż

Γσ

ť0 ¨ δu dA0. (2.32)

This is inserted into (2.29) together with the identities ∇Xpδuq “ Bpδuqi{BXJ “ δF i
J and

P “ F ¨ S such that

0 “
ż

Ω0

p%0:u´ b̌0q ¨ δu dV0 ´
ż

Γσ

ť0 ¨ δu dA0 `
ż

Ω0

pF ¨ Sq : δF dV0, (2.33)

where the last term can be reformulated as

ż

Ω0

pF ¨ Sq : δF dV0 “
ż

Ω0

F a
A S

AB δFaB dV0

“
ż

Ω0

1

2
pF a

A δFaB S
AB ` F a

A δFaB S
BAq dV0

“
ż

Ω0

1

2
pδFT ¨ F ` FT ¨ δF q : S dV0 “

ż

Ω0

δE : S dV0, (2.34)

In (2.34) the symmetry of the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor has been used explicitly.
Thus, the final weak form is obtained by

δU “
ż

Ω0

%0:u ¨ δu dV0 `
ż

Ω0

S : δE dV0 ´
ż

Ω0

b̌0 ¨ δu dV0 ´
ż

Γσ

ť0 ¨ δu dA0 “ 0. (2.35)
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This is also known as the demand that the virtual work δU vanishes at the solution. The notation
δU already implies the second possibility to derive this result: as variation of a scalar valued
potential function U . However, it must be highly emphasized that the principle of virtual work
derived here does not need an underlying potential and is therefore also applicable to problems
involving non-conservative contributions such as frictional contact, plasticity, viscoelasticity, or
air resistance to name only a few. Consequently, it does neither need the existence of a strain
energy function (see Section 2.1.3 for a brief introduction into this topic). Thus, the presented
principle can be seen as a much more general starting point for the derivation of the structural
finite element method in contrast to the following derivation from a potential formulation.

Based on the Balance of Mechanical Energy

Even though the next derivation is less general, it brings another advantage: It introduces a
scalar-valued mechanical energy function which can be used as an objective function later on.
The existence of such a function brings a lot of useful properties, e.g., many publications about
sophisticated optimization algorithms need some kind of merit function (see Nocedal and Wright
[204] for an overview). In addition, the consistent variation starting from an objective function
preserves a symmetric Hessian matrix. This simplifies on the one hand many theoretical consid-
erations since a clear definition for positive definiteness is available and, on the other hand, it
opens a much wider field for iterative linear solvers.

In this section as well as in the entire thesis only mechanical sources of energy shall be con-
sidered, i.e. any other chemical, thermal, electric or magnetic source is excluded from the dis-
cussion. Furthermore, the balance of mechanical energy shown here does not contribute with a
new balance equation to the discussion in Section 2.1.2, but instead the balance of mechanical
energy can be derived from the balance of linear momentum (2.16).

First, the kinetic energy K of the considered continuum problem shall be investigated. There-
fore, the well-known relationship of Newton’s mechanics is generalized for the continuum me-
chanics approach proposed here leading to

K ptq “
ż

Ω0

1

2
%0 9u ¨ 9udV0 “ 1

2

ż

Ω

% 9u ¨ 9udv. (2.36)

Next, the rate of external mechanical work Pext shall be introduced by

Pextptq “
ż

Ω0

b̌0 ¨ 9u dV0 `
ż

BΩ0

ť0 ¨ 9u dA0 “
ż

Ω

b̌ ¨ 9u dv `
ż

BΩ
ť ¨ 9u da (2.37)

This is the rate form of the introduced energy by the externally applied loads. Now, only the rate
of internal mechanical work Pint is missing. This term represents the mechanical response, i.e.,
the rate of change of internally stored energy due to deformation, also called stress power, and
is generally obtained by

Pintptq “
ż

Ω0

P : 9F dV0 “
ż

Ω0

S : 9E dV0 “
ż

Ω

σ : p 9F ¨ F´1q dv. (2.38)
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Finally, the often called balance of mechanical energy, or more precisely the theorem of power
expended can be stated as

d

dt
K ptq ` Pintptq “ Pextptq. (2.39)

Hence, the rate of external mechanical work is balanced by the rate of internal work and kinetic
work. In other words: The rate of the kinetic energy contains contributions from the external
as well as from the internal work and is consequently not generally conserved. A closer look
at (2.39) reveals some well-known simplifications of this balance equation: First, if the rate of
external work Pext vanishes, a problem of free vibrations is obtained. Secondly, if the rate of
change with respect to the kinetic energy d{dtpK ptqq vanishes a quasi-static problem becomes
present. However, the latter one still allows time dependence of other terms. An example would
be a quasi-static creep deformation modeled by a time dependent material law. The proof that
the left and right hand side of (2.39) are indeed equal can be found in Holzapfel [136, p. 154], for
instance. This formulation in terms of rates rather than conserved absolute quantities is generally
holding. However, it shall be taken one step further: The consideration of conservative systems.
The existence of a conservative system implies that a scalar-valued total potential energy

Utotptq “ Uextptq `Uintptq (2.40)

can be formulated, such that the rate of external mechanical work (2.37) can be deduced from
the potential energy of the external loading by

Pextptq “ ´dUextptq
dt

“ ´ 9Uextptq, (2.41)

and the stress power (2.38) from the total strain energy

Pintptq “ dUintptq
dt

“ 9U ptq, with Uintptq “
ż

Ω0

Ψ dV0. (2.42)

The function Ψ in (2.42) represents the strain energy function introduced in Section 2.1.3. Next,
with all this at hand, the explicit form of the total potential energy in elastostatics can be given
by

Utotpuq “
ż

Ω0

ΨpX,F q ´ b̌0pXq ¨ upXq dV0 ´
ż

Γσ

ť0pXq ¨ upXq dA0. (2.43)

Note that it is assumed in the following, that all considered loads are dead (see e.g. Marsden
et al. [188, p. 212]), i.e., the prescribed traction ťpXq “ P ¨ N and the volume load b̌ shall be
constant during the considered motion. Thus, the directional derivative of (2.43) reveals
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2.1. Non-Linear Solid Mechanics

DδupUtotpuqq “ d

dε
Utotpu` εδuq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ε“0

“
ż

Ω0

BΨ
BF ¨∇Xpδuq ´ b̌0 ¨ δu dV0 ´

ż

BΩ
ť0 ¨ δu dA0 (2.44)

and this coincides with the quasi-static part of δU in (2.35). Additionally, if others than dead
loads are considered and, consequently, the load depends on the current point position x, it
must be ensured that these loads are conservative, i.e., derivable from a potential such that
DδupVb̌puqq “ ´b̌ ¨ δu and DδupVťpuqq “ ´ť ¨ δu hold.

The existence of such a total energy formulation can be mathematically very precisely formu-
lated by the demand that

DwpDvpUtotpuqqq “ DvpDwpUtotpuqqq (2.45)

holds for all v, w P W defined in (2.30). This is equivalent to the demand, that the Jacobian
matrix D2

δupUtotpuqq is symmetric. The strain energy fulfills this demand if the fourth order
elasticity tensor C has the symmetry C A

a
B
b “ C B

b
A
a which can be directly concluded if a strain

energy function is used. For more information the reader is kindly referred to Marsden et al.
[188, Ch. 5.1].

The extension to elastodynamics can be achieved in different ways. One possibility is to add
up (2.36) and (2.40) and formulate the demand

K ptq `Utotptq “ const. (2.46)

Remark 2.2. For the sake of completeness it should be mentioned that the total potential (2.43)
can be extended by an additional additive term representing the energy input into the system by
the prescribed displacements. This term lives completely on the Dirichlet boundary Γu and is
defined as

ż

Γu

t0pXq ¨ pǔ´ upXqq dA0.

However, it is not relevant for the upcoming discussion and, therefore, it is neglected.

Based on the Lagrangian Field Theory

Another way is based on the more general Lagrangian field theory which shall be applied here.
This theory provides a smooth transition from elastostatics to the elastodynamics. For instance,
a comprehensive derivation can be found in Marsden et al. [188, Ch. 5.4, p. 275]. Here, only the
final result shall be presented:

Under consideration of the Lagrangian density function

LpX, u, 9u, F q LpXI , ui, 9ui, F i
Iq, (2.47)
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2. Computational Mechanics for Large Deformations

the structural Lagrangian can be defined by

U pu, 9uq “
ż

Ω0

LpX, upXq, 9upXq, F pXqqdV0 ´
ż

BΩ0

VťpupXqqdA0, (2.48)

where as previously introduced∇uVťpupXq “ ´ť holds, and, therefore, allows the consideration
of conservative Neumann loads. The Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor can be derived by

P “ ´BLBF P I
i “ ´

BL
BF i

I

. (2.49)

The weak form of the Lagrange density equations follows then as

d

dt

ż

Ω0

B
B 9u
rLpu, 9u, F qs ¨ δu dV0 “

ż

Ω0

B
BurLpu, 9u, F qs ¨ δu dV0 `

ż

Ω0

B
BF rLpu, 9u, F qs : δF dV0

`
ż

BΩ0

ť0 ¨ δu dA0. (2.50)

Additionally, the strong form is obtained by

B
Bt
BL
B 9u
“ BLBu ´Div

BL
BF P ¨N “ ť0 on Γσ. (2.51)

Finally, in the case of hyperelasticity the Lagrange density function can be directly identified by

Lpu, 9u, F q “ 1

2
%0 9u ¨ 9u´ΨpF q ´ Vb̌puq. (2.52)

These functions describe precisely the problem stated in the strong (2.28) and weak form (2.35),
however, under stricter assumptions due to the dependence on a scalar-valued Lagrange density
function (2.52) and the demand for a potential formulation to include the external loads, which
together form the Lagrangian in (2.48).

Remark 2.3. The request for conservative systems stated here can actually be weakened for
the Lagrange equations by consideration of so-called generialized or velocity-dependent poten-
tials. A interesting discussion on this topic can be exemplarily found in Goldstein et al. [112,
Ch. 1.5]. In the cited chapter two different velocity dependent forces are discussed, namely, the
electromagnetic forces on moving charges and, secondly, friction forces following the so-called
Rayleigh’s dissipation function. Furthermore, in terms of frictional contact problems in contin-
uum mechanics the quasi-augmented Lagrangian function in Alart and Curnier [1] or the exten-
sion to large deformations in Pietrzak and Curnier [212] is worth mentioning. A more detailed
description of the latter one will follow in Section 2.2.3.
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Figure 2.1.: Basic notations and kinematics for a unilateral large deformation contact problem in 2-D. The potential
contact boundary zone is enclosed by square brackets in the reference and current configuration, respectively.

2.2. Contact Mechanics

Next, the attention is drawn to the field of contact mechanics. First the basic kinematic relation-
ships between two contacting bodies shall be presented where the focus is put on frictionless
contact scenarios. However, the interested reader is referred to the comprehensive literature on
contact mechanics such as Kikuchi and Oden [157], Laursen [170], Wriggers [283] for a much
deeper insight into the basic relationships. After the kinematics have been discussed, the funda-
mental contact problem will be introduced. The used notation is chosen in such a way that the
transition to the following constrained numerical optimization chapter is as easy as possible. For
convenience, the up-coming introduction is restricted to unilateral contact between two elastic
bodies. However, the extension to more involved problems such as self-contact or multi-body
contact is possible and should be straight forward. Finally, the possible extension to frictional
contact is briefly presented as well.

2.2.1. Contact Kinematics

At the beginning the introduction shall be started with a brief overview of the underlying kine-
matic equations where a classical Boltzmann continuum model in a three-dimensional Euclidean
space is considered. Since this is the most general case, the related 2-D equations can be easily
derived. Furthermore, a Cartesian coordinate system will be used, if not explicitly defined differ-
ently. For the spatial description, two distinct observer frames are defined: One for the reference
configuration Ω0 Ă R3 at t “ 0 and one for the current configuration Ω Ă R3 at time t ą 0.
The mapping between these two configurations is - as already previously defined - given by
x “ ϕtpX, tq or X “ ϕ´1

t px, tq. The absolute displacement of a material point is then obtained
by upX, tq “ xpX, tq ´X. For a more detailed description of non-linear continuum mechanics
aspects the reader is referred to the first part of this chapter.
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2. Computational Mechanics for Large Deformations

As mentioned in the introduction to this section, the description is restricted to the unilateral
contact case between two elastic bodies. The current spatial configuration of each body is de-
noted by xrbs “ X rbs ` urbs, where b “ 1 identifies the so-called slave or non-mortar and b “ 2
the so-called master or mortar body. The potential contact interfaces in the reference configu-
ration are given by Γ

rbs
c P R2 Ă Ω

rbs
0 for each body b P t1, 2u. Their counterparts in the current

configuration are represented by γr1sc , γr2sc , respectively.
Before the contact details are presented, a more general convective coordinate system in the

current configuration on the respective contact surface shall be defined by the covariant base
vectors τ rbsi, i P t1, 2u. The associated contravariant coordinates are given by tζ rbsiuiPt1,2u, such

that the definition of the covariant base vectors follows as τ rbsi “ x
rbs
,ζrbsi “ Bxrbs{Bζ rbsi “

Bϕrbst pX, tq{Bζ rbsi. Thus, a point xr1s on the slave surface can be expressed as a function of the
convective coordinates via xr1s “ xpζ r1s1, ζ r1s2q “ xpζ r1siq. Furthermore, the outward pointing
unit surface normal on the slave side is easily obtained by

nr1s “ npxpζ r1siqq “ n̂pxpζ r1siqq
}n̂pxpζ r1siqq} “

τ
r1s

1 ˆ τ r1s2
}τ r1s1 ˆ τ r1s2}

. (2.53)

Equivalent definitions can be derived for the master side.
A key ingredient of any frictionless contact formulation is the normal gap definition between

the two bodies. There are several options how to define this function. They mostly differ in
the definition of the involved normal vector, which is either defined on the slave as in Popp
et al. [215], Yang et al. [290] or on the master surface, viz. Laursen [170], Wriggers [283]. The
latter variant is closely related to the so-called closest point projection. Nonetheless, whichever
definition is in use, the normals are supposed to coincide in the converged active contact zone.

In this thesis a normal field defined on the slave side as given in Popp et al. [215], Yang et al.
[290] is used. With this definition it is possible to define the projection of a position xr1s on γr1sc

onto an arbitrary point located at xr2s “ xr2spζ r2siq on γr2sc as the root of

χpx̂, ζ r2si, αχq
ˇ

ˇ

x̂“xr1s “
 

xr2spζ r2siq ´ x̂´ αχnpx̂q
(ˇ

ˇ

x̂“xr1s
!“ 0, (2.54)

where nr1s is the continuous normal field defined in (2.53) and αχ denotes an auxiliary distance
factor. It is obvious that there is more than one possible definition of this projection procedure.
See for example Popp et al. [215] for an alternative definition based on the cross-product in the
two-dimensional case. Nevertheless, one advantage of (2.54) is that the auxiliary distance factor
can be helpful to define a unique projection point on the master side if more than one candidate
was found. In such a case, the point with the smallest ᾱχ value and the correct orientation rela-
tive to the employed normal is most likely the correct choice (see Figure 2.2 for an illustrative
example). All projection rules have in common that, in general, a non-linear system of equations
has to be solved. Here, a local Newton scheme is used for this task. The solution of the projection
is often denoted by variables with a bar symbol such as x̄r2s “ xr2spζ̄ r2siq and ᾱχ. Throughout
this thesis this rule will be followed in conjunction with contact related terms, but it is still stated
here that all variables xr2s are meant to be the projected counterparts of some point xr1s, if not
explicitly defined differently.
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Figure 2.2.: Illustration of a difficult projection scenario during a non-linear solution procedure with three possible
master point candidates (‚) for the slave point (Ĳ). While x̄r2s2 can be excluded due to the enclosed angle of the
master and slave normals, the point x̄r2s1 disqualifies due to the corresponding positive auxiliary distance factor,
such that x̄r2s3 is the only remaining unique projection point.

Finally, the continuous normal gap function definition for contact follows as

gNpxpζ r1siq, xpζ̄ r2sjqq “ xnr1spxr1sq, x̄r2s ´ xr1sy, (2.55)

where x¨, ¨y denotes the inner product of two vector quantities. Note that a positive value of
gNpxq : R2 Ñ R indicates an open gap between the two bodies, while a negative value corre-
sponds to some kind of overlap.

2.2.2. General Frictionless Contact Problem
There are different ways to derive the general contact problem. In Hiermeier et al. [131] first the
different continuously formulated contributions have been discretized and, afterwards, inserted
into a Lagrangian functional. Alternatively, it is possible to start at the strong form, given by
the initial boundary value problem of elastodynamics (2.28) for each subdomain Ω

rbs
0 . This at

hand, the corresponding constraints have to be defined to prevent a non-physical overlap of the
considered bodies. Therefore, the so-called Karush–Kuhn–Tucker conditions or in the context of
contact problems also known as Hertz–Signorini–Moreau conditions are introduced

gNpxpX, tqq ě 0, pNpxpX, tqq ď 0, pNpxpX, tq gNpxpX, tqq “ 0, (2.56)

on γr1sc ˆ r0, T s, where pN represents the contact pressure acting on the potential contact bound-
ary γrbsc in the current configuration. This boundary zone is the counterpart to Γ

rbs
c in the reference

configuration which represents one sub-set of the entire surface of each body BΩrbs0 . The remain-
ing surface can be subdivided into the already defined Dirichlet boundary Γ

rbs
u and the Neumann

boundary zones Γ
rbs
σ , respectively. The last equality in (2.56) is the so-called complementarity

condition which ensures that the gap is always equal to zero as long as the contact pressure is
unequal to zero and the other way around. To put it differently: There can only exist a contact
pressure as long as the bodies are in contact (gN “ 0). Furthermore, the first inequality in (2.56)
claims that the bodies are not allowed to overlap, while the second inequality has the task to
avoid tensile forces between the contacting bodies. This is totally meaningful as long as the
modeling of adhesion effects is not part of the formulation. For an extension in this direction the
reader is referred to Sauer and De Lorenzis [234], Sauer and Wriggers [235].
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2. Computational Mechanics for Large Deformations

Using the presented strong form (2.28), the well-known principle of virtual work can be di-
rectly applied, thus,

0 “
2
ÿ

b“1

t
ż

Ω
rbs
0

p%rbs0 :urbs ´DivP rbs ´ b̌rbs0 q ¨ δurbs dV0 `
ż

Γ
rbs
σ

pP rbs ¨N rbs ´ ťrbs0 q ¨ δurbs dA0u

´
ż

γ
r1s
c

λN pδgN ´ δsq ` δλN pgN ´ sq da (2.57)

is obtained, where the new primary variables λN and s have been introduced. While the first
one represents the Lagrange multiplier for the non-penetration constraints and can be directly
identified as λN “ ´pN, the second one is a so-called slack variable swhich allows to replace the
inequality constraint (2.56) by an equality constraint as explained in Gill et al. [107], Rockafellar
[229]. The optimal choice for s can be easily derived by s‹ “ maxt0, gN ´ λN{cNu, where cN

is a so-called complementarity or regularization parameter. A detailed introduction will follow
at the beginning of Section 3.2. This allows the integral over the current potential contact zone
γ
r1s
c to be divided into two parts: The first, so-called inactive, part is defined by gN ą λN{cN and

denoted by γr1sIc . The complementary, so-called active, sub-domain is denoted by γr1sAc . After
all, it can be concluded with the final weak form

0 “
2
ÿ

b“1

t
ż

Ω
rbs
0

ρ
rbs
0 :urbs ¨ δurbs ` Srbs : δErbs ´ b̌rbs0 ¨ δurbsdV0 ´

ż

Γ
rbs
σ

ť
rbs
0 ¨ δurbs dA0u

´
ż

γ
r1sA
c

λN δgN ` δλN gN da´
ż

γ
r1sI
c

2

cN

λNδλN da. (2.58)

The reformulation of the structural part is comprehensively described in Section 2.1.4. The first
line in (2.58) is identified as the variation of the structural potential δU (under the prerequisite
of potential based loads) and the second line as the variation of the contact potential δC yielding
δL “ δU ´ δC “ 0, where L pu, λNq : Rd`1 Ñ R with the spatial dimension d P t2, 3u
denotes the so-called Lagrangian functional

L pu, λNq “ U puq ´
ż

γ
r1s
c

λN rgNpuq ´maxt0, gNpuq ´ λN

cN

us da (2.59a)

“ U puq ´
ż

γ
r1s
c

C̃ pxr1s, x̄r2s, λNq da. (2.59b)

Next, a brief discussion of the frictionless contact energy density term

C̃ pxr1s, x̄r2s, λNq “ λN rgNpxr1s, x̄r2sq ´maxt0, gNpxr1s, x̄r2sq ´ λN

cN

us (2.60)
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Figure 2.3.: Visualization of the frictionless contact energy density function for cN “ 1. Figure 2.3b shows the first
order derivative of C̃ with respect to λN which reveals the C0-smoothness of the standard variant.

follows. An interesting observation is that the contribution to the Lagrangian disappears at the
solution, i.e. L ‹ “ U ‹. This follows directly from the complementarity condition in (2.56).
Furthermore, by taking a look at an illustrative visualization for cN “ 1 in Figure 2.3, it is
obvious that this function is only C0-continuous.

However, there exists an alternative formulation which is C1-continuous. Therefore, the fric-
tionless contact energy density C̃ is replaced by its augmented counterpart C̃cN compactly de-
fined by

C̃cNpxr1s, x̄r2s, λNq “ 1

2cN

pλ2
N ´ rmaxt0, λN ´ cNgNus2q. (2.61)

This function as well as the associated derivative with respect to the frictionless Lagrange multi-
plier are shown in Figure 2.4. It isC1-continuous since the kink along the active-inactive decision
can be now found in the first order derivative. A similar result could have been also obtained if
the derivative with respect to the displacements was visualized, instead.

Remark 2.4. It is important to note that the first order derivative of the augmented frictionless
contact energy density function C̃cN is equivalent to the so-called non-linear complementar-
ity function (NCP) which is often mentioned in the context of primal-dual active set strategies
[134, 257] and plays also a major role in case of the variational inequality approach applied to
mortar contact problems such as followed by [87, 138, 213, 215, 218] and the references therein.
Straight forward calculation reveals

B
BλN

C̃cNpxr1s, x̄r2s, λNq “ 1

cN

rλN ´maxt0, λN ´ cNgNus !“ 0. (2.62)

Thus, only the augmented formulation contains the NCP as a natural part while the standard
Lagrangian functional has a kink and is therefore less smooth but has still the same solution.
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Figure 2.4.: Visualization of the augmented frictionless contact energy density. Figure 2.3b shows the first order
derivative of C̃cN with respect to λN which indicates the C1 smoothness of the augmented variant.

This underlines that the augmented formulation is to some extent the more consistent formula-
tion, as it fits better the overall pre-asymptotic active set decision. However, in this thesis both
approaches will be followed, i.e., the augmented as well as the standard contact Lagrangian are
taken into account and will be compared to each other in Chapter 4.

For a much more comprehensive introduction into the general treatment of inequality con-
straints as well as for the derivation of the optimal slacks and the augmented formulation, the
reader is kindly referred to Section 3.2 and the references therein.

2.2.3. Extension to Frictional Contact Problems

This section follows closely the publications of Alart and Curnier [1], Pietrzak and Curnier
[212], wherein a general framework for the treatment of frictional contact problems is presented.
This framework can be also applied to the formulation used in this thesis. Friction is a very
important topic which increases the complexity severely. However, since the focus of this thesis
is on frictionless contact problems, a detailed description would go far beyond the scope of this
work and the topic shall therefore be only briefly addressed. The following investigations are
given as basis for potential future work which eventually extends the later proposed methods to
frictional contact.

First, one additional important kinematic quantity must be addressed: the relative velocity of a
slave point X r1s P Γ

r1s
c with its current position xr1s P γr1sc defined with respect to a master point

X̄
r2s P Γ

r2s
c located at x̄r2spX̄ r2spX r1s, tq, tq P γr2sc at time t. This quantity is typically given by

vrel “ 9xr1spX, tq ´ Btx̄r2spX̄ r2spX r1s, tq, tq “ vN,rel n
r1s ` vτ,rel, (2.63)

where Btx̄r2spX̄ r2spX r1s, tq, tq denotes the current velocity at a fixed material point X̄ r2s, i.e., at
the material point associated to X r1s via the applied projection at time t. The components in the
tangential directions are defined by
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vτ,rel “ pI ´ nr1s b nr1sqvrel. (2.64)

As discussed in Laursen [170], Yang et al. [290] this quantity is only frame indifferent (also
called objective) as long as gN “ 0 holds at the location where vτ,rel is evaluated. In other words:
The relative velocity is not well-defined when the contacting bodies are not effectively in con-
tact such as in case of a slight separation or penetration. However, it would be advantageous that
the objectivity holds also in these cases, since it allows the formulation of the contact condi-
tions as a tribological law instead of a boundary condition. This is beneficial when it comes to
numerical solution procedures where a small local gap at an evaluation point, such as a Gauss
point, might be unavoidable. From a continuum mechanical perspective an excellent explana-
tion of the issue is provided by Curnier et al. [59], where the interested reader is referred to for
more information. Possible modifications for mortar contact implementations can be found in
Gitterle [109], Yang et al. [290], for instance. However, to what extent these modifications are
also suitable for the later introduced mortar-like contact formulation is a question which needs
further investigations. An alternative is the formulation in so-called slip advected bases which is
often applied in the context of node-to-segment contact formulations considering a closest point
projection, see Laursen [170], Pietrzak and Curnier [212] for further details. This approach is
discussed in Curnier et al. [59] as well. Basically, the idea is to augment (2.64) by an additive
term which vanishes in the case of perfect sliding, i.e. gN “ 0.

Objectivity plays a major role for large deformations since it guarantees that a change of refer-
ence frame, consisting of a translation and/or rotation, does not change the considered quantity.
It is obvious that this prerequisite must be satisfied. In the following it shall be assumed that a
suitable objective representation of the relative velocity is available (at least in its discrete form),
which shall be denoted by

˝
g
τ

and is called the tangential slip rate. The quantity can either coin-
cide with (2.64) and is only modified in the discrete form to become objective in case of slight
penetrations or positive gaps following [109, 290] or it is modified in such a way that it becomes
objective also in its continuum representation as suggested by [59, 170, 212]. Under considera-
tion of this tangential slip rate and the friction shear p

τ
pX r1s, tq, which implicitly relies on the

normal pressure pN introduced in (2.56), the tangential Coulomb friction law can be defined by
three conditions:

• slip rule: The first condition claims that the friction shear p
τ

is collinear with the tangential

relative velocity vector
˝
g
τ
. This demand is formulated by

} ˝g
τ
pX r1s, X̄ r2s

, tq} p
τ
pX r1s, tq “ }p

τ
pX r1s, tq} ˝

g
τ
pX r1s, X̄ r2s

, tq. (2.65)

• friction (Coulomb) criterion: The second condition is used to limit the magnitude of the
friction shear via

}p
τ
pX r1s, tq} ` F pNpX r1s, tq ď 0, (2.66)
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Figure 2.5.: Illustration of the C1-continuous incremental frictional contact energy density function for cτ “ 1 and
p̂N “ ´1. Presented is the dimensional reduced case, i.e., only one sliding direction is considered. In (2.5b) the
first order derivative with respect to the tangential Lagrange multiplier is shown. This function is also known as the
frictional nonlinear complementarity function.

where pNpX r1s, tq ď 0 holds as defined in (2.56) and the scalar F ě 0 is the so-called
friction coefficient. The inequality in (2.66) can be illustrated as Coulomb’s cone. A slice
through this cone for a fixed value of the normal pressure pN is a convex disk CFppNq “
tp

τ
| }p

τ
} ď ´F pNu where the disk radius is given by ´F pN. The boundary of the

disk defines the upper bound of the friction shear magnitude at a certain level of normal
pressure.

• complementarity condition: There also exists a complementarity condition for the fric-
tional conditions, just similar to the frictionless case. This condition states that either the
magnitude of the friction shear is equal to ´F pNpX r1s, tq allowing a finite slip rate

˝
g
τ

or
the magnitude of the friction shear is smaller than this upper bound and the slip rate is
consequently equal to zero. This can be formulated as

} ˝g
τ
pX r1s, X̄ r2s

, tq}t}p
τ
pX r1s, tq} ` F pNpX r1s, tqu “ 0. (2.67)

These three conditions (2.65), (2.66), and (2.67) can be summarized in two possible friction
states: The first one is called stick and is present as long as the `2-norm of the friction shear is
smaller or equal to the current disk radius ´F pN. It is characterized by a slip rate equal to zero.
The second state is called slip which in turn is characterized by a slip rate unequal to zero and
makes it simultaneously necessary that the magnitude of the friction shear is exactly equal to the
disk radius ´F pN.

The discussion already starts to reveal the cumbersome part of the Coulomb friction law in
contrast to a frictionless formulation: The friction conditions depend explicitly on the normal
pressure and this normal pressure is the Lagrange multiplier of the constrained optimization
problem. This direct coupling makes it far more complicated to find a suitable Lagrangian. In
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Pietrzak and Curnier [212], however, an elegant suggestion is made by a so-called incremental
augmented Lagrangian formulation. This idea shall be briefly presented in the following: The
first part is represented by the augmented Lagrangian formulation of the frictionless contact
formulation (2.61), while the second part follows from the aforementioned friction conditions.
The finally proposed augmented frictional contact Lagrangian is defined as

Lcτ rurbs, λN, λτ ; p̂Ns “
2
ÿ

b“1

U rbs `
ż

γ
r1s
c

1

2cN

trmaxt0, λN ´ cNgNus2 ´ λ2
Nuda (2.68a)

`
ż

γ
r1s
c

xλτ , ˝gτ dty ` cτ
2
} ˝g

τ
dt}2da (2.68b)

´
ż

γ
r1s
c

1

2cτ
rmaxt0, }λ̂τ} ` Fp̂Nus2da, (2.68c)

where dt denotes an infinitesimal time increment and, consequently,
˝
g
τ

dt is an infinitesimal slip
increment. Furthermore, the abbreviation

λ̂τ “ λτ ` cτ ˝gτ dt (2.69)

is introduced. This shortcut is often called augmented tangential Lagrange multiplier. The aug-
mented contact pressure p̂N is also introduced. Its value is defined by p̂N “ pN ` cNgN. Alterna-
tively, it can be also identified by p̂N “ ´pλN ´ cNgNq under consideration of the relationship
between pressure and frictionless Lagrange multiplier. However, the important point is that p̂N

enters (2.68) as an independent variable which is kept constant during the variation and lineariza-
tion, see [212].

Furthermore, just similar to the frictionless case, it is possible to extract a frictional contact
energy density function from (2.68) given by

C̃cτ purbs, λN, λτ ; p̂Nq “ xλτ , ˝gτ dty ` cτ
2
} ˝g

τ
dt}2 ´ 1

2cτ
rmaxt0, }λ̂τ} ` Fp̂Nus2. (2.70)

A demonstrative illustration is presented in Figure 2.5. By taking a closer look numerous facts
become immediately aware: The contributions of the friction conditions to L ‹

cτ at the solution
(denoted by p¨q‹) vanish only in case of stick, i.e. C̃ ‹

cτ ,stick “ 0. However, in the case of slip
the frictional contribution to the incremental augmented Lagrangian value is independent of
the regularization parameter cτ and, consequently, cτ is really only a regularization parameter
which is important for the pre-asymptotic stick/slip decision. Similar to cN in case of frictionless
contact, cτ has no direct influence on the solution. Finally, the remaining frictional contribution
to the total value of the incremental augmented Lagrangian at the solution is given by

C̃ ‹
cτ ,slip “ |p‹N| }

˝
g
‹
τ

dt}. (2.71)
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Another interesting point is that the first order derivative of C̃cτ with respect to λτ reveals once
more the associated frictional nonlinear complementarity function as shown in Figure 2.5b. For
further information on the frictional NCP the reader is kindly referred to Farah [87], Gitterle
[109], Hüeber [138], Seitz et al. [243], Sitzmann [252] and the references therein. In addition, it
shall be briefly mentioned that the formulation as NCP can be also found in other research fields.
One example is plasticity which has much in common with Coulomb friction [124, 242]. At this
point the discussion of the frictional contact problem shall be stopped. However, the presented
incremental augmented Lagrangian formulation (2.68) can be considered as a starting point for
a possible augmentation of the up-coming modifications from the frictionless case to frictional
problems. Furthermore, the interested reader is referred to Pietrzak and Curnier [212] for further
details concerning the variation and linearization of the frictional approach presented here.

2.3. Spatial Discretization

The discretization method for the spatial domain is another important topic. There exists a huge
variety of applicable methods for this task, just similar to the later discussed numerical time in-
tegration. In the early days the finite difference method was quite popular as described in Collatz
[51], Samarskii [233], even though it had initially shown a number of unfavorable drawbacks
such as the restriction to regular meshes. However, this could be resolved in later publications
by Jensen [148], Liszka and Orkisz [177]. Nevertheless, in structural dynamics the finite differ-
ence method has been replaced almost entirely by the now very popular finite element method
[206, 297] due to many advantages of the latter one. Examples are its universality and strong
mathematical convergence properties [35]. Nowadays, there can be found numerous well-written
text books on this topic, e.g., Bathe [12], Belytschko et al. [18], Hughes [140]. The finite element
method will be also the method of choice throughout this thesis. However, before the discussion
goes deeper into this, it shall be mentioned that there exists another discretization class which
has gained increasing attention during the last couple of decades. That is the class of mesh-free
methods. While its popularity in fluid dynamics starts to rise more and more [179], there are
also interesting publications on mesh-free methods in the field of structural dynamics. On the
one hand, there are the so-called discrete element methods (DEM) which mainly deal with the
interaction between freely moving particles such as in granular flow [121] or, as a more spe-
cific example, in the application during powder bed metal additive manufacturing [193]. But,
there are many more applications of DEM such as fracture mechanics [200], where it is used
in combination with FEM. Additionally, the class of meshfree methods which are more similar
to the classical finite elements shall be briefly addressed: Examples are (generalized) moving
least squares or element free Galerkin methods. For an introduction into this topic the interested
reader is referred to review publications such as [17, 102]. Some of the therein discussed meth-
ods have very promising properties but make it difficult to impose Dirichlet boundary conditions
(DBC) [88] or introduce a new issue with respect to the numerical integration as exemplarily
discussed in [64, 72]. More recently, however, the so-called local maximum entropy method has
been proposed by Arroyo and Ortiz [7], Sukumar and Wright [256], which resolves at least the
DBC problem by its convex hull property. Its convergence properties [30] as well as its smooth
transition to the finite element method [7] makes it quite appealing for structural problems and
thus it is not surprising that the maximum entropy method has been applied successfully to the
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thin shell analysis [194, 195]. In the author’s opinion this new type of methods are well-suited
for certain research fields which naturally come along with large structural deformations such as
cell migration in the biomedical sector [225].

2.3.1. Finite Element Discretization

The fundamental idea of the finite element method or even any discretization method is to re-
duce the complexity of the original problem by limiting the number of degrees of freedom. In
case of the finite element method, this is achieved by subdividing the continuous body into a
finite number of small elements Ne, where each element occupies a closed sub-domain of the
entire structural body Ω

peq
0 Ď Ω0,h. Now, the disjoint union of all element domains denotes the

domain estimate of the respective body. Under the assumption of a regular mesh refinement as
well as certain smoothness assumptions with respect to the solution, it can be expected that the
approximation error decreases with an increasing number of finite elements. This is called h-
convergence. However, the definition of the discrete degrees of freedom is still missing. There-
fore, the attention is drawn to one arbitrary element e P E “ t1, . . . ,Neu. Such an element
contains a number of defining nodes (or control points) Nn and at these nodes a certain number
of degrees of freedom (DOF) can be specified. For instance, in case of a 3-dimensional dis-
cretized pure structural problem these degrees of freedom are given by the three coordinates of
a displacement vector associated to each of the element nodes. Having said this, the value of any
arbitrary nodal quantity inside an element e can be computed by interpolating between its nodal
values. A simple example would be the current position vector xpX, tq at pX, tq P Ω0 ˆ r0, T s
yielding

xpξpeqkq “ N
peq
j x

peqj “ N
peq
j pXpeqj ` dpeqjq, @j P t1, . . . ,Npeqn u, (2.72)

where N
peq
n is the number of nodes per element and tN peq

ju is the set of shape functions, where
each shape functon is associated to one node j of element e. In addition, tXju is the set of the
nodal reference position vectors. The finally remaining unknown quantities are summarized in
the set of nodal displacement vectors tdju. One reason for the great success of the finite element
method is that this element-wise view can be utilized to design computer codes which are suitable
for a large variety of different problems. This is achieved by splitting the global problem into
smaller parts related to each element. Subsequently, a assembly strategy is applied which brings
the distinct parts back together by simple summation. Therefore, a special numbering scheme is
invoked which is known as the global-to-local index [35]. This indexing scheme given by ipe, jq
is used to assign a local node number j of a specific element e to its global position index i in the
considered system. Therefore, the finite element method offers a very systematic way to solve
complex problems. Another beneficial effect is the locality of the used shape functions which
lead to a so-called sparsity pattern of the system matrices. These sparse matrices need severely
less memory than their dense counterparts and, therefore, the related system of equations can be
efficiently solved, e.g., under consideration of iterative linear solvers such as the GMRES based
methods [153, 232].
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2.3.2. Important Requirements for Convergence

There is a number of very important requirements with respect to the finite element formulation
in the context of structural problems. Without these requirements monotonic convergence can not
be expected, i.e., the accuracy of the solution might not improve by successive mesh refinement.
The first requirement asks for completeness of the considered function space. This means that the
used shape functions of the elements must be able to represent all rigid body modes and constant
strain states [12, Sec. 4.3.2]. Rigid body modes are deformation modes which induce no strain
(or stress). For example a pure translation or rotation is not allowed to cause any stresses in a
finite element. An interesting side note is that the number of straining or natural modes of a
element can be easily obtained by subtracting the number of rigid body modes from the number
of degrees of freedom (DOF) of the respective element. Thus, a 2-dimensional quadrilateral
element with four nodes (and, therefore, linear shape functions) has 2 ¨ 4 “ 8 DOF and there
exist three rigid body modes: Translation in x- and y-direction as well as rotation around the
outward pointing normal. Therefore, it can represent 8 ´ 3 “ 5 natural modes. This result can
also be obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem of the element stiffness matrix. Three of the
eigenvalues will be zero and the associated eigenvectors are the rigid body modes. The remaining
eigenvalues are unequal zero and represent the stiffness for the corresponding mode given by the
eigenvector [12]. These straining modes will become also important with respect to the undesired
phenomenon of locking which is discussed in Section 2.3.3.

The second requirement asks for compatibility. In other words, the displacements in the in-
terior of an element and across its boundaries is supposed to be continuous, i.e., non-physical
gaps inside the domain shall be avoided. For elements with displacement DOF only, this can be
achieved by claiming a continuity of the nodal displacement DOF. However, in case of reduced
formulations such as shells or beams embedded into a higher dimensional space, rotational DOF
are often additionally introduced. In such a case the enforcement of compatibility with respect to
the kinematic assumptions can become much more involved (see for example Bischoff [27], Gee
[104]).

These are two important requirements concerning the finite element function space. However,
there are even more criteria which must be considered. For example, the stability of the dis-
crete solution must be maintained. This stability issue plays a role in different areas: On the one
hand, stability problems can arise in form of so-called zero-energy modes. Zero-energy modes
are related to further zero eigenvalues of the element stiffness matrix and are consequently math-
ematically spoken equivalent to a rank deficiency of this matrix, i.e., there are more zero eigen-
values than rigid body modes. Different types of zero energy modes exist: Some of them are
non-communicable and it is therefore less likely that they occur in a mesh consisting of mul-
tiple elements. However, there are also so-called communicable zero-energy modes which can
become a severe problem since they are not blocked by their surrounding neighbors. These zero-
energy modes can lead to a locally singular system matrix and might prevent convergence. It
is a phenomenon which sometimes occurs during the application of so-called selective reduced
integration which has been firstly proposed by Zienkiewicz et al. [298] to avoid certain kinds
of locking. An excellent overview of the zero-energy problem during reduced integration can be
found in Koschnick [164]. However, selective reduced integration is not the only instance where
zero-energy modes can occur. It can also occur in the field of finite elasticity when a consistent
numerical integration scheme is considered but certain enhanced assumed strain (EAS) formu-
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lations are added. This has been detected and discussed in de Souza Neto et al. [67], Wriggers
and Reese [285]. Since the latter case can be of crucial importance for the application of EAS
during contact simulations, it will be addressed again in Section 2.3.4.

Another origin of instabilities is given by the inproper choice of the Lagrange multiplier func-
tion spaces. The correct choice of these function spaces becomes not only important with respect
to the contact algorithms discussed here but plays also an important role in conjunction with the
modeling of totally incompressible conditions, i.e., for materials where Poisson’s ratio tends to
0.5. In such a case, the pressure becomes an independent variable leading to a saddle-point prob-
lem, thus, the pressure can be interpreted as a Lagrange multiplier. Other examples are given by
multi-field functionals such as the three-field Hu-Waishizu functional or the two-field Hellinger
Reissner principle, see Koschnick [164] for more information. Furthermore, also the pressure de-
gree of freedom in case of fluid simulations is of this kind. Stability for those mixed formulation
is obtained, if the ellipticity as well as the inf-sup conditions are satisfied [9, 36].

The attention is now on the treatment of structural contact problems with the finite element
method and the inherent Lagrange multiplier as introduced in Section 2.2.2. The so-called ellip-
ticity condition is independent of the contact conditions and is fulfilled as soon as appropriate
finite elements and boundary conditions are applied, see El-Abbasi and Bathe [76]. The second
important condition is the inf-sup condition, which is a topic on its own. A nice introduction
for contact problems can be found in Bathe and Brezzi [13]. Furthermore, a comprehensive in-
troduction into the field of (dual) mortar contact methods is given in Wohlmuth [279]. Under
reconsideration of the weighting function space (2.30) which is chosen as a subspace of the
solution space defined by

u P U “ tw P H1pΩ0q : w “ ǔ on Γuu, (2.73)

the function space for the Lagrange multiplier λN follows as

λN PM` “ twN P H´1{2pγr1sc q : wN ě 0u. (2.74)

Note that the function spaceM` does not implicitly depend on the Lagrange multiplier value
since only frictionless problems shall be considered. A very brief introduction into the notation
of functional analysis becomes necessary to clarify (2.74):H1{2pγr1sc q is known as the trace space
of W and H´1{2pγr1sc q denotes the dual space of H1{2pγr1sc q. For more detailed information the
reader is kindly referred to Brezzi and Fortin [37, Ch. 3]. Throughout this thesis, the discrete
Lagrange multiplier shape functions are chosen equal to the discrete solution space functions
in the interior domain by restricting them to the contact boundary. This choice is inf-sup stable
as stated in Bathe and Brezzi [13, Theorem 3] or numerically shown in El-Abbasi and Bathe
[76]. However, there are choices which are not inf-sup stable, e.g., a linear interpolation of the
solution but a constant interpolation of the Lagrange multiplier field would not be inf-sup stable.
Possible remedies are suggested in Wohlmuth [279, Remark 3.2]. Another interesting fact is
that the inf-sup stability result for the contact mortar methods discussed in [279] is independent
of the degrees of freedom on the master side. Consequently, the inf-sup result is completely
independent of the ratio of the element sizes on the slave and master sides which indicates that
the non-matching character of the meshes does not affect the stability.
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2.3.3. Locking of Structural Elements

In the previous section the most important requirements have been discussed which are nec-
essary to maintain convergence of the finite element solution for consecutive mesh refinement.
Even though, a detailed analysis of the expected convergence speed shall not be topic of this
thesis (see e.g. Bathe [12], Brenner and Scott [35] for a detailed description), there are certain
influences which can vastly decrease the convergence rate and thus badly affect the expected so-
lution quality. Nowadays, there is a high interest in understanding these effects and developing
remedies. The first important work in this direction has been given by Babuška and Suri [10].
First as a technical report and later published in the cited journal.

The convergence rate can be affected by many different parameters. However, in this section
the discussion is restricted to the so-called locking effect of finite element formulations. There
is not really one unique definition for locking, but all of them have in common that they can be
characterized in dependence on one critical parameter. With respect to this critical parameter,
locking can be further subdivided into artificial stiffening effects based on material or geometri-
cal parameters. However, in both cases the main reason for the bad performance is often given
by the fact that the used shape function space is not sufficiently well-suited to represent certain
element deflections which would be necessary to represent the deformation without introducing
unwanted strains and stresses. For a really comprehensive overview and discussion the reader is
kindly referred to Koschnick [164]. Some locking effects are mainly related to structural finite
element formulations, i.e., special elements which use some kind of kinematic assumptions to
reduce their spatial dimensions. Examples are beam, shell and plate elements. The focus of this
thesis is clearly on classical continua elements. The main locking effects are here:

• Shear locking: Shear locking affects 2-dimensional as well as 3-dimensional continua el-
ements and has a severe impact for shape functions based on low order polynomials. The
classical example are four-node quadrilateral elements (QUAD4) and eight-node hexa-
hedral elements (HEX8) for 2- and 3-dimensional problems, respectively. The influence
of the parasitic linear shear stresses becomes obvious in case of bending deformations.
However, the critical parameter is the aspect ratio of the element edges, e.g., the ratio of
element width to height in case of QUAD4 elements, for instance.

• Trapezoidal locking: This is a locking phenomenon which can be observed for curved
structures discretized by continua elements. Note that the definition for small deformations
is restricted to initially curved structures to avoid a mix-up with the influences related to
mesh distortion. However, in case of large deformations this effect can also become appar-
ent for initially straight structures which become curved through the applied deformation.
Once more a bending deformation shall be assumed. A trapezoidal shaped QUAD4 ele-
ment would imply a number of parasitic strains in dependence on the degree of curvature.
First, it would again show a linear shear strain which vanishes at the element center, but
also the expected strain in parametric ξ1-direction would be slightly affected. Furthermore,
a quadratic artificial strain in the parametric ξ2- direction would occur as well which van-
ishes only at the element boundaries for ξ1 “ ˘1. For a fixed curvature the element aspect
ratio can be identified as the critical parameter.
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• Volumetric locking: While the first two locking phenomena are purely influenced by geo-
metrical parameters, the volume locking is one representative of a parasitic effect due to
a material parameter. The critical parameter is the Poisson’s ratio ν. The effect disappears
for ν “ 0 and will be the worst for ν Ñ 0.5, i.e., for the limit case of incompressibility.
The underlying constraint can be formulated as divpuq “ 0. This effect is apparent in
2-dimensional and 3-dimensional solid elements and can be explained by the inability of
the simple elements to represent this constraint point-wise. The result is a stiffening effect
due to very high artificial normal stresses.

More information can be found in [164, Chapter 5]. Possible remedies for the discussed un-
wanted effects follow in the next Section 2.3.4.

2.3.4. Enhanced Assumed Strain Formulation

The main focus of this section will lie on the enhanced assumed strain (EAS) formulation since
it will also be considered throughout the later discussed globalization techniques for large de-
formation contact problems in Chapter 6. However, this is not the only possibility. As already
mentioned there is for instance the selective reduced integration [298] and even though it seems
unlikely it is indeed possible to show equivalence to mixed finite element methods for this simple
idea as demonstrated in Malkus and Hughes [185]. Another well-suited anti-locking technique is
the assumed natural strain (ANS) method which can also be derived from variational principles
as described in Simo and Hughes [248]. The basic idea is to specify so-called collocation or
sampling points in the element which are then used to interpolate and evaluate the correct strains
for critical deformation states [164]. A great example for large deformations is given in Vu-Quoc
and Tan [269]. Therein, a big advantage of the ANS formulation compared to EAS is given as
well: That is the much better handling of transverse shear strains. In Vu-Quoc and Tan [269] is
shown that even a 30 parameter EAS formulation as proposed by Klinkel and Wagner [158] is not
able to fulfill the out-of-plane bending patch test without an additional ANS modification. The
drawback of the ANS methods is that the location, the number as well as suitable interpolation
functions must be newly defined for each considered element and stiffening effect [164]. This
drawback is supposed to be resolved by the proposed discrete strain gap (DSG) method which is
comprehensively described and discussed in Koschnick [164]. For small deformations the ANS
as well as the DSG method can be summarized in the so-called B-bar methods as proposed by
[248], while for large deformations rather the deformation gradient instead of the B-operator has
to be considered. A drawback of these B-bar methods, i.e. ANS as well as DSG, is the fact that
they are not capable of avoiding volumetric locking. However, it must be noted that there exist
more methods than the EAS method to avoid volumetric locking completely, even in presence
of large deformations. For instance, one method has been proposed by De Souza Neto et al. [66]
and uses a multiplicative split of the deformation gradient into a deviatoric and volumetric part.
The volumetric part is then only evaluated at the center point of the element and subsequently,
the two parts are recombined resulting in the F-bar deformation gradient. The drawback is that
this method helps only against volumetric but not against shear locking or any other geometrical
locking effect.

This brings us finally to the EAS formulation which is able to avoid shear and volumetric
locking, but fails to avoid transversal shear-locking (see e.g. solid shell elements [269]). The up-
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coming brief description of the EAS method for large deformations follows Simo and Armero
[247], Simo and Rifai [249] and Wall et al. [273]. Let us start with the variational view on the
three-field Hu-Washizu functional which yields

U pu,E, Sq “
ż

Ω0

ΨpEqdV0 `
ż

Ω0

S : p1
2
pF puqTF puq ´ Iq ´ EqdV0

´
ż

Ω0

b̌0 ¨ udV0 ´
ż

Γσ

ť ¨ u dA0, (2.75)

where three different unknowns are specified: the displacement vector u, the Green–Lagrange
strain tensorE and the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor S. Next, the EAS method introduces
a reparametrization of the free Green Lagrange strain tensor by an additive split

E “ Eu ` Ẽ, with Eu “ 1

2
pF puqTF puq ´ Iq. (2.76)

Now, Ẽ denotes the additive enhancement to the deformation dependent strain part Eu. This
inserted into (2.75) results in

U pu,E, Sq “
ż

Ω0

ΨpEu ` ẼqdV0 `
ż

Ω0

S : ẼdV0 ´
ż

Ω0

b̌0 ¨ udV0 ´
ż

Γσ

ť ¨ u dA0. (2.77)

This functional will be discretized by a suitable interpolation scheme which is given by

x “ N pX ` dq, Ẽ
h “ Q1 αeas

, Sh “ Q2 β
eas
, (2.78)

where N , Q1 and Q2 denote appropriate mapping operators based on the respective shape func-
tions. Furthermore, α

eas
and β

eas
represent the related unknown coefficients of the strains and

stresses, while d denotes the unknown nodal displacements. Please note that it is tried to mini-
mize the explicit marking of individual variables as discretized by the superscript h. Therefore,
it is only introduced where it actively supports the understanding. Next, Simo and Rifai [249]
suggest to choose the interpolation of the stresses and strains orthogonal to each other such that

ż

Ω0

Sh : Ẽ
h
dV0 “ 0 (2.79)

holds. Another prerequisite is that the enhanced strains are not linearly dependent of the compat-
ible strains to avoid any unwanted rank deficiency of the related stiffness matrices. By inserting
(2.79) into (2.77), the new discretized functional follows as

U pd, α
eas
q “

ż

Ω0

ΨrEupdq ` Ẽhpα
eas
qs dV0 ´ dTf

ext
, (2.80)
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where f
ext

is the nodal external force vector. Next, the variation and linearization of this function
with respect to the displacements and the EAS strain parameters follow. Details can be found for
instance in Wall et al. [273]. The important part for this thesis are the contributions of each
element to the global system of equations and the global right hand side vector which look like

˜

Kpeq L̃
peq
eas

rL̃peq
eas
sT D̃

peq
eas

¸

and
ˆ

f peq
ext
´ f peq

int

´r̃peqeas

˙

(2.81)

for each element e. See again [273] for the detailed definition of the matrices and right hand side
contributions. Finally, since the enhanced strains do not need to be compatible over the element
boundaries, it is possible to condensate the additional degrees of freedom on element level, i.e.,
before the global system matrix is assembled, resulting in the already condensed contributions

Kpeq ´ L̃peq
eas
rD̃peq

eas
s´1 rL̃peq

eas
sT, and f peq

ext
´ f peq

int
` L̃peq

eas
rD̃peq

eas
s´1 r̃peqeas. (2.82)

The enhanced strain increment can be computed in a post-processing step for each element:

∆α̃peqeas “ ´rD̃
peq
eas
s´1 tr̃peqeas ` rL̃

peq
eas
sTs∆dpequ, (2.83)

where ∆dpeq is the part of the global displacement increment related to the DOF of element
e and ∆α̃peqeas the internal enhanced strain increment in Voigt notation. The changed notation
is indicated by the tilde superscript. Therefore, compared to other methods such as ANS and
DSG, the EAS method includes an additional effort in form of evaluating these extra matrices,
the condensation and the necessary inversion of the matrix D̃

peq
eas

. The dimension of this matrix
depends on the number of used enhanced strain modes per element. In this thesis 21 additional
modes for linear hexahedron elements will be considered, thus, D̃

peq
eas
P R21ˆ21. Nevertheless, the

EAS formulation still shares the advantage that the size of the global system of equations remains
unchanged and that the evaluation of the internal energy contributions stays also unchanged from
a global point of view. This makes the application of the globalization techniques later introduced
in Section 6.8.2 much easier.

Remark 2.5. The section is closed by an important remark concerning the EAS formulation.
The enhanced assumed strain formulation is not completely stable for large deformations. This
is something which is already known for quite some time since it had been demonstrated by
de Souza Neto et al. [67] and Wriggers and Reese [285]. However, most of the EAS literature
is written with respect to small deformations and therein this phenomenon is hardly mentioned
since it does not appear. This leads to the situation that not everyone is aware of this problem. Re-
sponsible for the instabilities are the additional modes addressing shear locking and, as reported
in Wall et al. [273], these shear modes can lead to hour-glassing (i.e. zero energy modes). How-
ever, in contrast to the selective reduced integration method where these effects are somewhat
expected due to the insufficient integration, they will occur also for an analytical exact integra-
tion. The instability will occur for large compression strains and also for large tensile strains. In
combination with contact the compression is more likely, consequently, it is not surprising that
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the hour-glassing might become apparent during large deformation contact simulation consider-
ing EAS. For the simple 2-dimensional example discussed in [273] the critical state is reached
for a height reduction of the QUAD4 element by a factor of 1{?3. It is also stated that the
instability can be alternatively detected by an eigenvalue analysis of the element stiffness ma-
trix (see also the analytical derivations in [285]). This entire EAS instability problem is mainly
mentioned in this thesis, since it probably explains some of the necessary matrix modifications in
Section 6.10. The there used algorithm will naturally counteract any negative or zero eigenvalues
in the global system matrix. However, in the author’s opinion it might be a better idea to tackle
the problem at its origin by the suggested stabilization approach in Wall et al. [273]. Therefore,
it is recommended to implement the stabilization in the future.

2.4. Discrete Time Integration

The discrete treatment of time integrals and time dependency is a topic on its own. Therefore, the
discussion in this thesis is restricted to only one representative which is quite popular in struc-
tural dynamics. The so-called Generalized-α method, firstly introduced by Chung and Hulbert
[48]. One of the big advantages of this method is that it allows a controlled numerical dissipation
which acts in such a way that mainly contributions stemming from high-frequencies in the struc-
tural energy are damped while the more important low frequency response stays almost unbiased.
This is an important property for contact problems, where the discrete resolution of the impact
from one body into the other leads almost always to a non-continuous scenario coming along
with some artificial high-frequency solution artifacts. However, it is by far not the only possible
time integration scheme. Actually, there exists a huge variety of different methods. For instance,
the for the spatial discretization preferred finite element method (FEM) can also be applied to
the time domain resulting in so-called space-time finite element methods. These methods have
also promising properties. The interested reader is referred to Hughes and Hulbert [142], Hulbert
[144] for an early example in the field of elastodynamics. However, also the application to other
research fields is possible such as the fluid-structure interaction, see also Hübner et al. [137] and
the references therein.

Before the attention is drawn to a detailed description of the Generalized-αmethod considered
here, the very basic idea of almost any time integration scheme shall be explained. First of all,
the goal is to find a numerical scheme which is able to reproduce a transient solution path while
maintaining important properties of the solution such as its magnitude or its phase angle. Think
for example of a harmonic oscillation. To achieve this it becomes necessary to split the desired
time interval r0, T s into discrete smaller sections. The size of these sections is given by the
user-defined time step ∆t. Now, concerning this time step two things should not be mixed up:

• Firstly, a too large chosen time step size can lead, under certain circumstances, to a blow-
up of the simulation due to inherent instabilities of the discrete time integration scheme. One
well-known example is the explicit forward-Euler scheme. For example, this simple numerical
scheme cannot be applied to a harmonic oscillation since it will always lead to an increasing
amplitude even for an extremely small time step size. However, there are ways to avoid these
problems, e.g., by considering appropriate implicit time integration schemes. But, nothing
comes for free and thus implicit schemes have the drawback that they ask for a much higher
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computational effort. Nevertheless, if large time steps are sufficient to accurately represent
the solution, the implementation and computational effort might pay off by in the end much
smaller total simulation times (even though one single time step might take much longer com-
pared to an explicit scheme).

• This brings us to the second distinct point: The solution accuracy. While implicit schemes
might allow an artificially large time step, the solution quality is not necessarily superior
compared to an explicit scheme and consequently the time step shows a second upper bound
which relies on the demanded solution quality. In fact, the error order depends heavily on the
definition of the different schemes, e.g., it plays a decisive role which information is used
for the construction: Only the solution of the previous time step at tn, e.g. explicit Euler, the
information of the current time step tn`1 leading to implicit schemes, or shall also information
from previous steps be taken into account ttn´1, tn´2, . . . u such as for BDF, Adams–Bashforth
or Adams–Moulton methods. Furthermore, it is also possible to use information from artificial
points placed at locations in time between tn and tn`1, see the Runge–Kutta schemes. As a
rule of thumb one can say that with rising complexity by considering more and more solution
points in time also the solution accuracy can be expected to be improved. But again: A high
error-order, i.e. small errors, does not automatically mean that the chosen solution step is free
of instabilities. These are two very different issues.

Now, with the previously said in mind, the application field for implicit methods are for exam-
ple stiff differential equations. One might think of a system which contains a high-frequency
response which naturally fades out very quickly and a second overlaid response which is of a
low-frequency harmonic character. In this case an implicit scheme in conjunction with an adap-
tive time step can be much faster than an explicit scheme with the same error order, since it
allows to switch to a larger time step as soon as the high frequency response disappears. In con-
trast: An explicit scheme would be bound to the small time step just because of the instability
issue. On the other hand, if the solution is mainly defined by high-frequency contributions over
the entire time interval of interest, it might be much more efficient to use an explicit scheme since
the implicit scheme would be also bound to a small time step, which is computationally much
more expensive. For further information the reader is referred to the literature on the treatment
of numerical initial value problems such as Gear [103].

2.4.1. Generalized-α Method

After this short introduction into numerical time integration the remaining part of this section is
solely devoted to the Generalized-α method. It is an implicit one-step, three-stage time integra-
tion scheme, i.e., it needs only information from tn and tn`1 to be constructed and is described
by the three stages corresponding to the displacement dtnu, velocity vtnu and acceleration atnu

fields. Under these circumstances the accuracy can become maximally second order and, indeed,
the Generalized-α method is second order accurate. The construction of the three stage vectors
relies on the Newmark-β methods which provide simple update rules for the discrete approxi-
mate velocity vtn`1u « 9dptn`1q and acceleration atn`1u « :dptn`1q fields depending on the three
old stage vectors and the current displacement field. These updating formulas are namely
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Figure 2.6.: Generalized-α parameters in dependency on the spectral radius ρ8. The hatched areas highlight the
domains where βgα P r0, 0.5s and γgα P r0, 1.0s exceed their bounds, respectively.

vtn`1updtn`1uq “ γgα

βgα ∆t
pdtn`1u ´ dtnuq ´ γgα ´ βgα

βgα

vtnu ´ γgα ´ 2βgα

2βgα

∆tatnu, (2.84a)

atn`1updtn`1uq “ 1

βgα p∆tq2 pd
tn`1u ´ dtnuq ´ 1

βgα ∆t
vtnu ´ 1´ 2βgα

2βgα

atnu, (2.84b)

where γgα P r0, 1s and βgα P r0, 0.5s are two important parameters of the Newmark-β meth-
ods which significantly control the character and accuracy of these updating rules. Now, the
Generalized-α method makes use of these equations, but introduces additional special mid-
points based on the parameters αf P r0.0, 0.5s and αm ď αf . Thus, the evaluation is shifted
to a time-point tn`1´αm and tn`1´αf

. In accordance to these mid-points the linear momentum
balance equations can be stated in matrix form, viz.

M atn`1´αmu ` C vtn`1´αfu ` f tn`1´αfu
int

´ f tn`1´αfu
ext

“ 0, (2.85)

where M is the so-called mass matrix and C the so-called damping matrix. In the framework
discussed here, f

int
can be identified by the gradient of the internal energy with respect to the

displacements evaluated at the mid-point tn`1´αf
. In a similar way, the external force vector

fn`1´αf

ext
can be interpreted as the gradient of a conservative external potential which considers

tractions and/or volume forces. However, the balance equations stay valid also in a more general
context in which these scalar-valued potentials might not exist. Now, to be able to apply these
equations, the corresponding mid-point state vectors must be defined. Typically a simple linear
interpolation is used, yielding

dtn`1´αfu “ p1´ αfqdtn`1u ` αfd
tnu, (2.86)

vtn`1´αfu “ p1´ αfqvtn`1u ` αfv
tnu, (2.87)

atn`1´αmu “ p1´ αmqatn`1u ` αma
tnu. (2.88)
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The original paper by Chung and Hulbert [48] proposes an elegant and meaningful way to de-
fine the free parameters αf , αm, γgα and βgα all in dependency to the desired high-frequency
dissipation. This is achieved by a new scalar parameter, the so-called spectral radius ρ8. The
remaining parameters can be defined with respect to ρ8 ď 1 such that the algorithm reaches an
optimal and controllable combination of high-frequency and low-frequency dissipation, while
additional conditions ensure second order accuracy and an unconditionally stable behavior of
the algorithm. The parameters are finally given by

αm “ 2ρ8 ´ 1

ρ8 ` 1
, αf “ ρ8

ρ8 ` 1
, βgα “ 1

4
p1´ αm ` αfq2, γgα “ 1

2
´ αm ` αf . (2.89)

One special case is ρ8 “ 1. Then, no numerical dissipation is activated. However, the domains
for βgα P r0, 0.5s and γgα P r0, 1.0s introduce additional lower bounds for ρ8 (see Figure 2.6 for
an illustration). Thus, it follows that p?2´ 1q ď ρ8 ď 1.0 must hold.

One further open question is how to evaluate f tn`1´αfu
int

in (2.85). There exist two usual vari-
ants. The first one is the so-called implicit mid-point rule resulting in

f tn`1´αfu
int

“ ∇dU |
dtn`1´αf u , (2.90)

where the gradient of the internal energy is evaluated with respect to the linearily interpolated
displacement field defined in (2.86). The second option, which will also be followed throughout
this thesis, is based on a trapezoidal rule, i.e.,

f tn`1´αfu
int

“ p1´ αfq ∇dU |
dtn`1u ` αf ∇dU |

dtnu . (2.91)

There is no doubt that both formulations (2.90) and (2.91) do coincide in the special case of
small deformations and linear elasticity. However, the difference becomes also generally smaller
and smaller in case of a decreasing time step size. Furthermore, in case of a general non-linear
material behavior it is hard to guess which one is favorable. The same holds true for the external
forces introduced in fn`1´αf

ext
. The only difference is that the simple underlying external potential

law often naturally leads to a result similar to (2.91).

2.4.2. Linearization of the Generalized-α Method
In the following brief discussion the basic steps of the fundamental linearization approach are
demonstrated. Even though this approach is by no means restricted to the Generalized-αmethod,
it shall be introduced in this context, since (2.85) represents one of the more advanced structural
balance equations in terms of all the considered contributions. Furthermore, it contains the quasi-
static case as special case. However, the discussion in this section is solely restricted to a pure
structural dynamic simulation, i.e., contact contributions are not considered, yet. The necessary
extensions will follow in Sections 4.6 and 6.8.1.

For now the in (2.85) stated balance equations in matrix-vector form under consideration of
the trapezoidal rule shall be considered as the underlying residual and the task will be to find a
solution which fulfills these non-linear equations such that rgαpdn`1

tku q “ 0 with
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rgαpdtn`1u
tku q “M pp1´ αmq atn`1u

tku ` αm a
tnuq (2.92a)

` C pp1` αfqvtn`1u
tku ` αfv

tnuq (2.92b)

` pp1´ αfq ∇dU |
d
tn`1u
tku

` αf ∇dU |
dtnuq (2.92c)

´ pp1´ αfq ∇dVext|dtn`1u
tku

` αf ∇dVext|dtnuq !“ 0. (2.92d)

Again, as already mentioned multiple times, the gradient of an external potential can also directly
be replaced by a suitable external force vector. The balance equations stay valid. The advantage
of the notation as an (auxiliary) external potential will become obvious later in Section 6.8.1.

With (2.92) at hand the further steps follow closely the classical Newton-Raphson method for
a set of non-linear equations. Here, only the basic idea and the related system of equations will
be presented, while a much more general discussion follows in Section 3.1.1. Now, to find the
desired solution the demand is formulated that the linear model of Equation (2.92) with respect
to the unknown dn`1 vector shall be equal to zero, thus,

rgαpdtn`1u
tku q ` pdtn`1u

` ´ dtn`1u
tku qT ∇drgα

ˇ

ˇ

dtnu
!“ 0. (2.93)

Obviously, this represents only an approximation. However, under certain circumstances it can
be expected that the obtained sequence dtn`1u

tk`1u “ d
tn`1u
` with k “ t0, 1, . . . u will converge to

the solution vector dtn`1u
‹ and as soon as dtn`1u

tku enters a region close enough to the solution, the
sequence will stay in the neighborhood and will converge q-quadratically. For more information
the reader is kindly referred to Chapter 3 and the information therein. Typically, (2.93) is written
as

K
gα
pdnq ∆d

tn`1u
` “ ´rgαpdtn`1u

tku q, (2.94)

where K
gα

is the so-called Jacobian matrix which is defined as the transpose of ∇dr
T
gα. In

addition, the incremental vector ∆d
tn`1u
` is used as an abbreviation for dtn`1u

` ´ d
tn`1u
tku leading

to the simple update formula

d
tn`1u
tk`1u “ d

tn`1u
` “ d

tn`1u
tku `∆d

tn`1u
` . (2.95)

Therefore, two questions remain: What is the actual definition of the Jacobian matrix and, sec-
ondly, how to solve (2.94)? For a general answer to the latter question the reader is kindly
referred to the comprehensive literature on linear systems of equations. However, during this
thesis special techniques will be proposed which not only improve the non-linear but also the
linear solvability of the related systems. The thereby improved conditioning of the correspond-
ing system of equations can become very important when large problems are considered and,
consequently, linear iterative solvers must be applied. For more information see Chapter 5 and,
especially, Section 6.6.
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The answer to the first question is briefly addressed in the following:

K
gα
“ p1´ αmq
βgαp∆tq2M ` p1´ αfq γgα

βgα ∆t
C ` p1´ αfq ∇2

d dU
ˇ

ˇ

T

d
tn`1u
tku

, (2.96)

where the first two additive terms can be easily derived under consideration of (2.84). The last
term is the so-called tangential stiffness matrix which is also of major importance for the static
case. Theoretically, it is also possible that the derivative of the external forces with respect to
the currently unknown displacement field must be taken into account, if the loads depend on the
current deformation. However, this case shall be excluded during this thesis.

In summary, the solution approach via the Newton Raphson scheme asks for two expensive
operations: The first one is the evaluation of the tangential stiffness matrix which will get in-
creasingly expensive as soon as the later discussed contact contributions have to be considered
as well. Secondly, the solution of the linear system of equations can be a time consuming point.
However, throughout this thesis a preconditioned linear solver method based on the Generalized
Minimal Residual (GMRES) approach will be used as soon as a direct solver becomes too ex-
pensive or non-applicable due to a too high memory consumption. The GMRES based methods
proved to be quite efficient for large linear systems. Further information about this linear solver
strategy can be found in Saad and Schultz [232], and Kelley [153, Chapter 3], for instance.
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The second part of the mathematical fundamentals is covered by the field of numerical optimiza-
tion. This field is extremely wide and can be separated into a large number of different sub-topics.
Actually, even the classification is not unique, since it can be done with respect to very different
aspects. In this thesis it is all about the development of a robust and efficient solution method
for frictionless contact problems. Thus, the following introduction starts with the solution of
unconstrained problems to then focus on the class of inequality constrained problems.

3.1. Unconstrained Optimization

The basic objective of any non-linear solution method is to find a root of a generally non-linear
set of equations rpxq “ 0, where rpxq : Rm Ñ Rn. The case m ă n is valid and aims for so-
called least-squares problems (see Marquardt [187] for a classical example, or Conn et al. [53,
Ch. 16] for a great introduction). However, at this point the discussion shall be restricted to the
special case m “ n. If further∇xrpxq “ r∇xrpxqsT holds, i.e., the associated Jacobian matrix is
symmetric, then it is possible to directly obtain a scalar-valued objective function fpxq : Rn Ñ
R by

fpxq “
1
ż

0

xrptxq, xy dt, (3.1)

such that ∇xfpxq “ rpxq and ∇2
xxfpxq “ ∇xrpxq hold. The derived objective function is not

unique since it can be manipulated by multiplication or summation with some arbitrary scalar
without changing the root of r or ∇xf . Furthermore, whenever the derivation of an objective
function is possible, the Jacobian matrix becomes the so-called Hessian matrix and the root
finding objective can be reformulated as a search for an extremum of f . This is probably an
unusual approach at first glance, since typically not the gradient is used to start the discussion
but the objective function. However, it is done in this order to close the cycle with (2.45). In
the finite element community it is typically more convenient to start with the strong (2.28) and
weak forms (2.35) rather than with a scalar-valued objective, or potential function. Especially,
the consideration of non-conservative (constraint) forces like friction will automatically lead to
a non-symmetric Hessian such that (3.1) is no longer valid. Nevertheless, in case of a pure struc-
tural problem and under consideration of conservative forces (e.g. dead loads), the derivation of
a suitable objective function is meaningful (see Section 2.1.4). Additionally, if the reconstruction
of a suitable objective function is no option, there is still the possibility to consider an “artificial”
merit function, e.g., leading to the already mentioned least-squares problem
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Figure 3.1.: A simple example for a one-dimensional optimization problem is presented. The goal is to find the
(global) minimizer of the objective function fpxq “ x4. The obvious solution is x‹ “ 0. However, the function is
special with respect to Theorem 3.3: Despite the fact that the solution point is a global minimizer, the mentioned
theorem is not satisfied since the second order derivative f2 is zero at x‹. This underlines the important difference
between sufficient and necessary second order conditions.

min
xPRn

1

2
}rpxq}2. (3.2)

However, such a formulation introduces other drawbacks which will also be briefly addressed
within this chapter. For now, it shall be assumed that a suitable scalar-valued objective function
f is available, such that the necessary first order conditions for optimality are given by:

Theorem 3.1. First-Order Necessary Conditions for Unconstrained Optimization. If x‹ is a local
minimizer and the objective function f is continuously differentiable in an open neighborhood
of the solution point x‹, then∇fpx‹q “ 0.

This very basic theorem is taken from Nocedal and Wright [204], where the proof can be found
as well. Now, these necessary conditions make a point x to a stationary point, but not necessarily
to a local minimizer of the considered problem, at least not if the problem is not strictly convex
as discussed in Boyd and Vandenberghe [34]. Luckily, convexity can be often taken as granted
which significantly simplifies the search for a (global) minimizer. Typical convex problems are
classical pure structural problems (without instabilities). A general problem is called convex iff

fpαx` p1´ αqyq ď αfpxq ` p1´ αqfpyq, @x, y P E,α P r0, 1s, (3.3)

where E defines the domain of convexity. Strict convexity means that the inequality (3.3) be-
comes strict for any x ‰ y P E and α P p0, 1q. A function f : E Ñ R is called concave if
´f is convex. However, if strict convexity does not hold, the given conditions in Theorem 3.1
must be extended to obtain sufficient conditions for the identification of a local minimizer of f .
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Therefore, first, the so-called second-order necessary conditions for unconstrained optimization
are introduced.

Theorem 3.2. Second-Order Necessary Conditions for Unconstrained Optimization. If x‹ is a
local minimizer of f and the Hessian ∇2

xxf exists and is continuous in an open neighborhood
around x‹, then ∇xfpx‹q “ 0 and xv,∇2

xxfpx‹qvy ě 0 hold for all v ‰ 0, i.e., the Hessian is at
least positive semi-definite.

If one of the two theorems, i.e., Theorem 3.1 or 3.2, should be violated, the point x‹ cannot
be a local minimizer. However, the stated necessary conditions are still not sufficient for a strict
local minimizer. Therefore, it is possible that both theorems hold and the considered point is still
just a stationary point. To obtain sufficient conditions which guarantee that the point x‹ is a local
minimizer, the so-called second order sufficient conditions must hold.

Theorem 3.3. Second Order Sufficient Conditions for Unconstrained Optimization. The point
x‹ is a strict local minimizer of f if the Hessian ∇2

xxf exists and is continuous in an open
neighborhood around x‹, and if ∇xfpx‹q “ 0 and xv,∇2

xxfpx‹qvy ą 0 hold for all v ‰ 0, i.e.
the Hessian must be positive definite.

This is a slightly stricter definition as the stated second order necessary conditions in The-
orem 3.2, since now the considered Hessian must be strictly positive definite. However, even
though this guarantees a local minimizer, it is not said that any strict local minimizer must fulfill
these stronger assumptions. A easy counter-example is the function fpxq “ x4 which has a strict
minimum at x “ 0, although its second order derivative is zero at this point (see Figure 3.1 for a
visualization).

3.1.1. Local Iterative Solution Methods

After this brief introduction into unconstrained optimization where some of the most important
basic theorems have already been given, the attention is drawn to the numerical treatment of
such optimization problems. In its most general form, the problem

minimize
xPRn fpxq (3.4)

shall be solved. The following text gives a short overview of different methods which are able to
solve these problems. As a starting point an iterate xtku shall be considered, and, for the moment,
only the coordinates of this point and its associated function value f tku “ fpxtkuq shall be taken
into account. The overall objective is to find a sequence of iterates txtkuu which leads to smaller
function values, such that at least for some k̄ ą k the new function value f tk̄u shows a sufficient
reduction compared to the current value f tku.

3.1.1.1. Direct Methods

Direct, or derivative-free, algorithms aim for applications where it is not possible, or too expen-
sive, to compute a reliable gradient information. Examples are manifold and can be found in
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many different research fields such as medical, engineering or location problems. Furthermore,
based on the early work of Nelder and Mead [201], Spendley et al. [253], a sub-set of the most re-
cent algorithms are not only able to find local minimizers, but are also designed in such a way that
they are capable of searching for global minimizers in non-convex problems. That is something
which goes beyond the scope of this thesis, but is very important in other fields. Furthermore,
since no derivatives of the objective function must be computed, it becomes possible to consider
non-smooth problems to a much greater extent. The treatment of constrained problems is an on-
going research field. For a comprehensive introduction and review on these interesting methods
the reader is referred to Conn et al. [54], Kolda et al. [162], Rios and Sahinidis [227]. Especially,
Rios and Sahinidis [227] provide a recent insight by performing some extensive studies. Finally,
it is to mention that not all of these methods are entirely restricted to pure objective function
evaluations. A group of direct methods uses gradient information as well, but not of the actual
objective function but instead for a so-called surrogate function. Basically, surrogate functions
are model functions which are supposed to be as simple as possible while still maintaining the
main features of the actual objective function. The consideration of such surrogate functions can
even reopen—under certain assumptions—the field of the later discussed globalization methods.

3.1.1.2. Fixed-Point Methods

Before discussing the classical gradient-based methods, the idea of fixed-point iterations shall
be presented. Fixed-point methods are not restricted to problems where a scalar-valued objective
function is readily available. Instead, they represent classical root-finding methods which can
directly be applied to the initial problem rpxq !“ 0, where r : Rn Ñ Rn denotes the previ-
ously introduced system of non-linear equations. The desired sequence of iterates txtkuu can be
obtained by

xtk`1u “ xtku `∆xtku “ xtku ´B´1pxtkuq rpxtkuq “ Φpxtkuq, (3.5)

where the iteration matrix Bpxq is chosen in such a way that it is invertible in a neighborhood
around the solution x‹ and Φ : Rn Ñ Rn is a so-called fix-point mapping or fixed-point func-
tion. Note that at the solution x‹ “ x‹ ´ rB‹s´1r‹ “ x‹ follows, since rpx‹q “ 0 holds. The
generated sequence txtkuu will converge to a fixed point x‹ if Φpxq is Lipschitz continuous on
the considered domain Ω Ă Rn with a Lipschitz constant L ă 1. In this case Φ is a so-called
contraction mapping such that Ω Ñ Ω holds. The classical result is known as the Banach Fixed-
Point Theorem as exemplarily presented in Dahmen and Reusken [60], Kelley [153]. Further
note that (3.5) is the non-linear variant of the so-called Richardson iteration which provides the
foundation for many linear iterative methods [153]. Furthermore, there has been an effort to
increase the convergence speed of the generated vector sequence, since the convergence speed
of the classical fixed-point method is closely related to the Lipschitz constant where a constant
close to 1 can lead to a very poor performance. For more information on this topic the reader is
referred to the literature on the so-called Aitken relaxation (see e.g. Irons and Tuck [146], Křížek
et al. [165], Macleod [183]). These ideas have, for instance, successfully been applied to fluid
structure interaction problems as demonstrated in Küttler [168], Küttler and Wall [169].
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3.1.1.3. Gradient-Based Methods

If the gradient information is available, another large variety of different methods becomes ac-
cessible. First, it shall be assumed that besides the function value at the current iterate f tku only
the gradient information ∇xf

tku “ ∇xfpxtkuq is additionally available. In such a case, e.g., the
steepest descent method can be used. Variants of this method are all based on the idea that a
sufficient reduction of the objective function value must be achievable if the direction with the
locally fastest decrease is chosen, i.e., the direction orthogonal to the current function value iso-
lines. Therefore, the local rate of change in f must be identified. This is possible by considering
the mean value theorem following from the Taylor series expansion

fpxtku ` α pq “ f tku ` αxp,∇xf
tkuy ` α2

2
xp,∇2

xxfpxtku ` t pq py, (3.6)

with t P p0, αq. Here, the term scaled by the single step length α denotes the considered rate of
change. The desired direction is obtained by ptku “ ´∇xf

tku. This direction is by construction
perpendicular to the contour lines. However, a closer look at this direction reveals that the con-
vergence rate can become arbitrarily slow if this search direction is used in an iterative method,
i.e., by applying the update rule xtk`1u “ xtku ´ α∇xf

tku. Additionally, a suitable step length
α must be obtained, since the gradient alone holds no length information for a meaningful step.
How this step length can be obtained will be explained in Section 3.1.2. A detailed discussion of
the steepest descent method can be found in almost all of the text books on this topic, e.g. Deu-
flhard [69], Fletcher [93], Nocedal and Wright [204]. Finally, it is to mention that the presented
update routine is a special case of (3.5), where B is set to α I with the identity matrix I .

Besides the basic steepest descent method, there are also better options which are still based
on the pure gradient information but choose a more sophisticated search direction. One example
are the non-linear conjugate direction methods (see Fletcher [93, Ch. 4] or Nocedal and Wright
[204, Ch. 5]).

3.1.1.4. Newton-Like Methods

Next, it is assumed that not only the gradient information, i.e., information about the local slope
of the currently considered objective function, but also information about its curvature at the
current iterate xtku are available.

Newton-Raphson Method

If the second order derivative of the underlying objective function can be evaluated, the well-
known Newton-Raphson method is obtained. Furthermore, the Newton method is not limited
to the case of a scalar valued objective function, but can also be applied if a set of non-linear
equations is considered as described in Dennis Jr. and Schnabel [68], Kelley [153, 154]. The
fundamental update rule for the iterates follows again from (3.5), where the iteration matrix B
is now set to the Jacobian J “ ∇xr

T, i.e., the transposed gradient of the residual vector r with
respect to the solution variables. Thus, if the following standard assumptions hold,

AS 3.1. The considered problem rpxq “ 0 has a solution x‹;
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AS 3.2. The matrix and the corresponding mapping J : Ω Ñ Rnˆn is Lipschitz continu-
ous with a Lipschitz constant L;

AS 3.3. The Jacobian Jpx‹q is non-singular at the solution;

it can be shown that the generated sequence txtkuu converges q-quadratically as long as the initial
point xtku is inside a ball around the solution point x‹, i.e., xtku P Vpδq “ tx P Rn : }x´ x‹} ă
δu. The proof can be found in the mentioned text books. The term q-quadratic means that

}xtk`1u ´ x‹} ď C}xtku ´ x‹}2, @xtku P Vpδq (3.7)

holds, where the “q” stands for quotient. In other words: Close to the solution, each newly com-
puted iterate coincides by roughly twice as many digits with the desired result vector x‹. Conse-
quently, if the quadratic convergence is activated by xtku entering Vpδq, a very fast convergence
can be expected. However, an actual implementation will suffer from rounding errors at some
point, thus convergence to the analytical result can in general not be guaranteed. For details on
these numerical issues the reader is kindly referred to Higham [132]. The computed Newton
direction is well-suited for some of the following discussed globalization methods as long as the
descent property

x∆x,∇xfy “ ´x∇xf, B
´1∇xfy ă 0 (3.8)

holds. This criterion ensures that the enclosed angle between the introduced steepest descent
direction and the search direction is smaller than π{2 and, therefore, a decrease of the objective
function can be (at least locally) expected. However, the descent condition (3.8) is naturally
fulfilled when the matrix B is positive definite. Otherwise, an appropriate adaption must be
considered. Examples can be found in Conn et al. [53], Nocedal and Wright [204], Wächter and
Biegler [272] and will also be discussed in Section 6.6. Another point which must be mentioned
is that the Newton method contains a meaningful inherent step length information. This is in
contrast to the pure gradient methods, such as the conjugate gradient or steepest descent method,
and also in contrast to approximate methods like the up-coming quasi-Newton methods. This
property of the Newton method becomes obvious by the following consideration: Starting with
the case where a scalar-valued objective function is readily available, a quadratic model equation
can be derived and follows directly from the Taylor series expansion similar to (3.6). This model
yields

m
tku
f pxq “ fpxtkuq ` xx´ xtku,∇xfpxtkuqy ` 1

2
xx´ xtku,∇2

xxfpxtkuqpx´ xtkuqy. (3.9)

Now, the search direction of the classical full Newton method, where “full” means that a full
step length of α “ 1 is considered, with Btku “ ∇2

xxf
tku minimizes this quadratic model, since

minimize
xPRn m

tku
f pxq

ñ ∇xm
tku
f pxq “ ∇xfpxtkuq `∇2

xxfpxtkuqpx´ xtkuq !“ 0

ñ x‹ “xtku ´∇2
xxfpxtkuq´1 ∇xfpxtkuq. (3.10)
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Under the assumption that the quadratic model (3.9) represents a good approximation of the un-
derlying objective function, it makes sense to stick to the unmodified computed step and exploit
the possible quadratic convergence. Obviously that is only a good idea close to the solution, i.e.,
as soon as the influence of the higher order terms neglected in (3.9) starts to vanish.

In contrast, the same interpretation gets a little bit more involved for a given system of non-
linear equations. In such a case there are different possibilities how to construct a suitable objec-
tive function. Probably the most common one is the so-called Gauss-Newton model, where the
initial step is a linear model for the set of non-linear equations rather than a quadratic model for
the least-squares problem, viz.

mtku
r pxq “ rpxtkuq ` Jpxtkuqpx´ xtkuq, (3.11)

where J is again the associated Jacobian matrix. This at hand, the (quasi-)quadratic model can
easily be formed by

m
tku
f pxq “

1

2
}mtku

r pxq}2 “
1

2
}rtku ` Jtku px´ xtkuq}2

“1

2
}rtku}2 ` xrtku, Jtku px´ xtkuqy ` 1

2
}Jtkupx´ xtkuq}2. (3.12)

The first-order optimality conditions for a minimization problem based on the model (3.12)
deliver

∇xm
tku
f pxq “ rJtkusT rtku ` rJtkusT Jtkupx´ xtkuq !“ 0,

ñ x‹ “ xtku ´ trJtkusT Jtkuu´1 rJtkusT rtku p:q“ xtku ´ rJtkus´1rtku, (3.13)

where the last step p:q becomes possible, since it is assumed that the Jacobian matrix J is square.
This concludes the initial statement that the Newton method for a system of non-linear equations
can also be interpreted as the minimization of a scalar valued (model) function. Furthermore, it
is also possible to use other norms than the presented `2-norm. The `2-norm has the advantage
that it minimizes the variance and, therefore, has some statistical relevance. However, there are
also circumstances where other norms are preferable as explained in Conn et al. [54, Sec. 16.2].

Remark 3.1. The Gauss-Newton model is used quite often in the optimization literature, even
though it has an obvious drawback: The pure convexity of the model does not necessarily re-
model the true second order derivative, which would be given by

∇2
xxr

1

2
}rpxq}2s “ JTJ `

m
ÿ

i“1

ripxq ∇2
xxripxq, (3.14)

and can consequently lead to convergence to stationary but not second-order optimal points
(saddle-points). However, this drawback can be resolved by considering the actual second-order
model, known as the Newton model, of the least squares problem (3.2), or even more sophisti-
cated models, such as tensor methods as discussed in Schnabel and Frank [236]. The reader is
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kindly referred to Conn et al. [54, Sec. 6.5 and Sec. 16.1] for a detailed explanation of this issue
in the context of Trust Region methods. Otherwise, if pure line search methods are used and the
Jacobian matrix shows some degree of rank deficiency, it is possible that the solution procedure
is attracted by non-stationary points as presented in Byrd et al. [42]. This can even happen for
regularized Newton methods [68, Sec. 6.5].

Quasi-Newton Methods

The next short paragraph is dedicated to the so-called quasi-Newton methods. The idea of quasi-
Newton methods is to replace the calculation of the second order derivatives, i.e., the Jacobian
or Hessian matrix, by a well-defined estimate in order to reduce the high associated costs. Alter-
natively, it is also possible to compute an estimate for the inverse of these matrices, which has
the additional advantage that not only the expensive evaluation but also the solution of the linear
system of equations becomes much cheaper. In the case of a symmetric Hessian matrix, suitable
methods can be found under the key-word BFGS (abbreviation for Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb
and Shanno), which is the dual spin-off of the previously published Davidon-Fletcher-Powell
algorithm [61]. These methods are based on the idea that the proposed estimate is symmetric
positive-definite, fulfills the secant equation and the deviation from the previous estimate is ex-
pected to be minimized. This can be summarized for the BFGS methods by

minimize
B´1

}B´1 ´ rBtkus´1},

s. t. B´1 “ B´T and B´1p∇xf
tk`1u ´∇xf

tkuq “ xtk`1u ´ xtku. (3.15)

However, the BFGS method is not considered in this thesis, since it asks for a symmetric Jacobian
matrix and this prerequisite is not always satisfied due to the later applied and discussed modifi-
cations to the variational form of the frictionless contact problem (see Chapter 4). Nevertheless,
it is an interesting topic. Especially the fact that the algorithm maintains a positive-definite sys-
tem matrix can be very helpful if the minimization of non-convex problems is considered. For
more information, especially concerning the low-memory variant (L-BFGS), the reader is kindly
referred to Erway and Marcia [78], Li and Fukushima [176], Liu and Nocedal [178]. Addition-
ally, there are also more recent publications concerning non-smooth problems, e.g. Lewis and
Overton [175].

Besides the well-known BFGS method, another class of inexact Newton methods is appli-
cable to non-symmetric system matrices as well. These methods are called Broyden methods
named after Broyden [38]. A summary of different variants for this family of methods can be
found in Martinez [189]. Furthermore, the important treatment of sparse matrices is addressed
in Bogle and Perkins [28], Martinez and Zambaldi [190], Marwil [191], Schubert [238]. This
sub-class is often called Schubert’s method. However, all of the cited methods concerning sparse
matrices expect a constant sparsity pattern which is generally not available for contact problems.
Nevertheless, the idea to approximate the system matrix or a part of the system matrix by these
methods can be an interesting future research topic.
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3.1.2. Globalization Techniques
This thesis is mainly about improved robustness in the field of non-linear solution techniques.
Therefore, after a short introduction into the local solution schemes in Section 3.1.1, the attention
is on globalization strategies. For the time being, the focus is still on unconstrained optimization.
First of all, there are two major strategies to construct globally convergent methods: Once, the
so-called line search methods which will be used throughout this thesis and, secondly, the trust
region, or Levenberg-Marquardt methods. Even though both of them follow the same objective
and provide a meaningful safe-guarding strategy throughout the non-linear solution procedure,
they are still very different in their properties and fundamental idea. To highlight the main dif-
ferences, both approaches shall be discussed in the following.

3.1.2.1. Line Search Methods

The fundamental idea of line search methods is that as long as the descent property (3.8) is
fulfilled, it must be possible to find a new iterate xtk`1u “ xtku `∆xtku with ∆xtku “ αtkuptku

along the given search direction ptku such that the objective function (or a suitable merit function)
is sufficiently reduced. Sufficiently reduced means that the step length αtku ą 0 is chosen such
that

fpxtku ` αtkuptkuq ď f
tku
ref ` c1α

tkux∇xf
tku, ptkuy, (3.16)

where c1 P p0, 0.5q is a constant scalar. The reference function value f tkuref is classically chosen
as the previously accepted function value f tkuref “ fpxtkuq. However, other choices are possible as
well. The explanation for the fact that the constant c1 must be smaller than 0.5 can exemplarily
be found in Boyd and Vandenberghe [34, Sec. 9.2 and 9.5]. The demand behind the inequality
(3.16) can be summarized in words as follows: The objective function value must be reduced
proportional to the step length. The inequality (3.16) is called the Armijo rule. Theoretically,
there is of course the option to perform an exact line search, i.e.,

αtku “ arg min
tě0

fpxtku ` tptkuq. (3.17)

In general, (3.17) asks for a one-dimensional optimization problem on its own. Even if a local,
instead of a global, minimizer in search direction is sufficient, the solution of this problem will
come along with a number of additional, probably very expensive, evaluate calls. Fortunately,
another less expensive inexact, so-called backtracking, approach is available as well and is pre-
sented in Algorithm 3.1.

Extensive studies (see e.g. Boyd and Vandenberghe [34, Sec. 9.5.4]) reveal that exact line
search shows typically only a small improvement in terms of the total necessary iteration counts
of the non-linear solution procedure compared to the backtracking line search approach. There-
fore, and due to the smaller implementation burden, the backtracking line search scheme is used
throughout this thesis.

The formulated demand in (3.17) asks in its usual variant for a monotone solution path, where
the additional reduction proportional to the step length is introduced to prevent the acceptance of
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Algorithm 3.1 BACKTRACKING LINE-SEARCH

Given. Assume that a constant c1 P p0, 1
2
q and a second constant β P p0, 1q are given. Further-

more, a reference merit function value f tkuref and the evaluated gradient at the last accepted iterate,
i.e., ∇xfpxtkuq, as well as the current search direction ptku are known.
0. Initialize. Set the line search iteration counter l “ 0, initialize the step-length parameter
αtk, lu “ 1.0 and compute the directional derivative Dptkupf tkuq “ x∇xfpxtkuq, ptkuy.

1. Evaluate. Compute the new trial point x` “ xtku ` αtk, luptku and evaluate fpx`q.
2. Check the Armijo rule. Check (3.16).

2.1. If the inequality is not fulfilled, set αtk,l`1u “ βαtk,lu, increase the line-search iteration
counter l Ð l ` 1 and go to Step 1.

2.2. Otherwise, accept the current trial point and set xtk`1u “ x`.

steps which are only infinitesimal better than the current iterate even though the local information
based on the gradient signalize a possible much better progress. A good explanation can be found
in Nocedal and Wright [204, Sec. 3.1]: Imagine an objective function with a minimal function
value f ‹ equal to ´1 and, now, imagine at the same time that the chosen algorithm generates
a sequence of successively smaller function values in form of f tku “ 5{k, for k “ 1, 2, . . . .
The given sequence is monotonically decreasing, but would converge to the wrong, non-optimal
function value of zero. To avoid such an unfavorable behavior, the so-called sufficient decrease
condition in (3.16) is necessary. There are also circumstances where such a strict demand for
a monotone sequence can be troublesome since it might lead to a much greater number of it-
erations, just because the algorithm is not allowed to move freely. This observation leads to a
number of so-called non-monotone line search algorithms. One of the first publications is given
by Grippo et al. [120]. The idea therein is easily explained by a slight modification of (3.16).
Instead of setting the reference function value equal to the last accepted function value, the ex-
pression

f
tku
ref “ max

0ďjďmpkq
tf tk´juu (3.18)

is used, where mpkq is initialized by mp0q “ 0 in Step 0 of Algorithm 3.1. Subsequently, if the
iterate is accepted in Step 2, the variable is updated by mpk ` 1q “ mintmpkq ` 1,Mu. Thus,
only the largest value of the last M accepted function values is considered for the modified
Armijo rule. That is one way how a controllable non-monotone behavior can be added to the
algorithm. However, there are more possibilities. See for example Zhang and Hager [295], where
an averaging approach of previously accepted function values is followed and, then, the demand
is formulated with respect to the averaged reference value. Furthermore, a review over different
non-monotone algorithms, including also a derivative-free variant, is given in Eisenträger [75].

In case of a Newton direction the Armijo rule is usually sufficient to achieve global conver-
gence. This is mainly due to the fact that the Newton method already contains a inherent step
length information. On the other hand, if a pure gradient or a quasi-Newton method is used, it
is possible that the step is not too long, but can be also too short to reach sufficient progress.
In such a case, the Armijo rule can be extended to the so-called (strong) Wolfe conditions by
additionally considering one variant of the following curvature conditions
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x∇xfpxtku ` αtkuptkuq, ptkuy ě c2x∇xfpxtkuq, ptkuy (3.19a)

or |x∇xfpxtku ` αtkuptkuq, ptkuy| ď c2|x∇xfpxtkuq, ptkuy|, (3.19b)

where c2 P p0, 1q. The inequality (3.19a) is the default variant which avoids too small steps by
the demand that the slope at the new trial point must be less negative or even positive compared
to the reference point. This condition can be strengthened by (3.19b): The so-called strong Wolfe
conditions avoid additionally too long steps, i.e., the positive slope at the new trial point is
also not allowed to be too steep. Note that the satisfaction of the Wolfe conditions asks for the
fulfillment of the presented curvature conditions (3.19) in combination with the Armijo rule
(3.16). The Wolfe conditions also play a decisive role for the BFGS method where the curvature
condition enforces the positive definiteness of the matrix estimate as explained in Nocedal and
Wright [204].

Finally, it is worth to mention that there are a variety of possible modifications for the case
that the assumption of a descent property is violated, the considered Jacobian matrix is (nearly)
singular, or the computed Newton direction is in some way too small or too large [120]. See also
Nocedal and Wright [204, Sec. 3.4], Wächter and Biegler [272] and Section 6.6 for suggestions
on a possible modification of the system matrix or Remark 3.1 for tips concerning a singular
Jacobian matrix stemming from a non-linear set of equations.

3.1.2.2. Trust Region Methods

Trust region methods represent the second big family of globalization methods. However, since a
line search approach is followed in this thesis, only the basic idea of trust region methods shall be
explained here. A much more comprehensive overview of the trust region method is given in the
excellent text-book by Conn et al. [54]. However, here the discussion begins by the assumption
that a meaningful initial trust region radius ∆

t0u
TR is given. Information on how this initial radius

can be obtained is also given in Conn et al. [54, Sec. 17.2]. With the initial radius at hand, the
following spherical trust region can be defined

Vp∆tku
TRq “ tx P Rn | }x´ xtku} ď ∆

tku
TRu. (3.20)

The region can also have a non-spherical shape by inserting a different norm. However, the dis-
cussion shall be restricted to the `2-norm. Next, a suitable model function is considered, e.g.,
(3.9) or (3.12), which is supposed to be a valid approximation for the underlying objective func-
tion, as long as xtku P Vp∆tku

TRq. Then, the step to the minimum of the model in the defined trust
region is computed. This step can lead to a solution on the boundary of the trust region, such that
}ptku} “ ∆

tku
TR, or, under consideration of the associated full Newton step, it is also possible that

the step ends inside the trust region, such that }ptku} ă ∆
tku
TR. Now, the quality of the computed

step is checked by the quotient

ρ
tku
TR “

f tku ´ fpxtku ` ptkuq
mtkupxtkuq ´mtkupxtku ` ptkuq . (3.21)
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The step ptku is accepted if ρtkuTR ą ηTR
1 ą 0. Afterwards, the trust region radius is updated by

∆
tk`1u
TR P

$

’

&

’

%

r∆tku
TR,8q if ρtkuTR ě ηTR

2 ,

rγTR
2 ∆

tku
TR, ∆

tku
TRs if ρtkuTR P rηTR

1 , ηTR
2 q,

rγTR
1 ∆

tku
TR, γ

TR
2 ∆

tku
TRs if ρtkuTR ă ηTR

1 ,

(3.22)

and the iteration counter is increased by one, i.e. k Ð k ` 1. Typical values for the introduced
constants are ηTR

1 “ 0.01, ηTR
2 “ 0.9, γTR

1 “ γTR
2 “ 0.5. The trust region algorithm contains the

solution of an inequality constrained minimization problem as a sub-step, namely,

minimize
pPRn mtkuppq, (3.23a)

s. t. }p} ď ∆
tku
TR. (3.23b)

Possible solution procedures for this problem (3.23) can be found in Conn et al. [54, Ch. 7] and
lead, in case of the `2-norm, to a system of the form

pHtku ` λ‹TRIq ptku “ ´∇xf
tku, (3.24a)

}ptku}2 ´ p∆tku
TRq2 ď 0, (3.24b)

λ‹TR ě 0, (3.24c)

where λ‹TR is the optimal Lagrange multiplier for (3.23), which will be equal to zero if the model
minimizer is located inside the trust region. Since the exact solution of this constrained sub-
problem and especially the identification of the correct Lagrange multiplier value can quickly
become very expensive, there exist also a number of truncated algorithms for large systems of
equations which avoid the computation of the exact solution. See for example the truncated
conjugate gradient method, the dogleg or double-dogleg methods, or the Lanczos approach for
more information. All algorithms can be found in the mentioned book chapter. Combinations of
a trust region method and a line search method are also available as proposed by Nocedal and
Yuan [205].

3.1.2.3. Levenberg–Marquardt Method

The Levenberg–Marquardt method named after Levenberg [174], Marquardt [187], or also known
as the damped least-squares method can be seen as a direct ancestor of the trust region algorithm.
The theoretical changes are only minor and, as the second name already suggests, the typical
derivation is based on a least-squares problem, i.e., (3.2) and the Gauss-Newton model (3.12).
Thus, the following system of equations is usually considered

trJtkusTJtku ` µtkuLM Iu ptku “ ´rJtkusT rtku. (3.25)
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As one can see, this system is closely related to (3.24). The only difference is that the position
of the optimal trust region Lagrange multiplier is now taken by the Levenberg-Marquardt pa-
rameter µtkuLM ě 0. In addition, instead of updating the trust-region radius (3.22), the mentioned
parameter is updated. For more information, especially concerning a meaningful choice of the
initial Levenberg-Marquardt parameter, the reader is referred to the literature on this topic. See
for example Fan and Pan [80], Fan [81], Yamashita and Fukushima [287].

3.1.2.4. Pseudo-Transient Continuation

Lastly, the so-called Pseudo-Transient Continuation (PTC) method, also sometimes abbreviated
by ΨTC, shall be mentioned. A detailed introduction can be found in Fowler and Kelley [99],
Gee et al. [105], Kelley and Keyes [155]. Even though the derivation is very different from
the previously discussed trust region and Levenberg-Marquardt method, the evolving system of
equations shows large similarities. Consequently, it shall be introduced at this point. Again, the
solution of a non-linear set of equations rpxq !“ 0 shall be determined. The idea is to treat the
way from the initial point xt0u to the solution x‹ as a dynamic transient problem formulated in a
pseudo-time τ P R with τ ě 0 which is incremented by the pseudo time increment δtkuτ . The final
solution of the non-linear problem is the steady-state solution of the pseudo dynamic problem,
i.e., it is reached for τ Ñ 8. Since only the steady-state solution is important, the possibly
introduced time integration error becomes irrelevant. Therefore, the root finding demand can be
reformulated as

Bxpτq
Bτ “ ´rV pτqs´1rpxpτqq, with xpτ “ 0q “ xt0u, (3.26)

where V is a newly introduced, invertible square scaling matrix. Next, the so-called Rosenbrock
time integration scheme proposed by Rosenbrock [231] is applied to this problem which is an
extension of the explicit Runge–Kutta process as described in Gear [103, Sec. 11.2, p. 223]. The
simplest form of this scheme is given by

k1 “ δtkuτ tfpxtkuq `B
1
Apxtkuq k1u, (3.27)

xtk`1u “ xtku ` C
1
k1, (3.28)

where the vector fpxtkuq represents the right hand side of (3.26) and the matrix A denotes the
Jacobian matrix of this right-hand side, viz. Apxpτqq “ rV pτqs´TJpxpτqq, where J denotes the
Jacobian matrix of r. Furthermore, the matrices B

1
and C

1
are here identified as the identity

matrix. Thus, after a quick problem reformulation the following update formula is obtained as

xtk`1u “ xtku ´ trδtkuτ s´1V tku ` Jtkuu´1 rtku. (3.29)

Note that for a pseudo time step δτ Ñ 8 the classical Newton scheme is obtained. Additionally,
the presented method shows a similarity with (3.24) and (3.25). The main difference lies in the
fact that no matrix-matrix product must be formed and that the right-hand side remains unmod-
ified. This can have a beneficial impact if the Jacobian matrix is (nearly) singular close to the
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solution such that the right hand side of (3.25) could become distorted and may indicate a non-
stationary point falsely as stationary. Classically, the PTC method uses the so-called switched
evolution relaxation (SER) method or the so-called temporal truncation error (TTE) to update
the pseudo time-step δτ . Further details can be found in Kelley et al. [156]. However, since these
correction schemes are applied after the new step has already been computed, they can still lead
to divergence. This can happen since the evaluation at the new iterate may lead to a non-physical
and highly distorted state.

An alternative interpretation which enables the access via the presented optimization algo-
rithms is given by formulating a so-called transient residual

rtpxq “ rδtkuτ s´1V tku px´ xtkuq ` rpxq !“ 0. (3.30)

In this way the PTC method can be accessed by globalization methods such as line search. The
interested reader is referred to Ceze and Fidkowski [44], Modisette [198].

3.2. Constrained Optimization
In this section it will be demonstrated that many of the presented unconstrained optimization
approaches can be generalized such that they become applicable to constrained problems. Since
the focus of this thesis is on contact problems which can be interpreted as a special type of an
inequality constrained optimization problem, the following general problem shall be considered

minimize
xPRn fpxq (3.31a)

subject to gipxq ě 0 @i P t1, . . . ,mu, (3.31b)

where m is used to denote the number of considered inequality constraints and m ă n shall
hold throughout the entire thesis. In the remainder of this work px‹, λ‹q P Rn ˆ Rm indicates
a so-called Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) pair of problem (3.31), i.e., a pair of primal and dual
variables which satisfies the following conditions

∇xL px‹, λ‹q “ 0, gipx‹q ě 0, rλ‹si ě 0, xλ‹, gpx‹qy “ 0, (3.32)

for all i P t1, . . . ,mu. Thus, at the solution all constraints must be feasible and their associated
Lagrange multipliers λi with i P t1, 2, . . . ,mumust be non-negative. Note that the last condition
in (3.32), the so-called complementarity condition, ensures on the one hand that all Lagrange
multipliers associated to inactive constraints, i.e., constraints with a positive value, must be zero.
On the other hand, it enforces that the constraint values of all strictly active constraints, i.e.,
constraints with a positive Lagrange multiplier value, must be zero. Thus, if S is the index set of
all constraints, viz., S “ t1, . . . ,mu, then the index set of all active constraints at the solution
x‹ follows as

A0 “ ti P S : gipx‹q “ 0u, (3.33)
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and the index set of all strongly active constraints can be defined as a sub-set of A0 by

A` “ ti P A0 : rλ‹si ą 0u. (3.34)

If the sets coincide at the solution, i.e.,A0 ” A`, then strict complementarity holds. Finally, the
Lagrangian function, denoted as L : Rnˆm Ñ R, is obtained by

L px, λq “fpxq ´ λi mintgipxq, 1

c
λiu p:q“ fpxq ´ xλA, gAy ´ 1

c
}λI}2, (3.35)

where a new scalar constant c ą 0, the so-called regularization parameter, has been introduced.
Furthermore, the current index set A is used in the last step p:q as a superscript which is defined
as

Apx, λq “ ti P S : λi ´ cgi ě 0u. (3.36)

This set can be interpreted as an educated guess for the final active set. This guess is necessary
as long as the final KKT pair has not yet been determined and, hence, the KKT conditions do not
yet hold. As a direct consequence A` Ď A Ď A0 can be expected to hold at some point during
the convergence to the optimal KKT pair. Another set is the index set of all inactive constraints
which is directly obtained by I “ SzA.

A detailed motivation for the regularization parameter or the inequalities in (3.35) and (3.36)
will be presented in a moment. First the attention is on (3.32). The Karush–Kuhn–Tucker condi-
tions represent the necessary first order optimality conditions for constrained problems, where
the first condition in (3.32) yields

0 “ ∇xL px‹, λ‹q “ ∇xfpx‹q ´∇xg
Apx‹q λ‹A ô ∇xfpx‹q “ ∇xg

Apx‹q λ‹A, (3.37)

since λ‹i “ 0, @ i P I. The illustrative meaning of this formula is that the gradient of the ob-
jective function and the gradients of the active constraints must be collinear at the KKT point.
Now, the task of the associated optimal Lagrange multipliers is to scale the magnitudes of the
constraint gradients in such a way that the objective function gradient and the linear combination
of the constraint gradients vanishes at the solution. It is obvious that for this linear combination
a variety of possible very different values of Lagrange multipliers might be suitable. However,
if the so-called linear independence constraint qualification (LICQ) holds, then the optimal La-
grange multiplier vector λ‹ is unique. The definition of this important qualification is stated as
follows:

Definition 3.1. Assume a feasible point x as well as its associated active setA of feasible active
constraints are given. Then the linear independence constraint qualification (LICQ) will hold if
the set of active constraint gradients t∇xg

ipxq, i P Au is linearly independent.

This important definition is taken from Nocedal and Wright [204, Sec. 12.2]. Furthermore, the
interested reader is kindly referred to Nocedal and Wright [204, Sec. 12.4] for more information
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on the proof that the KKT-conditions are indeed the first order optimality conditions. Here,
the attention is next drawn to the necessary second order optimality conditions for constrained
optimization. Firstly, a cone with first order feasible directions at a feasible point x must be
defined. This cone of feasible directions as well as the related cone of critical directions at the
KKT-pair is defined as

Cpxq “ tv : xv, ∇xg
ipxqy ě 0 @i P Au, (3.38a)

C‹px‹, λ‹q “ tv P Cpx‹q : xv, ∇xg
ipx‹qy “ 0, @i P A‹ with λ‹i ą 0u. (3.38b)

It must be noted that (3.38) directly implies that xv, ∇xg
ipx‹qy ě 0 for λ‹ “ 0 and i P A‹.

However, these sets need some further explanation: The set of feasible directions given in (3.38a)
is considered first: At the solution it is known from the first order optimality condition that∇xf

‹

is equal to x∇xg
‹, λ‹y and, hence, each direction v P Cpx‹q under consideration of a linear

model for the objective function leads to either an increase or to no change due to x∇xf
‹, vy ě 0.

Therefore, in the latter case this first order information is not enough to identify x‹ as an optimal
point. Actually, all feasible directions for which this decision is difficult are summarized in the
critical cone (3.38b) due to the fact that from (3.37) it directly follows

v P C‹ ñ xv,∇xf
‹y “ xv,∇xgλ

‹y “ 0. (3.39)

This at hand it becomes possible to state the following theorem:

Theorem 3.4. Second-Order Necessary Conditions for Constrained Optimization. Under the
assumption that the objective function f as well as the constraints gi are twice continuously
differentiable in a neighborhood around the KKT-pair, and by assuming that the LICQ is fulfilled,
then the point x‹ is a local solution and λ‹ is its associated Lagrange multiplier vector such that
the KKT conditions are satisfied, whenever

xv,∇2
xxL px‹, λ‹q vy ě 0, @v P C‹px‹, λ‹q, v ‰ 0 (3.40)

holds.

Finally, similar to the unconstrained case, the second order sufficient conditions are stated.
Note that these conditions do not require that the LICQ hold. They can be formulated as

Theorem 3.5. Second-Order Sufficient Conditions for Constrained Optimization. It shall be
assumed that for some feasible x‹ there exists a Lagrange multiplier vector λ‹ such that the
KKT conditions are fulfilled. Furthermore,

xv,∇2
xxL px‹, λ‹q vy ą 0, @v P C‹px‹, λ‹q, v ‰ 0 (3.41)

shall hold. Then x‹ is a strict local minimizer for the constrained problem (3.31) and λ‹ is its
associated optimal Lagrange multiplier.
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For a much deeper insight, for example concerning the Mangasarian–Fromovitz constraint
qualification (MFCQ) which represents a generalization of the LICQ, as well as for a proof of
all these theorems, the reader is kindly referred to Nocedal and Wright [204, Ch. 12].

Up to here, mainly the KKT point has been considered where λ‹i “ 0, @i P I holds such that
the inactive part in (3.35) vanishes naturally. However, during an iterative non-linear solution
scheme this inactive part as well as the shown active-set decision in (3.36) is a crucial ingredient.
Therefore, next a short derivation for the used inactive extension is given. This derivation is
achieved by a reformulation of the problem (3.31) as an equality constrained problem. In a first
step, a vector z P Rm with additional auxiliary variables shall be formally introduced leading to

minimize
xPRn fpxq (3.42a)

subject to gipxq ´ pziq2 “ 0 @i P t1, . . . ,mu. (3.42b)

Under consideration of this equality constrained problem the so-called augmented Lagrangian
can be stated

Lcpx, ŝ, λq “ fpxq ´ xλ, gpxq ´ ŝy ` c

2
}gpxq ´ ŝ}2, (3.43)

where the vector ŝ with the positive components ŝi “ pziq2 is inserted. These variables are called
slack variables, or just slacks. Now, the augmented Lagrangian (3.43) is minimized with respect
to these non-negative slack variables yielding the new problem

minimize
ŝě0

xλ, gpxq ´ ŝy ´ c

2
}gpxq ´ ŝ}2, (3.44a)

ñ ´λ` cpgpxq ´ s̃q “ 0, (3.44b)

ñ s̃ “ gpxq ´ 1

c
λ. (3.44c)

Under the prerequisite that ŝ ě 0 must hold, the final result follows as pŝiq‹ “ maxt0, s̃iu. This
result inserted into (3.43) leads to

Lcpx, λq “Lcpx, ŝ‹px, λq, λq “ fpxq ` 1

2c

m
ÿ

i“1

trmaxt0, λi ´ cgius2 ´ pλiq2u (3.45a)

“fpxq ´ xλA, gAy ` c

2
}gA}2 ´ 1

2c
}λI}2. (3.45b)

From this derivation and under consideration of the optimal slack variable ŝ‹, the Lagrangian
stated in (3.35) can be directly deduced. The derivation above can be also found in a slightly
different form in Bertsekas [23, Sec. 3.1]. The augmented Lagrangian for inequality constraints
is well-known in the literature and has also been successfully used by Bertsekas [22], Buys
[41], Gill et al. [107], Glad and Polak [111], Rockafellar [230], for instance.
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3.2.1. Penalty Approach
There are different ways how to tackle the constraints in problem (3.31). Actually, even the
presented way incorporating the constraints by building up a Lagrangian or an augmented La-
grangian function is by far not the only possibility. For example, one truncated variant of the
augmented Lagrangian is the so-called penalty approach. In contrast to (3.43) the slacks de-
pending on the Lagrange multiplier values can no longer be used. Instead the penalty function is
defined as

Pcpxq “ fpxq ` c

2

m
ÿ

i“1

rmaxt0,´gipxqus2, (3.46)

where c ą 0 is now called a penalty parameter rather than regularization parameter. This
quadratic penalty function has been introduced for the first time by Courant [55]. The obvious
advantage is that this function only depends on the primal solution variable x. The big drawback
is that the solution quality depends strongly on the chosen penalty parameter. To reach the ex-
act solution of (3.31), the penalty parameter must tend to infinity, since the enforcement of the
constraints becomes stricter by increasing the penalty parameter.

For the application considered here, it shall be assumed that a first order optimal point for
(3.46) can be found for each global iteration, i.e., for each global iteration k it is possible to
find a solution such that }∇xPc} ă TOLtkup with∇xPcpxq “ ∇xfpxq ` ctku∇xg

Appxq gAppxq,
where Ap “ ti P S : gi ď 0u is defined in accordance with (3.36). Furthermore, for the
considered sequences tctkuu and tTOLtkup u it shall hold that TOLtkup Ñ 0 and ctku Ñ 8. If these
assumptions are fulfilled then each limit point x‹ of the generated sequence txtkuu is either a
non-optimal stationary point of the penalty term }gA

i
}2, or a feasible point. If the point is feasible

and the constraint gradients are linearily independent, then the point x‹ is the desired KKT point.
For KKT points and under consideration of an infinite sub-sequence of iterations denoted by Kp

it follows

lim
kPKp

xtku “ x‹ and lim
kPKp

ctku maxt0,´gipxtkuq “ λ‹i , (3.47)

where λ‹i is the associated optimal Lagrange multiplier value (see Nocedal and Wright [204, The-
orem 17.2]). This identification will become handy when the condition number of the Hessian
shall be investigated in more detail. Therefore, (3.47) will be reconsidered in Section 3.2.3.2.
For a more detailed discussion of the penalty approach the reader is again referred to Nocedal
and Wright [204, Ch. 17.1].

3.2.2. Lagrange Multiplier Function
Within this thesis the dual Lagrange multiplier variables will be mainly treated as primary vari-
ables, however, this is not strictly necessary. It is also possible to construct a so-called Lagrange
multiplier function λpxq which is twice continuously differentiable and is expected to converge
to the correct Lagrange multiplier vector λ‹ for xtku Ñ x‹ as long as the MFCQ hold. This idea
was proposed for equality constraints by Fletcher [92], Tapia [259] and was later extended to
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inequality constrained problems by Glad and Polak [111], Lucidi [182]. At this point the exten-
sion used by Facchinei and Lucidi [79], Lucidi [182] shall be briefly presented which leads to
the following definition of the Lagrange multiplier function

λpxq “ rNpxqs´1r∇xgpxqsT∇xfpxq, (3.48)

where the matrix Npxq P Rmˆm is defined as

Npxq “ r∇xgpxqsT∇xgpxq ` γλ1 diagrtgipxqu2s ` γλ2
m
ÿ

i“1

maxt0,´gipxqu3I. (3.49)

The presented definition of matrix Npxq might look quite complex at a first glance, but luckily
the different terms can easily be explained. Therefore, the following least-squares minimization
problem is considered

λ̆pxq “ arg min
λPRm

1

2
}∇xfpxq ´∇xgpxq λ}2 (3.50)

which directly leads to

λ̆pxq “ tr∇xgpxqsT∇xgpxqu´1r∇xgpxqsT∇xfpxq. (3.51)

This result coincides with (3.48) for γλ1 “ γλ2 “ 0. Next, γλ1 is set to a value larger than zero
while γλ2 shall be still equal to zero. Then, the multiplier function introduced in Glad and Po-
lak [111] is revealed which is defined at any point where the gradients of the active constraints
are linearly independent. Finally, the last regularization term is added to ensure a well-defined
Lagrange multiplier function also when at least one constraint is violated. This last term is espe-
cially important if globalization techniques are addressed [182]. The presented Lagrange multi-
plier function asks for the solution of a m ˆ m system of equations. Fortunately, this is easily
achievable in the case of contact problems since the number of constraints is almost always much
smaller than the number of primal degrees of freedom and, hence, the system stays small and
can be solved efficiently.

Remark 3.2. The reason why it is not straight forward to apply this interesting approach to
contact problems is that this method asks for the evaluation of the constraint gradients not only at
infeasible but also at feasible points, i.e., at local positions where the gap is positive. That can be a
problem since the necessary projections between master and slave surface might not be defined,
since the slave body slides over an edge or the projection is not evaluated due to the chosen
search radius of the contact pairing algorithm. However, in a student project by Schulze [239]
this idea has been successfully applied under consideration of the mortar-like contact formulation
presented in Chapter 4. During that study it has become apparent that the regularization terms
are of major importance to avoid non-physical oscillations of the Lagrange multiplier values.
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3.2.3. Local Iterative Solution Methods
In this section a basic iterative solution approach for constrained optimization problems shall be
presented. Therefore, the discussion is mainly restricted to Newton’s method. However, some
possible modification will be mentioned as well.

3.2.3.1. Sequential Quadratic Programming

The system of equations which naturally evolves when Newton’s method is applied to (3.31)
can also be interpreted in a different way. The reader is reminded of the quadratic model in
(3.9) and the discussion about the fact that the Newton step represents a step to the minimizer of
the underlying quadratic model function. This idea leads to the so-called Recursive Quadratic
Programming (RQP), Sequential Quadratic Programming or even sometimes called Succes-
sive Quadratic Programming (SQP) approaches. The SQP approach considers the following
quadratic problem in each step

minimize
p
x
PRn f tku ` x∇xf

tku, p
x
y ` 1

2
xp
x
, ∇2

xxL
tkup

x
y (3.52a)

s. t. gipxtkuq ` x∇xg
ipxtkuq, p

x
y ě 0, i P S, (3.52b)

where p
x

denotes the step of the primal variables. Based on this quadratic constrained minimiza-
tion problem, the corresponding Lagrangian function reads

L pxtku ` p
x
, λ`q “f tku ` x∇xf

tku, p
x
y ` 1

2
xp
x
, ∇2

xxL
tkup

x
y

´ xgAtku, λA`y ´ x∇xg
Atku λA`, pxy

´ 1

c
xλI`, λI`y (3.53)

where λ` denotes the (trial) Lagrange multiplier value for the quadratic optimization problem
which is supposed to coincide with the Lagrange multiplier vector at the new iterate λtk`1u if a
simple local scheme is applied, i.e., without considering any globalization technique. Since this
Lagrange multiplier enters the equation only linearly, it is also possible to split the trial Lagrange
multiplier into an old, previously accepted part and an incremental update by replacing λ` with
λtku ` p

λ
. This split can become handy for globalization methods. Under consideration of the

Lagrangian model (3.53) derived from (3.52), the related first order optimality condition can be
generally written as

Kpxtku, λtkuq p “ ´rSQPpxtku, λtkuq, (3.54)

where the matrix K is identified by

Ktku “
¨

˝

∇2
xxL

tku ´∇xg
Atku 0

´r∇xg
AtkusT 0 0

0 0 I

˛

‚ (3.55)
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and the right hand side or residual vector is either given by

rSQP “
¨

˝

´∇xf
tku

gAtku

0

˛

‚ (3.56a)

or by

rSQP “
¨

˝

´∇xf
tku `∇xg

Atkuλtku

gAtku

´λItku

˛

‚ (3.56b)

depending on the definition of the solution vector p “ ppA, pIqT in (3.54). If the active solution
vector is defined as pA “ pp

x
, λA`qT, then (3.56a) holds. Otherwise, if pA “ pp

x
, pA

λ
qT holds,

then (3.56b) must be considered. The inactive contributions can be easily added due to the fact
that the corresponding equations are decoupled and dependent solely on the inactive Lagrange
multipliers, thus,

λI` “ 0 or pI
λ
“ ´λItku (3.57)

follows. As long as the KKT-matrix (3.54) is non-singular, the iteration scheme is well-defined.
In contrast to an equality constrained problem, an inequality constrained formulation asks for
a meaningful guess of the final active set. As long as this current active set Atku following
(3.36) is not yet equal to the final active set, the system of equations shows still a quite heavy
change each time a constraint joins or leaves the current active set estimate. Only as soon as
the active set has converged, the remaining system (3.54) acts like a typical Newton scheme
and quadratic convergence can be expected under certain preliminaries. This is summarized in
a theorem originally proposed by Robinson [228] and restated in Nocedal and Wright [204,
Theorem 18.1]:

Theorem 3.6. Suppose that x‹ is a local solution of (3.31) at which the KKT conditions are
fulfilled for some λ‹. Furthermore, suppose that the LICQ, the strict complementarity condition
and the second-order sufficient conditions hold at the KKT pair px‹, λ‹q. Then, if the iterate
pxtku, λtkuq is sufficiently close to the solution, there exists a local solution of the subproblem
(3.52) whose current active set Atku coincides with the active set Apx‹q “ A` of the non-linear
program (3.31) at x‹.

Remark 3.3. The crucial part of Theorem 3.6 for contact problems is the prerequisite that strict
complementarity must hold. If this assumption is not satisfied and the two contacting bodies
are only in touch, i.e., the gap between them is zero, but no (meaningful) force is transferred
between them and thus the final Lagrange multiplier values λA0

i are zero or close to zero, then
the presented iterative method often shows a very poor performance and converges only very
slowly to the final solution or the active set starts to cycle.

By the way, the quasi-Newton methods presented in Section 3.1.1 are also applicable to the
KKT system and are typically used to generate an estimate for the ∇2

xxL matrix. However,
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the direct application might be more complicated. For example, as long as the matrix ∇2
xxL is

positive definite, an estimate via the BFGS method will be mostly a good idea. As soon as the
real curvature matrix exhibits negative eigenvalues, the classical BFGS method might perform
poorly. Therefore, different remedies have been proposed. For instance, the BFGS update is
sometimes skipped if the secant condition implies it or a so-called damped BFGS updating is
considered (see Nocedal and Wright [204, Sec. 18.3]). However, even though the last option
seems to work pretty well in many cases, it is still not able to properly represent the case that
the underlying Hessian is no longer positive definite. Therefore, it might be a better idea to
switch to so-called symmetric rank-one (SR1) update routines which do not rely on the positive
definiteness assumption.

Furthermore, the linear system (3.54) together with (3.56a) can also be applied if a Lagrange
multiplier function following (3.48) shall be used. In this case, the second order derivative matrix
is evaluated dependent on this multiplier function, i.e. ∇2

xxL rxtku, λpxtkuqs, and the solution
vector parts λ` or p

λ
are just used as auxiliary variables which are discarded after the solution

of the linear system. This approach is quite common, see for example Facchinei and Lucidi
[79], Ulbrich [264]. Alternatively, it is also possible to formulate the entire system completely
in dependence on the primal variable by inserting the Lagrange multiplier function into the
Lagrangian definition. The latter idea has been followed in the original work by Fletcher [92]
subject to equality constrained problems. However, in contrast to (3.54) the latter attempt can
become more involved since terms such as∇xλ must be computed, which is possible but can be
computationally quite expensive.

3.2.3.2. Solution of the Penalty Approach

In case of the penalty method (3.46) a formulation based on the primal variables x is given.
Therefore, the related Hessian follows as

∇2
xxPcpxq “ ∇2

xxfpxq ` c
|Ap|
ÿ

i“1

gipxq ∇2
xxgipxq ` c∇xg

Appxq r∇xg
AppxqsT. (3.58)

Typically, the associated Newton system has the drawback that the conditioning of the Hessian
is badly influenced by a rising penalty parameter. Luckily, the impact on the condition number
can actually easily be avoided: Under consideration of (3.47), the first two terms in (3.58) can be
immediately identified as an estimate for ∇2

xxL . Thus, it can be concluded that only the eigen-
values of the rightmost matrix in (3.58) are potentially badly influenced by the penalty parameter
close to the solution. If, as suggested, a penalty parameter sequence tctkuu with ctku Ñ 8 is fol-
lowed, the computation of the Newton direction p will become more and more inaccurate due to
this term. This is especially critical if iterative solution methods for the linear system are applied.
Fortunately, an easy reformulation is possible by introducing an auxiliary vector z “ c∇xg

App
yielding the new system of equations

¨

˝

∇2
xxfpxq ` c

|Ap|
ř

i“1

gipxq ∇2
xxgipxq ∇xg

Appxq
r∇xg

AppxqsT ´1
c
I

˛

‚

ˆ

p
zp

˙

“
ˆ´∇xPcpxq

0

˙

. (3.59)
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Hence, it can be concluded that (3.59) represents a well conditioned reformulation. However, the
computed Newton direction can still be of bad quality if the identification (3.47) does not (yet)
hold and, thus, the upper left block in the system matrix of (3.59) is only a rough estimate for
the Hessian of the Lagrangian (3.35). Another drawback is that the better conditioning asks for
the solution of a saddle point system of equations which might demand for special solution tech-
niques. The interested reader is referred to Gould [113] for a more comprehensive discussion.

Remark 3.4. The auxiliary vector zp can be easily identified as an estimate for ´λ close to the
solution. This idea will be taken into account again in Chapter 5.

3.2.3.3. Interior Point Methods

Within this thesis only ideas from the SQP and the penalty approach will be used. Both of
these approaches rely on an active set strategy, which is either built up on (3.36), or an inactive-
active decision solely based on the constraint value (3.46). However, there is also another class
of methods which circumvents these combinatorial difficulties and transforms these active-set
methods to a continuation method [2] called interior-point or barrier method. Even though these
methods are not used in this thesis, their underlying idea shall be briefly explained and why
they are not used for the contact problems considered here. First of all, there is a number of
different interpretations and ideas which all lead to the final interior-point system of equations,
but probably the best way to start the discussion is by considering an already introduced idea.
Therefore, (3.42) shall be revisited. The reformulation with slacks can be also stated as

minimize
xPRn,sPRm fpxq (3.60a)

subject to gipxq ´ si “ 0, si ě 0 @i P t1, . . . ,mu. (3.60b)

In this way the inequality constrained problem has been shifted from the constraints g to the
slack vector s and, besides that, not much has changed. However, the KKT conditions for this
reformulated system can be written as

∇xfpxq ´∇xgpxq λ “ 0, diagrss λ´ µIP e “ 0, gpxq ´ s “ 0, (3.61)

where the vector e P Rm shall be defined by ei “ 1 for all i P S. Due to the introduction of the
positive scalar µIP ě 0, the inequality constraints λ ě 0 and s ě 0 must only be explicitly added
if µIP “ 0. Now, this parameter µIP is used as a continuation parameter and thus the homotopy
approach follows under consideration of a sequence tµtkuIP u which converges to zero, while the
positivity of λtku and stku is always maintained. A second alternative problem formulation for
(3.60) is given by

minimize
xPRn,sPRm fpxq ´ µIP

m
ÿ

i“1

logpsiq (3.62)

subject to gipxq ´ si “ 0, @i P t1, . . . ,mu. (3.63)
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where the usage of the log-function naturally enforces the positivity of the slack variables and the
combinatoral difficulties of active set strategies are avoided. This formulation leads to slightly
different KKT conditions, namely

∇xfpxq ´∇xgpxq λ “ 0, λ´ µIP S
´1 e “ 0, gpxq ´ s “ 0, (3.64)

where the abbreviation S “ diagrss has been introduced.

Remark 3.5. So why is it called interior point method? This question can easily be answered: In
the early publications, e.g. by Fiacco and McCormick [89], no slacks have been used and instead
the inequality constraints have been incorporated by the so-called barrier function, viz.

fpxq ´ µIP

m
ÿ

i“1

logpgiq. (3.65)

That is an additional restriction in contrast to the formulation with slacks, since the natural log-
arithm completely prevents the iterates to leave the feasible region. In other words, the objective
function forces the iterates to become interior points of the feasible region. However, the intro-
duction of slacks relaxes the situation and allows the start also from an infeasible point.

Finally, the evolving system of equations shall be presented, which can be obtained by sim-
ply applying Newton’s method to (3.61) or (3.64), followed by a reformulation such that the
presented symmetric form yields

¨

˝

∇2
xxL 0 ∇xg
0 Σ ´I
∇xg

T ´I 0

˛

‚

¨

˝

p
x

p
s´p
λ

˛

‚“ ´
¨

˝

∇xf ´∇xg λ
λ´ µIPS

´1e
g ´ s

˛

‚. (3.66)

For the so-called primal-dual system derived from (3.61) the matrix Σ is identified as S´1Λ

and for the so-called primal form derived from (3.64) the matrix Σ can be identified as µIPS
´2.

Therefore, in the latter case, the Lagrange multiplier matrix Λ “ diagrλs is implicitly given by
µIPS

´1, such that the Lagrange multiplier is no longer a true independent variable. Note that
it is possible to eliminate p

s
and p

λ
in (3.66) and obtain a system which must be only solved

for the unknown p
x

vector. For more information the reader is referred to Nocedal and Wright
[204, Ch. 19]. Finally, a last note shall be added before the discussion about the interior point
method is concluded: In general, the presented system is solved for the search directions and,
subsequently, a line search method must be applied which ensures that the variables s and z do
not exceed their lower bound and stay positive. This rule is called fraction to the boundary and
can be found in the related mathematical literature (cf. Gould et al. [115], Nocedal and Wright
[204], Ulbrich et al. [263], Wächter and Biegler [272]).

Next, the question shall be answered why the interior point method is not considered in this
thesis. Therefore, a short summary of the related publications shall be briefly given. For more
information, the reader is also referred to the references in the mentioned publications. The
interior-point method has already been applied to contact problems: One of the first relevant
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references can be found in Oden and Kim [207]. Therein, a barrier function formulation has
been considered for the solution of the 2-D Signorini problem, i.e., contact between a linearily
elastic and a rigid body. The performance has been compared with a classical penalty approach.
Some years later, the interior point method including slack variables has been considered by
Christensen et al. [47] and has been compared to a semi-smooth Newton approach for frictional
contact problems. Those results suggest a superior performance of the semismooth Newton ap-
proach, where especially the treatment of frictional 3-D contact problems has been mentioned as
difficult to achieve with the interior point method. While Christensen et al. [47] only considered
small displacements and linear elasticity, Kloosterman et al. [159] made the step to large defor-
mations. Therein a frictionless 2-D contact problem is discussed. The solution approach uses a
modified barrier function and a special updating scheme for the newly introduced parameters.
In Tanoh et al. [258] one supposed advantage of interior point methods compared to active-set
strategies is addressed, which is the better performance for large scale constrained problems,
i.e., for non-linear problems considering many constraints simultaneously. Therefore, again the
Signorini problem has been used with the mesh successively refined. In this reference the primal-
dual as well as the primal approach including slacks are considered for 2-D and 3-D problems.
Then, Miyamura et al. [197] combined the ideas of interior point methods and active-set strate-
gies in a new algorithm. They proposed a method which uses the interior point method at the
beginning of a new load step to achieve an educated guess for the active set at the solution and
afterwards switch to a semi-smooth Newton approach. Especially interesting are the presented
examples which provide a class of numerical examples with a tough to identify active-set dis-
tribution. In Kučera et al. [166] an approach is presented for frictional 3-dimensional contact
under small deformations. Therein, a primal-dual interior point method is applied and two dif-
ferent condensation strategies are discussed. Furthermore, also the mathematical community has
considered to some extent contact problems, e.g. Herskovits and Mazorche [128], Stadler [254].
Finally, Temizer et al. [261] made the step to large deformations and mortar-type frictionless
contact formulations as they are also considered in this work. The mentioned publication put
much more emphasis on the isogeometric part and the contact formulation uses a closest-point
rather than a ray-tracing approach. However, therein the interior point method in its primal-dual
and primal variant is compared to an augmented Lagrangian formulation. The presented results
suggest that the primal variant is superior. This contradicts the results of many mathematical
publications (see e.g. Nocedal and Wright [204], Wächter and Biegler [272]) and might be due
to the used formulation. Furthermore, another important point is mentioned in Temizer et al.
[261] even though not a lot of emphasis is put on this fact: The interior point method asks for
an integration over the entire potential contact surface in each evaluation step in contrast to an
active set strategy which requires only the evaluation of the active contributions on the slave
and master sides. This and the fact that no significant advantages are proposed but instead the
additional treatment of the interior point parameter becomes necessary, the discussion in this
thesis will be restricted to the SQP and semi-smooth Newton methods. However, an extension to
interior point methods in the future is possible and especially a combination of both approaches
as suggested by Miyamura et al. [197] seems worth trying.
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3.2.4. Globalization Techniques
Similar to the case of unconstrained optimization there exists a variety of methods for con-
strained optimization. Thus, direct methods, as well as gradient based methods are applicable
to constrained problems and these ideas are also often combined with each other. In the field of
gradient-based method two main classes of algorithms can be found once more: the trust region
and the line search methods. Both of them have advantages and disadvantages such that none
is clearly superior to the other. For instance, one drawback of trust region methods is that the
inherent additional constraint, namely the restriction of the step length, might lead to an infeasi-
ble sub-problem. Thus, trust-region methods must implement special strategies to prevent such a
scenario. On the other hand, they have the clear advantage that they can easily handle indefinite
Hessian matrices, while a line search method might be in trouble in such cases and would ask
for a modified Hessian (see Section 5.6.8 for an example).

Another general topic which is much more involved in the constrained case is the decision
about acceptance or rejection of a step. While for unconstrained problems this question is usually
directly answered by the used merit function which often coincides with the objective function,
the constrained optimization has no clear representative measure. Instead, it can be quite diffi-
cult to decide if a step is meaningful or should be rejected. Classically, this decision has been
based on a special merit function which incorporates the constraints via a penalty/regularization
term. Two popular variants of such merit functions are the non-smooth `1 and `2 penalty func-
tions which can be directly deduced from (3.46), namely by removing the square, multiplication
of the penalty term by two and inserting the respective norm. The drawback of such penalty
functions is that the inherent penalty parameter must be chosen sufficiently large such that the
prediction of this functions becomes reliable or more precisely exact (see Nocedal and Wright
[204, Definition 15.1]). For the `1 merit function this is the case if

c‹`1 “ maxt|λ‹i |, i P Su. (3.67)

The problem of (3.67) is obvious: In general the value of the optimal Lagrange multipliers is not
known in advance. Thus, it can be a difficult task to provide an educated guess or to implement
an adaptive strategy to increase the penalty parameter if necessary. Under the assumption that
such an update strategy is accessible, the Armijo rule (3.16) can be directly applied where the
directional derivative of the underlying non-smooth merit function in search direction must be
inserted. Similar ideas can be also used for the acceptance by the trust region methods. Here, the
role of the objective function is simply taken by the exact merit function and the quadratic model
is some model for the Lagrangian, for instance.

Since the choice of the penalty parameter is such a crucial ingredient, a different strategy shall
be followed in this thesis. This alternative strategy is the so-called filter method. The filter method
uses ideas from multi-objective optimization. The two goals of minimizing the objective function
and maintaining feasibility of the solution are considered separately, instead of relying on a
scalar merit function which asks for a correctly chosen weighting of the constraints compared
to the objective function. The literature on this topic is huge. A brief summary can be found in
Section 1.2.2. In this thesis a line search filter method shall be considered and the extension to
this type of algorithms has been given in Wächter and Biegler [270, 271, 272]. The topic will be
comprehensively revisited in Chapter 6.
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Figure 3.2.: In Figure 3.2a the contour lines of (3.68a) are visualized as well as the zero-isoline of the equality con-
straint (3.68b). The solution is marked by . Furthermore, a slice through the corresponding Lagrangian L px1, 0, λq
inclusive the KKT pair px‹, λ‹q is presented in Figure 3.2b.

The Maratos effect

There is another important observation which must be addressed in conjunction with globaliza-
tion techniques for constrained optimization problems. As already mentioned, the two aimed for
goals of minimizing the objective function value and simultaneously maintaining or improving
the feasibility of an iterate can be a conflicting task. In this context, a phenomenon called the
Maratos effect named after its discoverer Maratos [186] exists. It describes the scenario that a
obviously good step, which may even imply a quadratic rate of convergence, is refused due to
the fact that both the objective function value as well as the infeasibility measure are increased
at the new trial point position. Such a case can not be handled by a classical merit function or a
filter approach. Since this scenario is something which is not quite intuitive at first glance, a short
example introduced by Powell [219] shall be presented. Therein, the following simple equality
constrained optimization example is considered:

minimize
xPR2

fpxq “2px2
1 ` x2

2 ´ 1q ´ x1, (3.68a)

s. t. gpxq “x2
1 ` x2

2 ´ 1 “ 0. (3.68b)

By a look at Figure 3.2a it can be easily seen that the optimal solution point is equal to x‹ “
p1, 0qT and the associated Lagrange multiplier is obtained by λ‹ “ 3{2. This fact can be also
checked visually in Figure 3.2b where the associated saddle-point becomes clearly visible. Fur-
thermore, a short calculation reveals that the Hessian ∇2

xxL
‹ at that solution is equal to the

identity matrix I based on the Lagrangian L px, λq “ fpxq ´ λgpxq, thus the second order
sufficient conditions from Theorem 3.5 hold. Powell [219] suggests now to consider any fea-
sible (non-optimal) point on the circle defined by (3.68b), viz. xtku “ pcospϕq, sinpϕqqT as
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starting point for the calculation. Furthermore, the Lagrange multiplier shall be set to its op-
timal value λtku “ λ‹. If now the Newton direction is computed, the new trial point x` “
pcospϕq ´ sin2pϕq, sinpϕq ´ sinpϕq cospϕqqT is obtained. Under consideration of (3.7) it can
be directly shown that the Newton direction for a step length equal to one implies quadratic
convergence since

}x` ´ x‹}
}xtku ´ x‹}2 “

2 sin2pϕ
2
q

r2 | sinpϕ
2
q|s2 “

1

2
. (3.69)

However, the objective function value as well as the constraint function value rises at the trial
point x`, yielding

fpx`q “ sin2pϕq ´ cospϕq ą ´ cospϕq “ f tku, (3.70)

gpx`q “ sin2pϕq ą 0 “ gtku. (3.71)

Thus, both of the proposed globalization methods would fail and reject the iterate. In the litera-
ture different remedies have been suggested to circumvent this problem, such as:

1. Usage of a merit function which is better suited and does not suffer under the Maratos ef-
fect. One possibility is Fletcher’s augmented Lagrangian function which is a combination
of (3.43) and the Lagrange multiplier function (3.48) for equality constrained problems,
i.e. without the necessity for slacks. See Nocedal and Wright [204] and [53] for more in-
formation. Alternatively, it is also possible to extend the filter method by choosing suitable
filter entries such that the original trust region SQP steps can be applied without the need
for any second order correction. This method is also based on the Lagrange multiplier
function (3.48) and is described in Ulbrich [264].

2. Implementation of a second-order correction step which augments the current search di-
rection and aims for a reduction of the constraint violation. For more information the
reader is referred to the literature on this topic such as Fletcher [93], Nocedal and Wright
[204], Wächter and Biegler [270] as well as to Section 6.4 where the idea of a second order
correction step will be reconsidered in the context of a filter method suitable for contact
problems.

3. Consideration of a non-monotone strategy and allowing a certain increase in the merit
function for a certain number of iterations (see also the discussion in Section 3.1.2). See
for example Chamberlain et al. [45] for a classical introduction.

As already mentioned, the idea of a second-order correction step has been considered in this
thesis and is discussed in Section 6.4. Furthermore, it should be noted that the presented example
might seem some what artificial due to the explicit choice of the Lagrange multiplier equal to
its optimal value at iteration k. In the original work [219] a quasi-Newton method is considered
and the actual Hessian is estimated by the optimal Hessian at the solution, i.e., by the identity
matrix. In this way the point of view changes slightly. However, the observation stays valid also
for a classical Newton approach and similar problems could also be observed during numerical
experiments in the field of contact mechanics (see Section 6.10).
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Finite Deformation Solid Mechanics

In this chapter two mortar-based segment-to-segment contact formulations will be developed
for the frictionless finite deformation case: While the first one is derived by consistent varia-
tion of all active contributions of a scalar-valued potential subject to inequality constraints, thus
resulting in a truly variationally consistent and symmetric formulation, the second approach is
designed in such a way that it is less computationally expensive, but still conserves important
quantities such as linear and angular momentum. Since both formulations are derived side by
side, the introduced simplifications can be specifically analyzed and quantified. Based on a La-
grange multiplier approach the corresponding inequality constraint terms are introduced in two
popular ways: Firstly, in form of a standard Lagrangian formulation and, secondly, via an aug-
mented Lagrangian formulation. Both variational forms as well as both solution procedures will
be consistently linearized and discussed. Finally, the obtained results will be compared to each
other as well as to a well-established, yet slightly inconsistent, mortar-based contact formulation.
It must be noted that the content of this chapter has already been published in Hiermeier et al.
[131] with exception of the discussion of the inherent instability of variationally inconsistent
contact formulations presented in Section 4.7.4.

4.1. Motivation

Contact mechanics is a field of continuing wide interest. This research interest often stems from
problems arising during the numerical simulation of complex real-world applications, where
one source of complexity is the efficient computational treatment of the non-linear contact con-
ditions. Therefore, it is not surprising that many researchers have an engineering background
and several interesting research developments are primarily built up on heuristic observations
and ideas. One outstanding and very successful representative of such a heuristic idea is e.g.
[294], where a start-up procedure for contact problems with large load steps is presented. Even
though interesting results are often given, the underlying theory may lack rigorous mathematical
proofs. At the same time, the mathematical community of constrained optimization also con-
tributes very interesting improvements, but often demonstrates the effectiveness only with a set
of standardized examples (see e.g. Gould and Toint [116], Wächter and Biegler [272]). This is
of course beneficial with regard to a better comparability of different approaches, but the direct
transferability of the results to other disciplines may be limited. Even though it is to say that there
are recently some very promising first attempts which aim in this direction such as Temizer et al.
[261], Youett et al. [291], the observation still raises the question why the two research fields
seem to develop almost independently from each other without much deeper interaction? One
reason for the lack of interdisciplinary exchange might be the fact that it is not always possible to
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quantify the introduced errors in the different discretized contact formulations. This is especially
true when large deformations are considered. Almost all available proofs and theoretical theo-
rems concern the small deformation case (see e.g. Kikuchi and Oden [157], Wohlmuth [279]),
which is on the one hand obvious, since it is far more difficult to find general mathematical re-
sults when there are strong non-linearities involved. On the other hand, however, it might also
be due to certain underlying assumptions of some formulations, which are hidden at first sight.

For example, it is not immediately obvious why most mortar-type contact formulations for
frictionless contact lead to a non-symmetric Jacobian matrix in their consistently linearized
form (e.g., Popp et al. [215, 216]), even though the formulation is usually based on a scalar
valued potential formulation. Another question might be why some formulations lack exact an-
gular momentum conservation even in the quasi-static case (e.g. Popp et al. [215, 216], Puso
and Laursen [222]). Only a deeper insight reveals the neglected terms and certain assumptions
in the published formulations. Therefore, a rigorous and consistent mortar-based contact for-
mulation will be developed in this work, which leads to a symmetric system of equations with
respect to all active set contributions. The constraints will be enforced by Lagrange multipliers,
thus leading to a standard Lagrange saddle-point system as well as an augmented Lagrangian
formulation [1, 65, 212]. Specifically, all variations of the active contributions will be consid-
ered and the related second order derivative terms are given as well. Since the arising terms can
become computationally quite expensive, a second, incomplete formulation is developed simul-
taneously, which leads to a non-symmetric Jacobian, but still fulfills conservation of linear and
angular momentum. Since both formulations are derived side by side, the introduced errors and
simplifications can be quantified, and the final formulations will be compared in terms of ro-
bustness and accuracy. It will also be shown that a completely consistent variational approach
can actually lead to unwanted side effects when the numerical evaluation of interface integrals
is addressed. Finally, a comparison to one exemplary implementation of a well-established and
widely spread mortar-type contact formulation is given by considering the work of Popp et al.
[215, 216, 218]. In summary, the intention of this work is by no means to show that certain
published formulations lead to inaccurate results or lack consistency, but instead the primary
objective is to provide a deeper understanding of the different formulations and their respective
limitations. It is the authors’ firm belief that this will lead to new interdisciplinary progress in
the mentioned fields.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 gives a summary of the
employed frictionless contact formulation and the general discretized problem statement. Fur-
thermore, the differences between the two constraint enforcement strategies, namely the standard
and the augmented Lagrangian formulation, are discussed in detail in Section 4.3. Section 4.4
puts the focus on the complete and incomplete variational approaches, emphasizes their dif-
ferences and presents the consistent linearization of the derived terms. Section 4.5 is entirely
devoted to mechanical conservation laws: In particular, the conservation of angular momentum
of both discretized variational formulations is proven theoretically. In Section 4.6 the attention is
on the numerical time integration for contact problems and the discussion started in Section 2.4
about the Generalized-α time integration scheme is continued. Next, three representative nu-
merical examples with varying objectives are discussed in Section 4.7. Therein, the previously
derived contact formulations and constraint enforcement strategies are compared to each other as
well as to the already mentioned well-established mortar-based formulation from the literature
Popp et al. [215, 216]. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 4.8.
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4.2. Contact Formulation
This section is meant to give a brief summary of the numerical background of the employed
frictionless contact formulation. For convenience, the presented formulation only considers the
special case of unilateral contact between two elastic bodies undergoing large deformations.
Nevertheless, the presented algorithms are also capable of more complex contact situations,
such as self-contact or contact between multiple bodies. A detailed description of the continuous
frictionless contact formulation can be found in 2.2.2. Therefore, the attention is next directly
drawn to the discretized formulation.

4.2.1. Discretized Contact Kinematics

Before the full discrete contact problem is stated, a finite element discretization of all important
contact quantities shall be introduced. This way is taken to give a better insight into the actual
implementation. Moreover, the number of necessary redefinitions of continuous quantities is
reduced to a minimum. Starting with a very brief summary of the basic ideas of the finite element
method and, right after, it will be applied to the contact problem. For more information, the
interested reader is referred to the corresponding literature (see e.g. Bathe [12], Zienkiewicz and
Taylor [297]) and the introduction in Section 2.3. Throughout this chapter mainly a Lagrange
interpolation for the shape functions will be considered. Consequently, the problem description
is restricted to Lagrange interpolations only, even though a Non-Uniform Rational Basis Spline
(NURBS) discretization would be possible as well (see e.g. De Lorenzis et al. [65], Farah et al.
[82], Hughes et al. [141], Seitz et al. [241]). One reason is that a pure NURBS discretization
does not exhibit some of the typical error sources, since some neglected terms would vanish
naturally, which is not the case for Lagrange shape functions. However, one numerical example
with a NURBS discretization is also given and will be discussed in Section 4.7.3.

The basic idea of the finite element method is that the considered problem is not solved on
the potentially geometrically very complex domain Ω0, but instead a finite number of degrees of
freedom are defined at Nn discrete points. These points are called nodes and are connected by
Ne elements, where each element occupies a closed sub-domain of the entire problem domain
Ω
peq
0 Ď Ω0,h. The disjoint union of all element domains represents the domain estimate for each

body. The approximation error of the solution is supposed to decrease with an increasing number
of elements Ne (known as h-convergence). Since the formulation proposed here is restricted to
Lagrange basis polynomials as shape functions, the value of an arbitrary nodal quantity inside an
element e can be computed by interpolating its nodal values. For instance, the current position
xpX rbs, tq at X rbs P Γ

rbs
c on the contact boundaries is, just in accordance with (2.72), obtained by

xpξrbspeqkq “ N
rbspeq

j x
rbspeqj “ N

rbs
j pX rbsj ` drbsjq, @j P t1, . . . ,Nrbspeqn u, (4.1)

where (4.1) takes advantage of the Einstein summation convention. In the final step, the element
dependency has been omitted for the sake of brevity. The index e identifies one of the surface
elements on Γ

rbs
c . The set of all surface nodes on the contact interfaces shall be split into one set

S “ tl P t1, . . . ,Nr1sn u | X l P Γ
r1s
c u containing all slave nodes, and a second setM containing

all master nodes following an equivalent set definition for body b “ 2. The matrices, e.g. xrbspeq,
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k

n̆[1]k

Figure 4.1.: Visualization of the smooth nodal unit normal given in (4.3) at the node k.

contain in each column the current coordinates of the respective quantity at one node of the
element e. The coordinates tξrbspeqkukPt1,2u denote the surface parametrization of the element e
on body Ωrbs and N jpξrbspeqkq : R2 Ñ R is one of the nodal Lagrange basis polynomials at node
j of the surface element e. Equivalent to (4.1), the discrete covariant base vectors can be defined
as

τ
rbspeq

j “
Bxrbspeq
Bξj “ N

rbspeq
k,ξj

xrbspeqk “ N
rbs
k,ξj

xrbsk. (4.2)

The contravariant counterparts as well as the according metrics can be computed by following
the continuous definitions.

The discretization of the contact quantities is based on the mortar method. In contrast to Popp
et al. [218], where first the weak form is derived from the strong form and, in a second step,
Lagrange interpolation of each term is inserted, here, the discretized nodal contact quantities are
defined first and, subsequently, they are directly inserted into the discrete potential. However, the
details concerning the continuous approach can be found again in Section 2.2.2. The attentive
reader will notice that in the case of a Lagrangian functional the difference will be restricted
to the interpretation of the different terms. However, if an augmented Lagrangian formulation
De Lorenzis et al. [65] or a penalty formulation Yang et al. [290] is considered, this approach
will make the consistent introduction of regularization terms much easier. Another advantage is
that all introduced simplifications can be easily identified, especially the possible loss of symme-
try of the evolving system of equations. Lastly, the transition to the mathematical optimization
literature seems more fluent with this choice.

Let us start with the definition of the considered smooth normal field Popp et al. [215], Yang
et al. [290]. At each slave node k P S an averaged nodal unit normal n̆r1sk is obtained by

n̆r1sk “ ñr1sk

}ñr1sk} with ñr1sk “
Nadj
k
ÿ

e“1

nr1speqk, (4.3)

where nr1speqk is the outward-pointing unit normal vector following the definitions (2.53) and
(4.2) of the adjacent slave element e evaluated at the slave node k (see Figure 4.1 for a visual-
ization). It is also possible to use weights for the different element normals. Still, the simplest,
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so-called mean weighted equally, variant is used here Gouraud [117]. A comprehensive study of
the different weightings can be found, e.g. in Jin et al. [149], Neto et al. [202]. Through Lagrange
interpolation of the averaged nodal unit normals (4.3), a C0-continuous normal field is achieved,
viz.

n̆r1s “ n̆pxr1sq “ N
r1s
i n̆

r1si, i P S. (4.4)

In general, the interpolation scheme does not maintain the unit length property of the nodal
normal vectors inside the element, and thus an additional normalization will become necessary if
the unit length property of the interpolated normal field needs to be maintained. This interpolated
unit length smooth normal field is denoted by

“nr1s “ n̆r1s

}n̆r1s} “
N
r1s
i n̆

r1si

}N r1s
i n̆

r1si}
, i P S. (4.5)

By inserting (4.1) and (4.5) into (2.55), the discrete normal gap definition is obtained by

gNpxr1s, x̄r2sq “
A

“nr1s, N jpξ̄r2spēqlq xr2spēqj ´Nkpξr1speqnq xr1speqk
E

, (4.6)

where k P S and j PM. The element superscript e denotes the slave element index, while the
superscript ē represents the index of the master element which has been found by the projection
and search algorithm as described in Yang and Laursen [288]. The function gN : R2 Ñ R repre-
sents the discrete form of the geometrical gap evaluated at the slave parameter space coordinates
tξr1siuiPt1,2u and their corresponding projected parametric coordinates tξ̄r2siuiPt1,2u on the master
side. In the spirit of the mortar method, the nodal averaged weighted gap ĝiN of a slave node
i P S is defined as

ĝiN “
g̃iN
Ai
, where g̃iN “

ĳ

γ
r1s
c,h

N r1si gN da and Ai “
ĳ

γ
r1s
c,h

N r1si da, (4.7)

where da is an infinitesimal interface area segment on the slave side. The quantity g̃iN is called the
weighted gap of the slave node and Ai is its tributary area. For more details, especially related
to the tributary area, the interested reader is kindly referred to De Lorenzis et al. [65]. A more
mathematical explanation for the necessity of this additional scaling can be found in Hüeber
[138, Remark 2.5]: The additional scaling is especially important when the standard Lagrangian
shape functions are considered for the discrete test function space of the Lagrange multipliers,
instead of the bi-orthogonal shape functions as e.g. applied by [87, 138, 218, 279].

4.2.2. Problem Statement
In this section, the problem statement shall be reviewed from a mathematical point of view as an
optimization problem subject to inequality constraints. The already discretized problem can be
stated in a similar way as (3.31) by
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min
xPRn U pxq “ U r1spxr1sq `U r2spxr2sq, (4.8a)

subject to ĝ
N
pxq ě 0, (4.8b)

where the objective function U pxq : Rn Ñ R contains the sum of the elastic potentials of
the considered elastic bodies. For the sake of brevity, the abbreviation x “ ppxr1sqT , pxr2sqT qT ,
introduced in (4.8a), is used also in connection with all contact related terms, where it becomes
x “ ppxr1sqT , px̄r2sqT qT such that ĝ

N
pxq P Rm with m ă n represents the global vector of

averaged weighted normal gap constraints. Note that n denotes the number of displacement
degrees of freedom and is equal to 3 ¨Nn, while m is equal to the cardinality of the slave set |S|.
Moreover, any additional labeling of global quantities is intentionally omitted, since the author
is convinced that the meaning can easily be derived from the context. Furthermore, it is assumed
for now that the objective function as well as the constraint equations are sufficiently smooth.

In the sequel, px‹, λ‹Nq P Rn ˆ Rm will indicate a KKT pair of problem (4.8), i.e. a pair of
primal and dual variables, which satisfies the following conditions

∇dL px‹, λ‹Nq “ 0, ĝ
N
px‹q ě 0, λ‹N ě 0, xλ‹N, ĝN

px‹qyA “ 0, (4.9)

where λN P Rm is the vector of nodal Lagrange multiplier values and the notation xu, vyA “
uTAv denotes an inner product of two vectors scaled by the quadratic diagonal matrixA contain-
ing the tributary area values. The Lagrangian for inequality constraints L px, λNq : RnˆRm Ñ
R is defined as

L px, λNq “ U pxq ´ C px, λNq
“ U pxq ´ xλN, ĝN

pxq ´ spx, λNqyA with sipx, λNq ě 0, (4.10)

where the components of the vector spx, λNq P Rm` follow as

sipx, λNq “
#

max t0, ĝiNpxqu if cN “ 0,

max
!

0, ĝiNpxq ´ λiN
cN

)

otherwise,
(4.11)

and cN P R with cN ě 0 is a regularization parameter. This notation follows Gill et al. [107],
Rockafellar [229] and is closely related to the comprehensive introduction in 3.2. In conjunction
with the inherent active-set decision, a steady transition between the active and the inactive
branch of the Lagrangian function becomes possible (see Figures 2.3 and 2.4). Again,A denotes
the set of active constraints, i.e., the index set of contact constraints with positive augmented
Lagrangian multipliers, viz.

A “ ti P t1, . . . ,mu | λiN ´ cNĝ
i
N ě 0u. (4.12)
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and further, I “ t1, . . . ,muzA with I X A “ H indicates the set of the remaining inactive
constraints. This is the discrete contact variant of (3.36). Alternatively, it is also possible to
formulate an augmented Lagrangian rather than a standard Lagrangian. Therefore, the discrete
form of (2.61) together with (2.59) results in

LcNpx, λN, ŝq “ U pxq ´ xλN, ĝN
pxq ´ ŝyA ` cN

2
}ĝ

N
pxq ´ ŝ}2A, (4.13)

where ŝ takes on the role of a formally still independent variable. This becomes more important
in Chapter 6.

Either way, if the Mangasarian-Fromowitz constraint qualifications are fulfilled, the KKT con-
ditions (4.9) are the first order optimality conditions for the problem (4.8), see also Nocedal and
Wright [204] and Section 3.2 for more details. The mentioned qualifications are typical assump-
tions for many optimization algorithms. Important to note is that these qualifications only need
to be fulfilled at the solution px‹, λ‹Nq. If the gradients of the constraints become (nearly) lin-
ear dependent during the solution procedure, a fall-back solving strategy (see e.g. Wächter and
Biegler [272]) can take care. For more information on the mathematical background the reader
is referred to Section 3.2 and the references therein.

4.3. Non-Linear and Linearized Systems of Equations
In this section the optimality conditions given in (4.9) will be discussed in more detail with
the focus on the Lagrangian formulation. Since the augmented Lagrangian formulation, first
introduced in the context of contact problems by Alart and Curnier [1], is also quite often in
use, the necessary augmentation steps will be briefly given afterwards in Section 4.3.2. Possible
advantages and drawbacks of the two formulations during the non-linear solution procedure will
be discussed in Section 4.7.

4.3.1. Lagrangian Formulation
For the computation of the first order optimality conditions (4.9), the directional derivative of
the Lagrangian (4.10) become necessary, which follows as

DL ppx, λNq; pδd, δλNqq “DU px; δdq ´DC ppx, λNq; pδd, δλNqq, (4.14a)

where

DU px; δdq “
2
ÿ

b“1

x∇drbsU
rbspxrbsq, δdrbsy, (4.14b)

DC ppxr1s, xr2s, λNq; pδdr1s, δdr2s, δλNqq “ x∇dr1sC pxr1s, xr2s, λNq, δdr1sy
` x∇dr2sC pxr1s, xr2s, λNq, δdr2sy
` x∇λN

C pxr1s, xr2s, λNq, δλNy. (4.14c)
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Equation (4.14b) describes the virtual work contributions of the two bodies Ωrbs, b P t1, 2u in
their already discretized form. These are assumed to be known at this point. However, a detailed
derivation can be found e.g. in Bathe [12], Holzapfel [136] as well as in Section 2.1.4. Here,
the focus is solely put on the contact contributions summarized in the directional derivative
of the contact potential (4.14c), therefore representing the contact virtual work generated by
the contact forces acting on the contact interfaces between the slave and master bodies. Under
renewed consideration of the abbreviation x “ ppxr1sqT , px̄r2sqT qT , it can be stated

∇dC px, λNq “
#

∇̃dg̃
A
N
pxq λAN “ rg̃Nsi,d̃j rλNsi ej @i P A,

1
cN
∇dxλIN, λINyAI “ 1

cN
rλNsiAii,dj rλNsi ej “∆ 0 @i P I, (4.15)

where the respective set affiliation of the vector components is indicated by the corresponding
superscript. Note that the neglected gradient calculation of the tributary diagonal matrixAIpxr1sq
is an usual assumption, since otherwise the inactive contact forces would influence the balance
of linear momentum during the non-linear solution scheme, which is clearly non-physical. How-
ever, at the solution point, rλ‹Nsi “ 0 @i P I holds true and the contributions would vanish
anyway.

Remark 4.1. The operator ∇̃p¨q is introduced to distinguish between two different variational
approaches. While the first one is based on the rigorous variation of the underlying potential, thus
leading to a fully symmetric linearized system of equations with respect to all active quantities,
the second approach will introduce some simplifications. These simplifications cause on the
one hand slightly different results, but also a non-symmetric linearized system. The introduced
operator is supposed to emphasize the influence of these two options. Anyway, in the first case
(i.e. consistent variation), it can be read as the well-known gradient operator. The details will be
discussed in Section 4.4.1.

The gradient with respect to the Lagrange multipliers follows as

∇λN
C px, λNq “

#

g̃A
N
pxq “ δij rg̃Nsi ej “ rg̃Nsi ei @i P A,

2
cN
AI λIN “ 2

cN
δij A

ii rλNsi ej “ 2
cN
Aii rλNsi ei @i P I. (4.16)

Under consideration of the fact that the virtual quantities δd and δλN are arbitrary, the first
order optimality conditions can be split into displacement related equations, representing the
contact virtual work principle, and equations for the Lagrange multipliers, which incorporate the
constraint equations. The set of non-linear equations is given by

DL ppxr1s, xr2s, λNq; pδdr1s, δdr1s, δλNqq “
¨

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˝

δdr1s

δdr2s

δλAN

δλIN

˛

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‚

T ¨

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˝

∇dr1sU
r1spxr1sq ´ ∇̃dr1s g̃

A
N
pxr1s, x̄r2sq λAN

∇dr2sU
r2spxr2sq ´ ∇̃dr2s g̃

A
N
pxr1s, x̄r2sq λAN

´g̃A
N
pxr1s, x̄r2sq

´ 2
cN
AI λIN

˛

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‚

!“ 0. (4.17)
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The unknowns in the set of non-linear equations (4.17) are all nodal values pdr1s, dr2s, λNq. Usu-
ally, these equations are solved by applying a variant of Newton’s method, thus incorporating
some kind of information about the second order derivatives. For this purpose, a consistent lin-
earization of the involved terms at the current iterate pdr1s, dr2s, λNq|tku has to be computed, where
k “ 1, 2, . . . denotes the current Newton iteration index and is placed into curly braces to dis-
tinguish it more easily from the other indices. The linearized form of (4.17) is formally obtained
by

0 “ DL ppx, λNq; pδd, δλNqq|tku ` ∆pDL ppx, λNq; pδd, δλNqq; p∆d,∆λNqq|tku , (4.18a)

where the linearized contact term follows as

∆pDC ppxr1s, x̄r1s, λNq; pδdr2s, δdr2s, δλNqq; p∆dr1s,∆dr2s,∆λNqq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

tku

“

¨

˚

˚

˝

δdr1s

δdr2s

δλAN
δλIN

˛

‹

‹

‚

T

K
C
pxr1s, xr2s, λNq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

tku

¨

˚

˚

˝

∆dr1s

∆dr2s

∆λAN
∆λIN

˛

‹

‹

‚

tku

,

K
C

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

tku
“

¨

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˝

p∇dr1sp∇̃dr1s g̃
A
N
λANqqT p∇dr2sp∇̃dr1s g̃

A
N
λANqqT ∇̃dr1s g̃

A
N

0

p∇dr1sp∇̃dr2s g̃
A
N
λANqqT p∇dr2sp∇̃dr2s g̃

A
N
λANqqT ∇̃dr2s g̃

A
N

0

p∇dr1s g̃
A
N
qT p∇dr2s g̃

A
N
qT 0 0

2
cN
p∇dr1spAIλINqqT 0 0 2

cN
AI

˛

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‚

tku

. (4.18b)

Equivalent to (4.15), the variation of the diagonal tributary area matrixAI with respect to the dis-
placement degrees of freedom is omitted during the derivation of the set of non-linear equations.
A direct consequence of this simplification is that the inactive solution part can be condensed
from the evolving system of equations (4.18) by a simple post-processing step, i.e.

∆λIN
ˇ

ˇ

k
“ ´

!

λIN ` pAIpxr1sqq´1p∇dr1spAIpxr1sqλINqqT∆dr1s
)
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

k
. (4.19)

Since the matrix AI is diagonal, the inverse can easily be formed. It is also quite common in the
literature [65] to omit the linearization of the tributary area matrix in the linear system of equa-
tions (4.18). In this case, the inactive nodal Lagrange multipliers would be set to zero within one
full Newton step. However, it has been noticed that the second term on the right hand side of
(4.19) can improve the robustness of the applied non-linear solution method, since it delays the
decrease of the absolute value of the inactive nodal Lagrange multipliers. In numerical examples
it could be observed that this delay can avoid unnecessary active set changes and therefore im-
proves the overall performance of the algorithm. Furthermore, the gradient computation is cheap,
since it depends only on variables completely defined on the slave side. Due to these beneficial
features, this term is kept in the system of equations. Finally, it is to mention that the introduced
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non-symmetry has no effect whatsoever on iterative linear solution strategies, which expect a
symmetric linear system of equations, since the non-symmetry can be easily removed from the
system under consideration of (4.19).

4.3.2. Augmented Formulation
As mentioned by (4.13), another possibility is to derive the system of equations from the aug-
mented Lagrangian potential (4.13) including the regularization term resulting in equations very
similar to the derivations in Alart and Curnier [1], De Lorenzis et al. [65], Pietrzak and Curnier
[212]. In the following, the corresponding equations will be derived. First of all, the virtual work
expression in (4.14a) stays formally unchanged except for the fact that the Lagrangian potential
L is replaced by its augmented counterpart LcN and the contact potential C by the augmented
contact potential CcN . Next, the gradient with respect to the displacements of the augmented
contact potential is considered, i.e.

∇dCcN “
#

!

rg̃Nsi,d̃j rλNsi ´ cNrg̃Nsi,d̃j rĝNsi ` cN
2
Aii

,d̃j
rĝNsi rĝNsi

)

ej @i P A,
1

2cN
Aii,dj rλNsi rλNsi ej “∆ 0 @i P I,

(4.20)

where the contributions are again split into their active and inactive part. As before, the depen-
dency on the displacements of the tributary area in the inactive part is ignored and the tilde accent
over the displacement derivatives again represents the ∇̃p¨q operator (see Remark 4.1).

The gradient with respect to the Lagrange multipliers stays almost untouched and only the
inactive part exhibits a small variation in terms of the appearing scaling factor. But since the
inactive displacement dependency is ignored in (4.20), the influence of the changed factor on the
linear system of equations will vanish. Now, the augmented set of non-linear equations can be
stated as

DLcNppxr1s, xr2s, λNq; pδdr1s, δdr1s, δλNqq “ DL ppxr1s, xr2s, λNq; pδdr1s, δdr1s, δλNqq

`

¨

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˝

δdr1s

δdr2s

δλAN

δλIN

˛

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‚

T ¨

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˝

cN
2
∇̃dr1sxĝANpxr1s, x̄r2sq, ĝANpxr1s, x̄r2sqyAA

cN
2
∇̃dr2sxĝANpxr1s, x̄r2sq, ĝANpxr1s, x̄r2sqyAA

0

1
cN
AI λIN

˛

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‚

!“ 0, (4.21)

where the directional derivative of the Lagrangian potential defined in (4.17) is included as well.
It can easily be seen that the influence of the regularization term vanishes at the solution. The
inactive Lagrange multipliers are forced to zero, while the active weighted gap values and, con-
sequently, the active averaged weighted gap values are equal to zero at the KKT pair fulfilling
(4.9). Hence, the effect on the non-linear solution strategy is restricted to the pre-asymptotic
solution path and does not change the final result.

The unknowns in the regularized set of non-linear equations are the same as in the standard
Lagrangian case. Again, the intention is to use a consistently linearized Newton scheme to solve
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(4.21). The augmented tangential stiffness matrix of the contact potential follows from a super-
position of the Lagrangian contributions and the augmented contributions, i.e.

K
CcN

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

k
“ Ktku

C
´ K̃tku

CcN
, (4.22)

with the augmentation matrix

K̃
CcN

“

¨

˚

˚

˚

˝

cN
2
p∇dr1sp∇̃dr1sxĝAN, ĝANyAAqqT cN

2
p∇dr2sp∇̃dr1sxĝAN, ĝANyAAqqT 0 0

cN
2
p∇dr1sp∇̃dr2sxĝAN, ĝANyAAqqT cN

2
p∇dr2sp∇̃dr2sxĝAN, ĝANyAAqqT 0 0

0 0 0 0
1
cN
p∇dr1spAIλINqqT 0 0 1

cN
AI

˛

‹

‹

‹

‚

.

First, it is to note that the introduced condensation of the inactive part (4.19) stays unchanged.
Secondly, the involved second order derivatives of the scaled inner product of two averaged
weighted gap vectors stand out and can be expressed by quantities also occurring in the standard
approach. Therefore, the already implicitly used first order derivative of the averaged weighted
gap is reconsidered, viz.

∇dĝN
“ rĝNsi,dj ei b ej “ rA´1sii

!

rg̃Nsi,dj ´ Aii,dj rĝNsi
)

ei b ej. (4.23)

Keeping this in mind, the second order derivative of the scaled inner product results in

cN

2
∇dr∇̃dxĝN

, ĝ
N
yAs “ cNtrg̃Nsi,d̃jdk rĝNsi ` rg̃Nsi,d̃j rĝNsi,dk

´ 1

2
Aii

,d̃jdk
rĝNsi rĝNsi ´ Aii,d̃j rĝNsi,dk rĝNsiu ej b ek. (4.24)

One final note concerning the regularization parameter: In contrast to the standard Lagrangian
scheme, cN has a direct influence on the augmented Lagrangian solution procedure. In the stan-
dard Lagrangian case, cN only has a minor effect, since the only row of the linear system (4.18)
that contains the regularization parameter is the last row. This row, however, corresponds to the
inactive Lagrange multipliers, where the parameter will cancel out as (4.19) shows. Thus, the
only remaining impact is during the active set decision. In contrast, the augmented system of
equations is directly influenced in form of the scaled regularization term. In summary, it can be
concluded that a change of cN should have a more remarkable impact on the non-linear solver
performance.

Remark 4.2. Finally, the opportunity is taken to motivate the introduced, but maybe unfamiliar,
averaged weighted gap notation in combination with the tributary area once again. First of all,
the active part of the discretized Lagrangian given in (4.10) coincides completely with the result
of a traditional successive variation and discretization approach. The element-wise interpolated
Lagrange multiplier λr1speqN pxq “ N r1speqipxqrλr1speqN si evolves naturally from the formulation even
though a pure node-based one in combination with an averaged weighted gap and a tributary
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area has been inserted. The main reasons for the used definition can be found in the active set
decision, which develops more fluently from the mathematical formulation (see Hiermeier et al.
[131]). Furthermore, the extension to an augmented Lagrangian formulation is also much easier
to achieve, since the formal lumping via the tributary area acts beneficially here [138]. Also, with
regard to more sophisticated non-linear solution strategies, the approach presented here is much
more accessible as e.g. shown by Temizer et al. [261]. Since mainly linearly interpolated finite
elements will be considered, the positivity property remains. If a higher order interpolation is
necessary, the Lagrange interpolation can be replaced by a NURBS interpolation as proposed by
De Lorenzis et al. [65], Temizer et al. [261], or, alternatively, a bi-orthogonal lumping approach
in combination with the necessary adaptions for higher order interpolation schemes has to be
taken into account Popp et al. [218].

Concerning the convergence properties, the formulation shown here is supposed to behave
exactly as the formulations summarized in Wohlmuth [279]. The only difference is the conver-
gence to a different solution in the case of strong geometrical non-linearities due to the more
consistent formulation.

4.4. Variation and Linearization of Discretized Contact
Kinematics

This section is meant to provide a brief summary of all involved contact variations and lin-
earizations. The focus is on the differences between the complete and incomplete variational
approaches as already mentioned in Remark 4.1. It is important to understand what the underly-
ing assumptions and simplifications are and what the direct consequences will be.

Remark 4.3. The numerical integration is performed in the parameter space of each slave el-
ement using the well-known Gaussian quadrature. In general, this will introduce an integration
error. For a comparison between element-based and segment-based integration in the context of
mortar methods in contact mechanics the interested reader is referred to Farah et al. [83]. Since
the influence of the introduced integration error on the full variational approach is remarkable,
this topic will be discussed in Section 4.7.2.

The following notation is introduced for the first and second order total directional derivatives,
for example in v and w direction:

Dvp¨q “ x∇dp¨q, vy, DwpDvp¨qq “ xv, r∇2
d dp¨qsTwy. (4.25)

4.4.1. Variation

In (4.17), the variation of the normal gap vector occurs, which can be expressed as the consistent
directional derivative of the weighted gap vector
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Dδdpg̃N
q “

|Er1s|
A
e“1
t

ĳ

γ
r1speq
c,r´1,1s

N r1speqi DδupgNpxr1speq, xr2spēqqq jr1speq dξr1speqj (4.26a)

`
ĳ

γ
r1speq
c,r´1,1s

N r1speqi gNpxr1speq, xr2spēqq Dδupjr1speqq dξr1speqju. (4.26b)

Note that the integration is executed in the parameter space of each slave interface element in
its current configuration, which is supposed to be indicated by the given integration bounds.
Afterwards, the element contributions are assembled over all slave elements E r1s to form the
global directional derivative. The first summand (4.26a) contains the directional derivative of
the discrete gap (4.6). To improve the readability, the element superscript will be omitted in the
following and the derivative yields

DδupgNpxr1s, x̄r2sqq “ xDδup“nr1sq, x̄r2s ´ xr1sy ` x“nr1s,Dδupx̄r2sq ´Dδupxr1sqy. (4.27)

Here, the directional derivative of the interpolated smooth normal field is obtained by

Dδup“nr1sq “ Dδu

˜

n̆r1s

}n̆r1s}

¸

“ 1

}n̆r1s} pI ´ “nr1s b “nr1sq ¨N r1s
iDδupn̆r1siq, (4.28)

where (4.3) and (4.4) have been inserted. For more details, the reader is referred to Popp et al.
[215], Yang et al. [290]. Since the distance vector between a slave point and its projected coun-
terpart on the master side is parallel to the smooth normal vector, the first summand in (4.27)
vanishes. At this point it must be emphasized, however, that this will only be strictly true if
the (more costly) smooth unit normal (4.5) is considered, while for the projection algorithm the
smooth non-unit normal (4.4) would be sufficient. If the second order derivative of (4.5) has to
be evaluated as well, this can lead to a significant performance loss based on the actual imple-
mentation. The second summand of (4.27) contains the variation of the slave point xr1s and its
projected counterpart x̄r2s. Yielding

Dδupxrbsq “ Bx
rbsi

Bur δu
r ` τ rbsi Dδupξrbsiq “ δurbs ` τ rbsi Dδupξrbsiq, (4.29)

where the last term is equal to zero for the slave side contribution. However, for the master side,
the parametric coordinates are deformation dependent and the projection (2.54) has to be taken
into account. This leads to a local system of equations, which has to be solved to obtain the
directional derivatives. For more details the interested reader is referred to Appendix A.1.

The second term (4.26b) depends on the directional derivative of the determinant of the slave
element Jacobian jr1speq :“ detpJpξr1speqiqq : R2 Ñ R. This and all remaining variations can
be also found in the already mentioned Appendix A.1. Thus, all necessary terms have been
computed and the consistent variation of the weighted normal gap is fully defined.
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4.4.2. Incomplete Variational Approach

If the consistent first order directional derivative of the weighted gap vector is considered in
the set of non-linear equations (4.17), the necessary second order derivatives in (4.18) can be-
come computationally expensive (see Section 4.4.3). Due to this fact, a second, so-called incom-
plete, but computationally much cheaper variational approach is introduced with respect to the
weighted gap in (4.26). By skipping the variation of the element Jacobian determinant and the
variation of the master parameter space coordinate, the following expression is obtained:

D̃δdpg̃N
q “

|Er1s|
A
e“1

ĳ

γ
r1speq
c,r´1,1s

N ipξr1speqjq D̃δupgpeqN q jr1speq dξr1speqj, (4.30)

where D̃δupgpeqN q “ x“nr1s, δūr2s´ δur1sy holds. In doing so, the derived linear system of equations
(4.18) will become non-symmetric (see also Remark 4.1). For a short explanation and interpre-
tation of the used assumptions leading to (4.30), two major simplifications of the variation have
to be considered. The first one is the variation of the Jacobian determinant. By consideration of
(4.26b), it can be argued that the influence of this term will vanish at the solution point, since it is
demanded that the weighted gap g̃

N
px‹q is equal to zero and therefore gNpx‹q is equal to zero as

well, at least in a weak sense. The second simplification concerns the variation of the projected
parametric master coordinates. With respect to the correct variational form defined in (4.27) and
by insertion of (4.29), it can be seen that the cumbersome directional derivatives are pointing in
the tangential directions of the active master contact interface denoted by the corresponding con-
vective base vectors. Now, the assumption is used that in the converged state and under the pre-
requisite that the slave and master sides are discretized sufficiently fine, x“nr1spx‹q, τ r2sipx̄‹qy « 0,
@i P t1, 2u holds true. But anyhow, this is only strictly true if a non-smooth closest point pro-
jection is used (see e.g. Laursen [170]) or if the special case of infinitesimal sliding occurs Puso
and Laursen [222]. In any other case it remains an approximation, which, however, becomes
better and better with an increasing number of elements, such that the spatial solutions of both
cases are supposed to asymptotically coincide. Since the influence of the neglected terms on the
discrete solution cannot be fully predicted, both approaches will be followed. To the best of the
author’s knowledge, this is together with [131] the first comprehensive comparison of numeri-
cal results for both approaches. The comparison can be found within Section 4.7. Furthermore,
an additional example has been added in Section 4.7.4 revealing a possible instability which is
clearly based on the neglected variation of the projected parametric master coordinate.

4.4.3. Linearization

In the following, the directional derivatives of the set of non-linear equations (4.17) are going
to be derived. Starting with the linearization of the product of the tributary area matrix and the
nodal inactive Lagrange multiplier vector, which is defined as
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D∆dpAIpxr1sqλINq “ x∇dr1sA
Ipxr1sqλIN,∆dy

“
|Er1s|
A
e“1
rλINspeqi

ĳ

γ
r1speq
c,r´1,1s

Nipξr1speqjq D∆upjr1speqq dξr1speqj, @i P S, (4.31)

where again the directional derivative of the already known slave element Jacobian determinant
comes into play. Next, the consistent mixed second order directional derivative of the weighted
gap vector is obtained by repeated application of the chain rule

D∆dpDδdpg̃N
qq “

|Er1s|
A
e“1
t

ĳ

γ
r1speq
c,r´1,1s

N r1speqi D∆upDδupgpeqN pxr1s, x̄r2sqqq jr1speq dξr1speqj (4.32a)

`
ĳ

γ
r1speq
c,r´1,1s

N r1speqi DδupgpeqN pxr1s, x̄r2sqq D∆upjr1speqq dξr1speqj (4.32b)

`
ĳ

γ
r1speq
c,r´1,1s

N r1speqi D∆upgpeqN pxr1s, x̄r2sqq Dδupjr1speqq dξr1speqj (4.32c)

`
ĳ

γ
r1speq
c,r´1,1s

N r1speqi gpeqN pxr1s, x̄r2sq D∆upDδupjr1speqqq dξr1speqju. (4.32d)

The element affiliation is omitted and the consistent second order directional derivative of the
variation of the discrete gap is derived by

D∆upDδupgNpxr1s, x̄r2sqqq “ xD∆upDδup“nr1sqq, x̄r2s ´ xr1sy
` xDδup“nr1sq,D∆upx̄r2sq ´D∆upxr1sqy
` xD∆up“nr1sq,Dδupx̄r2sq ´Dδupxr1sqy
` x“nr1s,D∆upDδupx̄r2sqq ´D∆upDδupxr1sqqy, (4.33)

where the first order directional derivative of the interpolated smooth normal is given in (4.28),
while the mixed second order directional derivative is given by

D∆upDδup“nr1sqq “ 1

}n̆r1s}t´ x“n
r1s,D∆upn̆r1sqy Dδup“nr1sq

´
”

D∆up“nr1sq b “nr1s ` “nr1s bD∆up“nr1sq
ı

¨Dδupn̆r1sq
`
´

I ´ “nr1s b “nr1s
¯

¨D∆upDδupn̆r1sqqu. (4.34)
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The mixed second order directional derivative of the variation of an interface point, defined in
(4.29), follows as

D∆upDδupxrbsqq “ D∆upδurbsq `D∆upτ rbsiqDδupξrbsiq ` τ rbsiD∆upDδupξrbsiqq, (4.35)

D∆upδurbsq “ Bpδu
rbsq

Bξrbsi D∆upξrbsiq. (4.36)

The entire derivative (4.35) is equal to zero for the slave side. However, for a point on the master
body the terms do not vanish. The last term can be derived from the linearized version of the
variation of the projection, which involves the second order derivative of the smooth normal
field (4.4). Under consideration of all zero-terms on the slave side, (4.33) can be simplified and

D∆upDδupgNqq “ xD∆upDδup“nr1sqq, x̄r2s ´ xr1sy ` xDδup“nr1sq,D∆upx̄r2sq ´∆ur1sy
` xD∆up“nr1sq,Dδupx̄r2sq ´ δur1sy ` x“nr1s,D∆upDδupx̄r2sqqy (4.37)

is obtained. The remaining linearized variation of the element Jacobian in (4.32d), as well as
all other relations, such as the detailed derivation of the linearized variation of the projection,
including the smooth normal field, can be found in Appendix A.2.

4.4.4. Linearization of the Incomplete Variational Approach
Finally, the consistently linearized version of the simplified variational approach yields

D∆dpD̃δdpg̃N
qq “

|Er1s|
A
e“1
t

ĳ

γ
r1speq
c,r´1,1s

N r1speqi D∆upD̃δupgpeqN qq jr1speq dξr1speqj

`
ĳ

γ
r1speq
c,r´1,1s

N r1speqi D̃δupgpeqN q D∆upjr1speqq dξr1speqju, (4.38)

where the directional derivative of the incomplete variation of the normal gap follows as

D∆upD̃δupgpeqN qq “ xD∆upDδup“nr1sqq, x̄r2s ´ xr1sy ` xDδup“nr1sq,D∆upx̄r2sq ´∆ur1sy
` xD∆up“nr1sq, δūr2s ´ δur1sy ` x“nr1s,D∆upδūr2sqy. (4.39)

The linearized smooth normal field is defined in (4.28), while the derivative of the variation of
the master point is given in (4.36).

4.5. Conservation Laws
In this section, it will be shown that the complete as well as the incomplete approach both ful-
fill the conservation of angular momentum with respect to the semi-discrete system, i.e. only
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the spatially discretized system will be considered and any side-effects of an underlying time
integration scheme are excluded for this discussion. The conservation of linear and angular mo-
mentum of the semi-discrete system provides a basis for the consistency proof of the employed
finite element discretization scheme. In detail, all contact contributions to the force balance of
the non-linear set of equations given in (4.17) and (4.21) will be investigated: On the one hand,
there is the Lagrange multiplier term and on the other hand the regularization term.

In the following, it will be firstly demonstrated that it is easily possible to prove conservation
of linear momentum for both formulations and all terms, subsequently, the focus is turned to the
conservation of angular momentum. The reader is also kindly referred to the literature on this
topic (e.g. Laursen [170], Puso and Laursen [222]).

4.5.1. Linear Momentum

As proposed by Puso and Laursen [222], conservation of linear momentum can be shown by
inserting a constant discrete vector w ‰ 0 into (4.17) and (4.21) for all nodal displacement
weighting coefficients, i.e. δdrbsi, @i P t1, . . . , nu, b P t1, 2u is replaced by the vector w, such
that

xw,∇xCcNy “ xw, rg̃Nsi,d̃j trλNsi ´ cNrĝNsiu ejy ` cN

2
xw, Aii

,d̃j
rĝNsi rĝNsiejy “ 0, (4.40)

where the definition of (4.20) is inserted. The proof of the linear momentum conservation begins
under consideration of the second inner product in (4.40). For this term, it is sufficient to consider
only one arbitrary slave element. Thus, the demand

`rĝAN si
˘2

ĳ

γ
r1speq
c,r´1,1s

N
r1s
ipξr1sjq xnr1spξr1sjq,Dwpn̂r1spξr1sjqqy dξr1sj “ 0 (4.41)

can be formulated. Now, solely the inner product of the directional derivative of the non-unit
element normal and the unit element normal are taken into account and (A.6) is inserted. This
yields

xnr1s,Dwpn̂r1sqy “ x
τ
r1s

1 ˆ τ r1s2
}τ r1s1 ˆ τ r1s2}

,Dwpτ r1s1q ˆ τ r1s2 ` τ r1s1 ˆDwpτ r1s2qy “ 0 (4.42)

since the following holds

Dwpτ r1skq “ N
r1sl

,ξk
wl “

ÿ

l

N
r1sl

,ξk
w “ 0, @w P R3, (4.43)

where the partition of unity is used such that
ř

lN
r1sl

,ξk
“ 0 is true for each element.

Next, the first term in (4.40) is considered leading to
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rλ̃Nsit
ĳ

γ
r1speq
c,r´1,1s

N
r1s
ix“nr1s,Dwpx̄r2s ´ xr1sqy jr1s dξr1sj

`
ĳ

γ
r1speq
c,r´1,1s

N
r1s
ix“nr1s, x̄r2s ´ xr1sy Dwpjr1sq dξr1sju “ 0, (4.44)

where the abbreviation rλ̃Nsi “ prλNsi ´ cNrĝNsiq is introduced and, further, the second term
in (4.44) vanishes following the same idea as above. Now, the attention is drawn to the first
summand in (4.44). Inserting (4.27) and (4.29), the term yields

rλ̃Nsit
ĳ

γ
r1speq
c,r´1,1s

N
r1s
ix“nr1s, N̄ r2s

kw
k ´N r1s

lw
ly jr1s dξr1sj

`
ĳ

γ
r1speq
c,r´1,1s

N
r1s
ix“nr1s, τ̄ r2srDwpξ̄r2srqy jr1s dξr1sju “ 0, (4.45)

where the first term is equal to zero since the partition of unity holds for each element resulting
in

N̄
r2s
kw

k ´N r1s
lw

l “
˜

ÿ

k

N̄
r2s
k ´

ÿ

l

N
r1s
l

¸

w “ p1´ 1qw “ 0, @w P R3. (4.46)

Concerning the second term in (4.45), the reformulation

τ̄
r2s
iDwpξ̄r2siq “τ̄ r2sirL´1

χ sij
´

N
r1s
lw

lj ´ N̄ r2s
kw

kj ` ᾱχDwjpn̆r1sq
¯

“τ̄ r2sirL´1
χ sij

´

p1´ 1q wj ` ᾱχDwjpn̆r1sq
¯

“ ᾱχτ̄
r2s
irL´1

χ sijDwjpn̆r1sq, (4.47)

is possible, where again the partition of unity for the first part comes into play. Finally, it is
shown that the directional derivative of the non-unit smooth normal field will become zero, if a
constant direction w is considered for all nodes. Indeed, this is the case since

Dwpn̆r1sq “N r1s
k

1

}ñr1sk}pI ´ n̆
r1sk b n̆r1skq

$

&

%

Nkadj
ÿ

e“1

1

}n̂r1speq}pI ´ n
r1speq b nr1speqqDwpn̂r1speqq

,

.

-

(4.48)

and
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Dwpn̂r1sq “Dwpτ r1s1q ˆ τ r1s2 ` τ r1s1 ˆDwpτ r1s2q
“
ÿ

i

N
r1s
i,ξr1s1w ˆ τ r1s2 ` τ r1s1 ˆ

ÿ

j

N
r1s
j,ξr1s2w “ 0ˆ τ r1s2 ` τ r1s1 ˆ 0 “ 0 (4.49)

hold true. Hence, the conservation of the linear momentum is satisfied.

4.5.2. Angular Momentum
To prove the conservation of angular momentum,wˆxrbsi is inserted into δdrbsi, @i P t1, . . . ,Nnu,
b P t1, 2u. In summary, the former demand (4.40) slightly changes to

xw ˆ xj, rg̃Nsi,d̃j trλNsi ´ cNrĝNsiu ejy ` cN

2
xw ˆ xj, Aii

,d̃j
rĝNsi rĝNsiejy “ 0. (4.50)

The discussion shall begin with the gradient of the tributary area as part of the regularization
term. Under consideration of the Jacobian identity

0 “τ r1s1 ˆ pτ r1s2 ˆ wq ` τ r1s2 ˆ pw ˆ τ r1s1q ` w ˆ pτ r1s1 ˆ τ r1s2q
“w ˆ n̂r1s ´ τ r1s1 ˆ pw ˆ τ r1s2q ´ pw ˆ τ r1s1q ˆ τ r1s2, (4.51)

the directional derivative of the non-unit element normal yields

Dwˆxpn̂r1sq “pw ˆ τ r1s1q ˆ τ r1s2 ` τ r1s1 ˆ pw ˆ τ r1s2q “ w ˆ n̂r1s, (4.52)

where Dwˆxkpτ r1siq “ N
r1s
k,ξr1sipw ˆ xkq “ w ˆ τ

r1s
i has been used. Inserting (4.52) into the

directional derivative of the Jacobian results in

xnr1s, Dwˆxkpn̂r1sqy “ xnr1s, w ˆ n̂r1sy “ 0, (4.53)

since the unit slave element normal and the non-unit slave element normal point into the same
direction and therefore the enclosed volume of the triple product is zero. Looking at the first
term in (4.50) reveals that the angular momentum check for (4.26b), as the part of the weighted
gap variation concerning the variation of the slave Jacobian determinant, vanishes for the same
reason. Only the directional derivative of the discrete gap remains and can be expressed as

rλ̃Nsi t
ĳ

γ
r1speq
c,r´1,1s

N
r1s
ix“nr1s, N̄ r2s

kpw ˆ xkq ´N r1s
lpw ˆ xlqy jr1s dξr1sj

`
ĳ

γ
r1speq
c,r´1,1s

N
r1s
ix“nr1s, τ̄ r2srDwˆxpξ̄r2srqy jr1s dξr1sju “ 0, (4.54)
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where again the abbreviation rλ̃Nsi “ prλNsi ´ cNrĝNsiq is used. Due to the fact that this must
hold for all constant w ‰ 0, the demand xa, wˆ by “ 0 for two given vectors a, b P R3 becomes
equivalent to the alternative demand a ˆ b “ 0, i.e. the two vectors must be parallel. Following
this idea,

rλ̃Nsi
ĳ

γ
r1speq
c,r´1,1s

N
r1s
i

”

“nr1s ˆ pN̄ r2s
kx

k ´N r1s
lx
lq
ı

jr1s dξr1sj “ 0, (4.55)

is obtained from the first summand, where (4.55) vanishes since the vectors “nr1s and x̄r2s ´ xr1s

are collinear at each evaluation point as a result of the employed projection rule (2.54). Further,
the reformulated inner product of the second summand in (4.54) leads to

x“nr1s, τ̄ r2siDwˆxpξ̄r2siqy “ 1

detpL̄
χ
qt x“nr1s, τ̄ r2s1y xτ̄ r2s2 ˆ n̆r1s, rχ

‹
wˆxy

´ x“nr1s, τ̄ r2s2y xτ̄ r2s1 ˆ n̆r1s, rχ
‹
wˆxyu “ 0, (4.56)

where the identities of the first and second row of the L̄´1

χ
P R3ˆ3 matrix have been inserted

(see (A.10)). For the proof, a closer look at the introduced residual expression of the fulfilled
projection becomes necessary following as

rχ
‹
wˆx “ w ˆ pxr1s ´ x̄r2sq ` ᾱχDwˆxpn̆r1sq, (4.57)

where the directional derivative of the interpolated smooth non-unit normal field is given by

Dwˆxpn̆r1sq “N r1s
k

1

}ñr1sk}pI ´ n̆
r1sk b n̆r1skq

$

&

%

Nkadj
ÿ

e“1

1

}n̂r1speq}pI ´ n
r1speq b nr1speqqDwˆxpn̂r1speqq

,

.

-

(4.58)

under consideration of (4.52). In the next considered derivation, the abbreviation v “ τ̄
r2s
iˆ n̆r1s,

for i “ t1, 2u is used. Again, the fact comes into play that (4.56) has to hold for all vectorsw ‰ 0,
such that it can be written as

v ˆ pxr1s ´ x̄r2sq ` ᾱχviN r1s
k

1

}ñr1sk} T̆
k
il

Nkadj
ÿ

e“1

"

1

}n̂r1speq}T
peqlm εrmqn̂

peqq
*

er “ 0, (4.59)

where εrmq denotes the Levi-Civita symbol. The matrix T̆
k

is the node-wise orthographic pro-
jection matrix onto the smooth tangential plain
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T̆
k “ pδij ´ n̆r1skin̆r1skjq ei b ej, (4.60)

while T peq is the element-wise orthographic projection matrix onto the tangential plain of each
adjacent element e P t1, . . . ,Nk

adju evaluated at the current node k, i.e.

T peq “ pδij ´ nr1speqi nr1speqjq ei b ej. (4.61)

To prove (4.59), first, the following identity has to be considered

W̃
r1sk
ˆ “

Nkadj
ÿ

e“1

"

1

}n̂r1speq}T
peqlm εrmqn̂

peqq
*

el b er “
Nkadj
ÿ

e“1

 

T peqlm εrmqn
peqq( el b er

“
Nkadj
ÿ

e“1

3
ÿ

i“1

pnr1speq ˆ eiq b ei “
¨

˝

0 ´ñr1sk3 ñr1sk2

ñr1sk3 0 ´ñr1sk1

´ñr1sk2 ñr1sk1 0

˛

‚, (4.62)

where W̃
r1sk
ˆ denotes the so-called skew-symmetric cross-product matrix rñr1sksˆ of each ele-

ment node k. Inserting (4.62) into the second part of (4.59) yields

ᾱχv
i
ÿ

k

N
r1s
k

1

}ñr1sk} T̆
k
ilrW̃ r1s

ˆ sklrer “ ᾱχvirW̆ r1s
ˆ sirer “ ᾱχpv ˆ n̆r1sq, (4.63)

where W̆
r1s
ˆ denotes the cross-product matrix rn̆r1ssˆ. Finally, under consideration of the distance

relation pxr1s´x̄r2sq “ ´ᾱχn̆r1s that follows from the satisfied projection rule (2.54), the left hand
side of (4.59) vanishes for all vectors v P R3. Hence, the conservation of angular momentum is
fulfilled for all involved terms.

4.5.3. Final Remarks
Towards the end of this section, it is highly emphasized that the conservation of both, linear
and angular momentum, is not automatically true for all contact formulations. Especially for the
case of mortar-based methods, the fulfillment is strongly coupled to the way how the normal gap
definition is integrated into the force balance equations. But at the same time, it is also not nec-
essarily true that all variations have to be considered to achieve full conservation properties for
the semi-discrete system. The incomplete approach provides full conservation, while it neglects
parts of the full variation. Thus, even the approach denoted here as incomplete can actually be
considered as being more consistent for large deformations than many well-established mortar-
based approaches in the literature (e.g. Popp et al. [215, 216], Puso and Laursen [222], Yang
and Laursen [288], Yang et al. [290]), which use similar simplifications, but additionally lack
the conservation of angular momentum as discussed in Puso and Laursen [222]. In all cases, the
conservation of angular momentum can become troublesome, if the fully discrete system, i.e.,
discretized in space and time, is considered. For more details the reader is kindly referred to the
literature on energy-momentum conserving time integrators, e.g. Hesch and Betsch [129, 130],
as well as to the discussion about numerical time integration following in the next Section 4.6.
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4.6. Numerical Time Integration
Next, the attention is on the necessary extensions for the treatment of dynamic structural con-
tact problems under consideration of the Generalized-α time integration scheme. Other schemes
are not considered. The discussion starts where Section 2.4 has ended. By adding the contact
contributions, the dynamic balance equations (2.85) become

rcgα “ M atn`1´αmu ` C vtn`1´αfu `∇dU pdtn`1´αfuq (4.64a)

`∇dVextpdtn`1´αfuq ´∇dg̃N
pdtn`1´αfuqpλtn`1´αfu

N ´ cNĝ
tn`1´αfu
N

q. (4.64b)

This is the most general version which also considers the regularization term of the augmented
Lagrangian formulation. As already mentioned in Section 2.4, there exist at least two possibil-
ities to evaluate the different terms at the respective mid-time points tn`1´αf

and tn`1´αm . The
first one is the so-called implicit mid-point rule, which asks for the evaluation of the different
terms at these time points. The second one uses a trapezoidal rule to approximate the corre-
sponding quantities. Throughout this thesis only the second variant is followed, thus, (4.64a) can
be rewritten as

rcgα «M rp1´ αmqatn`1u ` αma
tnus (4.65a)

` p1´ αfq ∇dU |
dtn`1u ` αf ∇dU |

dtnu (4.65b)

` p1´ αfq ∇dVext|dtn`1u ` αf ∇dVext|dtnu (4.65c)

´ p1´ αfq ∇̃dg̃N

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

dtn`1u pλ
tn`1u
N ´ cNĝ

tn`1u
N

q ´ αf ∇̃dg̃N

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

dtnu
pλtnuN ´ cNĝ

tnu
N
q. (4.65d)

This is the implemented residual which is also consistently linearized. Consequently, the solution
is reached as soon as rcgα “ 0 holds and the remaining KKT-conditions (4.9) are fulfilled as well.
Now, while the choice of the contact contributions in (4.65) seems completely reasonable, the
question may rise how to formulate the constraint conditions. In a continuous, time dependent
set-up the Hertz-Signorini-Moreau conditions proposed in (2.56) must be extended by

pNpxpX, tq 9gNpxpX, tqq “ 0, (4.66)

where this newly added condition is the so-called persistency condition, which demands for non-
zero contact pressure only during persistent contact. This equation plays a crucial role when it
comes to the construction of energy conserving discrete time integration schemes incorporating
contact. For a much deeper insight the reader is referred to Laursen and Chawla [171], Laursen
and Love [172]. Therein, the so-called discrete energy-momentum method, firstly introduced by
Simo and Tarnow [250], has been applied to contact problems. In their first publication [170] the
energy conservation has been achieved with the drawback of a remaining finite interpenetration
of the contacting bodies. Although this penetration does not affect the energy and momentum
transfer, it is still something which should be avoided. Therefore, in their second work [172]
the penetration issue could be resolved but this time the used velocity update scheme destroyed
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the second order accuracy of the underlying time integration scheme. With regard to the energy
momentum method a variety of extensions can be found in the literature. The interested reader
is for instance referred to [5, 6, 167] and the references therein. A method which combines
energy momentum conservation and second order accuracy in the context of mortar-type contact
formulations is presented in Hesch and Betsch [129, 130].

There are even more issues, however, which ask for a special algorithmic treatment when it
comes to unilateral dynamic contact and all of them are somehow related to the force balance
and the constraint equations. For example, significant artificial oscillations might be produced
at the contact interface. This problem can be even more severe when the time step size and/or
the spatial discretization are refined as described in Carpenter [43]. One possible counteraction
can be found in Deuflhard et al. [70] based on Kane et al. [152]. In Deuflhard et al. [70] the
force balance is modified by an additional predictor displacement state. This modification asks
for a necessary L2-projection. In order to avoid this additional computational effort, the authors
of [70] suggest to use a lumped mass matrix. A completely different idea is proposed by Hager
et al. [122], Hager and Wohlmuth [123]. Herein, a modified integration scheme is used to remove
the mass from the contact interface.

This short interlude had just the purpose to highlight some of the difficulties which come
along with dynamic contact simulations. However, the topic of this thesis is the robust treatment
of contact simulations with the focus on the non-linear solver part, therefore, all these mentioned
possible modifications shall be excluded for now. Nevertheless, they are not forgotten and should
be addressed in the future. In this thesis the satisfaction of the constraints is enforced at the new
point in time tn`1, yielding

rĝNpd‹qsin`1 ě 0, rλ‹Nsin`1 ě 0, rλ‹Nsin`1 rApd‹qsn`1
ii rĝNpd‹qsin`1 “ 0, @i P S. (4.67)

So, at first glance this stands in contrast to the contact force balance presented in (4.65d) and,
indeed, the unsatisfied persistency condition (4.66) is one of the major drawbacks of this for-
mulation. In Section 6.8.1, however, a possible extension of the complementarity condition will
be proposed which makes it possible to find a capable objective function which allows a consis-
tent derivation of (4.65) and (4.67). Thus, in combination with the velocity update method [172]
and the energy momentum method [167, 250], an extension to a globally convergent, energy
conserving scheme should be possible. The remaining drawback would be still only first order
accuracy in time. An advantage of (4.67) is that ĝAtnu

N
“ 0 holds, thus, (4.65d) can be simplified.

To conclude this section the resulting system of equations for dynamic contact problems shall
be briefly presented. Therefore, the system is horizontally split into one part corresponding to
the variation with respect to displacements and the second one corresponding to the variation
with respect to the Lagrange multipliers. The first part becomes

rK
gα
´ p1´ αfqtr∇dp∇̃dg̃

A
N
λANqsT (4.68a)

´cN

2
r∇dp∇̃dxĝAN, ĝANyAAqsTus

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

pdtn`1u
tku ,λ

tn`1u
Ntku q

∆d
tn`1u
tku (4.68b)

´p1´ αfq r∇̃dg̃
A
N
s
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

pdtn`1u
tku ,λ

tn`1u
Ntku q

∆λ
Atn`1u
Ntku “ ´ rcgα

ˇ

ˇ

pdtn`1u
tku ,λ

tn`1u
Ntku q

, (4.68c)
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Figure 4.2.: Left: reference configuration of the circular segment pressed onto a rectangle; right: Contour lines of
the parametrized objective function U pαr1s, αr2sq. The points and denote the solutions of the incomplete and
complete variational approaches, respectively. The zero isolines , , correspond to the nodal weighted
gap constraints of the slave nodes 1, 2 and 3.

where K
gα

has been defined in (2.96). The second part stays unchanged in comparison with
(4.67), i.e., the constraint rows coincide with the (quasi-)static formulation. By neglecting all
terms in (4.65) and (4.68) which are explicitly multiplied with cN, the system of equations for
the standard Lagrangian case is obtained. Further investigations will follow in Section 6.8.1 and
within the examples in the Sections 6.10.6 and 6.10.7.

4.7. Numerical Examples

In the following, four different examples with varying objectives are presented. In the first ex-
ample, the incomplete and complete approach are compared to each other and a detailed error
analysis is presented. In the second example, the influence of the numerical integration error
is investigated and possible remedies are provided. The third example is supposed to demon-
strate the numerical robustness of the different methods and constraint enforcement strategies.
Furthermore, a comparison between a well-established mortar method Popp et al. [215, 216]
and the incomplete variational approach is drawn. Finally, a possible instability of variationally
inconsistent formulation will be revealed in the last example. All presented results have been
computed with the in-house C++ research code of the Institute for Computational Mechanics
Wall and Kronbichler [274]. Finally, it is mentioned that more information about the often ap-
plied tangential predictor at iteration zero can be found in Appendix B.

4.7.1. Circular Segment and Rectangle

First, the influence of the different variational approaches onto the final numerical results shall be
investigated. Therefore, a very simple two dimensional example is considered, which is shown
in Figure 4.2. The master body is a rectangle of height 2 and length 10. The slave body is a
segment of a circle, where the xy-coordinates of the center point M are chosen as p7, 7q, while
the angle ϕ is equal to π{5. The radius ra is 5 and ri is 3. The circled nodes denote Dirichlet
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Figure 4.3.: Left to right: Contour lines of the weighted gap constraints incl. their corresponding gradients for the
slave nodes 1, 2 and 3. The consistently computed gradients are denoted by black arrows, while the incomplete
gradients are represented by gray arrows. Note that the gradient magnitudes of slave node 2 are scaled differently
with a ratio of incomplete to complete of 1 : 8.

nodes. The bottom degrees of freedom of the master body are completely fixed and the degrees
of freedom at the top of the slave body are fixed in x-direction, while in y-direction a prescribed
displacement is applied. First the displacement is ramped from 0 to´1 in one load step. A simple
compressible Neo-Hookean material law (2.27) under a plane strain assumption is used, where
νrbs “ 0.27 and Er1s “ Er2s ą 0 hold.

For the following discussion, the coarse mesh from Figure 4.2 will be considered, where the
final displacement vectors d‹c of the complete variational approach and d‹i of the incomplete
approach differ in the `2-norm to the amount of 8.226 E´2. For illustration reasons the two-
dimensional parametrization

d‹iÑcpαr1s, αr2sq “ d‹i `
2
ÿ

b“1

αrbspdrbs‹c ´ drbs‹i q (4.69)

shall be introduced. If both parameters are zero, the incomplete solution is obtained, while both
parameters equal to one recover the complete solution. The parameterization makes it possible to
visualize a two-dimensional slice through the underlying multi-dimensional objective function
U : R16 Ñ R.

As visualized in the right part of Figure 4.2, the solution of the complete approach reaches the
minimal feasible energy level, while the incomplete approach converges to a non-optimal point.
Nevertheless, both solutions are feasible with respect to the active constraints. Note that the con-
straint of slave node 3 is inactive at the solution. A closer look at the directional derivatives in
Figure 4.3 reveals the reason for the different solutions. The varying directions of the gradients
cause a different displacement solution, while any perturbation in magnitude and direction be-
comes manifest in different values of the corresponding Lagrange multipliers. In this case the
normalized Lagrange multiplier values λ̄iN of the active slave nodes i P t1, 2u for the complete
approach result in λ̄1

N “ 1.642e´1, λ̄2
N “ 1.0, while λ̄1

N “ 1.271e´1, λ̄2
N “ 1.027 are obtained

for the incomplete approach.
In a next step, this very simple example is taken into account for quantitative error estimation.

Therefore, the slave body is successively refined while the master body stays discretized with
only one quadrilateral linear finite element. As mentioned in Section 4.4.2 two major influences
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can be distinguished: The first one stems from the neglected variation of the Jacobian determi-
nant. Measures for the introduced error per active slave node as well as for the total mean square
error are given by

ejac “
d

ř|A|
i peijacq2
|A| , eijac “ }

|Er1s|
A
e“1

ĳ

γ
r1speq
c,r´1,1s

N r1speqi gN j
r1speq

,dk
dξr1speqj}. (4.70)

The second error source is the neglected variation of the convective master parameter coordinate,
which is measured by

ema “
d

ř|A|
i peimaq2
|A| , (4.71a)

eima “ }
|Er1s|
A
e“1

ĳ

γ
r1speq
c,r´1,1s

N r1speqi x“nr1s, τ̄ r2sr ξ̄r2sr,dkyjr1speq dξr1speqj}. (4.71b)

Both quantities are evaluated in Figure 4.4. In Figures 4.4a and 4.4b the evolution of the two
nodal errors is plotted over a total of eleven Newton iterations and over the reference position
angles of the active nodes expressed in terms of the angle ϕ P p0, π

5
q defined in Figure 4.2.

Additionally, the predictor step, i.e. #0, is highlighted in red. Here, a 100 ˆ 100 element mesh
for the slave body has been considered as well as a reduced prescribed displacement of ´0.4 in
y-direction that is applied in one load step.

The error due to the missing Jacobian determinant in Figure 4.4a flattens over the iterations.
The exponentially decreasing error of the Jacobian determinant towards the center of the active
contact zone seems to be originating from a slight oscillation of the discrete gap (4.6), which
decays with a sufficient distance to the contact zone boundary. Note that these oscillations of the
discrete gap can occur even though the norm of the accumulated weighted gap vector already
more than fulfills the predefined tolerance with a value below 1.0E´17 in the final converged
configuration.

The variation of the parametric master coordinate does also include a direct linear coupling to
the current penetration in terms of the auxiliary distance factor ᾱχ (see e.g. (4.56) and (4.57)).
Nevertheless, the effect is almost completely canceled out during the Newton iterations. The
explanation becomes obvious by looking at the corresponding deformed configurations. Only
the very first predictor step shows a characteristic penetration shape (see Figure 4.4d), which is
also clearly represented in the related error plot (see the red highlighted curve in Figure 4.4b). In
all following Newton iterations the active slave surface is approximately parallel to the master
surface (see Figures 4.4e and 4.4f). Hence, the only remaining error contributions are almost
completely based on constant geometrical quantities.

A convergence study of the two mean square error measures reveals that both terms decay
slowly in linear fashion. This is shown in Figure 4.4c. Further investigations show that a re-
finement of the master side only has a very slight influence on the error magnitude. The slope
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Figure 4.4.: Figure 4.4a shows the nodal errors due to the neglected variation of the Jacobian determinant and
Figure 4.4b due to the neglected projected parametric master coordinates. The predictor iteration (#0) is highlighted
in red. Figure 4.4c shows the total errors over the characteristic slave element length h. All three plots in the first
row use a logarithmic scale on the z-axis. In Figures 4.4d to 4.4f the corresponding deformed configurations of the
predictor (#0), the first Newton iteration (#1) and the final converged iteration (#11) are presented, respectively,
where the two last figures show a close-up view around the slave body.
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Figure 4.5.: Figure 4.5a sketches the geometrical initial configuration, while Figure 4.5b shows the final deformed
configuration for β equal to 1.0.

remains at one. Finally, the difference in the total strain energy of the two approaches is ob-
served. Interestingly, the strain energy difference decays very rapidly with a slope of 3.5 in the
double logarithmic convergence plot.

In summary it can be concluded that the final solution is almost not changed for a sufficiently
fine mesh and the example considered here. Furthermore, the necessary level of refinement is not
extraordinarily high to achieve reliable results with the incomplete approach. However, during
the pre-asymptotic phase the impact of these errors can be remarkably higher. Therefore, even
so the solution might stay almost the same, the way to the solution can severely change. The
possible impact will be presented in Section 4.7.4.

4.7.2. Influence of the Integration Error
Before the discussion moves on to more complex examples, the influence of the integration error
mentioned in Remark 4.3 must be addressed. Therefore, the very simple example in Figure 4.5
is going to be investigated. The displacement field d1 “ d3 “ β and d10 “ 2β for β P p0, 1q shall
be considered. The remaining displacements shall be equal to zero. The lower body is supposed
to be the slave body and the upper is the master body, respectively. The analytically calculated
contribution of the slave element e12 between node 1 and 2 to the parametrized weighted gap
value of node 1 yields

g̃
pe12q1
N pβq “

1
ż

´1

N r1s1pξr1sq gNpξr1s, βq dξr1s “ 1

12
pβ4 ` 3β3 ` 3β2 ` β ` 12q, (4.72)

with respect to the piecewise defined gap function

gNpξr1s, βq “ 1`maxt0, βp1` ξ̄r2spξr1sqqu “ 1`maxt0, βpβ ` ξr1squ (4.73)
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for all ξr1s P r´1, 1s. Since the analytically calculated weighted gap expression is readily avail-
able, the exact derivative with respect to the deformation parameter β is easily obtained as

d

dβ
g̃
pe12q1
N “ 1

12
p4β3 ` 9β2 ` 6β ` 1q. (4.74)

To achieve the same exact result in a finite element context, a lot more effort has to be taken.
The Jacobian determinant of the slave element is deformation independent in this example. Nev-
ertheless, the projection onto two master elements makes it necessary to introduce two new
parameter coordinates for the evolving segments, namely η, ζ P r´1, 1s: The first one for the
segment between nodes 1 and 4, and the second one for the segment between nodes 4 and 2. The
contribution of the first segment to the total variation of the weighted gap of node 1 follows as

d

dβ
g̃
pe12q1,seg1
N “

1
ż

´1

BN r1s

Bξr1s
Bξr1s
Bβ

Bξr1s
Bη `N r1s B2ξr1s

BηBβ dη “ ´1

2
p1` βq, (4.75)

where the gap is equal to one over the whole segment. The second segment contributes with

d

dβ
g̃
pe12q1,seg2
N “

1
ż

´1

BN r1s

Bξr1s
Bξr1s
Bβ gseg2

N

Bξr1s
Bζ `N r1s dgseg2

N

dβ

Bξr1s
Bζ `N r1s gseg2

N

B2ξr1s

BζBβ dζ

“1

3
β3 ` 3

4
β2 ` β ` 7

12
, (4.76)

where the total derivative of the gap function is given by

dgseg2
N

dβ
“
„Bgseg2

N

Bβ ` Bg
seg2
N

Bξ̄r2s
Bξ̄r2s
Bβ ` Bg

seg2
N

Bξ̄r2s
Bξ̄r2s
Bξr1s

Bξr1s
Bβ



. (4.77)

By summation of both contributions, the result in (4.74) is recovered. A closer look at the part
coming from the first segment (4.75) shows, that in the limit case β “ 1 the integral degenerates
to a point evaluation, which has to be considered since the second Jacobian determinant is now
deformation dependent and contributes to the final derivative value. To compute a comparative
solution for the incomplete approach, the total derivative given in (4.77) is reduced to the first
term and all derivatives with respect to the slave parameter space coordinate are neglected as
well. This yields

d̃

d̃β
g̃
pe12q1
N “

1
ż

´1

N r1spξr1sq maxt0, β ` ξr1su dξr1s “ 1

12
pβ3 ` 3β2 ` 3β ` 1q. (4.78)

Next, the attention is drawn to the element-wise Gaussian quadrature used here and the following
expression
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Figure 4.6.: Visualization of the weighted gap and the related gradients with respect to the deformation parameter
β. (a): Result of Gaussian quadrature with 2 Gauss-points for the weighted gap , the complete weighted gap
gradient and the incomplete weighted gap gradient . (b): The results for a Gaussian quadrature with 32
Gauss-points. The corresponding analytical solutions from (4.72), (4.74) and (4.78) are plotted with solid, dashed
and dotted red lines, respectively.

d̃

d̃β
g̃
pe12q1,GQ
N “

Ng
ÿ

g“1

wgN
r1spξr1sg q

#

0, for ξr1sg ď ´β
aβ ` ξr1sg , otherwise

(4.79)

is obtained for this simple example, where a “ 1 represents the integrand for the incomplete and
a “ 2 for the complete variational approach. Ng is the number of used Gauss points. A short
examination reveals that the integrand for the first case shows a weak discontinuity, and for the
second case a strong discontinuity at ξr1s equal to ´β.

The results are illustrated in Figure 4.6. While a segment-based integration leads to a smooth
deformation dependent gradient, the element-wise integration causes discontinuities in the ap-
proximated gradient fields. The kink or jump discontinuity appears each time a slave side Gauss-
point switches its master target element during its motion from left to right (see Figure 4.5).
While the amplitude of the jump decreases with an increasing number of Gauss-points, the num-
ber of discontinuities increases. For example, the jump/kink for two Gauss-points appears ex-
actly for β “ 1{?3. In the case with 32 Gauss points, there are already 16 jumps for this simple
example. The complete approach converges to the exact gradient solution, while the incomplete
gradient approximation converges to (4.78). In summary, the appearing discontinuities are part
of both variational approaches, but only for the complete variational approach the strong discon-
tinuity becomes a part of the right-hand side and deteriorates convergence. In some cases the
scheme even fails entirely, because the insufficient continuity can cause a never ending cycling
of the non-linear solution method.

At first glance, the easiest solution for this problem is to use a smooth representation of the
master side, e.g. with Hermite splines in 2-D [262], or via Gregory patches [221] in 3-D. It is
also possible to use discretization methods based on NURBS firstly introduced by Hughes et al.
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Figure 4.7.: (a): initial configuration, (b): structured mesh of the indentor.

[141]. A possible approach for arbitrary 3-D surface meshes has been given by Neto et al. [202].
But unfortunately, all of these approaches bring along some kind of burden. The application of
Gregory patches is bound to quadrilateral meshes only. The Hermite spline interpolation is hardly
extendable to 3-D and in the case of NURBS the construction of suitable patches for complex ge-
ometries is quite intricate. Finally, the approach in Neto et al. [202] has its restriction if inflection
points appear. The necessary modification destroys locally theC1-continuity [203]. Furthermore,
a pure smoothing approach would encounter its limits as soon as a strong discontinuity in the
real geometry appears leading to the possible circumstance that a slave facet slides off the edge
of the opposing master surface. Therefore, on second sight, the only real solution to counter the
problem is to use a fully segment-based integration as proposed by Puso and Laursen [222] and
[290]. Nevertheless, all given contact references with segment-based integration schemes only
deal with a simplified variational approach and cannot be applied directly to the formulations
considered here, without the loss of some properties. For instance, the 3-D segment-based in-
tegration typically introduces a so-called auxiliary plane [222]. These planes are defined by the
normals at the center of each considered slave element. Now, this auxiliary normal rather than
the smooth normal field is used for the projection and, subsequently, a tessellation algorithm
is applied to obtain non-warped, usually triangle-, or recently also quadrilateral-shaped integra-
tion domains [278]. The introduction of such an auxiliary plane can imply the loss of angular
momentum conservation if the contact variation is not adapted accordingly. In general, the adap-
tion becomes necessary since the projection is no longer collinear to the smooth normal field.
Consequently, (4.55) will no longer hold. To regain conservation the first term in (4.27) must be
reintroduced into the system. Furthermore, higher order derivatives would become necessary if
the problematic full variational approach is to be addressed.

4.7.3. Sliding Hemisphere

Next, a 3-D example is investigated: A hemisphere of radius 5 is pressed onto a plate of dimen-
sion 20 ˆ 20 ˆ 2.25, which is oriented along the Cartesian axes. In the reference position, the
hemisphere lies exactly in the center of the plate surface and is in forceless contact, i.e. gap and
contact pressure are both zero (see Figure 4.7). All degrees of freedom of the plate at the four
sides are fixed, while the remaining degrees of freedom are still free to move. In the first load
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Figure 4.8.: (a): Number of Newton iterations for varying cN values. The light colors represent the sliding step, the
dark colors the penetration step. (b): Evolution of the incremental norms w.r.t. the Lagrange multipliers and the
displacements . The cardinality of the active set is shown by . Filled, red stands for the Lagrange, unfilled,
blue for the augmented incomplete formulation.

step, the nodes on the circular top surface of the hemisphere are moved downwards by an amount
of 2.5. In a subsequent load step, they are moved in the in-plane x- and y-directions by an amount
of 1.5, respectively. The material parameters are chosen as Er1s “ 25,000 and νr1s “ 0.25 for the
stiffer spherical indentor, while the plate consists of softer material (Er2s “ 2,500, νr2s “ 0.25).
As material model, the coupled form of the compressible neo-Hookean material model (2.26) is
considered. The top surface of the plate shall be the master and the opposing spherical surface
the slave side. All chosen parameters are, as far as possible, equivalent to the 2-D semicircular
indentor example in Zavarise et al. [294]. Only the thickness as well as the boundary conditions
of the plate were changed to reduce the computational costs. Nevertheless, the initial contact sit-
uation stays comparable, since a tangential predictor is used, which causes a rigid body motion
of the initially unconstrained indentor (see Figure 4.9). Also, the mesh of the hemisphere was
adapted to fit the reference 2-D test case (see Figure 4.7). The plate is discretized by 32 elements
in x- and y-direction and with 3 elements in thickness direction. The test case is supposed to
demonstrate the superior robustness of the mortar-type contact formulations. To detect conver-
gence, the relevant criterion is that the relative `2-norm of the Lagrange multiplier increment
becomes lower than 1.0E´10.

First, the influence of the regularization parameter cN on the performance of the incomplete
formulation will be investigated. The complete formulation is skipped for the moment due to the
problems mentioned in the previous subsection. The regularization parameter is varied within
a range from 0.1 to 200. For a cN value equal to 300 and higher, neither the Lagrangian nor
the augmented Lagrangian formulation did converge. The comparison in Figure 4.8 shows no
noteworthy difference in the dependence on the regularization parameter with respect to the two
formulations. While the augmented Lagrangian formulation needs one iteration less in the first
load step for a cN “ 100, it is the other way around for cN “ 200. The second load step seems
almost completely independent from the chosen regularization parameter. In another study, cN is
chosen as 10 and the behavior for more moderate load states is investigated. Therefore, the load
is reduced by a factor of 2 multiple times and the number of necessary iterations are summarized
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load fac. 1 1{2 1{4 1{8 1{16 1{32

Lag. p16, 10q p17, 9q p13, 9q p12, 4q p7, 4q p7, 3q
aug. Lag. p15, 10q p17, 9q p13, 9q p12, 4q p7, 4q p7, 3q

Table 4.1.: Newton iteration study for the incomplete variational approach by steady reduction of the load. The first
braced value corresponds to the penetration load step, the second one to the sliding step.

in Table 4.1. While the first reduction even leads to an increasing number of iterations for the first
load step, a monotonically decreasing behavior can be observed for all subsequent reductions.
Again, the Lagrangian and the augmented Lagrangian formulations show an almost identical
behavior in terms of Newton iterations.

Next, the maximal possible initial penetration is tested. In Zavarise et al. [294], a 2-dimensional
penalty node-to-segment formulation was investigated. For the consistent linearization a maxi-
mum initial penetration of 0.8 has been reported, while the there newly developed large pene-
tration approach reaches convergence up to a penetration of 4.0. The variationally incomplete
mortar-based approach presented here shows convergence up to an initial penetration of 2.9,
whether applied as standard Lagrangian or augmented Lagrangian formulation. Both formula-
tions are consistently linearized and the Lagrangian takes 17, while the augmented scheme takes
16 iterations. The tangential predictor step and the first three Newton steps as well as the con-
verged state for the Lagrangian formulation are shown in Figure 4.9. The arrows represent the
scalar nodal Lagrange multiplier values mapped onto the surface normal direction of the spher-
ical indentor. The color-map corresponds to the projected forces acting on the master surface.
Furthermore, the detailed step lengths with respect to the displacements and Lagrange multiplier
degrees of freedom as well as the cardinality of the active set are shown in the right part of
Figure 4.8. Again, no severe differences besides a slightly stronger fluctuating active set in the
augmented case can be noticed.

Figure 4.9 reveals that the magnitude and the distribution of the Lagrange multiplier values in
the non-converged states can be far off from the final values. In turn, the corresponding forces
lead to severe mesh distortions and the simulation is close to crash. The reason is the considered
second order update scheme for the Lagrange multipliers, which is known for fast convergence
near the solution, but inferior performance during the pre-asymptotic phase compared to a first
order update scheme (see Bertsekas [23] and Chapter 5 for more details). For a constant penetra-
tion of 2.9, the sliding step could be increased up to a movement of 1.9 in the x- and y-directions,
respectively, until divergence would hit. Both formulations took 10 Newton iterations for the sec-
ond load step.

In summary, the segment-to-segment approach shows a superior robustness compared to the
consistently linearized node-to-segment approach in Zavarise et al. [294]. The obvious drawback
is its higher computational cost.

Second Order NURBS Discretization

To be able to investigate also the variationally complete approach, the soft block is now dis-
cretized with second order NURBS, while the linear Lagrange discretization of the indentor
stays unchanged. The sufficiently smooth master surface now makes it possible to apply the
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Figure 4.9.: Visualization of 1{8 of the indentor and 1{4 of the soft plate. The initial configuration after the tangential
predictor step is shown in Figure 4.9a and the first three Newton iterations in Figures 4.9b to 4.9d, as well as
the converged configuration in Figure 4.9e. The color-map represents the logarithmic scaled projected Lagrange
multiplier forces acting on the master side, while the arrows represent the Lagrange multiplier values on the slave
side mapped onto the smooth normal direction. Black arrows correspond to active, white to inactive nodes.

penetration sliding
load step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
NURBS c. 13 (4) 5 (12) 4 (16) 8 (52) 7 (80) 5 (100) 13 (112)
NURBS i. 17 (4) 5 (12) 4 (16) 7 (52) 8 (80) 5 (100) 12 (112)
LIN i. 13 (12) 9 (28) 6 (28) 7 (52) 7 (76) 7 (96) 8 (96) 10 (98)
LIN Popp 12 (12) 6 (28) 6 (28) 7 (52) 7 (76) 7 (96) 8 (96) 9 (96)

Table 4.2.: Comparison of the plain Newton performance for different formulations. "c." refers to the complete, "i."
to the incomplete augmented formulation and "Popp" to the reference formulation described in Popp [213], Popp
et al. [215, 216]. The values in braces are the final numbers of active nodes at the end of each load step.
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Figure 4.10.: In Figure 4.10a the converged configuration for the half NURBS, half Lagrange discretization is
visualized. The indentor was moved 3.0 in z-direction and 2.0 in x- and y-direction. In Figure 4.10b a comparison
of the final active set distribution for the pure linear Lagrange discretization mapped into the XY -reference plain
is performed. The markers refer to the reference formulation by Popp [213], Popp et al. [215, 216], while the
markers represent the active set for the incomplete variational approach.

complete variational approach. Furthermore, cN is set to 10 and the augmented formulation is
used for all following investigations. A short study of the incomplete approach reveals that the
maximal step size of the first step must be reduced to 2.2. For higher loads divergence has been
detected. In contrast, the complete approach only allows an initial step size up to 0.5. For slightly
higher initial loads, a cycling of the active set could be observed, thus leading to a stagnation
of the plain Newton approach. Interestingly, in a follow-up step the load can be increased much
further, such that the supposition is obvious that the cycling is caused by the initial geometrical
configuration rather than due to any numerical integration issues. However, the incomplete ap-
proach does not show this undesirable behavior. To compare the performance of both variational
approaches the total penetration is set to 3.0 and will be applied in 6 load steps. In a seventh
step, the indentor is then moved by 2.0 in x- and y-direction. The final configuration is shown in
Figure 4.10a. The required numbers of iterations per load step are given in Table 4.2. For these
moderate load levels, both algorithms perform quite similar for the mixed discretizations. Only
in the very first step, the complete approach manages to take 4 iterations less.

In Section 4.5, the conservation of linear and angular momentum was proven theoretically.
As mentioned, the conservation of angular momentum is strongly bound to the way how the
gradient of the active weighted gap is incorporated into the force balance. Here, the opportunity
is taken to demonstrate conservation of linear and angular momentum for the sliding load step
in Figures 4.11a, 4.11b, 4.12a and 4.12b. Since the test for conservation involves subtraction
operations of the nodal forces, loss of significant digits plays a role and the values are bound
somewhere below 1.1E´11 for this example. Another source of error for the angular momentum
conservation is the local Newton scheme for the projection algorithm where the tolerance is set
to 1.0E´12. Nonetheless, the results confirm the conservation of linear and angular momentum
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Figure 4.11.: Conservation of linear momentum under consideration of the half NURBS, half Lagrange example.

conservation practically to machine precision. Furthermore, a closer look will reveal that some
points are missing in the balance plots. In these cases, the numerical result was equal to 0.0, i.e.
all significant digits vanished.

Comparison with an Established Mortar Contact Formulation

In the following, the results are compared to the well-established mortar contact formulation
of Popp [213], Popp et al. [215, 216]. For the comparison, standard first order Lagrange shape
functions are considered. Again, only the incomplete variational approach is taken into account.
In terms of Newton iterations, both approaches are very similar with some slight advantages for
the well-established formulation for this specific example, see Table 4.2. The sliding step had to
be halved in step size to obtain convergence. Interestingly, in the very last step even the number of
active nodes differs. The related distribution can be seen in Figure 4.10b. The scattered pattern
originates from the linear discretization. In the case of the combined NURBS and Lagrange
discretization, the pattern changes to a more continuous distribution. The conservation of angular
momentum, however, is not achieved by the reference formulation (see Figures 4.12c and 4.12d).
The relative difference in the converged resultant forces and moments is around 1%. A look at
the final internally stored elastic energy of the two bodies reveals a value of 6247.40 for the
reference solution and a value of 6247.36 for the incomplete variant. Again, the latter one is
slightly more consistent, but the absolute difference in the results is negligible. In summary, the
introduced errors seem to behave as in the 2-D example (see Figure 4.4).

4.7.4. Instability of the Variationally Inconsistent Formulation

In the last example of this chapter, a rare but intrinsic instability of the variationally inconsistent
formulation is presented and briefly discussed. Therefore, a stiff wedge indentor is taken into
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Figure 4.12.: Conservation of angular momentum. In Figures 4.12a and 4.12b the half NURBS, half Lagrange
example is considered, while Figures 4.12c and 4.12d address linear Lagrange elements.
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Figure 4.13.: In Figure 4.13a the geometries of a wedge indentor and a chamfered plate are presented. The potential
slave contact surface is marked by a blue dashed line , while its master counterpart is represented by a green
solid line . The considered projection is sketched in Figure 4.13b. Highlighted in blue is the uncritical and
in red the critical projection zone of the two adjacent elements contributing to the newly active node A. Finally,
Figure 4.13c shows the magnitude of the missing parameteric master coordinate variation for all active nodes. The
stated nodal position is measured from the reference point R in Figure 4.13a.
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account which is moved into a ten times softer plate. The plate has a chamfer angle of 45˝

at the upper left corner. The dimensioned geometry as well as the used mesh are presented
in Figure 4.13a. The boundary conditions are chosen such that the plate is compressed in x-
direction through the applied deformations. Therefore, the right edge of the plate must be fixed
in x- and y-direction and the wedge indentor is restrained on its left edge in x-direction, while
the top edge is moved by a prescribed motion in negative y-direction. The material parameters
are chosen as Er1s “ 2,500, Er2s “ 250 and νr1s “ νr2s “ 0.25 based on a compressible
Neo-Hookean material law as introduced in (2.27). Furthermore, quadraliteral two-dimensional
elements under a plane strain assumption are used.

In a first step the variationally inconsistent formulation is applied to the problem. A variation
of the initial penetration reveals that the consistently linearized incomplete approach shows con-
vergence only up to a penetration of 1.36. For a constant regularization parameter cN of 10 around
8 to 9 Newton iterations are necessary to solve this problem dependent on the actual penetration.
Similar to the observations in Section 4.7.3 no noteworthy difference between a standard La-
grangian and an augmented Lagrangian formulation could be detected. An incremental increase
of only 0.01 to an initial penetration of 1.37 leads to divergence. Surprisingly, the standard La-
grangian as well as the augmented formulation converge again for a higher penetration between
1.40 to 1.60. Afterwards no convergence can be achieved with both formulations for another
six incremental load increases between 1.61 and 1.65. For even higher load increases, however,
convergence is again observed.

This pattern repeats for further increases and can be also noticed for smaller penetrations.
The only difference lies in the fact that the non-linear solver does not fail entirely for smaller
overlaps. In order to understand the origin of this phenomenon, the number of Gauss points (GP)
has been set to 50 per slave element for the consistently linearized approaches to exclude any
artifacts caused by the numerical integration scheme. However, the higher GP number provokes
no change in behavior. Furthermore, the well-established mortar method introduced in [213, 215]
shows exactly the same undesired convergence pattern for a segment-based integration. Deeper
investigations reveal that the variationally consistent mortar contact formulation does not show
this initially devastating distortion, see Figure 4.14b for a comparison. It is therefore reasonable
to assume that the origin can be found in the neglected terms of the incomplete variational
approach. Thus, the associated nodal error due to the neglected variation of the convective master
parameter coordinate (4.71) has been calculated and is presented in Figure 4.13c. Therein, the
suddenly rising influence of this missing variation can be clearly recognized each time a new
slave node becomes active during the motion from the initial wedge position in negative y-
direction. A look at Figure 4.13b helps to understand what is happening: The sketch shows the
geometrical configuration right after the tangential predictor step for an initial motion of 1.6 in
negative y-direction. Node A newly joins the active set between a prescribed displacement of
1.59 and 1.60, since the corresponding averaged weighted gap value becomes negative.

It is now important to underline that the used contact interface considers the blue as well as the
red projections for the necessary integrations. The critical contribution is the red one: A slightly
changing slave displacement field drastically changes the position of the projected Gauss point
position on the master side due to the flat angle between slave normal and top master surface.
Exactly this effect is considered by the neglected variation of the projected parametric master
coordinate. Since this variation is missing in both, i.e., the incomplete approach introduced in
Chapter 4 as well as in the mentioned well-established variant of [213, 215], the heavy mesh
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distortions appear right after the tangential predictor step. Although this effect could have been
avoided by a different interface pairing, it seems important to address this issue since it is an
impressive demonstration for the possible influence of the neglected variations. Furthermore, it
must be mentioned that a simple node-to-segment approach would not suffer from this problem,
since only the slave node position and no longer the surrounding Gauss point positions on the
adjacent elements would play a role. In the same turn it is further to highlight that this is one of
the rare issues which gets worse with a better integration method or a higher number of Gauss
points, since a high Gauss point number uncovers the missing variational parts even to a greater
extent by adding more and more contributions as part of the red projection zone in Figure 4.13b.

In Figures 4.14a to 4.14c, a few snap shots of the simulations for an initial penetration of 1.37
can be found, where Figure 4.14b shows a comparison of the very first Newton step right after
the predictor step. The variationally consistent approach works, as expected, flawlessly and the
incomplete approach shows a devastating mesh distortion near the newly active node next to the
upper boundary of the active contact zone.

Fortunately, it is possible to resolve the issue at least partly by either changing the coupling
and interface conditions or by considering a special modification of the system of equations,
which will be discussed in Chapter 5. This modified approach will allow to solve this specific
example even with the variationally inconsistent formulation by making the entire non-linear
solution approach significantly more robust. A comparison of the obtained results can be found
in Figure 4.14c, where next to the displacement fields also the associated Lagrange multiplier
values are shown. Thus, if the first critical point can be passed, the final results differ again only
slightly. However, the method presented in Chapter 5 does not resolve the origin of the instability
but rather helps to pass the cumbersome regime during the way to the solution. That means
that the instability will not be completely gone by adding the modification. Another possible
remedy might be given by a switch to a closest point projection instead of the ray-tracing method
considered within this thesis. To put it in a nutshell: The presented issue asks definitely for further
investigations in the future.

4.8. Conclusion

Two new discrete contact formulations based on mortar finite element methods have been de-
veloped and analyzed in detail: the so-called variationally complete and incomplete approaches.
While the version with a fully consistent variation leads to a symmetric system of equations
for all active contributions, it could be shown that the often neglected variations indeed do not
significantly distort the converged solution if sufficiently fine meshes are used. In the analyzed
examples, this level of refinement has not been inconveniently high for most of the examples.
The introduced errors due to the missing variation of the Jacobian determinant and the missing
variation of the projected master coordinate as well as the influence on the internally stored strain
energy have been quantified. Furthermore, a proof for the conservation of angular momentum
for both formulations has been given.

The variationally consistent formulation exhibits severe problems forC0-continuous Lagrange
discretizations if an element-based rather than a segment-based numerical integration scheme
is considered. The origin could be traced back to the integration error, which leads to strong
discontinuities in the gradient field of the weighted gap. Different remedies have been proposed.
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(a) predictor

incomplete std. Lagr.
complete std. Lagr.
mod. incomplete

(b) #1

# mod. incomplete

# complete

(c) converged

Figure 4.14.: Wedge indentor for an initial penetration of 1.37. Figure 4.14a shows the initial configuration directly
after the tangential predictor step; in Figure 4.14b a comparison of the first non-linear iteration among the three
listed methods is presented. Note that the solution method from [213] coincides completely with the variationally
inconsistent solution in this very first step. The final converged states are shown in Figure 4.14c, where the solution
of the incomplete variant could only be reached for the modified approach of Chapter 5.

To put it in a nutshell, the influence of the two variational formulations on the non-linear
solution approach (Newton-Raphson method) can be very different. For example, a load level
that is slightly too high could lead to a cycling of the active set in case of the complete variational
approach, while no such behavior became apparent for the incomplete variational approach. A
comparison of the incomplete approach with an established mortar method Popp et al. [215, 216]
even revealed a slightly different active set distribution in the converged state, although the global
results were very similar.

Concerning the two variational approaches, it can be concluded that for many examples the
differences in the results are negligible. Yet, there are rare cases where the neglected variational
terms can lead to truly troublesome situations. This is impressively shown in Section 4.7.4. Fur-
thermore, since the influence on the non-linear solver can be remarkable, the behavior of an
incomplete approach might become less predictive when optimization methods based on scalar-
valued merit functions are transferred to contact problems. Within this context most model equa-
tions assume that at least the gradient of the merit function is consistent, but exactly this is not
the case if the shown simplifications are applied. This will be also a sub-topic of Chapter 6.

Concerning the two constraint enforcement strategies, namely the standard Lagrangian and
the augmented Lagrangian formulations, only a very slight difference could be observed, with-
out any clear tendency for one or the other. Even the influence of a varying regularization pa-
rameter was rather weak for the investigated problems. However, this observation might change
in the future as soon as the variationally consistent formulation can be applied more easily to a
larger number of problems. Currently, mainly the variationally incomplete formulation has been
investigated in depth.
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5. A Variant of Newton’s Method for
Constrained Problems

In this chapter a novel modification of the classical implicit non-linear Newton-Raphson solu-
tion scheme will be developed. The modification is easily applicable to a wide range of existing
algorithms which use Lagrange multipliers to enforce active constraints. Furthermore, it does
not require any specific discretization type. Instead, the variant of the classical Newton’s method
shown here has a number of appealing properties: Firstly, it enables a formulation completely
restricted to the primal degrees of freedom without the need for any special shape functions.
The underlying Lagrange multiplier update follows in a post-processing step. Alternatively, a
modified saddle-point formulation, which simultaneously contains displacements and Lagrange
multipliers as solution variables, is described. The differences concerning the solvability of the
two linear system types are studied and discussed. Secondly, the new variant significantly im-
proves robustness and reliability of the non-linear solution method compared to a plain Newton-
Raphson approach. Thirdly, the new solution method is based on a strong mathematical founda-
tion leading to reliable local convergence results. Finally, a novel switching strategy will be pro-
posed that can be used to switch from the modified to the classical Newton’s method close to the
solution. In this way the typical second order convergence rate can be elegantly combined with
a higher robustness and predictability of the non-linear solution behavior in the pre-asymptotic
regime. For a meaningful switching a number of necessary conditions will be given.

5.1. Motivation

The work presented in this chapter is inspired by Zavarise et al. [294] and Bertsekas [23]. In
[294] a non-consistent start-up procedure for a penalty contact formulation was proposed and
discussed. However, in contrast to [294], a formulation based on Lagrange multipliers is con-
sidered here. In particular, the focus lies on the solution of the variationally incomplete variant
comprehensively discussed in Chapter 4, even though the method is not restricted to this for-
mulation. Another difference is that the approach proposed here is entirely based on a standard
Lagrangian contact formulation and, instead of removing terms from the consistently linearized
system during the pre-asymptotic phase, a single term is added. In the following it will be shown
that this term alone is sufficient to significantly improve the robustness of the underlying contact
formulation. Furthermore, the introduced term allows a smooth transition between the modified
system and the original one. The necessary adaption as well as appropriate switching strategies
will be comprehensively discussed. Furthermore, the conditioning and solvability of the emerg-
ing linear systems of equations will be addressed in detail. The mathematical foundation of the
presented method is mainly based on the work of Bertsekas [23]. Thus, it is to emphasize that
the presented modification is not restricted to contact problems but can be applied to any con-
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strained optimization problem which uses Lagrange multipliers. In fact, it should be straight
forward modifying the node-to-segment approach presented in [1, 212] or a mortar-type contact
formulation considering a closest-point projection, e.g., used by [65, 261]. Furthermore, it can
be also applied to the complete variational approach introduced in [131] and Chapter 4. This
would be very appealing as soon as the numerical integration issue is resolved by considering a
suitable integration scheme, see the discussion in Section 4.7.2 for more details. However, first
attempts of applying the method discussed here to a simple example, which uses the consistent
formulation, led to some new unexpected, but interesting observations which will be described
and discussed in Section 5.6.8.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 5.2, the modified system of
equations will be presented by starting with a derivation and a subsequent discussion. Since the
modification and its performance are strongly coupled to the regularization parameter cN and
its reliable correction during the non-linear solution procedure, two novel correction schemes
will be presented and discussed in Section 5.3. Subsequently, the attention is on the convergence
analysis of the modified formulation in Section 5.4. Local convergence as well as the bounded-
ness of the regularization parameter cN will be proven in dependence on one of the proposed
correction schemes. In Section 5.5 a method for switching from the modified system to the con-
sistently linearized system of equations will be presented. Afterwards, the Numerical Examples
Section 5.6 will demonstrate the great applicability and performance of the proposed method.
Therein, a comprehensive numerical study of the newly proposed method will be given. In addi-
tion, a detailed analysis concerning the conditioning of the modified system matrix will follow
in Section 5.6.7 based on a challenging 3-D example. A short conclusion can be found at the end
of this chapter in Section 5.7.

5.2. Modification of Newton’s Method

The consistently linearized second order systems of equations presented in Section 4.3 will only
show a second order rate of convergence, if the current state is close enough to the solution
point. In general, however, convergence towards the solution is only guaranteed if the initial
state, consisting of displacements and Lagrange multiplier values, is part of a bounded region
around the solution. This behavior is well-known and thus it is not surprising that a similar
observation was also documented for a node-to-segment penalty algorithm in Zavarise et al.
[294]. The mentioned paper suggested a non-consistent start-up procedure to overcome possible
convergence problems during the first Newton iterations in the case of large initial penetrations.
As soon as a state sufficiently close to the actual solution had been reached, the algorithm was
supposed to switch to a consistently linearized scheme. A major part of [294] was about the
proper switching point. The proposed criterion was based on an user-specified estimate of the
maximally expected contact pressure. This value was then used for the switch as well as a cut-off
for the maximal admissible contact pressure during the non-linear solution scheme. Since a good
estimate was not always readily available, an adaptive update routine was additionally proposed.

Even though the problem origin is the same, a mathematically more profound approach is
developed here in order to also address the additional complexity arising from the Lagrange
multipliers. The goal is to achieve a superior performance during the pre-asymptotic phase com-
pared to the standard consistently linearized Newton approach from Chapter 4 without the need
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for any problem dependent tuning parameters, or user-specified estimates. Meanwhile the cor-
rectness of the solution is supposed to be maintained under all circumstances.

Furthermore, the algorithm presented here also shows convergence for the modified system
of equations, however, with a reduced convergence rate, i.e., maximal (super-)linear. Thus, it
is to underline that it is not necessary to switch to a consistent linearization to reach the (nu-
merical) exact solution. However, the switch is very beneficial since it helps to circumvent an
ill-conditioned system matrix and it is very beneficial with respect to the local convergence rate.
A meaningful set of switching criteria will be presented in Section 5.5.

5.2.1. Modified Linear System of Equations
The discussion starts with the Lagrangian potential defined in (4.10). Its consistently linearized
form with respect to all active contributions follows as

!

∇2
xxU ´ r∇dp∇̃dg̃

A
N
λANqsT

)

∆d ´ ∇̃dg̃
A
N

∆λAN “´∇dU pxq ` ∇̃dg̃
A
N
λAN, (5.1a)

´ r∇dg̃
A
N
sT∆d “g̃A

N
. (5.1b)

The idea is to adopt a modification described in [23] for the linearization of the active constraints
(5.1b) by adding the relaxation term ´ 1

cN
AA∆λAN , where AA denotes again the tributary area

matrix introduced for the first time in (4.7). In this way, (5.1b) becomes

´r∇dg̃
A
N
sT∆d´ 1

cN

AA∆λAN “ g̃A
N
. (5.2)

There are now two options how to progress: The first one is that (5.1a) and (5.2) are combined
and the emerging modified saddle-point system is used throughout the non-linear solution pro-
cedure. Alternatively, a condensation approach is applied to develop a system completely for-
mulated in displacement degrees of freedom. For the latter approach it is necessary to multiply
(5.2) by ´cN∇̃dg̃

A
N
rAAs´1 and add the result to (5.1a). This yields

!

∇2
d dU ´ r∇dp∇̃dg̃

A
N
λANqsT ` cN∇̃dg̃

A
N
rAAs´1r∇dg̃

A
N
sT
)

∆d

“´∇dU pxq ` ∇̃dg̃
A
N
pλAN ´ cNĝ

A
N
q. (5.3)

In this way the saddle-point structure is removed. In a post-processing step the corresponding
Lagrange multiplier increments can be calculated via

∆λAN “ ´cNrAAs´1
´

g̃
N
` r∇dg̃N

sT∆d
¯

. (5.4)

Both approaches, i.e., the modified saddle-point formulation and the condensed formulation,
have advantages, however, the modified saddle-point system can be seen as beneficial with re-
spect to the solvability of the linear system of equations in case of larger problems. For a detailed
discussion the reader is kindly referred to Section 3.2.3.2 where a similar observation is made
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during the discussion of the penalty method. Especially, (3.47) in connection with (3.58) and
(3.59) reveal a close relationship between the method proposed here and the penalty approach.
A more comprehensive computational investigation of the conditioning of the system matrix will
follow in Section 5.6.7.

Remark 5.1. Note that the modified saddle point system will still simply be denoted as saddle
point system in the following. In fact, this nomenclature agrees with the classification provided
in Benzi et al. [19]. Furthermore, the modified system changes back into the original one defined
in (5.1) or (4.18) when cN Ñ 8. Lastly, it should be noted that in the case of a non-symmetric
saddle-point system, which occurs here in case of the incomplete variational approach, the ex-
pression generalized saddle-point system is often used. This additional term, however, is avoided
for simplicity’s sake.

5.2.2. Properties of the Modified System

The post-processing step (5.4) is closely related to Uzawa’s well-known staggered augmented
Lagrangian method [170, 267], but instead of solving the displacement problem for a fixed set
of Lagrange multipliers, the update is performed on the fly during the non-linear iteration. This
type of update is called a first order iteration scheme, which comes in theory with a superior
robustness in comparison to a second order iteration scheme [23]. Furthermore, the entire modi-
fication has a number of appealing properties as originally stated by Bertsekas [23, pp. 240–241]:

1. As the regularization parameter cN tends to infinity, the system becomes in the limit the one
corresponding to the consistent Newton’s method for the Lagrangian (4.10). Furthermore,
if cN Ñ 8, a super-linear convergence rate can be expected.

2. If cN is sufficiently large, then the sequences tdtkuu and tλtkuN u converge locally to a KKT-
pair fulfilling (4.9). Note that this does not necessarily mean that cN must be infinite at
the solution. However, if cN does not tend to infinity, the convergence rate will decrease.
Further information will follow in Section 5.4.1.

3. The system of equations has a unique solution if either

r∇̃2
d dL px‹, λ‹Nqs´1 “

!

∇2
xxU px‹q ´ r∇dp∇̃dg̃

A
N
px‹qλ‹NqsT

)´1

(5.5)

or

r∇̃2
d dLcNpx‹, λ‹Nqs´1 “

!

∇̃2
d dL

‹ ` cN∇̃dg̃
A
N
px‹qrAApx‹qs´1r∇dg̃

A
N
px‹qsT

)´1

(5.6)

exists at the solution. Note that (5.6) is truly the incomplete second order derivative of the
augmented Lagrangian at the solution with respect to the displacement degrees of freedom,
since g̃

N
px‹q “ 0 holds.

4. The gradient of the active constraints is allowed to become partially linear dependent and
a unique solution is still maintained. This weakens the Mangasarian-Fromowitz constraint
qualifications [204].
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5. If the matrix defined in (5.6) is positive definite, then the calculated search direction for
the displacements, i.e. ∆d, is a descent direction for the augmented Lagranigan functional
(4.13).

6. The condensed system matrix can be easily identified as an approximated Hessian of the
augmented Lagrangian functional.

However, to understand the later shown highly beneficial effect on the non-linear solver behavior
of this simple modification, the active part of the modified saddle-point system of equations
proposed in (5.1a) and (5.2) shall be reformulated once more. Therefore, (5.1a) is reordered
such that it becomes possible to express ∆d in terms of ∆λN by

∆d “ ´∇̃2
ddL

´1t∇dU ´ ∇̃dg̃
A
N
pλAN `∆λANqu, (5.7)

where it is assumed that ∇̃2
ddL is non-singular. Now, by inserting (5.7) into (5.2) a new system

of equations is obtained which can be solved for ∆λAN , viz.

tr∇dg̃
A
N
sT∇̃2

d dL
´1∇̃dg̃

A
N
` 1

cN

AAu ∆λAN

“´ g̃A
N
` r∇dg̃

A
N
sT∇̃2

d dL
´1t∇dU ´ ∇̃dg̃

A
N
λANu. (5.8)

The idea for this reformulation can also be found in Gould [113], for instance. These equations,
i.e., (5.8) and (5.7), are known as the range-space equations. A more detailed discussion of the
range-space and the closely related null-space method can be found in Conn and Gould [52] and
Gill et al. [108, p. 183]. In a nutshell: In the application discussed here, the range-space method
is theoretically more appealing than the null-space method, since the number of constraints m is
almost always much smaller than the number of displacement degrees of freedom n. Therefore,
if the inverse of the Hessian matrix is readily at hand, the system (5.8) will become small. A
possible variant, where this approach can become very attractive for the practical use, is given if
the exact Hessian is replaced by an approximation, e.g., obtained by a suitable BFGS or Broyden
method, see Section 3.1.1. A discussion of range-space methods which use a suitable positive
definite approximation of ∇2

ddL can be found in Biggs [24, 25, 26]. However, even though
the range-space method itself does not play a practical role in this thesis, the reformulation
(5.8) reveals the true nature of the modification: The scaled tributary area matrix 1

cN
AA acts as

an additive regularization which helps to make the entire matrix on the left hand side of (5.8)
more positive definite. The influence of the regularization becomes smaller and smaller with a
rising regularization parameter cN. Furthermore, (5.8) reveals that the step length of the Lagrange
multiplier increment can be expected to become smaller compared to the non-modified system
as long as the Lagrangian Hessian matrix mapped into the range space of the constraint gradients
is positive definite. In fact, the structure of (5.8) reminds one of the trust region or Levenberg–
Marquardt method presented in Sections 3.1.2.2 and 3.1.2.3, respectively. A major difference is
only that it is formulated with respect to the Lagrange multipliers instead of the primal variables.

Another effect can be shown by looking at the range-space part of the displacement solution
vector. Therefore, the solution vector shall be formally split into a range-space and a null-space
part
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∆d “ R∆dR ` Z∆dZ, (5.9)

whereR P Rnˆm is a matrix whose columns span the range space of∇dg̃
A
N

, while Z P Rnˆpn´mq

is a matrix whose columns span the null space of r∇dg̃
A
N
sT, i.e. RTZ “ 0. A suitable choice

for R is ∇dg̃
A
N

, for instance. The null space matrix Z can not so easily be obtained and asks
for a singular value decomposition or the reduced row echelon form of the matrix r∇dg̃

A
N
sT. For

more information the reader is kindly referred to Gill et al. [108] and Nocedal and Wright [204,
p. 457 and p. 538]. However, the split makes it possible to write the displacement solution as two
distinct parts. The first part belongs to the range-space of the constraint gradients and is obtained
by inserting (5.9) into (5.2) yielding

r∇dg̃
A
N
sTR ∆dR “ ´g̃AN ´

1

cN

AA∆λAN. (5.10)

The second part belongs to the null-space of the constraint gradients and follows after inserting
(5.9) into (5.1a) and multiplying the obtained equation by ZT from left resulting in

ZT ∇2
d dL Z ∆dZ “ ´ZT∇dU ´ ZT ∇2

d dL R ∆dR. (5.11)

Especially, (5.10) reveals a second regulative effect of the modification. Under certain assump-
tions, such as the positive definiteness of the modified matrix on the left side of (5.8), it can be
expected that the Lagrange multiplier increments point in the opposite direction of the active
constraint violations and thus reduce the right-hand side in (5.10). This reduces also the solution
increment ∆dR. In summary, a damped but, therefore, more reliable system answer to (huge)
constraint violations, i.e. large initial penetrations, can be expected which is very beneficial dur-
ing the pre-asymptotic phase of displacement controlled problems. For the overall performance
of the method, the updating strategy for the cN parameter will be of major importance. This is
going to be discussed in Section 5.3.

Remark 5.2. Notice that the split of the displacement solution vector into null-space and range-
space as presented in (5.9), (5.10) and (5.11) is technically only possible as long as the complete
variational approach is used. However, the made observations hold also for the incomplete ap-
proach. After all, the incomplete approach is a truncated variant of its variationally consistent
counterpart and, interestingly, the modified approach works even better for the variationally in-
consistent than for the consistent approach. This will be further investigated in Section 5.6.8.

5.3. Dynamic Correction of the Regularization
Parameter

A crucial point for the applicability of the modified system is a reliable correction strategy for
the involved regularization parameter cN ą 0. This correction routine must avoid updates during
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g̃A
N

β
cN
ϕ

=
0.
8

g̃1N

g̃
2 N

Figure 5.1.: Fundamental idea of the sufficient angle demand for βcNϕ “ 0.8. The cN parameter would stay un-
changed as long as the directional derivative of the weighted gap x∇̃dg̃AtkuN

,∆dy is part of the green cone.

the non-linear solution procedure in already cumbersome situations, but has to be activated as
soon as the modification of the system of equations leads to a remarkable performance loss.
Most of the proposed update routines in the literature are based on heuristic considerations and
include some initially unknown tuning parameters. See for example Bertsekas [23, Sec. 2.2.5] or
Glad and Polak [111]. These heuristics make it often difficult to transfer the routine to another
application. In the following, two novel approaches are presented which make it possible to carry
out a correction without such heuristics.

Both ideas rely on the fact that the computed displacement increment as solution of (5.3) must
be at least a descent direction for the active constraint equations, such that

xg̃A
N
, r∇dg̃

A
N
sT∆dy ă 0 (5.12)

holds true. This very basic demand is always fulfilled for the consistently linearized system (5.1)
since

r∇dg̃
A
N
sT∆d “ ´g̃A

N
(5.13)

is enforced by (5.1b). However, in the modified case it can be used to derive a reliable correction
routine for the regularization parameter.

5.3.1. Sufficient Enclosed Angle

The first correction strategy can be derived by reordering the terms in the solved modified lin-
ear system of equations (5.3). Therefore, the system is multiplied by the displacement solution
increment vector from the left side, bringing up the scalar-valued demand
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5. A Variant of Newton’s Method for Constrained Problems

cNxĝAN, r∇̃dg̃
A
N
sT∆dy “ ´ x∆d,∇dU ´ ∇̃dg̃

A
N
λANy ´ x∆d,∇2

d dU ∆dy
` x∆d, r∇dp∇̃dg̃

A
N
λANqsT∆dy ´ cN}r∇̃dg̃

A
N
sT∆d}2A´1

!ă 0, (5.14)

where the scaled quadratic norm }v}2A “ xv, A vy is used. Notice that the reformulation (5.14)
proposed here contains a slight simplification compared to (5.3), since in general

}r∇̃dg̃
A
N
sT∆d}2A´1 ‰ ∆dT∇̃dg̃

A
N
A´1 r∇dg̃

A
N
sT∆d (5.15)

for the incomplete formulation, see Remark 4.1 for more information. The simplified inequality
(5.14) asks for a descent direction of the active constraints, but in a quite weak sense: Any descent
direction will be admissible, even if it is almost orthogonal to the steepest descent direction. In
order to become more applicable, the original inequality must be strengthened by introducing a
control parameter βcNϕ P p0, 1q, such that the following new demand is obtained

cosp>pĝA
N
, r∇̃dg̃

A
N
sT∆dqq !ď ´βcNϕ ô xĝA

N
, r∇̃dg̃

A
N
sT∆dy !ď ´βcNϕ }ĝAN} }r∇̃dg̃

A
N
sT∆d}. (5.16)

See also Figure 5.1 for an illustrative sketch of the condition. By inserting (5.16) into (5.14), the
new request

´ctkuN βcNϕ }ĝAN} }x∇̃dg̃
A
N
,∆dy} !ěx∆d, r∇dp∇̃dg̃

A
N
λANqsT∆dy ´ x∆d,∇2

d dU ∆dy
´ x∆d,∇dU ´ ∇̃dg̃

A
N
λANy ´ cN}x∆d, ∇̃dg̃

A
N
y}2A´1 . (5.17)

is created. This relation can now be used to define a correction equation for the regularization
parameter, viz.

cN

!ě 1

}x∆d, ∇̃dg̃
A
N
y}2
A´1

!

c
tku
N βcNϕ }ĝAN} }r∇̃dg̃

A
N
sT∆d} ` x∆d, r∇dp∇̃dg̃

A
N
λANqsT∆dy

´ x∆d,∇dU ´ ∇̃dg̃
A
N
λANy ´ x∆d,∇2

d dU ∆dy
)

. (5.18)

Under the typical assumption that the Hessians of the elastic bodies are symmetric and positive
definite [297], i.e., x∆d,∇2

d dU ∆dy ą 0 for ∆d ‰ 0 holds true, the inequality can be further
simplified. In fact, the expensive matrix vector multiplication can be removed from the lower
bound estimate of the regularization parameter cN and the final, computationally less expensive
estimate follows as

clow
N “ c

tku
N βcNϕ }ĝAN} }r∇̃dg̃

A
N
sT∆d} ` x∆d, r∇dp∇̃dg̃

A
N
λANqs∆dy ´ x∆d,∇dU ´ ∇̃dg̃

A
N
λANy

}r∇̃dg̃
A
N
sT∆d}2

A´1

.

(5.19)
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The evaluation of each term can be performed with limited effort. The most expensive remaining
operation is the vector matrix product, where the dimensions of the matrix are bounded by the
displacement degrees of freedom on the slave and master interfaces. While the denominator is
always positive, the numerator can become both, positive and negative. For the latter case no
action is necessary, while for positive values an adaption may be initiated. Furthermore, it is
to note that the numerator tends to zero close to the solution. Unfortunately, the denominator
follows the same trend, since the displacement increment tends to zero as well and some safe
guarding strategy should be invoked to avoid numerical issues. Finally, the correction routine is
given by ctk`1u

N “ maxtctkuN , clow
N u.

Remark 5.3. The two simplifications introduced during the derivation, namely once (5.15) and
secondly the disregard of x∆d,∇2

d dU ∆dy makes the behavior of this control mechanism less
predictive. Actually, (5.15) causes an inconsistency throughout the entire derivation since even
the demands (5.16) and (5.12) do not coincide for the incomplete formulation. The later con-
sidered examples in Section 5.6.2 will reveal that these slight inconsistencies can, at least un-
der certain circumstances, lead to a bad performance of the correction scheme proposed here.
Therefore, an alternative will be presented in Section 5.3.2 which does not suffer from these
fundamental problems. However, the sufficient enclosed angle (SEA) scheme will be useful for
comparison reasons.

5.3.2. Sufficient Infeasibility Reduction

The second idea is based on a model for the infeasibility measure, for example

Θ tku “ }g̃A
N
pxtkuq} “

b

xg̃A
N
, g̃A

N
y. (5.20)

The reduction of such a model can be enforced by introducing a regularization parameter and
choosing an appropriate value for this parameter. For instance, the predicted model reduction for
a step length of one is claimed to be at least

Θ tku `mΘp1q ď p1´ βcNΘ qΘ tku, (5.21)

where βcNΘ P p0, 1q is a given constant. This basic idea is inspired by the literature on filter meth-
ods, see e.g. [96, 98, 270, 271] and Chapter 6. In the following, a linear model mΘpαq : RÑ R
is used, such that

mΘpαq “ α

Θ tku
´

xg̃A
N
, r∇dg̃

A
N
sT∆dy

¯

(5.22)

follows. First of all, it should be noted that mΘp1q “ ´Θ tku holds for the fully consistent
Newton approach due to (5.13) and, therefore, the inequality (5.21) is always fulfilled in this
case. However, this is no longer true for the modified approach. Instead, the inequality (5.21)
yields
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5. A Variant of Newton’s Method for Constrained Problems

p1´ βcNΘ qΘ tku ěΘ tku ` 1

Θ tku xg̃AtkuN
,´g̃Atku

N
´ 1

cN

Atku∆λAtkuN y

“ ´ 1

cNΘ tku xg̃AtkuN
, AAtku∆λAtkuN y, (5.23)

where (5.2) is used to replace the term r∇dg̃
A
N
sT∆d in (5.22). The idea is now to choose the

regularization parameter cN “ c
tk`1u
N for the next step in such a way that it would have been at

least sufficient for the current step, i.e.

c
tk`1u
N ě xg̃

Atku
N

, AAtku∆λAtkuN y
pβcNΘ ´ 1qrΘ tkus2 . (5.24)

Finally, by reinserting (5.4) into (5.24), it is possible to obtain an explicit relationship between
the previous regularization parameter and the new one

c
tk`1u
N “ c

tku
N max

#

1,
1

1´ βcNΘ

«

1` xg̃
Atku
N

, x∇dg̃
Atku
N

,∆dyy
rΘ tkus2

ff+

. (5.25)

An alternative interpretation of this result is that the regularization parameter will be increased
as soon as the current search direction is or is close to be no longer a descent direction for the
currently active constraints. This is true, since the cosine of the enclosed angle between the active
constraints and their respective directional derivatives is claimed to be bounded in the negative
half plane:

cosp>pg̃A
N
, x∇dg̃

A
N
,∆dyqq ď ´βcNΘ

Θ tku

}x∇dg̃
A
N
,∆dy} ď 0. (5.26)

As soon as this condition is violated, the regularization parameter is going to be increased. Fur-
thermore, it is possible to deduce a lower bound for the norm of the Lagrange multiplier in-
crement by assuming that (5.21) does not hold in a Newton iteration k. By multiplication with
}g̃Atku

N
}, (5.21) yields

xg̃Atku
N

, g̃Atku
N

` r∇dg̃
Atku
N

sT∆dtkuy ą p1´ βcNΘ qxg̃AtkuN
, g̃Atku

N
y. (5.27)

Under the stated assumption the following simple estimate can be derived

0 ă p1´ βcNΘ q}g̃AtkuN
}2 ă ´ 1

c
tku
N

xg̃Atku
N

, AAtku∆λAtkuN y

ď 1

c
tku
N

}g̃Atku
N

}}AAtku∆λAtkuN }

ď 1

c
tku
N

}g̃Atku
N

}}AAtku}}∆λAtkuN } (5.28)
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which instantly leads to the lower bound for the Lagrange multiplier increment norm

}∆λAtkuN } ą p1´ βcNΘ qctkuN

}g̃Atku
N

}
}AAtku} . (5.29)

Thus, a minimal slope of p1 ´ βcNΘ q can be expected, if the regularization parameter is continu-
ously corrected during the non-linear solution approach. To reach this minimal slope, however,
the generated sequence of regularization parameters tctkuN u must stay (nearly) constant. This, at
first glance, opposing result will become clearer under consideration of Section 5.4.2. Further-
more, it is demonstrated in Section 5.6.5.

Visualization

To get an idea of the SIR method a short visualization shall be presented and discussed. The
underlying contact problem will follow in Section 5.6.1.2. For the moment, the details are of
minor importance. Let us assume that the simulation reached Newton iteration #4 and the cor-
rection parameter βcNΘ is set to 0.9 for the entire solution sequence. Now, two different directions
are considered: Once the modified direction p∆dmod,∆λ

mod
N q obtained from (5.3) and (5.4) and,

secondly, the default/unmodified direction p∆ddef ,∆λ
def
N q obtained from (5.1). These two direc-

tions span the space for Figure 5.2a by

Θpα1, α2q “ Θpxt4u ` α1∆dmod ` α2∆ddefq. (5.30)

The one-dimensional slices along these directions, i.e. Θpα1, 0q and Θp0, α2q, are shown in (5.2b)
and (5.2c), respectively. Notice that the Lagrange multiplier direction influences the function
indirectly since the Lagrange multipliers are part of the active set decision (4.12). First, the
attention is on the default direction: As expected, for a linear model this direction will reduce
the infeasibility measure to zero (see the red line in Figure 5.2c). However, the true behavior of
the function can be severely different. In this case the linear model fits well for α2 ă 0.8, but
afterwards the true function values follow a highly non-linear path, thus, the gap between both
curves rises rapidly. In contrast, if the modified direction is followed the difference between the
linear model and the actual infeasibility value is only very small, i.e., the model quality is high in
this direction and for the considered step-length. At the end of iteration #4 the inequality (5.21)
is tested and fails, since

Θ t4u `mt4u
Θ p1q “ 2.617´ 1.966 “ 0.651 ę 0.2617 “ p1´ βcNΘ qΘ t4u. (5.31)

Thus, cN must be increased by a factor ct5uN {ct4uN “ 2.062 following (5.25). This brief example
demonstrates two things: Firstly, the SIR update is easy to execute. Secondly, the modified di-
rection might lead to less change in the linear model but can still be superior compared to the
default direction. This is very obvious in Figure 5.2a, where the modified direction is clearly
advantageous compared to the default direction by coming much closer to the local sub-space
minimum.
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Figure 5.2.: Figure 5.2a shows the colorful sub-space contour lines of (5.30) as well as the two parametrized search
directions. The gray solid lines surround areas with a constant active set. In addition, one-dimensional slices through
the two-dimensional function (5.30) are presented in the Figures 5.2b and 5.2c. In these figures not only the function
graph is shown as , but also the linear model is given by as well as the initial function value and the
at least expected reduction level .
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Remark 5.4. It must be noticed that the discontinuities of (5.20) visualized in Figure 5.2 are
partially expected whenever the active set changes. The reason is that only the active weighted
gap values are considered in (5.20) and as long as the corresponding scaled nodal Lagrange
multipliers, i.e. λAN{cN, are unequal to zero, the active set decision (4.12) will cause a jump in
(5.20) during the transition from active to inactive and vice versa. However, not all of these jumps
are caused solely by this effect. Others are triggered by a distorted mesh and missing projections.
However, the important point is that the SIR correction stays in all cases unaffected since it is
completely based on the local linear model.

5.4. Local Convergence Analysis and Boundedness of
the SIR Correction Scheme

The main objective of this section is to prove the boundedness of the sequence tctkuN u for k Ñ 8.
However, the proof relies on the convergence properties of the entire modified sequence of gen-
erated iterates tpdtku, λtkuN qu. In a first step, the attention is on the local convergence analysis. To
begin with, required key properties of the constrained optimization introduction in Section 3.2
are briefly recapitulated. For example, the active set definition given in (4.12) can be seen as an
educated guess of the true active set at the solution pair pd‹, λ‹Nq, defined by

A0 “ ti P S | rĝNpd‹qsi “ 0u and A` “ ti P A0 | rλ‹Nsi ą 0u. (5.32)

This is just in accordance with (3.33) and (3.34). The optimization algorithm often performs
poorly near the solution, if any of the active constraints have a Lagrange multiplier near zero,
i.e., if they are not strongly active, see also Theorem 3.6 and the associated Remark 3.3. There-
fore, it shall be assumed during the following derivations that x‹ and its associated Lagrange
multipliers λ‹N represent a strict local minimizer of the considered optimization problem pre-
sented in Section 4.2.2. Furthermore, x‹ shall be a regular point, i.e., the active constraints are
linearly independent at the solution. In addition, the functions U and ĝ

N
shall be twice contin-

uously differentiable in some open neighborhood V‹ centered at the solution point and defined
by

V‹ “ V‹pδ1, δ2, c̄Nq :“ tpd, λN, cNq : }d´ d‹} ă δ1, }λN ´ λ‹N} ă δ2cN, cN ą c̄Nu, (5.33)

with the positive scalars δ1, δ2 and c̄N. The neighborhood V‹ is chosen such that the correspond-
ing active set, viz.

AcNpd, λNq “ ti : λN ´ cNĝN
pdq ą 0u, @pd, λN, cNq P V‹ (5.34)

is a subset of the active set at the solution, i.e., A` Ď AcNpd, λNq Ď A0. Furthermore, Theo-
rem 3.5 shall hold, which is captured in the following assumption:

AS 5.1. The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) pair pd‹, λ‹Nq satisfies

vT ∇̃2
ddL pd‹, λ‹Nq v ą 0, @v ‰ 0 with ∇̃dg̃

A`
N pd‹q

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

T

v “ 0. (5.35)
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For more details the reader is referred to Section 3.2 and references therein.

Remark 5.5. Note that a slightly different function declaration will be used within this section.
The current displacement field d is used as an input variable rather then the current position
vector x. However, this is only a small notation detail to denote the displacement dependencies
since x “ X ` d holds and X is constant. This slight change has been applied to reduce the
number of additional auxiliary variables during the following proof and does in no way affect
the meaning of the expressions, i.e. L pd, λNq ” L px, λNq etc.

5.4.1. Local Convergence Rate
In the following, important local convergence results for the modified Newton approach are
stated and proven. These results as well as their asscoiated proofs are largely inspired by Propo-
sition 2.4 and the related proof in [23]. However, a different update scheme for the Lagrange
multipliers is considered here which implies some modifications. Furthermore, the proof shall
be formally extended to the considered inequality constrained problem.

Theorem 5.1. Under consideration of Assumption 5.1, let c̄N be a positive regularization param-
eter such that

∇̃2
ddLcNpd‹, λ‹Nq ą 0. (5.36)

In addition, it is assumed that the tributary area matrixApdq contains only positive values as well
as that it has full rank |S|.

Then, positive scalars δ1, δ2, ε and M̆ exist such that:

a) The considered problem

min
d

max
λN

LcNpd, λNq, @pd, λN, cNq P V‹ (5.37)

has a unique solution d̆pd, λN, cNq and λ̆Npd, λN, cNq. These functions d̆p¨, ¨, ¨q and λ̆Np¨, ¨, ¨q
are continuously differentiable in the interior of V‹ defined in (5.33).

b) For all pd, λN, cNq P V‹, the inequalities

}d̆pd, λN, cNq ´ d‹} ď M̆
}λN ´ λ‹N}

cN

, }λ̆Npd, λN, cNq ´ λ‹N} ď M̆
}λN ´ λ‹N}

cN

, (5.38)

hold, where λ̆N is defined as in (5.4):

λ̆Npd, λN, cNq “ λN ´ cNrApdqs´1tg̃
N
pdq ` r∇dg̃N

pdqsTrd̆pd, λN, cNq ´ dsu. (5.39)

c) For all pd, λN, cNq in V‹, the matrix ∇̃2
d dLcNrd̆, λ̆Ns is positive definite and the gradient of

the active constraints ∇dg̃
A
N
pd̆q as well as the incomplete gradient ∇̃dg̃

A
N
pd̆q have full rank

|A|.
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Proof. For the following proof the modified system of equations defined by (5.1a) and (5.2) is
replaced by its continuous counterpart formulated in pd, d̆, λN, λ̆N, cNq. Hence, the ansatz

0 “∇dU pd̆q ´ ∇̃dg̃N
pd̆q λ̆N, (5.40a)

0 “g̃
N
pdq ` p∇dg̃N

pdqqTpd̆´ d‹q ´ p∇dg̃N
pdqqTpd´ d‹q

` Apdq λ̆N ´ λ‹N
cN

´ ApdqλN ´ λ‹N
cN

, (5.40b)

follows, where (5.40b) represents the continuous counterpart of (5.2), since it can be easily
rewritten as

0 “g̃
N
pdq ` p∇dg̃N

pdqqTpd̆´ dq ` Apdq λ̆N ´ λN

cN

. (5.41)

Next, a reparametrization of (5.40) is introduced under consideration of

∆ “ d´ d‹, l “ λN ´ λ‹N
cN

, ω “ 1

cN

. (5.42)

This yields

0 “∇dU pd̆q ´ ∇̃dg̃N
pd̆q λ̆N, (5.43a)

0 “g̃
N
rdp∆qs ` p∇dg̃N

rdp∆qsqTpd̆´ d‹q ´ p∇dg̃N
rdp∆qsqT∆

` ωArdp∆qstλ̆N ´ λ‹Nu ´ Ardp∆qsl, (5.43b)

where dp∆q “ ∆` d‹ and thus dp0q “ d‹ holds. At the solution point, i.e., for ∆ “ 0, l “ 0 and
ω P r0, 1{c̄Ns, (5.43) leads to

∇dU pd̆q ´ ∇̃dg̃N
pd̆q λ̆N “ 0, (5.44a)

g̃
N
pd‹q ` p∇dg̃N

pd‹qqTpd̆´ d‹q ` ωApd‹qtλ̆N ´ λ‹Nu “ 0. (5.44b)

This system has the solution d̆ “ d‹ and λ̆N “ λ‹N, while the Jacobian with respect to d̆ and λ̆N

at such an optimal point follows as

ˆ∇2
d dU pd‹q ´∇dp∇̃dg̃N

pd‹qλ‹NqT ´∇̃dg̃N
pd‹q

´∇dg̃N
pd‹qT ´ωApd‹q,

˙

(5.45)

whereApd‹q represents the diagonal tributary area matrix evaluated at the displacement solution.
For convenience, the second row has been multiplied by ´1. Now, (5.45) is multiplied from the
right side by a vector pv, wqT with v P Rn and w P Rm and the emerging system of equations is
set equal to zero, yielding
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ˆ∇2
d dU pd‹q ´∇dp∇̃dg̃N

pd‹qλ‹NqT ´∇̃dg̃N
pd‹q

´∇dg̃N
pd‹qT ´ωApd‹q,

˙ˆ

v
w

˙

“
ˆ

0
0

˙

. (5.46)

Next, the condensation step which leads to (5.3) can be directly applied to (5.46), leading to

t∇̃d dL pd‹, λ‹Nq ` ω´1∇̃dg̃N
pd‹q A´1pd‹q p∇dg̃N

pd‹qqTu v “ 0. (5.47)

At the solution, i.e. for g̃
N
pd‹q “ ĝ

N
pd‹q “ 0, this matrix completely coincides with the Jacobian

with respect to the displacements of the incomplete augmented Lagrangian approach presented
in Section 4.3.2. Consequently, since ∇̃d dLcNpd‹, λ‹Nq ą 0 for cN ą c̄N (see (5.36)), it follows
v “ 0 and thus system (5.46) directly implies w “ 0. Thus, (5.45) is invertible for all ω P
r0, 1{c̄Ns.

This, together with the second implicit function theorem defined in Bertsekas [23, p. 12],
enables the existence of a neighborhood around the solution pd‹, λ‹Nq. Thus, it exists a number
of scalars ε ą 0, δ1 ą 0, δ2 ą 0 as well as continuously differentiable functions D̆p∆, l, ωq and
Λ̆Np∆, l, ωq defined on

V‹pδ1, δ2, c̄Nq “ tp∆, l, ωq : }∆} ă δ1, }l} ă δ2, ω P r0, 1{c̄Nsu, (5.48)

such that p}D̆p∆, l, ωq ´ d‹}2 ` }Λ̆Np∆, l, ωq ´ λ‹N}2q1{2 ă ε for all p∆, l, ωq P V‹pδ1, δ2, c̄Nq.
Further, these continuously differentiable functions fulfill (5.40) resulting in

0 “∇dU rD̆p∆, l, ωqs ´ ∇̃dg̃N
rD̆p∆, l, ωqs Λ̆Np∆, l, ωq, (5.49a)

0 “g̃
N
rdp∆qs ` p∇dg̃N

rdp∆qsqTpD̆p∆, l, ωq ´ d‹q ´ p∇dg̃N
rdp∆qsqT∆

` ωArdp∆qstΛ̆Np∆, l, ωq ´ λ‹Nu ´ Ardp∆qsl, (5.49b)

where again the relationship dp∆q “ ∆ ` d‹ is used. Without loss of generality, the introduced
scalars δ1, δ2 and ε can be set sufficiently small such that matrix (5.45) remains invertible and
∇dg̃

A
N

as well as the incomplete gradient ∇̃dg̃
A
N

have full rank |A| in the entire neighborhood
p∆, l, ωq P V‹pδ1, δ2, c̄Nq. Consequently, the considered Jacobian matrix (5.45) stays positive
definite.

Thus, only the proof for the convergence rate result (5.38) is still missing. To obtain this,
(5.49) is differentiated with respect to ∆, l and ω. First, (5.49a) is considered yielding

0 “∇̃2
d dL rD̆, Λ̆Ns ∇∆D̆p∆, l, ωqT ´ ∇̃dg̃N

rD̆s ∇∆Λ̆Np∆, l, ωqT, (5.50a)

0 “∇̃2
d dL rD̆, Λ̆Ns ∇lD̆p∆, l, ωqT ´ ∇̃dg̃N

rD̆s ∇lΛ̆Np∆, l, ωqT, (5.50b)

0 “∇̃2
d dL rD̆, Λ̆Ns ∇ωD̆p∆, l, ωqT ´ ∇̃dg̃N

rD̆s ∇ωΛ̆Np∆, l, ωqT. (5.50c)
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Secondly, (5.49b) leads to

0 “∇dg̃N
rdp∆qsT ` pD̆p∆, l, ωq ´ d‹qT∇2

d dg̃N
rdp∆qs `∇dg̃N

rdp∆qsT ∇∆D̆p∆, l, ωqT
´∆T∇2

d dg̃N
rdp∆qs ´∇dg̃N

rdp∆qsT ` ωpΛ̆Np∆, l, ωq ´ λ‹NqT∇dArdp∆qsT
` ωArdp∆qs∇∆Λ̆Np∆, l, ωqT ´ lT∇dArdp∆qsT, (5.51a)

0 “∇dg̃N
rdp∆qsT ∇lD̆p∆, l, ωqT ` ωArdp∆qs ∇lΛ̆Np∆, l, ωqT ´ Ardp∆qs, (5.51b)

0 “∇dg̃N
rdp∆qsT ∇ωD̆p∆, l, ωqT ` Ardp∆qs pΛ̆Np∆, l, ωqT ´ λ‹Nq

` ωArdp∆qs ∇ωΛ̆Np∆, l, ωqT. (5.51c)

These equations can be reformulated such that a closed form for the desired derivatives is ob-
tained, viz.

˜

∇∆D̆
T ∇lD̆

T ∇ωD̆
T

∇∆Λ̆
T

N ∇lΛ̆
T

N ∇ωΛ̆
T

N

¸

“ S´1p∆, l, ωq R̆p∆, l, ωq, (5.52a)

where

S´1p∆, l, ωq “
ˆ∇̃2

d dL p∆, l, ωq ´∇̃dg̃N
p∆q

´∇dg̃N
p∆qT ´ωAp∆q,

˙´1

, (5.52b)

R̆p∆, l, ωq “

¨

˚

˚

˚

˝

0 0 0

tD̆ ´ d‹ ´∆uT∇2
d dg̃N

p∆q
`ωpΛ̆N ´ λ‹NqT∇dAp∆qT

´lT∇dAp∆qT
´Ap∆q Ap∆qtΛ̆N ´ λ‹Nu

˛

‹

‹

‹

‚

. (5.52c)

By applying equation (5.52a), it becomes possible to express the distance between the continu-
ously differentiable function values and the solution as

ˆ

D̆p∆, l, ωq ´ d‹
Λ̆Np∆, l, ωq ´ λ‹N

˙

“
ˆ

D̆p∆, l, ωq ´ D̆p0, 0, 0q
Λ̆Np∆, l, ωq ´ Λ̆Np0, 0, 0q

˙

“
1
ż

0

S´1pζ∆, ζl, ζωq R̆pζ∆, ζl, ζωq
¨

˝

∆
l
ω

˛

‚dζ. (5.53)

Since (5.45) is invertible for all ω P r0, 1{c̄Ns, δ1 and δ2 can be sufficiently small, such that
S´1p∆, l, ωq is uniformly bounded in V‹. Defining a µ̆ thus }S´1p∆, l, ωq} ă µ̆ holds, leads to
the estimate
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p}D̆p∆, l, ωq ´ d‹}2 ` }Λ̆Np∆, l, ωq ´ λ‹N}2q1{2
ďµ̆tmax

ζPr0,1s
}∇2

d dg̃N
pζ∆q}rmax

ζPr0,1s
}D̆pζ∆, ζl, ζωq ´ d‹} ` max

ζPr0,1s
pζ}∆}qs }∆}

` rmax
ζPr0,1s

pζωq max
ζPr0,1s

}Λ̆Npζ∆, ζl, ζωq ´ λ‹N} ` max
ζPr0,1s

pζ}l}qs max
ζPr0,1s

}∇dApζ∆qT∆}
` max

ζPr0,1s
}Apζ∆q}}l} ` ω max

ζPr0,1s
}Apζ∆q} max

ζPr0,1s
}Λ̆Npζ∆, ζl, ζωq ´ λ‹N}u. (5.54)

By the positivity property of the tributary area matrix, there must exist a δ1 ą 0 such that

max
ζPr0,1s

t}∇dApζ∆qT∆}, }Apζ∆q}u ď ă (5.55)

holds for all }∆} ă δ1. Furthermore, a upper bound for maxζPr0,1s }∇2
d dg̃N

pζ∆q} ď Ğ is intro-
duced and all terms linearly scaled by ζ are approximated by their maximal absolute value. This
is achieved by setting ζ equal to one in all linear terms. This yields

p}D̆p∆, l, ωq ´ d‹}2 ` }Λ̆Np∆, l, ωq ´ λ‹N}2q1{2
ď2µ̆ ă }l} ` µ̆ Ğ }∆} rmax

ζPr0,1s
}D̆pζ∆, ζl, ζωq ´ d‹} ` }∆}s

` 2µ̆ ă ω max
ζPr0,1s

}Λ̆Npζ∆, ζl, ζωq ´ λ‹N}. (5.56)

Without loss of generality, δ2 ą 0 is sufficiently small such that at least 2µ̆ăδ2 ă 1 holds. Next,
the demand

}D̆p∆, l, ωq ´ d‹} ď 2µ̆ ă }l} ` µ̆ Ğ }∆} max
ζPr0,1s

}D̆pζ∆, ζl, ζωq ´ d‹} ` µ̆ Ğ }∆}2

` 2µ̆ ă ω max
ζPr0,1s

}Λ̆Npζ∆, ζl, ζωq ´ λ‹N} (5.57)

is formulated and the left hand side is evaluated at pζ∆, ζl, ζωq, thus, the estimate

max
ζPr0,1s

}D̆pζ∆, ζl, ζωq ´ d‹} ď 2µ̆ ă

1´ µ̆Ğ }∆}

"

}l} ` ω max
ζPr0,1s

}Λ̆Npζ∆, ζl, ζωq ´ λ‹N}
*

` µ̆Ğ}∆}2
1´ µ̆Ğ }∆} (5.58)

is obtained from which δ1 ă mintpµ̆Ğq´1, pµ̆Ğq´1{2u can be directly deduced. Next, this result
is inserted into (5.56) and the procedure is repeated to get an estimate for }Λ̆N ´ λ‹N}. Inserting
into (5.56) and replacing the left hand side yields
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max
ζPr0,1s

}Λ̆Npζ∆, ζl, ζωq ´ λ‹N} ď 2µ̆ă

}l} ` ω max
ζPr0,1s

}Λ̆Npζ∆, ζl, ζωq ´ λ‹N}
1´ µ̆Ğ }∆}

` µ̆Ğ}∆}2
1´ µ̆Ğ }∆} (5.59)

and, subsequently,

max
ζPr0,1s

}Λ̆Npζ∆, ζl, ζωq ´ λ‹N} ď
2µ̆ă}l} ` µ̆Ğ}∆}2

1´ µ̆pĞ}∆} ` 2ăωq . (5.60)

Finally, the results (5.58) and (5.60) can be combined by inserting them together into (5.56) to
obtain

p}D̆p∆, l, ωq ´ d‹}2 ` }Λ̆Np∆, l, ωq ´ λ‹N}2q1{2 ď
2µ̆ă}l} ` µ̆Ğ}∆}2

1´ µ̆pĞ}∆} ` 2ăωq , (5.61)

where ω P r0, 1{c̄Ns and additionally the demand 0 ă ω ă δ1 must hold. By taking δ1 suffi-
ciently small if necessary, such that µ̆pĞ}∆} ` 2ăωq ă 1{2 and }∆}2 ă }l} hold, the following
reformulation becomes valid:

p}D̆p∆, l, ωq ´ d‹}2 ` }Λ̆Np∆, l, ωq ´ λ‹N}2q1{2 ď 4µ̆ă}l} ` 2µ̆Ğ}l}
“ 2µ̆p2ă` Ğq}l}. (5.62)

It can be concluded that for

δ1 ă mintr2µ̆p2ă` Ğqs´1,
a

δ2u δ2 ă r2µ̆p2ă` Ğqs´1, cN ą maxtc̄N, 1{δ1u (5.63)

with }λ´ λ‹} ă δ2cN, the following holds

}d̆pd, λN, cNq ´ d‹} ď 2µ̆p2ă` Ğq}λN ´ λ‹N}
cN

, (5.64a)

}λ̆Npd, λN, cNq ´ λ‹N} ď 2µ̆p2ă` Ğq}λN ´ λ‹N}
cN

. (5.64b)

This directly implies that (5.38) holds for M̆ “ 2µ̆p2ă` Ğq and cN ą maxtc̄N, 1{δ1u. Further-
more, it is also possible to find a M̆ such that (5.38) holds for c̄N ď cN ď maxtc̄N, 1{δ1u, since
d̆ and λ̆N are continuous functions. Hence, the proof is complete.

Note that the assumptions concerning matrix Apdq are crucial for the proof: The tributary area
matrix must always have full rank, i.e. rankpAq “ m “ |S|. However, this must hold for any
finite element discretized contact problem. Otherwise the underlying mesh would be already so
heavily distorted that it is impossible to find a solution. Therefore, the requirements concerning
A do not restrict the applicability of Theorem 5.1 and are rather mandatory prerequisites for any
finite element simulation.
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5.4.2. Bounded Regularization Parameter

In the following the SIR update of Section 5.3.2 is considered. Under the prerequisite that the se-
quence tλtkuN u remains bounded, it is possible to show that the sequence tctkuN u remains bounded
as well. This can be summarized in the following theorem:

Theorem 5.2. Let tλtkuN u be a bounded sequence and assume that the inequalities

cgp1´ βθcNq}g̃tkuN
} ă }g̃tk`1u

N
}, (5.65)

}Atk`1urAtkus´1} ď ca (5.66)

hold for some 0 ă βθcN ă 1, where cg, ca P p0,8q are positive scalars, which are bounded
away from zero and infinity. Furthermore, let }g̃

N
} ą 0 hold and let (5.21) be violated for all

considered iterations k P KcN , where KcN is a finite sub-sequence of all iterations, such that cN

must be increased. Lastly, assume that Theorem 5.1 holds.
Then, for all pd, λN, cNq P V‹pδ1, δ2, c̄Nq, where δ1, δ2, c̄N ą 0 are defined in Theorem 5.1, the

regularization parameter is bounded by

c
tk`1u
N ď M̆

"

1` 2ca
cgp1´ βθcNq2

*

. (5.67)

Proof. To prove Theorem 5.2, assume that the sequence of the regularization parameter tctkuN u
becomes unbounded. Then, at some finite k ě k̄ the corresponding ctkuN will be large enough,
such that ctkuN ą c̄N and, additionally, ctkuN ą M̆ hold. For all k ą k̄ and due to the fact that cN is
increased in each considered iteration k P KcN , (5.21) is multiplied by Θ tku resulting in

p1´ βθcNq}g̃tkuN
}2 ď xg̃tku

N
, g̃tku

N
` ∇dg̃N

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

T

tku
pdtk`1u ´ dtkuqy

ď }g̃tku
N
} }g̃tku

N
` ∇dg̃N

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

T

tku
pdtk`1u ´ dtkuq}, (5.68)

where the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality has been applied. Next, (5.68) is divided by }g̃tku
N
} on both

sides and (5.4) is used to reformulate the right side, such that

p1´ βθcNq}g̃tkuN
} ď }A

tkupλtk`1u
N ´ λtkuN q}
c
tku
N

ď }A
tkupλtk`1u

N ´ λ‹Nq} ` }AtkupλtkuN ´ λ‹Nq}
c
tku
N

ď 2}AtkupλtkuN ´ λ‹Nq}
c
tku
N

(5.69)
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follows under consideration of the triangle inequality. The last inequality follows since ctkuN ą M̆

holds, which implies }λtk`1u
N ´ λ‹N} ă }λtkuN ´ λ‹N} according to (5.38) of Theorem 5.1. Now,

under consideration of pd, λN, cNq P V‹pδ1, δ2, c̄Nq together with (5.34) and by applying the
reverse triangle inequality, a second estimate is obtained

}g̃tku
N
} ě }g̃tku

N
` ∇dg̃N

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

T

tku
pdtk`1u ´ dtkuq} “ }A

tkupλtk`1u
N ´ λtkuN q}
c
tku
N

ě }A
tkupλtkuN ´ λ‹Nq}

c
tku
N

´ }A
tkupλtk`1u

N ´ λ‹Nq}
c
tku
N

ě
˜

1

M̆
´ 1

c
tku
N

¸

}Atkupλtk`1u
N ´ λ‹Nq}. (5.70)

In a next step, the iteration counter k in (5.69) is increased by one and the result is combined
with (5.70), yielding

1

2
p1´ βθcNq}Atk`1urAtkus´1}´1}g̃tk`1u

N
} ď

˜

c
tk`1u
N

M̆
´ c

tk`1u
N

c
tku
N

¸´1

}g̃tku
N
}. (5.71)

To conclude the proof, ctkuN is set equal to ctk`1u
N in (5.71) resulting in

c
tk`1u
N ď M̆

#

1` 2}Atk`1urAtkus´1}
p1´ βθcNq

}g̃tku
N
}

}g̃tk`1u
N

}

+

ď M̆

"

1` 2ca
cgp1´ βθcNq2

*

, (5.72)

where }g̃tk`1u
N

} ą cgp1´ βθcNq}g̃tkuN
} and }Atk`1urAtkus´1} ď ca have been inserted to obtain the

last inequality. Thus, from (5.72) follows that the assumption, that tctkuN u is unbounded, together
with ctk`1u

N “ c
tku
N , i.e., no increase of cN, leads to a finite upper bound for the regularization

parameter as long as βθcN ă 1 holds. This contradicts the assumption. Hence, it is proven for the
SIR correction scheme that the sequence of regularization parameters tctkuN u is indeed bounded
as long as βθcN ă 1. In addition, it is obvious that this upper bound rises with βθcN Ñ 1. The proof
is thus complete.

Now, the results and assumptions stated in Theorem 5.2 shall be examined in more detail.
First, the positive scalar cg shall be considered. This constant accounts for possible influences
of neglected higher order terms, since (5.21) considers only a linear extension. However, this
influence will decay with at least second order if the sequence tdtkuu converges towards the
solution d‹. Therefore, it can be assumed that cg tends to 1 close enough to the solution and,
consequently, it is reasonable to assume that it is bounded away from zero as long as the sequence
tdtkuu converges and }g̃

N
} ą 0 holds. Note that if }g̃

N
} “ 0, the solution is reached or there are

no active constraints. In both cases, cN would not be increased.
Next, the attention is on the positive scalar ca: It is introduced with respect to the convergence

of the tributary area diagonal matrix entries. All of these entries must be positive and the matrix
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has always full rank. Thus, it stays invertible. In addition, the change of the tributary area matrix
also decays as tdtkuu converges, i.e., ca tends to 1 close to the solution and is surely bounded
away from infinity.

Finally, to the assumption that the demand (5.21) is violated for all considered iterations k P
KcN . If this prerequisite does not hold, cN is not increased. Thus, without loss of generality, the
considered sequence KcN with k P KcN is a well-defined sub-sequence of all possible iterations.
In fact, since cN is bounded for 0 ă βθcN ă 1, the sub-sequence KcN must be finite.

Inequality (5.67) clearly shows that the upper bound rises if βθcN Ñ 1. This can be also seen
in Figure 5.15a. Furthermore, (5.67) contains the limit case as well, since for the fulfillment of
(5.21) with βθcN “ 1 the modification in (5.2) must vanish and (5.1b) is reobtained. However, the
modification vanishes only for cN Ñ 8.

Remark 5.6. The entire convergence analysis presented in this section aims for Theorem 5.2.
This result is of great importance, because it guarantees that the regularization parameter cN

does not rise to infinity on the way to the solution. This is crucial because in this case it is much
more likely that the corresponding linear system of equations will remain solvable due to the
bounded condition number of the system matrix. Without an upper bound, it could theoretically
happen that the system matrix is conditioned increasingly worse with a steadily rising cN value
and the closer one comes to the solution until it is no longer possible to apply a meaningful
iterative solver. This is especially true for the condensed system matrix, see also the discussion
about the penalty method in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.3.2. Even though Theorem 5.2 guarantees an
upper bound for cN, the actual impact on the solvability remains an open question that strongly
depends on the considered contact problem. Therefore, the issue of a potentially ill-conditioned
system matrix will be further investigated in Section 5.6.7.

5.5. Switching Back to a Consistently Linearized
System

The presented approach is advantageous as long as the discrete solution is far away from the op-
timal KKT-pair. If the non-linear solution procedure has already achieved a good approximation
for the current load step, a switch to a consistently linearized, unmodified system of equations is
still the best choice in terms of the necessary amount of Newton iterations. Despite the fact that
the modification proposed here is suitable to converge comparably fast, the convergence speed
is still maximally linear and strongly coupled to the applied regularization parameter correction
scheme (see Sections 5.3 and 5.4). Therefore, the following switching strategy may avoid unnec-
essary solver steps. In addition, a well-timed switch can help to significantly reduce the impact
of an increasingly worse conditioned linear system of equations, see Section 5.6.7.

First, a set of different criteria must be formulated which can be consulted to reliably identify
the asymptotic regime. Therefore, three different conditions are proposed. These are tested in a
consecutive manner, i.e., if one of them is not fulfilled the others can be skipped. The first one
is the so-called gap criterion, which is quite cheap to perform. A upper bound for the absolute
values of the active nodal gaps is defined dependent on the current discretization by
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BĝN
pre “ γg ¨ min

ePESM
tLpeqedgeu, (5.73)

where γg P p0, 1q is a scaling factor for the minimal detected element edge length L
peq
edge of

all contact surface elements on the slave and master bodies combined in the set ESM. More
precisely, the minimal element edge length in the reference configuration is considered. The first
criterion is fulfilled as soon as the maximal value of the absolute nodal averaged weighted gap
values of all active nodes is smaller than the given lower bound

max
iPA t|ĝ

i
N|u ă BĝN

pre. (5.74)

The consideration of the absolute value addresses two possible scenarios: On the one hand, this
bound can be violated by a strongly overlapping region leading to large negative values. On the
other hand, if the bodies are moved apart after a previous contact load step, this value can also
be dominated by the still active but now positive gap values. An illustrative example will follow
in Section 5.6.5.

However, since this represents a quite rough criterion, the contact contributions to the force
balance are investigated in a subsequent step whenever the gap criterion is fulfilled. For this
purpose, the magnitude as well as the angle of the structural and the contact gradients shall be
considered. Note that only a subset of the entire structural gradient vector is considered. Namely,
only entries located at degrees of freedom for which the vector ∇̃dg̃

A
N
λAN contains values unequal

to zero. This is denoted by p¨q|ASM in the following. The angle criterion will be fulfilled, iff

Bϕpre ě } ∇dU |ASM }}∇̃dg̃
A
N
λAN} ´ x∇dU |ASM , ∇̃dg̃

A
N
λANy, (5.75a)

Bϕpre “ TOLϕ } ∇dU |ASM }}∇̃dg̃
A
N
λAN} (5.75b)

holds, where TOLϕ ą 0 is a bound for the value of 1 ´ cospϕq and ϕ is the angle between the
structural gradient and the product of weighted gap gradients and Lagrange multiplier values.
The last criterion concerns the magnitude of the interface residual. The magnitude criterion will
be fulfilled, iff

} ∇dU |ASM ´ ∇̃dg̃
A
N
λAN} ď Bres

pre, (5.76a)

Bres
pre “ TOLres} ∇dU |ASM } (5.76b)

holds, where TOLres ą 0 denotes a relative tolerance for the interface contributions. Finally, the
switch from the asymptotic to the pre-asymptotic phase has to be mentioned as well: Firstly,
the switch back is automatically performed once at the beginning of each load step. Secondly,
it is also initiated whenever the gap criterion is violated, or the absolute value of the averaged
weighted gap value reaches a value twice as high as the smallest absolute averaged weighted gap
value during the pre-asymptotic phase. The latter ones are mainly safe-guarding rules. If they
are activated, the user-specified tolerances are probably too loose and should be adapted, e.g., by
halving the values TOLres and TOLϕ.
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Remark 5.7. Note that in the special case Atku “ H all considered contributions vanish due to
the proposed selection of the considered degrees of freedom indicated by p¨q|ASM. In such a case,
the algorithm switches to the asymptotic phase. However, this will become only important if the
bodies come back into contact during the current load/time step.

Extensions for the Generalized-α Method
In case of dynamic contact problems the switching conditions must be slightly modified. While
the gap criterion stays unchanged, the angle criterion and the magnitude criterion must be
adapted. The first modification concerns the structural gradient ∇dU |ASM vector which must
be replaced by its dynamic counterpart, viz.

rsgα

ˇ

ˇ

A
SM “ rp1´ αfq ∇dU |

dtn`1u ` αf ∇dU |
dtnu ´ αf ∇̃dg̃

A
N

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

dtnu
λ
tnu
N s

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

A

SM
, (5.77)

where the DOF selection p¨q|ASM is again based on the location of all non-zero values in the
vector r∇̃dg̃

A
N
λANstn`1u. The second modification is related to this current contact force vector

(containing all forces related to the Lagrange multiplier values) which must be simply scaled
by its respective time integration parameter p1 ´ αfq. Otherwise, even a possible solution point
would not satisfy (5.76).

Under consideration of these two simple modifications the conditions (5.75) and (5.76) stay
also valid in the dynamic case. Examples will follow in Section 6.10.6 and Section 6.10.7.

5.6. Numerical Examples
In this section the appealing properties of the novel modified approach shall be demonstrated.
Therefore, the modified incomplete method will be compared to the consistently linearized
method presented in Chapter 4. Firstly, a set of two-dimensional examples is presented whose
purpose is to demonstrate the superior non-linear solver performance of the newly developed
method. Subsequently, a detailed parameter study follows to identify an optimal parameter range
for βcNθ , βcNϕ P p0, 1q. Additionally, the following points are covered: the influence of the numer-
ical integration scheme, the major importance of the second order derivatives of the unit smooth
normal field for large initial gaps as introduced in (4.34) and used in (4.39), the linear conver-
gence rate of the plain modified Newton approach discussed in Section 5.4, as well as the impact
of a possible switching strategy in the asymptotic phase which has been derived in Section 5.5.
The discussion of these points is followed by a deeper look into the conditioning of the linear
system of equations. Hereby, the practical difference between the condensed and the modified
saddle-point formulation is going to be addressed in detail.

Finally, as already briefly mentioned in Remark 5.2, observations have been made that the
modification works impressively well for the inconsistently varied approach considered here,
while unexpected convergence problems occur when it is applied to the variationally consistent
approach also introduced in Chapter 4. These observations will be further investigated in a final
example. All presented results have been solely computed with the in-house high performance
C++ code of the Institute for Computational Mechanics [274].
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Figure 5.3.: Visualization of the geometry and mesh for the semicircular indentor onto plate example.

The stopping criteria for the non-linear solution strategy as well as the applied numerical
integration scheme shall be presented next, since they will not change in the remainder of this
section. The stopping criteria are given by

}∇dU ´ ∇̃dg̃
A
N
λAN} ă 1.0E´ 6, }∆dtk`1u} ă maxt1.0, }d}u ¨ 1.0E´ 10,

}g̃A
N
} ă 1.0E´ 10, }∆λtk`1u

N } ă maxt1.0, }λtkuN }u ¨ 1.0E´ 10,

where } ¨ } denotes always the `2-norm. The used numerical integration scheme will be the
well-known element-based integration with 7 Gauss points per slave element in each dimen-
sional direction. In other words: For two-dimensional examples 7 GPs are used and for three-
dimensional examples and quadrilateral shaped surface elements 49 GPs are taken into account.
A more detailed discussion about the influence of the used numerical integration scheme follows
in Section 5.6.3. Finally, all of the considered example will use the so-called tangential predictor
at iteration zero. A more comprehensive discussion of this predictor can be found in Appendix B.

5.6.1. Superior Performance for Large Initial Penetrations
Before a comprehensive parameter study of βcNθ and βcNϕ P p0, 1q is presented, the two underlying
examples shall be introduced. Therefore, the regularization parameter is set to ct0uN “ 1 at the
beginning of each load step. Furthermore, the attention is restricted to the sufficient infeasibility
reduction (SIR) correction introduced in Section 5.3.2 for now and the related parameter βcNθ is
set to 0.9.

5.6.1.1. Wedge Indentor

As a first example the splitting wedge shown in Figure 4.13a shall be reconsidered. Let us briefly
repeat the result stated at the end of Section 4.7.4: The plain modified Newton approach con-
verges very smoothly to the desired solution in exactly 22 iterations despite the fact that it is
based on the variationally inconsistent approach. The reason is the less severe impact of the miss-
ing variations right at the beginning due to the small initial regularization parameter ct0uN “ 1.0.
Then, after this critical start-up, the master body starts to bend to the right such that the red
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(a) predictor (b) #3 (c) #4

(d) #5 (e) #6

0.0 263 526.6

(f) converged

Figure 5.4.: Different snap-shots of the modified Newton approach for an initial penetration of 6.8.
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projection zone slowly fades out and, finally, disappears. This circumstance helps to resolve
the problem. However, since mainly the deformation helps to overcome the problem, it seems
possible to construct an example where the problem remains even at the final solution, see the
discussion in Section 4.7.4 for more information.

Next, the maximal possible initial penetration for the modified system of equations shall be
identified. Therefore, the penetration has been increased by steps of 0.1. The results is that the
simulation is still converging up to an initial penetration equal to 6.8 for the given set of boundary
conditions, the stated initial parameters and the shown level of mesh refinement. At this stage,
the wedge indentor has already been moved into the plate by far more than its reference height as
Figure 5.4a impressively demonstrates. Obviously, such a huge penetration is challenging for the
considered mesh, however, the converged solution is still successfully reached after 19 iterations.
It is to highlight that this is a lower iteration number than for the only a fifth as high initial
penetration which had been considered previously in Section 4.7.4. This undoubtedly indicates
a superior robust performance. Furthermore, the Figures 5.4b to 5.4e show a sequence of four
consecutive non-linear solver iterations which demonstrate how the approach is able to smoothly
resolve an intermediate heavily distorted mesh. Actually it is possible to go even further if the
correction parameter βcNθ is slightly reduced. Convergence up to 7.0 could be assured for an
exemplary value of βcNθ equal to 0.8. However, an increase of the penetration gets at some level
pointless, since the finally converged mesh is already quite heavily distorted for a value equal to
6.8 as Figure 5.4f demonstrates. Therefore, a further mesh refinement would become necessary,
which would naturally lead to a lower barrier for the consistently linearized as well as for the
modified approach.

5.6.1.2. Semicircular Indentor

As a second example the semicircular indentor from Zavarise et al. [294] shall be considered.
The dimensioned geometry can be found in Figure 5.3, where the lower curved line of the semi-
circular body is the slave and the upper flat line of the rectangular body is the master side.
The Young’s moduli as well as the Poisson’s ratios of the slave and master bodies are set to
Er1s “ 25,000, Er2s “ 2,500 and νr1s “ νr2s “ 0.25. The top line of the semicircular indentor is
fixed in x-direction, while a prescribed displacement in y-direction is applied. The master body
is completely fixed at its bottom line. Under consideration of the consistently linearized system
of equations both, the standard Lagrangian as well as the augmented Lagrangian formulation,
achieve convergence up to an initial penetration of 3.5 in 12 and 11 iterations, respectively. It is
to say that the reached possible initial penetration is already very high compared to the stated
values in [294]. The therein used node-to-segment penalty approach converged in its consistently
linearized form only up to a value of 0.8 and in its inconsistent variant up to 4.0. Anyhow, the
impression can be deceiving. First of all, the chosen regularization parameter cN plays a cru-
cial role. In the case presented here, cN has been set to 1.0. A value one magnitude higher, i.e.
cN “ 10, leads to divergence. Secondly, the intermediate deformation states of the contact inter-
faces during the non-linear iteration procedure show an already distorted displacement field. At
the same time the Lagrange multiplier values scatter over a large range of non-physical values.
All this can be seen in Figure 5.5. The red contour corresponds to the augmented Lagrangian
solution while the black contour represents the standard Lagrangian solution. The related La-
grange multipliers are plotted over the left and right halve of the slave indentor, respectively.
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(a) pred. (pen=3.5) (b) #3 (pen=3.5) (c) pred. (pen=3.6) (d) #2 (pen=3.6)

Figure 5.5.: Figures 5.5a and 5.5b show the maximal possible initial penetration for the consistently linearized
standard (black) and augmented Lagrangian (red) formulation. Figures 5.5c and 5.5d show the poor result of a
further slight increase in initial penetration.

Even though the augmented Lagrangian formulation shows a slightly less severe mesh distor-
tion on the master side, both consistently linearized formulations act very similar. This coincides
with observation presented in [131]. To put it in a nutshell: The mesh distortion can become
quite strong for large initial penetrations and the successful convergence can become a matter
of luck. In this special case the success seems to rely largely on the simple geometry and the
specifically used mesh. This becomes even more obvious if the second step for a slightly higher
initial penetration is observed as presented in Figures 5.5c and 5.5d.

A selection of non-linear solution iterations of the modified Newton approach are presented in
Figure 5.6. As one can easily see, no heavy mesh distortions are present. Instead, the deforma-
tion process is very smooth and predictable during the entire non-linear solution procedure. The
maximal initial penetration is not restricted by the modified Newton approach, but instead by the
used smooth normal field which is defined on the slave side (see also [131] and Chapter 4), i.e.,
on the semicircular indentor. In the limit case shown here, this leads to a concentration of the
projected nodal reactive contact forces in only three master nodes, where the major part of the
reaction forces is concentrated in the central node as shown in Figure 5.6a. Since the Lagrange
multiplier values are initially all zero, the shown forces originate solely from the augmentation
term on the modified right hand side (5.3) in form of cNr∇̃dg̃

A
N
sĝA

N
. For an initial penetration

larger than the circle radius the used ray-tracing along the smooth normal field would project the
forces onto master elements that are not physically meaningful, such that the solution procedure
is likely to fail. To make a long story short: This issue can be resolved by a smooth closest point
projection or by switching the slave and master sides and has nothing to do with the modification
of the linear system of equations presented here. In fact, by switching the slave and master sides
an initial penetration up to ´8.0 becomes possible and if at the same time the correction param-
eter βcNθ is relaxed from 0.9 to 0.8 even an initial penetration of ´9.0 still converges flawlessly.
Only afterwards the heavily compressed bulk elements close to the master interface start to pre-
vent a further convergence. In order to keep things fair, the simulations are also repeated for the
consistently linearized formulations. Here a switch of slave and master increases the maximal
possible initial penetration up to a value of ´5.4 for the standard as well as for the augmented
Lagrangian formulation. A further increase leads to such a heavily distorted slave side that the
iteration sequence starts to diverge. The remarkable thing is that divergence strikes very sudden
in case of the consistently linearized case. While a penetration of ´5.4 converges almost flaw-
lessly, a slightly higher load completely destroys the simulation. This makes these methods hard
to control, even with more sophisticated globalization approaches like line search, for example.
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0.001 0.05 1.0 49.29

(a) predictor (b) #5

0.0 1,212 2,423

(c) converged

Figure 5.6.: A selection of non-linear iterations for the modified variant and an initial penetration of 5.0. The
semicircular indentor acts as slave. Figure 5.6a shows the forces acting on the slave and master side due to the large
initial penetration (originating from the gap). In Figures 5.6b and 5.6c the Lagrange multiplier values are visualized.

In summary it is to say that the modified Newton approach shows a superior behavior for
this type of displacement controlled problems and leads to a very natural evolution of the La-
grange multiplier and displacement fields. Furthermore, the presented dynamic correction ap-
proach enormously simplifies the choice of the regularization parameter.

5.6.2. Parameter Study

The two shown examples will be now used to identify the optimal range of operation for the
correction parameters βcNθ and βcNϕ . Since it has been observable that a switch of slave and master
in case of the semicircular indentor example can severely change the results, this variant will be
included as well. In all cases the initial regularization parameter ct0uN is set to 1.0. The initial
penetration is varied between 10 and 100 percent of the maximal possible penetration of the
respective example.

5.6.2.1. Sufficient Infeasibility Reduction (SIR) Correction

The correction strategy called sufficient infeasibility reduction (SIR), which has been introduced
in Section 5.3.2, comes first. Therefore, the initial penetration for the wedge indentor is in the
range between 0.68 and 6.8, for the semicircular indentor as slave side, between 0.5 and 5.0 and
for the switched side example, i.e., the semicircular indentor becomes the master side, between
0.9 and 9.0. The correction parameter βcNθ is varied between 0.1 and 0.98. Note that a value of
1.0 is not possible for the SIR correction since it would lead to a division by zero (5.25) and in
theory to a transition to the consistently linearized system of equations. In total around 340 runs
per example have been performed. The comprehensive results in terms of the necessary Newton
iterations are summarized in Figure 5.7. Figure 5.7a gives an overview of the global develop-
ment of the iterations over the entire range. At the beginning the necessary non-linear iterations
are exponentially falling with a rising parameter βcNθ . However, close to one the differences start
to flatten out. In the Figures 5.7b to 5.7d a close-up view of the iterations for a βcNθ value in
the range of 0.8 and 0.98 are shown. The wedge example in Figure 5.7b shows, in contrast to
the semicircular examples, a slightly more inhomogeneous decreasing behavior to the end. For
combinations of very high correction parameters, i.e. beyond 0.85, with high initial penetrations,
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(a) overview (b) wedge indentor

(c) semicircular indentor (d) switched semicircular indentor

Figure 5.7.: Results of the parameter study for the SIR correction. While Figure 5.7a shows an overview over the
results of the parameter study, Figures 5.7b to 5.7d present a detailed view for the higher correction parameter
regime. Each figure includes a view from above such that failing simulations can be easily identified by missing
squares.
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(a) #3 (b) #4 (c) #5 (d) #6

Figure 5.8.: Selection of non-linear iterations for different correction parameters and an initial penetration of 9.0.
The semicircular indentor represents the master side. corresponds to βcNθ equal to 0.85, to 0.86 and
to 0.99. The intermediate deformation states for the largest value, i.e. 0.99, are only shown in Figures 5.8a and 5.8b.

the simulations start to become unstable. In more detail, the first failing wedge simulation is de-
tected for an initial penetration of 6.8 and a regularization parameter of 0.88. For the semicircular
indentor example the first failure arises for a maximal penetration of 5.0 and a βcNθ value of 0.93.
Finally, the switched slave master example reaches its first limit for an initial penetration of 9.0
and a correction parameter of 0.86. In all cases the reason is a too quickly rising regularization
parameter coming along with a too strong mesh distortion which leads to an undesired displace-
ment field, see Figure 5.8 for a demonstrative example. However, the behavior stays predictable
since the first failure is always detected for a combination of maximally considered penetration
and high regularization parameter. Therefore, a smaller correction parameter will always lead to
a more stable result.

It can be concluded that the SIR correction strategy provides a very reliable and robust update.
However, the parameter βcNθ must be chosen wisely dependent on the investigated example. For
very high penetrations a value around 0.8 seems to be a good compromise between fast con-
vergence and robust mesh deformation. For more usual penetrations a value around 0.9 delivers
most times stable results and is slightly more efficient.

5.6.2.2. Sufficient Enclosed Angle (SEA) Correction

Now, the attention is on the sufficient enclosed angle (SEA) criterion which has been introduced
in Section 5.3.1. The parameter study is repeated, while this time the over-all results are sum-
marized in Figure 5.9. In Figure 5.9b a view from above is added which reveals a more unstable
behavior in comparison to the SIR approach for initial penetrations above 70% of the maximal
possible penetration. This is especially true in case of the wedge example. One can easily see
that the method diverges, e.g., for an initial penetration of 4.08, i.e. 80%, and a correction fac-
tor of 0.6. The reason for the bad non-linear solver behavior is a too fast rising regularization
parameter.

However, this unfavorable behavior is only observable for the wedge example. In case of
the semicircular examples the SEA correction works competitively well compared to the SIR
method. Therefore, the minimal necessary non-linear iteration numbers which still rely on a
continuously stable non-linear solution path with respect to the used correction method are sum-
marized in Table 5.1. That means if the corresponding method has been already diverged for a
lower βcNp¨q value, a higher regularization parameter leading to a lower iteration count is ignored in
the list, since the outlier on the monotone increasing βcNp¨q path indicates some kind of instability.
First of all, Table 5.1 shows that the SIR correction leads to better or comparably good results
in all considered cases. Hence, it is the better choice not only for very large penetrations but
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.9.: Results of the parameter study for the SEA correction scheme. Right: necessary iterations; left: view
from above where failing simulations can be identified by missing squares.

rel. pen.
wedge semicircular s. semicircular

SIR SEA SIR SEA SIR SEA
it. βcNθ it. βcNϕ it. βcNθ it. βcNϕ it. βcNθ it. βcNϕ

0.5 14 0.98 23 0.99 18 0.96 24 0.99 14 0.97 18 1.00
0.6 18 0.91 23 0.99 15 0.98 24 1.00 15 0.96 23 0.97
0.7 15 0.96 20 0.99 17 0.97 26 0.98 16 0.95 23 0.97
0.8 15 0.93 41 0.55 17 0.97 26 0.98 17 0.93 23 0.96
0.9 17 0.92 42 0.35 19 0.95 27 0.97 21 0.87 22 0.99
1.0 21 0.87 – – 22 0.92 43 0.5 23 0.84 22 0.89

Table 5.1.: Comparison of the SIR and SEA correction schemes. Listed are the lowest iteration numbers in a sta-
ble sequence of consecutive increases of the related correction parameter together with the associated correction
parameter value. In green highlighted is the lower iteration number of the SIR or SEA approach, respectively.
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Figure 5.10.: Figure 5.10a shows the dimensioned geometry as well as the mesh in the reference configuration.
Figure 5.10b presents the four considered load steps. The prescribed displacements are applied on top of the semi-
circular indentor.

also for more common ones. Nevertheless, it is to say that almost all investigated cases could
also be solved under consideration of the SEA correction. Only for the wedge example severe
problems arose for the maximal penetration, which might be caused by the inherent instability
of the incomplete variational approach as comprehensively discussed in Section 4.7.4. This sus-
picion comes up, since the SEA correction relies in a much greater extent on the incomplete /
missing variational contributions than the SIR correction. Furthermore, for the semicircular ex-
amples, SEA performed with a quite comparable efficiency. In order to get more clarity in this
point, the modified Newton approach should be transferred to the complete variational approach
in the future. In addition, a formulation based on the closest-point projection should be far less
affected.

To put it in a nutshell: The unambiguous result of the parameter study is that in the currently
considered set-up the SIR approach is advantageous in all investigated cases and should be the
method of choice. Therefore, in all up-coming examples exclusively the SIR correction scheme
will be applied.

5.6.3. Successive Quasi-Static Load Steps

All previous discussions considered only the very first contact load step. During these examples
an impressive performance of the modified Newton method could be observed. Nevertheless, the
presented method is not restricted to the very first load step, but can also be used in all subse-
quent steps. However, a new ingredient must be considered which has only been mentioned very
briefly: the underlying numerical integration scheme. It is to remember that the entire shown
analysis is built up on the assumption that all terms are at least twice continuously differentiable.
Unfortunately, this assumption does in reality not automatically hold. This assumption is ex-
emplarily violated as soon as the quite common element-based integration is considerd for the
evaluation of the active contact contributions. Even though, the underlying approach is based on
the incomplete variational scheme introduced in [131], the element-based integration can still
introduce artificial discontinuities in the second order derivatives of the incomplete weighted
gap gradient, i.e., discontinuities which are only caused by the insufficient numerical integra-
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2 GPs 3 GPs 4 GPs

(a)

7 GPs 50 GPs

(b)

Figure 5.11.: Visualization of the predictor step for different numbers of Gauss points (GP) used for the evaluation
of the contact contributions. The lower GP numbers in Figure 5.11a cause heavy mesh distortion on the master side,
while the higher GP numbers in Figure 5.11b show a smooth initial deformation field. The gray colored transparent
silhouette in the background shows the converged configuration of the previous step, i.e. the starting point of the
predictor step. Shown is the predictor step of the second load step.

tion scheme. Therefore, any discontinuities related to the active/inactive set decision is of minor
importance at this point (see Figure 2.3b).

A new example shall be considered to illustrate the influence of this flaw between theory and
application. The example consists of two bodies. Both use a Neo-Hookean material law. The
hollow brick represents the slave body and is ten times stiffer than the semicircular body with a
Young’s modulus ofEr1s “ 2,500 andEr2s “ 250, respectively. Poisson’s ratio is for both bodies
set equal to 0.25. While the hollow brick is fixed on the bottom line in all directions, the upper
semicircular body is moved via a prescribed displacement field in x- and y-direction. The corre-
sponding prescribed displacements are shown in Figure 5.10b. The different load steps have been
chosen in such a way that they cover a wide variety of possible loading and unloading scenarios.
The βcNθ value is set to 0.8. The crucial load step is the second one where the semicircular inden-
tor is moved even further into the stiffer hollow brick while at the same time a sliding in positive
x-direction is initiated. The integration is completely performed on the slave side, i.e., on the top
surface of the hollow brick, and the contributions of the master side are considered by applica-
tion of the well-known ray-tracing projection algorithm. Since no segment-based integration is
used, the Gauss point projection from the slave onto the master surface leads to an unfavorable
integration over kinks stemming from the element-wise defined Lagrangian polynomials on the
master side. These kinks cannot be completely resolved by this simple integration approach and
lead to a distortion of the derived derivatives and, finally, distort the (intermediate) solutions. To
demonstrate this, the element-based integration is performed with respect to a changing number
of Gauss points, where the range goes from 2 Gauss points per slave element to 50.

Each single load step is restarted from the solution achieved with 50 GPs, such that a coin-
ciding initial state is given. In Figures 5.11a and 5.11b the deformed configurations after the
tangential predictor load step at the very beginning of the second load step are presented (see
also Figure 5.10b). The now initially active contact zone can lead to quite heavy distortions of
the master surface, while the slave surface is integrated in an almost exact manner (besides the
rational smooth normal expressions) and thus is not influenced in the very first tangential non-
linear solver step. Especially, in case of very low GP numbers the distortion of the master surface
can become cumbersome and gets worse for a softer master body as chosen in this example. For-
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Figure 5.12.: Comparison of the L2-error among the different Gauss point numbers, the reference being the 50 GP
solution. The L2-error is computed with respect to the displacement field. Figure 5.12a shows the comparison for
the second load step, Figure 5.12b for the fourth load step.

tunately, the zig-zag deformation of the active master contact surface is smoothed out with an
increasing number of GPs. Furthermore, also for small numbers of GPs the zig-zagging disap-
pears quite rapidly in subsequent Newton steps. However, in the presented example the shown
configuration is close to a structural instability, since the curved semicircular shaped beam tends
to snap through. This circumstance can lead to a divergence of the non-linear solution method if
the bodies are only slightly deflected in a wrong direction. Actually, exactly this is happening in
case of the lower numbers of GPs, i.e., for 2, 3 or 4. Even though, 4 GPs are already very close
to succeed. On the other hand, there is almost no detectable difference if the tangential predictor
solutions between the 7 and 50 GP solutions are compared to each other in Figure 5.11b.

To put the quite rough visual comparison into perspective, the L2-error among the displace-
ment fields of the different GP solutions has been evaluated over the entire sequence of non-linear
solution iterates. As illustrated in Figures 5.12a and 5.12b, the difficulties of the second load step
are also manifested in the development of the L2-error. In load step 2, all attempts show a rising
difference in the first four non-linear iterations compared to the 50 GP solution path. This holds
independently of the used number of GPs causing even a better result for 7 GPs than for 10
compared to the 50 GP result. Therefore, a non-deterministic behavior is revealed which can be
traced back to the mentioned near snap through scenario. Afterwards the differences drop almost
monotonically to their final values, which relates to a stable behavior. In contrast, the fourth load
step presented in Figure 5.12b shows only a rise in the very first non-linear iteration, i.e., imme-
diately after the tangential predictor, and subsequently L2-error drops almost monotonically to
its final value. Here, a high number of Gauss points correlates with a smaller error also for the
pre-asymptotic phase. This is a typical deterministic behavior.

As a general rule, it can be concluded that a sufficient number of Gauss points has to be
provided to achieve a meaningful behavior for successive contact loading steps. The reason why
this is not crucial in the very first load step, which had been exclusively considered beforehand,
is the scaling of the critical second order weighted gap derivatives by the Lagrange multipliers.
In the very first step, all the Lagrange multipliers start at zero and their values are only slowly
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Figure 5.13.: Figure 5.13a shows three different ellipses for a varying parameter a. Figures 5.13b and 5.13c show
the norm of the first and second order derivatives with respect to this parameter a.

rising, such that the influence stays almost entirely undetected. The solution is already close to
the asymptotic phase as soon as the Lagrange multiplier values reach a meaningful magnitude. In
the asymptotic phase the inexact integration seems to play only a less significant role. As a rule
of thumb: seven Gauss points for linear shape functions seem to represent a good compromise
between efficiency and accuracy.

5.6.4. Second Order Derivatives of the Unit Smooth Normal Field

A detailed study of the presented formulation reveals that the introduced second order derivative
term of the unit normal field in (4.39), namely,

xD∆upDδup“nr1sqq, x̄r2s ´ xr1sy (5.78)

can lead to a severely high evaluation time of the considered tangential stiffness contact contri-
butions. Thus, the question may raise how important is this term for the presented formulation?
Especially, since it enters the final system of equations scaled by the current Lagrange multiplier
value as shown in (5.1) or (5.3). In a first attempt, the previous examples have been executed
once more without the second order derivatives of the smooth normal field and, indeed, all tests
indicated that it is possible to remove this term with only minor influence on the non-linear
solver behavior. But, such an empiric procedure might give a wrong idea, since the risk remains
that a crucial situation is simply not triggered by the applied benchmark examples. Therefore,
the following analytical investigations were initiated to obtain a better understanding of this
term. An example with one degree of freedom shall be considered, given by an ellipse, viz.,
ept, aq “ ra cosptq, sinptqsT for t P r0, 2πq and a ą 0. In Figure 5.13a three different ellipses
with three different values for the parameter a are shown. Obviously, a value equal to one leads
to a circle, while a value greater than one stretches the ellipse in x-direction, whereas, a value
between zero and one compresses the ellipse. Carried over to the contact problems discussed
here, the different configurations can be interpreted as deformation states. One advantage of this
simple example is that it is possible to directly state the unit normal field:
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npt, aq “ n̂pt, aq
}n̂pt, aq} , where n̂pt, aq “ `

cosptq, a sinptq˘T
. (5.79)

Again, the corresponding results are exemplarily shown in Figure 5.13a. Next, the first and sec-
ond order derivatives with respect to the free parameter a are obtained by

B
Banpt, aq “

sinptq
}n̂pt, aq}3

ˆ ´a cosptq sinptq
}n̂pt, aq}2 ´ a2 sin2ptq

˙

(5.80)

and

B2

Ba2
npt, aq “ sin2ptq

}n̂pt, aq}5
ˆ

3 cosptqa2 sin2ptq ´ cosptq}n̂pt, aq}2
3a3 sin3ptq ´ 3a sinptq}n̂pt, aq}2

˙

, (5.81)

respectively. The corresponding plots can be found in Figures 5.13b and 5.13c. The roots can
immediately be identified at a multiple of π{2, i.e., t P t0, π{2, 3π{2, . . . u. This makes sense,
since a stretch or compression in x-direction does not change the normals at these angular po-
sitions. But the most interesting result of this study is that the ellipse with a equal to 0.5 shows
much higher first and second order derivatives than a circle or a stretched ellipse with a equal to
2. Actually, the stretched ellipse shows only a very small magnitude with respect to the second
order derivatives. This means that the unit normals change for the compressed ellipse much more
rapidly in comparison to an already stretched ellipse. The position of the related maxima are also
quite interesting and are highlighted by black straight lines in Figures 5.13b and 5.13c. For ex-
ample., the highest first order derivative in the case of a perfect circle is reached for t “ π{4. In
general, it can be said that with an increasing a the maxima of the first and second order deriva-
tives move from the intersection point between ellipse and the x-axis towards the intersection
point with the y-axis.

Now, these results are transferred to the contact problems considered here. Actually, one
example has already been close to the discussed ellipse, viz. the semicircular indentor. If the
semicircular indentor takes the slave role, the related smooth unit normal field has very similar
properties than the previously discussed analytical example. Furthermore, the following prereq-
uisites must be satisfied to maximize the influence of the second order derivative: The shape of
the semicircular indentor is in a compressed configuration and the Lagrange multiplier values
should be unequal to zero. Furthermore, the distance between slave and master should be prefer-
ably high. These requirements lead to the following scenario: The Young’s modulus of the slave
side is reduced to 2,500, such that it becomes equal to the master body, and a high compression is
generated by using the initial maximal overlap of 5.0. This creates the desired shape of the slave
body and leads to high values for the active Lagrange multipliers. After this starting position
has been reached at the end of the first load step, the influence of the second order derivatives
can be triggered by providing a sufficiently high gap and a quickly changing radial shape in the
second load step. However, the decrease of the Lagrange multiplier values should not happen
too quickly. The easiest way to achieve all these points is by moving the indentor upwards, i.e.,
by reducing the previously applied penetration. If this happens at the correct speed, i.e, not too
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Figure 5.14.: Comparison between simulations including the second order derivatives of the unit smooth normal
field and without these second order derivatives .

fast and not too slow (in this special case the penetration is reduced to a value of 3.0), the impact
of the second order derivative can become tremendously high as shown in Figure 5.14.

However, in the first load step the simulation without the second order derivatives of the
smooth normal field converges even one iteration faster, in 20 iterations, than the consistently
linearized one. Only in the second step, the consistent variant reaches the solution in 20 iterations
while the inconsistent one diverges.

In order to complete this section, it is to say that the second order derivatives of the smooth
normal field are influenced by a variety of very different parameters. But, the presented detailed
investigations undoubtedly reveal that they play a crucial role for the non-linear solver behavior.
Especially, since in real world problems, i.e., for more complex geometries and loadings, such
critical configurations may occur very localized even for quite small and more common load
steps.

5.6.5. Convergence Rates of the Plain Modified System

In this section, the actual achieved convergence rates as well as the in Section 5.4.2 analytically
predicted upper bound for the regularization parameter shall be verified. The discussion starts
with the latter one and it is again noted that all computations use an initial regularization parame-
ter of one, i.e., ct0uN “ 1.0 . Figure 5.15a demonstratively shows the results for the wedge example
of Section 5.6.1.1. The increase of the regularization parameter is indeed bounded from above
and as shown by (5.72) this upper bound is increased by a rising βcNθ value. While the lowest βcNθ
value leads to an upper bound around 7.27E`02, a βcNθ value of 0.9 leads to a much higher upper
bound around 5.89E`04. Besides the different upper bounds, the shown curves in Figure 5.15a
have a very similar characteristic. For example, all of them show a short plateau of constant
regularization parameters over a short period of a few non-linear iterations before the value rises
to the final upper bound. One reason for this behavior is the still changing active set distribution
in the pre-asymtotic phase of the non-linear solution path. This can lead to a scenario where the
previously estimated cN value represents a sufficient guess to reach the necessary reduction of
the linear model for a short sequence of successive iterations. Only close to the solution, as soon
as all constraints are part of A` and the model prediction becomes reliable, the fulfillment of
the linear reduction demands again a higher regularization parameter, until finally a monotonic
convergence to an upper bound can be observed as derived in Section 5.4.2. Since the last obser-
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Figure 5.15.: In Figure 5.15a the influence on the upper bound for the regularization parameter cN in case of a
rising βθcN value is shown. Here, the wedge example with an initial penetration of 6.8 is used. In Figure 5.15b the
decaying incremental norms for different examples are presented. The legend is supposed to be read as “initial
penetration–ct0uN –βθcN”.

vation is also true for all the other 2-D examples, i.e., the upper bound is in the asymptotic phase
consistently slightly underestimated, the convergence rates are bounded from below by (5.29)
and thus Figure 5.15b shows for all considered examples a linear convergence rate with a slope
close to p1´ βcNθ q in the asymptotic region, i.e., for an almost constant regularization parameter.
This is in accordance with the predicted behavior in (5.29).

5.6.6. Effect of the Switching Condition

Within the scope of the current discussion, the opportunity is taken and the influence of the
proposed switching conditions presented in Section 5.5 shall be also investigated in more detail.
The basic idea of these switching conditions is to combine the benefits of the modified approach,
viz. the higher robustness during the pre-asymptotic phase, with the fast local convergence of the
classical consistently linearized system of equations. In total three different switching conditions
have been proposed based on the current nodal gap, the relative residual of the active slave
and master contributions and the angle between the incomplete weighted gap gradient and the
structural potential gradient. To demonstrate the effectiveness the attention is exemplarily drawn
to the soft semicircular example of Section 5.6.4. Thus, two load steps are considered. In the first
step, the two bodies are pressed into each other leading to large initial penetration. In the follow-
up step, the load is quickly reduced by an upward motion of the semicircular indentor, as shown
in Figure 5.14. This leads to two very different developments of the considered conditions. To
initiate a switch from the modified variant to the default system, all three conditions must be
fulfilled simultaneously. This asymptotic phase is highlighted in blue in Figure 5.16. The dashed
line in Figure 5.16a represents the right side of (5.74) with γg “ 0.5. The smallest element edge
length is around 0.4486. In Figure 5.16b the residual criterion defined in (5.76) is considered.
Here, the TOLres has been set to 1.0e´3. However, the dashed line is also influenced by the
gradient of the structural potential and, therefore, not constant. Finally, the tolerance for the angle
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Figure 5.16.: Visualization of the three switching conditions presented in Section 5.5 for the example introduced in
Section 5.6.4. In the red hatched areas the corresponding criterion is not fulfilled. In the green areas it is fulfilled and
in the blue highlighted regions the method has been switched from the modified approach to the standard Lagrangian
approach.

criterion, namely TOLϕ, in (5.75) has been set to 1.0e´6. This is equivalent to an admissible
angle below 0.08103 deg or 1.414e´3 rad. The tolerances shown here worked also well for all
the other tested examples. However, as already mentioned in Section 5.5 an adaptive strategy
might be reasonable in some cases. For the considered first loading step, all considered criteria
behave very predictively and show a monotonically decreasing trend after a first slight rise of the
considered quantities. The total number of iterations could be reduced from 21 to 12. That is a
reduction of almost 43%. On the other hand, the second unloading step is more challenging for
the proposed switching conditions. As one might see in Figures 5.16b and 5.16c, the angle as
well as the residual conditions show a sudden drop in the second Newton iteration, before they
start to rise again. Thus, in this scenario the rough criterion considering the nodal gaps becomes
crucial and avoids an unnecessary switch in a much too early iteration state. Actually, the switch
in Newton iteration two would lead to divergence. In the second load step, the total number of
non-linear iterations could be reduced from 20 to 12, i.e., about 40%.

5.6.7. Conditioning of the Tangential Stiffness Matrix

Finally, the attention is drawn to the condition number of the tangential stiffness matrix. These
condition numbers play a crucial role whenever it comes to finer meshes or more complex models
which ask for rising memory consumption. At some point it is no longer possible to solve the
evolving linear system of equations directly and iterative linear solvers must be considered.
Theory and practice show that penalty methods can lead to severe problems since the introduced
penalty parameter influences beyond a specific threshold the condition number in such a way
that the linear solver performance becomes increasingly worse, see Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.3.2
for more information and references on this topic. One may have noticed that in the formulation
presented here, as stated in Section 5.2.1, the modified system of equations becomes in the limit
equal to the system of equations for the unmodified case, i.e., the standard Lagrangian approach.
Furthermore, it has been said that the cN value must rise sufficiently fast to achieve (super-)
linear convergence. However, it can be expected that a extremely high cN value will lead to
an increasingly high condition number, similar to a traditional penalty approach, see also [23]
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for a short analysis. Fortunately, it is possible to achieve fast convergence by simultaneously
maintaining a comparatively low condition number of the system matrix. In order to prove this,
the condition number estimates κ8 of the rather small sparse matrices will be directly computed
with dGECON routine from the LAPACK distribution [4].

5.6.7.1. Semicircular Indentor

The discussion is started with the semicircular indentor example which has been already intro-
duced in Figure 5.3 and Section 5.6.1.2. The only difference is that the mesh has been refined
by a factor of two and both Young’s moduli of the slave and master body are set to 25,000. The
considered three loading steps are:

1. The indentor is moved 4.0 units into the block.
2. The indentor is moved 2.0 units in the opposite direction.
3. The indentor travels by constant penetration 1.0 unit in x-direction.

During these steps the condition number of the tangential system matrix will be affected by
a variety of very different factors, such as the mesh distortion, the increasing and decreasing
Lagrange multiplier values, the chosen material parameters, the chosen slave and master side,
and the magnitudes of the different derivatives to name only a few. But it is also influenced by the
actual magnitude of the cN value and, therefore, indirectly by the chosen βθcN value. The reader
is encouraged to revisit Figure 5.15a: A high βθcN value may lead to a faster convergence but also
to a higher upper bound of the regularization parameter and thus also a higher condition number
at least in the end of the load step, i.e., in the asymptotic phase.

To get a feeling for the different influences on the actual evolution of the condition number,
the κ8 value has been computed for each non-linear iteration along to the three mentioned load
steps. In Figure 5.17a the first results are visualized for the case that the correction parameter
βθcN is set to 0.45, i.e. very low, leading to a high number of non-linear iterations. But there is
no verifiable bad impact on the condition number. Actually, rather the opposite is the case: The
condition number noticeably decreases for high cN values at the end of each load step. This
can be noticed in the rise between the last iteration of load step 1 and the initial iteration of
load step 2, where the cN value is reset to 1.0. The same holds true between the end of step
2 and the beginning of step 3. In a next attempt, the same example has been recomputed with
an increased correction parameter, i.e. βθcN “ 0.9, see Figure 5.17b. In this case the rising cN

values undoubtedly start to increase the condition number. Compared to the condition number
of the unloaded initial state, the value is increased up to a factor of 15.7. On the other hand,
the necessary number of non-linear iterations is drastically reduced in contrast to Figure 5.17a.
Leading to the first conclusion: a high βθcN parameter has a bad impact on the condition number,
since it inevitably leads to high conditioning in the asymptotic phase.

To obtain a more complete picture, it has been also tried to switch the slave and master side,
such that the block becomes slave and the indentor master. The correction parameter βθcN is kept
constant at 0.9. The condition number still rises to the end of the load step, but interestingly the
maximal reached values in each load step become smaller, see Figure 5.17c. Instead, of a factor
of 15.7 a maximal increase by a factor of 5.86 is observable. That is remarkable since the maxi-
mal cN value drops only slightly between the two cases. While in load step one a maximal value
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Figure 5.17.: Investigation of the conditioning for the semicircular indentor example. In Figures 5.17a to 5.17d the
results for a variety of different parameters and setting are presented. While in Figure 5.17e the coupling between
the correction parameter βθcN , the maximal arising cN value and the conditioning is shown. Finally, Figure 5.17f
demonstrates the beneficial effect of the switching strategy on the maximal arising regularization parameter values
in each load step.
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of 1.01E`7 has been reached for the case shown in Figure 5.17b, the corresponding maximal
value in Figure 5.17c is 9.06E`6, i.e., only around 10% lower.

All of the so far discussed examples considered the same Young’s modulus for both bodies. To
demonstrate the impact of this choice, the simulation is repeated once more with almost the set-
up used in Section 5.6.1.2. Only the actual penetration has been reduced from 5.0 to 4.0 units. As
in the mentioned section, the slave and master side are interchangeable. The results are shown in
Figure 5.17d, again with a βθcN equal to 0.9. The switch of the slave and master surfaces causes
a severely different non-linear solver behavior for this case. Not only the condition number and
the maximal cN value drop but also the non-linear iteration numbers. The reason might be the
very different intermediate smoothed slave normal fields.

In summary, it could be seen that in general a βθcN value of 0.9 makes the conditioning worse,
while a βθcN of 0.45 seems to be even slightly beneficial. So the question might raise: Where is
the break-even point? How long can the correction parameter be increased without worsening
the linear solver behavior? At least for the first discussed example, i.e., equal Young’s modu-
lus for both bodies and indentor as slave, the answer is given in Figure 5.17e. The maximally
reached condition number starts to rise at a βθcN value around 0.6. But, unfortunately, that is an
intolerable low value since it would lead to high non-linear iteration numbers between 43 and
48 iterations per load step. Thus, the decrease of the βθcN value is not really a meaningful option.
Instead, the already discussed possibility to switch to a different system of equations during the
(modified) Newton scheme can be used to obtain a system of equations which is less influenced
by a high cN value. This leads to an even faster asymptotic convergence without the constraint
that the regularization parameter must be increased any further. The drawback is the switch from
a condensed system of equations to a saddle point system of equations. However, this is mainly
a technical issue, since it demands for a different preconditioning for the linear system of equa-
tions. Furthermore, it might be also possible to switch to another condensed system, namely to
the dual Lagrange multiplier formulation proposed in [215, 218, 279]. A very comprehensive
discussion totally dedicated to this linear solver problematic can be found in [276].

This topic will be reconsidered in a moment. For now, the reader is kindly referred to Fig-
ure 5.17f where the beneficial effect of the switching strategy becomes very obvious. Here, the
during each load step maximally reached cN value of the switching strategy is compared with
the values of the previously discussed condensed plain modified Newton method. As one can
easily see, the maximally occurring cN values are dramatically reduced. They stay even under
the maximal value of the plain method corresponding to βθcN equal to 0.4 for the entire range of
considered βθcN values. Thus, the given investigations have a clear result: Fast and robust con-
vergence in combination with a low conditioning can be achieved by combining the modified
Newton method and the consistently linearized system of equations.

Remark 5.8. Note that the condition numbers of the saddle point system of equations are not
shown, since they would lead to an incorrect impression. In case of a saddle point system of
equations, it makes no sense to consider the entire KKT system of equations to compute the
condition number, since this would lead to very high values which do not really indicate much
about the actual solvability of such systems. Instead, saddle-point systems asks for a special type
of preconditioners which take advantage of the individual block structure (see e.g. Nocedal and
Wright [204, Ch. 16] for more details).
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Figure 5.18.: In Figure 5.18a the reference configuration of the sliding hemisphere on the hollow block including
its dimensions and the mesh is presented. Figure 5.18b shows the deformed configuration for the first load step.
The color bar white to pink represents the deformation of the hollow block, while the second color bar shows the
magnitude of the Lagrange multiplier values living on the hollow block surface (slave).

5.6.7.2. Hollow Hemisphere on Hollow Block

So far the discussion has been restricted to observations and theoretical considerations, but it
has not yet been proven that an iterative linear solver truly benefits from the presented switching
strategy. For this purpose a more advanced test case presented in Figure 5.18 shall be investi-
gated. Before the comprehensive examination can start, the setting is described in more detail:
The actual geometrical configuration in the reference state can be seen in Figure 5.18a. Basically
it is the 3-D version of the example considered in Section 5.6.3. The hollow block as well as the
hemisphere have a Young’s modulus equal to 2,500 and a Poisson’s ratio equal to 0.25. The ex-
ample consists of 46,712 hexhedral linear finite elements with around 160,000 primal degrees of
freedom. No anti-locking strategy is applied. The considered load steps are:

1. The hemispherical indentor is moved equally by 5.0 units in the negative x-, y- and z-
direction.

2. Subsequently, the penetration in z-direction is relaxed from 5.0 to 4.0.
3. The penetration is kept constant and sliding by 1.5 units in the positive x- and y-directions

is initiated.
4. Finally, the penetration is again slightly relaxed to 3.5 units and the hemispherical indentor

is moved to its final xy-position, viz. x equal to ´2.5 and y equal to ´3.5.

Thus, the last step combines sliding in x-direction with a simultaneous relaxation of the pene-
tration. The final deformation state of the very first load step can be seen in Figure 5.18b, where
besides the displacement field of the hollow block also the Lagrange multiplier field living on
the block’s slave surface are visualized.
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Formulation as Condensed System

Since the presented method is currently based on the variationally incomplete approach from
[131], the arising linear systems of equations become non-symmetric as soon as active contact
contributions must be considered. Therefore, a suitable iterative solver, which can handle these
non-symmetric systems, is chosen. In this example the generalized minimal residual (GMRES)
algorithm is applied. However, in most cases the GMRES algorithm cannot directly be applied,
since the bad conditioned system matrix would demand for a high iteration number and a high
dimensional Krylov subspace [153, 232, 275]. Instead, a suitable preconditioner must be chosen.
However, the correct choice of such a preconditioner is a research topic on its own and can
become quickly very challenging.

In this work so-called algebraic multigrid preconditioners shall be considered. The foundation
for the used linear solvers are the corresponding Trilinos packages [106, 145, 220]. Furthermore,
the necessary adaptions for the algorithms to become usable for contact problems are entirely
based on the work of [275–277]. Referring to the performance tips in [220], which state that
"it can be very challenging to find an appropriate set of multigrid parameters for a specific
problem", the following shown set of parameters is by far not optimal and should be rather un-
derstood as a first attempt to solve the arising linear systems in an efficient way. Additionally, the
linear system used here does not coincide with the system matrix arising from [215, 218, 279],
nevertheless, the used linear solving strategies were specifically designed to fit these systems.
Thus, not all developed methods could be successfully adapted in this work. Instead, the adap-
tion is part of future work. First and foremost, the objective of this example is to demonstrate a
beneficial effect of the described switching strategy.

The basic parameter set for the different preconditioners can be found in Table 5.2. In all cases
the incomplete LU-factorization is used as a smoother for the fine and mediate levels, while a
direct solver is applied to the coarsest level, such as KLU [63] or UMFPACK [62].

The condensed system during the pre-asymptotic phase is solved with a special implemen-
tation which is based on similar ideas as described in [282]. Details to the used permutations
and much more can be found in [276]. Finally, the saddle-point system of equations during the
aymptotic phase is preconditioned by a so-called cheap semi-implicit method for pressure linked
equations (CheapSIMPLE). The basic idea is described in [211]. During this algorithm the in-
verses of the matrix blocks on the diagonal must be computed and exactly this computation is
replaced by applying a fixed number of smoothing sweeps. The theory for this cheaper variant
can be found for instance in [299]. All shown simulations have been performed on a dual socket
Intel Xeon E5-2630 v3 node (with 2ˆ 8 cores) and 64 GByte RAM.

The correction parameter βθcN is set to 0.8 for the following simulations and, additionally, only
the condensed modified system of equations is considered in a first run. As expected: the behav-
ior is very similar to the smaller 2-D examples of Section 5.6.7.1. In Figure 5.19 the GMRES
iteration number stays quite constant at the beginning of each load step, till all of a sudden the
necessary iterations heavily rise. In this example the increase is roughly by a factor of 2. How-
ever, with the gained knowledge of the previous condition number analysis the reason can be
clearly traced back to increasing cN values which are also shown in Figure 5.19 (see the dashed
lines). Again, the effect on the conditioning is only detectable as soon as the cN value passes
some threshold.
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pure structure cond. system (mN) SP system (std)
SOLVER GMRES
solve tolerance 1.0E´6 1.0E´8 1.0E´9
convergence test relative to initial residual
max. Krylov subspace size 200 (no restart necessary)
PRECONDITIONER ML MueLu (contact) CheapSIMPLE/ML
fine/med. level smoother incomplete LU factorization (ILU)
fine/med. level damping 1.0 0.7
coarse level smoother Umfpack KLU
max. coarse level size 15,000 10,000
permutation no yes no
aggregation type uncoupled (UC)

Table 5.2.: Linear solver parameters for the hollow block on hollow hemisphere example.
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In a second run, the switching strategy is applied. See Figure 5.19 for an overview. As expected
the dramatic increase of the linear solver iterations can be prevented, even though the necessary
solver switch causes a slight increase in iteration numbers. This effect can surely be resolved by
a different set of linear solver parameters. Furthermore, Figure 5.19 shows especially in load step
2 some heavy outliers, which cannot totally be explained. Actually, the iteration numbers should
coincide with the previous simulation in this pre-asymptotic phase. As one can see the cN values
of the SIR update are identical which underlines this point, but the probably slightly different
parallel distribution seems to cause some unpredictable effects. However, the main message stays
valid: The presented switching strategy combines the new modified Newton method and the
consistently linearized approach from [131] in a meaningful way, such that the non-linear solver
robustness could be successfully increased while the solvability of the arising linear systems of
equations stays well controllable.

Formulation as Saddle Point System

A second possibility to resolve the bad conditioning has been already mentioned in Section 3.2.3.2
and Section 5.2.1: All of the previous investigations were based on the condensed system of
equations. From a mathematical point of view the derived modified saddle point formulation,
which is defined in (5.1a) and (5.2), and the condensed formulation coincide. However, for nu-
merical iterative solution methods which deal with rounding errors and heavily rely on a low
condition number to become competitive, this might be no longer true. Furthermore, the original
modified saddle point system shows this nice and clear transition from the modified linear system
of equations to the default system of equations for cN Ñ 8. This is an observation which has
also been made by Gould [113] and led to the reformulation of the penalty system of equations
as given in (3.59). Another advantage of dealing rather with a saddle point system instead of the
condensed system of equations is the simple fact that there is already a well-suited method at
hand to solve these systems, namely the mentioned CheapSIMPLE method, see also Table 5.2.
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The obtained results are presented in Figure 5.20. A rough comparison with Figure 5.19
reveals that the saddle-point formulation is working better at the beginning and the end, i.e.,
for small and very high values of cN. The first lower bound seems to lie somewhere near
c
tku
N “ 1.0e`4 for this specific example. The second bound can be found near the actual solution,

i.e., in the asymptotic regime when the tctkuN u sequence has already reached its upper limit. Then,
the GMRES iterations start to drop again in the last few Newton iterations. Especially, this drop
at the end is a promising indicator that the linear solver performance can probably be improved
by a better suited preconditioner. However, this has not been further investigated in this thesis.

5.6.8. Incomplete Versus Complete Variation

In the last example of this chapter the applicability of the modified approach to the variationally
consistent and symmetric contact formulation as introduced in Chapter 4 shall be addressed. It
must be firmly underlined that the entire derivation of the method holds also for the variationally
consistent formulation and to some extent many of the used ideas become even more reliable,
since there is no longer any difference between the operators ∇p¨qp¨q and ∇̃p¨qp¨q. However, as
already mentioned in Remark 5.2 there seem to be additionally cumbersome influences which are
not revealed by the incomplete approach. For a comprehensive comparison of the two variational
formulations the reader is referred to Section 4.4.

The example from Section 4.7.1 shall be reconsidered to demonstrate these differences. This
simple example has the advantage that the need of discussing any further numerical integra-
tion artifacts is avoided. Precisely, exactly the same set-up is used, only the solving strategy is
changed. Instead of the consistently linearized system, the modified system under consideration
of the SIR correction scheme shall be applied. Furthermore, only the coarsest mesh as presented
in Figure 4.2 is addressed.

First, the variationally incomplete and afterwards the complete formulation is applied to the
problem. Each formulation is run in two configurations: Once with a βcNΘ value equal to 0.5
and once equal to 0.9. All simulations use an initial cN value of 1.0. This stands in contrast
to the results of Section 4.7.1 where cN had been set to a constant value of 100 to avoid any
cycling of the active set. The expected behavior is a stable but slow performance for the smaller
value of βcNΘ and a fast but possible unstable performance for the higher value. This would be
in accordance with the parameter study of Section 5.6.2. However, for this very simple example
a stable result for both variants can be expected, since the initially set penetration of 1.0 is also
solvable with the consistently linearized system (i.e. for the limit case cN Ñ 8 in (5.2)). Thus
far to the expectations.

Starting with the incomplete variational approach, all expectations are fulfilled. The algorithm
takes 39 iterations for βcNΘ “ 0.5 and 17 iterations for βcNΘ “ 0.9. The final nodal displacements
coincide with the results of Section 5.6.2 to at least 10 digits. Next, the attention is drawn to the
variationally consistent formulation. If βcNΘ is set to 0.9 the expectations are satisfied once more
and the solution is reached in only 15 iterations. Again, the result coincides to at least 10 digits
with the displacement results of the consistently linearized approach. Also the sequence tctkuN u
stays bounded and at a first glance everything seems to line up with the expectations. However,
if the βcNΘ value is reduced to 0.5 the solution procedure will start to diverge for the variationally
consistent approach. The corresponding deformation states are shown in Figure 5.21a. It begins
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Figure 5.21.: In Figure 5.21a a selection of four deformation states for a variationally consistent simulation with
βcNΘ “ 0.5 are shown. In Figure 5.21b the related Lagrangian values are presented along the displacement search
direction starting from iteration #11 together with the quadratic displacement model (see also the black line in
Figure 5.21c). This reveals clearly the negative curvature around iteration #11. The surface plot of the Lagrangian
under additional consideration of the varying Lagrange multiplier values between iteration #11 and #12 is shown
in Figure 5.21c. Finally, Figure 5.21d shows a slice through the multidimensional Lagrangian function along the
step from the initial predictor state to the final KKT-point which reveals nicely the saddle point structure.
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in iteration #10 where already a slight shift to the right side can be observed. In iteration #11 the
very right slave node slides extremely to the right, just to swing back in iteration #12 to the other
side. A similar behavior has been never apparent for the variationally inconsistent formulation.
What is the cause for this strange solution path? To answer this question the attention is drawn
to the Hessian of the Lagrangian with respect to the displacements, i.e.,∇2

d dL . Exemplarily, the
eigenvalues of ∇2

d dL
t11u are analyzed and it is revealed that the Hessian contains one negative

eigenvalue, namely λH
min « ´37.84. All remaining eigenvalues are positive, thus the matrix is

indefinite. Notice that an indefinite Hessian is allowed in theory and is not a bad thing in first
place. For instance, the Hessian might become negative because of the strongly positive curvature
of the active weighted gap contributions. This might also explain the different behavior of the
two variational approaches, since only the variationally consistent formulation contains the true
second order derivatives of the active constraints.

The corresponding Lagrangian L pα1, α2q “ L pdt11u ` α1∆dt11u, λt11u
N ` α2∆λ

t11u
N q for

α1, α2 P r´0.5, 1.1s is shown in Figure 5.21c. Furthermore, Figure 5.21b demonstrates that
the quadratic model fits well to the Lagrangian function, where the curvature in the current dis-
placement direction is indeed negative.

Remark 5.9. The attentive reader might have noticed that there is a kink for α1 ă 0 in the
plotted Lagrangian functions presented in Figures 5.21b and 5.21c. The reason for this kink is
a changing active set. A look at Figure 5.21a reveals that the gap of the very right slave node is
positive, however, for pdt11u, λt11u

N q this node is still active due to the large Lagrange multiplier
value. Nevertheless, if the gap is further increased while the Lagrange multiplier is decreased or
is hardly increased, the node becomes inactive at some point. This is also marked by the gray
line in the contour plot in Figure 5.21c. On the other hand, if the gap is further increased and
the Lagrange multiplier is also sufficiently increased, the node will stay active. But, at some
point the projections of the corresponding slave element will no longer hit the underlying master
element. This phenomenon is also visible in Figure 5.21c: The unsteady part becomes obvious
near the left edge by α1 Ñ ´0.5.

However, it is pretty obvious that the computed step is not well suited: Instead of moving
forward to the saddle point the step goes far beyond. The reason why the behavior of the modified
approach gets suddenly so disastrous can be probably best explained under consideration of
(5.8). The into the range-space of the constraint gradients mapped inverse Hessian matrix has
also one negative eigenvalue and the applied regularization is not enough to remove it, since
c
t11u
N “ 6.1822E`04 is already too large. In fact a ten times smaller cN value would be adequate

to make the matrix on the left side of (5.8) sufficiently positive definite. However, if there is a
negative definite matrix and another insufficient positive definite matrix is added, the resulting
matrix is shifted closer to be singular, which makes things often even worse. Furthermore, it can
be observed that the negative definite matrix in (5.8) results in Lagrange multiplier increments
which point no longer in the opposite direction of the active constraints g̃A

N
and this leads to a

negative effect in (5.10) by increasing the displacement increments compared to the unmodified
case instead of decreasing them (see also Section 5.2.2). The combination of all these effects
seems to cause the undesirable behavior in Figure 5.21a. However, there is a way how this
problem can be resolved by making the Hessian ∇2

d dL sufficiently positive definite, at least in
the current search direction. A suitable algorithm for this task is given by Algorithm 6.3 and will
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be presented in Section 6.6. By applying this algorithm (without considering any line-search),
the method becomes stable again and the solution is reached in 38 iterations for the variationally
consistent formulation and a βcNΘ equal to 0.5. Algorithm 6.3 can be also applied to the case
βcNΘ “ 0.9, where the necessary iteration number rises slightly from 15 to 20. In contrast, if the
additional regularization of the Hessian is applied to the incomplete approach, the results will
not change. This underlines the initial hypothesis that the variationally inconsistent formulation
is rather unaffected by this issue.

Remark 5.10. The discussed issue makes one wonder if the Hessian at the solution point
pd‹, λ‹Nq is also indefinite and if so, what would be the consequences? A brief investigation
reveals that the Hessian∇2

d dL
‹ stays indefinite and still contains one negative eigenvalue. How-

ever, two of the constraints are active at the solution pd‹, λ‹Nq and the associated gradients are
linearly independent, i.e. rankp∇dg̃

A‹
N
q “ 2. Consequently, the LICQ from Definition 3.1 holds.

In addition, strict complementarity holds as well since rλ‹Nsi ą 0 @i P A‹. Under these circum-
stances Theorem 3.5 can be reformulated as

ZT∇2
d dL

‹Z ą 0, (5.82)

i.e., the Hessian projected into the null-space of the active constraint gradients shall be positive
definite, where Z “ nullpr∇dg̃

A‹
N
sTq with Z P R26ˆ24 in this specific case. And, indeed, all

eigenvalues of the projected Hessian are vastly positive, with the consequence that Theorem 3.5
is satisfied and the solution is an optimal point. For more information on (5.82) the reader is
referred to Nocedal and Wright [204, Sec. 12.5, p. 337]. See also Figure 5.21d for a visualization
of the Lagrangian around the solution point. At least in the presented 2-dimensional slice the
saddle-point can be noticed very clearly.

5.7. Conclusion
In this chapter a new modification of the classical Newton’s method has been proposed which
can be used to solve non-linear contact problems under consideration of finite deformations.
The presented algorithm has been designed on a strong mathematical foundation provided by
the work of Bertsekas [23]. In this way, not only a significant improved non-linear solver be-
havior could be achieved, but also a reliable convergence analysis. Furthermore, the proposed
algorithm uses a novel correction scheme and a sophisticated switching strategy which both help
to successfully remove former drawbacks such as the dependency on an unknown regularization
parameter cN, the restricted (super-)linear convergence rate or the increasingly bad condition-
ing of the system matrix close to the solution. The provided profound theoretical and numerical
analysis clearly indicate an advanced robustness and controllability.

However, there is still place for improvements: Currently, the proposed method has been only
applied to quasi-static displacement controlled problems. While the treatment of dynamic prob-
lems will follow in the Sections 6.10.6 and 6.10.7, there is still the open question how to ef-
ficiently tackle contact problems considering Neumann loads. A key ingredient might be an
improved choice of the initial regularization parameter ct0uN . First attempts in this direction have
shown promising results. Alternatively, it is possible to switch the modification off in case of
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pure Neumann boundary conditions (see Section 6.10.2). Furthermore, the current method is
in successive sliding load steps still unnecessarily bounded by the applied tangential predictor
step. Therefore, a better performance in successive load steps seems achievable by improving
the prediction method.
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The first two cornerstones on the way to a globally convergent contact algorithm have been
presented in the Chapters 4 and 5 by constructing a robust, locally convergent computational
contact method. The next important ingredient is the actual globalization procedure itself which
will be considered now. Therefore, more sophisticated ideas from the numerical optimization
literature shall be considered and thus help to improve the overall reliability of the proposed
algorithms.

6.1. Motivation

The literature about numerical optimization methods offers a wide range of possibilities for
incorporating a robust and globally convergent solution strategy into a numerical algorithm. For
an overview the reader is kindly referred to Section 3.2 and the references therein. Here, a line
search filter approach shall be considered. The used algorithm is closely related to the work
of Wächter and Biegler [270, 271]. The filter method is based on ideas from multi-objective
optimization, where, in the case of frictionless contact problems, the first objective is to minimize
the structural energy, and the second objective is the fulfillment of the posed constraints with
some emphasis on the latter one. By separating these goals instead of combining them into one
merit-function (see Section 3.2.4), the algorithm becomes more flexible. The filter method will
accept a trial point as soon as either the objective function could be decreased by a sufficient
amount or the infeasibility measure has been sufficiently reduced. In this way the acceptability
is less strict than the claimed reduction of a linear combination of both measures, such as it is the
case for methods based on a merit function including some penalty parameter. A comparison of
an interior-point line search filter algorithm and a penalty merit-function approach can be found,
e.g., in Wächter and Biegler [272], whereas a comparison of a trust region and a filter trust region
approach can be found in Gould and Toint [116], for instance. Unfortunately, this simple splitting
idea is not enough to create a truly robust and globally convergent algorithm, such that additional
ideas must be introduced from the constrained optimization literature and carried over to contact
problems. It will be shown that the presented algorithms are able to overcome typical problems
like cycling of the active set. In addition, the filter method provides a simple way to calculate
minimal step-length estimates as long as there remain active constraints. If the step length drops
below this barrier, it is very likely that the solution can not be improved in the current search
direction. At this point a so-called feasibility restoration phase would come into play. Details on
how to implement such a rescue strategy can be found, e.g., in Ulbrich et al. [263], Wächter and
Biegler [272]. If the feasibility restoration phase should fail as well, such that the algorithm can
not achieve the overall objective of finding a feasible local-minimum, the algorithm is supposed
to stop at a local minimizer, or an at least stationary point with respect to some measure of
infeasibility. In this case, there is a strong indication that the given problem seems at least locally
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infeasible. It is to note here that more than that is hardly to obtain, since proving infeasibility
is as difficult as finding a global minimizer and therefore beyond the capabilities of methods
finding a local solution like those discussed here. Furthermore, it must be emphasized that the
method presented here does not contain a feasibility restoration phase but a set of additional
improvements which helps to avoid a stagnation of the line search filter method. In case of the
studied computational contact problems, a drop below the minimal step length bound has always
indicated a mistake at a different point in the algorithm, e.g., due to ill-posed boundary conditions
or an insufficient mesh such that currently no feasibility restoration phase is needed. However,
there might remain situations where such a feasibility restoration phase becomes necessary and,
therefore, it should be considered in future work.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 6.2 the basic idea of the
filter method will be presented by introducing the underlying sufficient decrease criteria as well
as by discussing a possible non-linear solution path visualized in the sub-space spanned by the
two filter coordinates. Subsequently, the computation of the minimal step length estimates will
be considered more deeply in Section 6.3. Afterwards, in Section 6.4, the attention is drawn to
the Maratos effect (cf. Section 3.2.4) where one possible remedy will be studied in more detail:
the second order correction (SOC) step. The SOC-step is constructed as an augmentation of the
previously computed (insufficient) Newton step. The idea is that the combined step holds enough
second order information to avoid the unnecessary step rejection. In Section 6.5 the steps of the
used globalization algorithm will be presented. In the following sections some steps of the algo-
rithm will be considered in more depth, starting with the applied correction of the linear system
in Section 6.6. This correction is of major importance for a number of crucial scenarios such as
the occurrence of structural or algorithmic instabilities. In this context, not only the used correc-
tion algorithm and the applied linear solver parameters are addressed, but the identification of
invalid elements is also considered and a very general and reliable algorithm will be presented.
In Section 6.7 further details of the globalization algorithm are addressed. Many of these smaller
enhancements might seem unnecessarily complicated at a first glance, but without these small
adaptions almost all of the results presented later would not have been achievable. Therein a
number of necessary extensions are discussed such as a pre-testing approach to identify local
mesh distortions which can not be detected by the global filter criteria. Another important point
is the reinitialization of the filter in rare cumbersome situations or the scaling of the filter coordi-
nates. In Section 6.8 an extension of the used filter coordinates to dynamic contact problems will
be presented as well as the extension to EAS formulations. Then, before the numerical examples
are addressed, some final practical remarks follow in Section 6.9. In Section 6.10 a number of
challenging examples will be presented. Finally, a brief conclusion follows in Section 6.11.

6.2. Basic Idea of the Filter Method

The derivation of the line search filter method for finite deformation contact problems shall be
begun by restating the problem in terms of an augmented Lagrangian formulation

LcNpx, λN, ŝq “ U pxq ´ xλN, ĝN
pxq ´ ŝyA ` cN

2
}ĝ

N
pxq ´ ŝ}2A, (6.1)
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where the slack components ŝi will be defined in Section 6.2.1. The consideration of (6.1) is
commonly used as a technical step to define the coordinates of a filter-point pL ,Θq P R2,
where the first coordinate is the Lagrangian function value (2.59) as proposed by Ulbrich [264],
Wächter and Biegler [271] and the second coordinate is an infeasibility measure Θpx, ŝq : Rn ˆ
Rm Ñ R proportional to the last term in equation (6.1), which shall be defined as

Θpx, ŝq “ }ĝ
N
pxq ´ ŝ}A2 “

b

xg̃
N
´ A ŝ, g̃

N
´ A ŝy. (6.2)

The choice of suitable slacks is again suspended to the next section. Alternatively, it is also
possible to replace the first coordinate by the objective function value as exemplarily proposed
by the original work of Fletcher et al. [98] or to define a linear model consisting of the objective
function gradient and the complementarity condition to replace the first filter entry as proposed
by Ulbrich et al. [263], even though this latter choice might have certain drawbacks since it
would be based only on first order principles [246]. However, the usage of the Lagrangian can
be favorable especially in combination with a Lagrange multiplier function (3.48), since the
necessity for a second order correction (SOC) step might be circumvented. See Ulbrich [264]
for a more detailed discussion on this more sophisticated avoidance strategy and Section 6.4
for the SOC approach considered here. Furthermore, since the definition of these coordinates is
very flexible it is also possible to add more coordinates than just two. This approach has been
suggested by Gould et al. [114], Gould and Toint [116] and is also followed in Milzarek and
Ulbrich [196] for an unconstrained `1-regularized optimization problem. The definition of such
additional filter point coordinates might become important if friction is considered in the future
and, therefore, has been already kept in mind during the implementation of the framework.

6.2.1. Sufficient Reduction Criteria

In general, each of all the different globalization methods uses some kind of quality measure
to assess a calculated trial step. This measure must fulfill some prerequisites, see Sections 3.1.2
and 3.2.4, which ensure a sufficient progress of an accepted trial step towards the solution. Typ-
ical examples are the comparison of the decrease of a model function to the actual achieved
reduction as in trust region methods (see Conn et al. [53] or Section 3.1.2.2 for an overview), or
the sufficient reduction of a merit function by enforcing the well-known (strong) Wolfe condi-
tions (3.19a) or just the Armijo-rule (3.16). The latter one in combination with ideas originally
proposed by Fletcher and Leyffer [96], Fletcher et al. [98] will be used here. A new trial point
is going to be accepted, if it accomplishes either a sufficient decrease in the objective function
value, i.e., the Lagrangian function defined in (2.59) and (4.10) , or if it reduces the infeasibility
measure (6.2) by at least a factor proportional to the last accepted infeasibility measure value.
The scaling factors for the infeasibility measure are denoted by γf , γΘ P p0, 1{

?
2q with respect

to the two filter point coordinates, where the reason for the stated upper bound will be given in
Section 6.7.6. In accordance with Wächter and Biegler [271], the sufficient reduction criteria are
defined as

Θpxpαtk,luq, ŝpαtk,luqq ď p1´ γΘqΘpxtku, ŝtkuq, (6.3a)
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or

L pxpαtk,luq, λNpαtk,luq, ŝpαtk,luqq ď L pxtku, λtkuN , ŝtkuq ´ γfΘpxtku, ŝtkuq, (6.3b)

where pxpαtk,luq, λNpαtk,luqq denotes a trial point evaluated for a step length αtk,lu ą 0. The used
index k P N` indicates the current Newton iteration, while the index l P N` indicates the current
line search step during the Newton iteration k. As previously, all iteration superscripts are put
in curly braces to avoid any confusion with other indices. In the following it is made use of the
abbreviations

Θpαtk,luq :“ Θpxpαtk,luq, ŝpαtk,luqq,
L pαtk,luq :“ L pxpαtk,luq, λNpαtk,luq, ŝpαtk,luqq,

L tku :“ L pxtku, λtkuN , ŝtkuq,
and Θ tku :“ Θpxtku, ŝtkuq,

respectively. An alternative definition of the sufficient reduction criteria (6.3) which is also suit-
able for a set of (unconstrained) non-linear equations can be found in Gould and Toint [116].

In Wächter and Biegler [271] a second criterion is defined which is necessary since the defined
acceptability checks (6.3) would allow a sequence of iterates txtkuu to be accepted only by
reducing the infeasibility measure and never the objective function value. In the worst case such
a behavior could lead to a convergence to a feasible but non-optimal solution point. To avoid
such a scenario the following L -type switching condition is proposed

mL pαtk,luq ă 0 and p´mL pαtk,luqqsf pαtk,luq1´sf ą νΘpΘ tkuqsΘ , (6.4)

where sf ě 1, sΘ ą 1 and νΘ ą 0 are fixed constants. In equation (6.4) a model equation
mL pαq : R Ñ R for the Lagrangian objective function is introduced which asks for further
specification. This will follow in a moment. Whenever the switching condition (6.4) is fulfilled,
the Armijo rule (3.16) is enforced

L pαtk,luq ď L tku ` ηfmL pαtk,luq, (6.5)

rather than the sufficient reduction criteria in (6.3). As soon as another trial step l P t1, 2, . . . u
violates the switching condition, the algorithm switches back to the sufficient reduction criteria
(6.3). The fixed scaling parameter ηf P p0, 0.5q in (6.5) is a well-known constant for the Armijo
rule which has been already introduced in Section 3.1.2.

A detailed explanation, especially of the second part of the switching criterion (6.4) can be
found in Wächter and Biegler [271]. The idea is that the switching criterion is only activated if
the reduction of the objective function is not arbitrarily small compared to the current infeasiblity
measure. Another important ingredient are the introduced fixed constants sf and sΘ . In the work
by Wächter and Biegler [270], concerning the local convergence behavior, the authors propose
that the relation sf ą 2sΘ should hold. If this condition is satisfied, the switching condition (6.4)
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close to a local solution will only become true, if a full (or second order corrected) step satisfies
the Armijo rule. In accordance to the literature, a step αtk,lu is called a L -type step if it fulfills
the L -type switching condition and consequently a decrease solely due to the objective function
value is demanded.

Now, the stated model equation mL pαq for the Lagrangian is addressed. In this thesis the
Lagrangian function is modeled by a saddle-point model which is obtained by

mL pαq “α DL ppx, λN, ŝq; p∆d,∆λN,∆ŝqq
` α2 ∆pDL ppx, λN, ŝq; p∆d,∆λN,∆ŝqq; p∆λNqq

“α tx∇xU ,∆dy ´ x∇xg̃N
λN,∆dy ´ xĝN

´ ŝ,∆λNyA ` xλN,∆ŝyAu
´ α2 tx∆d, xp∇x g̃N

qT ,∆λNyy ´ x∆ŝ,∆λNyAu, (6.6)

where the dependency of the matrix A on the displacements shall be ignored and the vector
ŝ P Rm` replaces the positive minimizer s‹px, λNq, defined in equation (4.11), by the original
set of independent, non-negative slack variables. This becomes only necessary during the line
search and allows a smooth transition between inactive and active constraints as discussed in
Gill et al. [107]. The search direction of the slack variables is obtained by

0 “ tApĝ
N
´ ŝqu

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

k
` DppApĝ

N
´ ŝqq; p∆d,∆ŝqq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

k

“
!

g̃
N
`∇xg̃N

∆d´ A pŝ`∆ŝq
)

k
(6.7)

and finally

∆ŝtku “
!

ĝ
N
` A´1x∇xg̃N

,∆dy ´ ŝ
)

k
. (6.8)

This follows directly from the linear model of equation (3.42b) transferred to contact problems
and evaluated at the last accepted iteration, where pziq2 is substituted by ŝi. It can be seen in
equation (6.7) that the term ŝ`∆ŝ corresponds to the residual of the linear form for the weighted
gap. One remaining parameter is the choice of the slack variable ŝ at the current iteration k. One
possibility would again be the minimizer given in (4.11). The drawback of this choice would be
the dependency of the function value on the non-physical regularization parameter cN. Therefore,
it is claimed that the objective function at the current iteration is independent of this parameter
and is instead formulated only with respect to physically meaningful active contact contributions,
viz.

L tku “ U tku ´ xλtkuN , g̃tku
N
´ Atkuŝtkuy !“ U tku ´ xλAtkuN , g̃A

tku
N

y. (6.9)

Solving for ŝtku yields
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xλtkuN , g̃tku
N
y ´ xλtkuN , Atkus̄tkuy “ xλAtkuN , g̃A

tku
N

y,
xλtkuN , Atkus̄tkuy “ xλItkuN , g̃I

tku
N
y,

ñ s̄tku “
´

0 ĝI
tku

N

¯T

, (6.10)

where it shall be assumed that the vector entries are sorted in such a way that all active contribu-
tions build up the first half and all inactive contributions the second half of the vector. Note that
L pxtku, λtkuN , s̄tkuq ě L pxtku, λtkuN , s‹pxtku, λtkuN qq holds in general, since

L pxtku, λtkuN , s̄tkuq ´L pxtku, λtkuN , s‹pxtku, λtkuN qq “ 1

cN

xλItkuN , λI
tku

N yA ě 0. (6.11)

This is a very important result, since exactly this relation is the key to avoid the acceptance of
bad Newton steps. Otherwise, if the optimal slack variables ŝ‹ are used, it is possible that just
an active set change causes a sufficient reduction of the Lagrangian function: A change from
active to inactive can come along with a set of largely negative Lagrange multiplier values at
the previously active nodes. These Lagrange multiplier values would cause an accordingly artifi-
cially high decrease of the Lagrangian function, completely dominating any increase due to, e.g.,
mesh distortion. The influence would be higher for smaller values of the regularization param-
eter cN and therefore, the acceptance criterion would be unintentionally bound to the choice of
this parameter. A similar observation suggests to use (6.10) for the infeasibility measure defined
in (6.2) as well. In this case the use of ŝ‹ can cause a rejection of good Newton steps, since

Θpx, ŝ‹q ě Θpx, s̄q ô Θ2px, ŝ‹q ´Θ2px, s̄q “ 1

c2
N

xA λIN, A λ
I
Ny ě 0, (6.12)

and, therefore, the inactive Lagrange multipliers would artificially increase the infeasibility mea-
sure value. Finally, it is to mention that the derived choice s̄tku for the slack variables is during
the pre-asymptotic phase no longer strictly positive since ĝi

N
ą 1

cN
λiN, @i P Itku holds. Anyway,

at the solution point, fulfilling (4.9), the positivity assumption is reobtained and the desired in-
equalities are enforced. The discussed choice of the slack variable is also in accordance with the
literature, see e.g. Ulbrich [264].

In a next step, s̄tku is inserted for ŝtku into (6.8) and the equation is separated into its active
and inactive part, yielding

∆s̄A “ ĝA
N
` pAAq´1x∇xg̃

A
N
,∆dy “ 0, (6.13a)

∆s̄I “ pAIq´1x∇xg̃
I
N
,∆dy. (6.13b)

Note that the active part (6.13a) is equal to zero, due to the linearized demand in (3.54) which
can be directly transferred to the contact problem. However, in case of a modified system such as
the modified variant of Newton’s method introduced in Chapter 5, this equation might no longer
be satisfied. Next, (6.13) is inserted into the saddle point model (6.6) and it follows
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6.2. Basic Idea of the Filter Method

mL pαq “α
!

x∇xU ,∆dy ´ x∇xg̃
A
N
λAN,∆dy ´ xg̃AN,∆λANy

)

´ α2
!

x∆d,∇x g̃
A
N

∆λANy
)

. (6.14)

An important observation is that there is no need to evaluate the gap or the corresponding gradi-
ent for any inactive constraint. This is crucial, since there are geometrical constellations where
the evaluation of these quantities cannot be performed because of a missing feasible projection,
or due to the chosen search radius of the given contact pair detection algorithm [288]. The latter
one can not be chosen too large since otherwise a loss in efficiency would be the consequence.
Thus, if the search radius is chosen in the correct manner, the gap evaluation of inactive contri-
butions could easily fail.

6.2.2. Filter Definition
The proposed rule would still allow a sequence of iterations which fulfills criterion (6.3a) and
(6.3b) on a rotating basis and, hence, could lead to an undesirable cycle of accepted iterates with-
out any progress towards the solution. To avoid this, a taboo region in the half-plane tpL ,Θq P
R2 : Θ ą 0u is proposed by Fletcher et al. [98]. This taboo region consists of a list of pL ,Θqp
value pairs, called a filter-point. A new trial point is rejected by the filter as soon as both of its co-
ordinates are larger than both coordinates of one of the previously added points in the list. More
precisely, a trial point must fulfill at least one of the two conditions defined in (6.3) for each
single filter point contained in the list to be accepted. According to Wächter and Biegler [271],
the filter can also be defined as a set F tku Ď R ˆ R` containing all prohibited coordinate pairs
at iteration k. Consequently, a new trial point will be accepted by the filter, if the corresponding
filter point is not part of the defined taboo region

`

L pαtk,luq,Θpαtk,luq˘ R F tku. (6.15)

There are different options how to initialize such a filter. For example, an empty filterF t0u “ H
can be used, or a pre-defined upper-bound for the constraint violation F t0u “ tpL ,Θq P
R2 | Θ ě Θmaxu is possible, where Θmax is chosen such that Θ t0u ă Θmax holds true. Dur-
ing the subsequent iterations the filter is for some iterates augmented by

F tk`1u :“ F tku Y tpL ,Θq P R2 | L ě L tku ´ γfΘ tku and Θ ě p1´ γΘqΘ tkuu. (6.16)

If the filter is not supposed to be updated, the algorithm will stick to the previous one by setting
F tk`1u :“ F tku. This strategy provides that F tku Ď F tk`1u holds true for all k. One remaining
open question is when to augment the filter? First, it must be considered that if the filter is
augmented in each iteration, the algorithm might become too strict and too many “good” iterates
will be rejected. Otherwise, if the algorithm is too loose, the problematic cycling can occur.

Fortunately, Wächter and Biegler propose also a meaningful rule for this case. First, feasible
points are never added to the filter. Second, the filter will be augmented only for all non-L -
type iterates. If the switching condition (6.4) holds, the Armijo rule (6.5) must be satisfied and a
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Figure 6.1.: Draft of a solution path in the filter sub-space spanned by the Lagrangian function value as first coordi-
nate and the infeasibility measure as second coordinate.

monotone decreasing path with respect to the objective function values is followed. The reader is
referred to Wächter and Biegler [271] for the proof that this augmentation strategy indeed avoids
cycling.

Even though all of this sounds very intuitive, the filter draft in Figure 6.1 demonstrates that
these simple rules can quickly lead to a quite complex solution path in the pL ,Θq-space. It is to
emphasize that all these iterates would have been accepted by the filter without invoking any step
length modification. This alone is already pretty impressive since most globalization methods
demand some kind of monotonicity. With respect to the filter method there is also a taboo region
which grows over the iterations as illustrated in Figure 6.1 by the growing red/orange area where
a darker, less transparent color corresponds to an older part of the taboo region. However, the
filter allows in each iteration a rise in the L or Θ value to a certain level. But, it does never
allow a rise in both coordinates at once from one iteration to the next. This is prevented by the
sufficient reduction conditions (6.3) or the Armijo rule (6.5) according to the result of the L -
type switching condition. Furthermore, it shall be assumed that all points marked by represent
L -type steps, i.e., the filter set is not augmented. The explicit role of Θmin will be addressed in
6.7.2 and is of minor importance at the moment.

The sketch of a solution path presented in Figure 6.1 is now discussed in more detail, since a
deep understanding of possible scenarios is essential for the later presented tweaks and adaptions
of the classic filter method. In this example, the initial filter set is empty, i.e.,F t0u “ H. Now, the
first trial point with coordinates p1, 6q is accepted and added to the filter. The second trial point
has the coordinates p6, 5q and thus shows a rise in the objective function L , but a decrease in
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the infeasibility measure Θ what is enough to be accepted. Next, the trial point p4, 4.5q follows,
which shows a decrease in both coordinates compared to the previous iterate and is at least in one
coordinates smaller than the first point. Consequently, it is not blocked by the filter and accepted
by the sufficient decrease check. The same is true for the following iterations 4, 5, . . . , 8. All of
them show a decrease in at least one coordinate compared to the previous iterate and none of
them is blocked by the information stored in the filter. However, iteration 9 with the coordinates
p3.5, 5q is a special case: Firstly, in comparison to the previous iteration 8 it shows the demanded
decrease in at least one coordinate. In this case the constraint violation Θ is getting smaller. But,
if iteration 7 would not be marked as L -type step, its coordinates p2.75, 2.75q would be part of
the filter set and would block iteration 9, since 2.75 ă 3.5 and 2.75 ă 5. Therefore, iteration
9 is only accepted by the filter due to the used L -type switching strategy in conjunction with
the augmentation strategy. The same holds true for the iterations 11 and 12. Both of them would
be blocked by iteration 7. Afterwards the solution path shows a last slight rise in the constraint
violation till it starts to drop to very small constraint violations and iteration 15 is already called
feasible since its constraint violation coordinate is already below the specified tolerance TOL2.
Feasible points are not used to augment the filter set. Actually, this is a quite usual solution path
which has been chosen to demonstrate that all ingredients of the filter method are important for
the over-all performance. Fortunately, it is possible to find a set of parameters which works very
well for a large variety of examples. This will be further addressed in Section 6.10.

6.3. Minimal Step Length Estimates

Even though the algorithm avoids the need for an increasing penalty parameter and defines a
looser acceptability criterion than a classical line search algorithm based on a merit function
[96], there is still the possibility that there is no admissible step-length in the current calculated
search direction. In such a case an alternative fall-back strategy must be provided. But before any
counteraction can be initialized, such a bad search direction must be reliably detected. This can
be achieved by consideration of the defined acceptability and switching conditions. Each of them
contains an inherent minimal step length estimate. It must be highlighted that the possibility to
estimate a minimal step length is a big advantage of the proposed method since it avoids the
definition of a heuristic stopping criterion such as a maximal allowed number of line search
reductions, for example.

6.3.1. Sufficient Infeasibility Reduction

Beginning with (6.3a) an approximate value of the infeasibility measure (6.2) at the trial point
can be obtained by a linear model

Θ tku `mΘpαtk,luq ď p1´ γΘqΘ tku, (6.17)

where the linear model of the infeasibility measure follows as
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Figure 6.2.: Visualization of the minimal step length estimates for the sufficient decrease conditions. In Figure 6.2a
the minimal step length estimate deduced from the linear infeasibility model is shown. In Figure 6.2b the three
different cases for the quadratic Lagrangian model are illustrated.

mΘpαq “α DpΘpx, ŝq; p∆x,∆ŝqq
“ α
Θ

!

xg̃
N
, x∇xg̃N

,∆dyy ´ xŝ, x∇xg̃N
,∆dyyA ´ xg̃N

,∆ŝyA ` xŝ,∆ŝyA2

)

. (6.18)

By splitting (6.18) in an active and an inactive part and inserting (6.10), as well as (6.13), the
following result is obtained

mΘpαq “ α

Θ

!

xg̃A
N
, x∇xg̃

A
N
,∆dyy

)

, (6.19)

see also the SIR correction scheme and (5.22). Under the prerequisite that m1
Θp0q ă 0 holds,

where the number of prime superscripts denotes the order of the considered derivative with
respect to α, the equation (6.17) can be solved for the step length parameter, yielding

αtk,lu ě αmin
Θ “ ´γΘΘ

tku

m1
Θp0q

. (6.20)

Note that for the unmodified system of equations, (6.20) yields αmin
Θ “ γΘ . A visualization of

the stated relation is given in Figure 6.2a.

6.3.2. Sufficient Lagrangian Function Reduction
The second estimate is derived from equation (6.3b). Under consideration of the saddle-point
model the mentioned criterion can be rewritten as

m1
L p0q αtk,lu `

1

2
m2

L p0q pαtk,luq2 ` γfΘ tku ď 0. (6.21)
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Again, a minimal step length estimate can only be obtained, if the current search direction is
a descent direction for the considered criterion, i.e., mL pαq ă 0. In general there are three
possible cases:

1. L -reduction case: m1
L p0q ă 0 and m2

L p0q ă 0. The parabola opens downward. Since only
descent directions are considered, the desired result is obtained by the positive root. There
exists always a minimal step length estimate, but it is possible that it is larger than the default
step length. The minimal step length estimate is obtained by

αmin
L “ ´m

1
L p0q ´

apm1
L p0qq2 ´ 2 m2

L p0qγfΘ tku

m2
L p0q

. (6.22)

2. L -reduction case: m1
L p0q ą 0 and m2

L p0q ă 0. In this case the linear model would predict
no descent direction. However, the negative curvature may lead to a decrease of the objective
function values as long asmL pαtk,0uq ă 0 holds. In this case the relevant root is again defined
by (6.22).

3. L -reduction case:m1
L p0q ă 0 andm2

L p0q ą 0. In the last case the parabola defined in (6.21)
opens upward. Here, the minimizer of the mixed second order 1-D model plays an important
role. There exists no root, if the minimum value of the parabola is larger than ´γfΘ tku, i.e.,
there is a root only if

pm1
L p0qq2

2 m2
L p0q

ě γfΘ
tku. (6.23)

Then two positive roots can be expected and the minimal step length estimate is obtained by
the smaller one, which corresponds to (6.22). Note that there can be a reasonable root even if
mL pαtk,0uq ą 0 holds.

In summary the following results are obtained

αmin
L “ mintαtk,0u, ´m

1
L p0q ´

apm1
L p0qq2 ´ 2 m2

L p0qγfΘ tku

m2
L p0q

u (6.24)

if either m2
L p0q ď 0 and mL pαtk,0uq ă 0, or if m2

L p0q ą 0 and (6.23) holds. Otherwise there
is no minimal step length estimate for the objective function criterion and the used linear model
predicts that all trial steps will be rejected by criterion (6.3b). In this case αmin

L is set equal to the
default step-length αtk,0u. See Figure 6.2b for a visualization of the different cases.

6.3.3. L -type Condition
Finally, the last estimate is obtained under consideration of the L -type switching condition (6.4).
Since this function is in general non-linear due to the chosen exponential parameters sf and sΘ ,
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Figure 6.3.: In Figure 6.3a the three general cases for the L -type condition are visualized. While for the 1. case the
desired estimate is initially searched in the entire domain α P p0, 1s, the cases 2 and 3 restrict the search domain to
the related hatched regions. In Figure 6.3b the two meaningful degenerated cases together with their minimal step
length estimates are presented. Note that sf “ 2.3 and sΘ “ 1.1 have been chosen for all shown curves.

a local Newton approach shall be implemented to compute the desired estimate. Therefore, the
local residual is defined as

rL pαq “ p´m1
L p0q ´

α

2
m2

L p0qqsfα ´ νΘΘsΘ (6.25)

and its first derivative with respect to the step length parameter α as

r1L pαq “ p´m1
L p0q ´

α

2
m2

L p0qqsf
2m1

L p0q ` p1` sf qαm2
L p0q

2m1
L p0q ` αm2

L p0q
. (6.26)

For now it shall be assumed that neither m1
L p0q “ 0, nor m2

L p0q “ 0 holds. These degenerated
cases are addressed afterwards. Before the Newton scheme is entered, it must be guaranteed that
a solution exists. Due to the non-linearity, there are three possible scenarios, which can all be
treated in one algorithm under consideration of different lower and upper bounds.

1. L -type case: m1
L p0q ă 0 and m2

L p0q ă 0. This is the easiest case. Here, mL pαq ă 0 holds
for all α P p0, 1s and, consequently, the first part of (6.4) is always fulfilled. The attention is
drawn to the first derivative of the residual with respect to the step length parameter given in
(6.26). This derivative has two possible roots

α̂‹r,1 “ ´
2m1

L p0q
p1` sf qm2

L p0q
and α̂‹r,2 “ ´

2m1
L p0q

m2
L p0q

. (6.27)

Note that the second root denotes a limit case, since for a positive non-integer value of sf the
evaluation of (6.25) will fail on the left side of α̂‹r,2 and (6.26) will fail at α̂‹r,2 due to a division
by zero. Actually, in the considered case α̂‹r,2 ă α̂‹r,1 ă 0 holds and thus both roots lie in the
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negative half plane. Now, the evaluation at α̂‹r,1 of the second derivative of (6.25) with respect
to α yields

r2L pα̂‹r,1q “
p1` sf q2

´

´m1L p0qsf
1`sf

¯sf
m2

L p0q
2sfm1

L p0q
(6.28)

and for the considered case r2L pα̂‹r,1q ą 0 holds, thus, α̂‹r,1 denotes a minimizer of (6.25) for
the first case and the slope to the right side of α̂‹r,1 is always positive. Furthermore, as long as
Θ ě 0 is satisfied, rL p0q ď 0 must hold and it can be concluded: If m1

L p0q ă 0, m2
L p0q ă 0

and rL pαtk,0uq ą 0 holds, the minimal step length estimate for the L -type condition must lie
between

α̂low “ 0 and α̂up “ αtk,0u. (6.29)

These two values are then used as initial upper and lower bounds for the following Algo-
rithm 6.1. Otherwise, if rL pαtk,0uq ď 0 holds, the minimal step length estimate for the L -
type condition is set to the default step length, i.e. αmin

f “ αtk,0u.

2. L -type case: m1
L p0q ą 0 and m2

L p0q ă 0. Again, it shall be started under consideration of
the first part of (6.4). The used model indicates a descent direction only if

α ą ´2m1
L p0q

m2
L p0q

. (6.30)

This is equal to the second root α̂‹r,2 of (6.26) which is defined in (6.27). Furthermore, due to
the changed assumptions, now 0 ă α̂‹r,1 ă α̂‹r,2 holds. Next, the sign of the slope of (6.25)
right to α̂‹r,2 is obtained by

lim
εÑ0`

r1L pα̂‹r,2 ` εq “ lim
εÑ0`

p´ ε
2
m2

L p0qqsf r´2sfm
1
L p0q ` εp1` sf qm2

L p0qs
εm2

L p0q
ą 0. (6.31)

Thus, it can be concluded: If m1
L p0q ą 0, m2

L p0q ă 0 and rL pαtk,0uq ą 0 holds, the minimal
step length estimate for the L -type condition must lie between

α̂low “ α̂‹r,2 “ ´
2m1

L p0q
m2

L p0q
and α̂up “ αtk,0u. (6.32)

These values are used as initial upper and lower bounds in the 2. case. Again, if rL pαtk,0uq ď
0 holds, the minimal step length estimate for the L -type condition is set to the default step
length, i.e. αmin

f “ αtk,0u.
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3. L -type case: m1
L p0q ă 0 and m2

L p0q ą 0. This time mL pαq ă 0 holds if α P p0, α̂‹r,2q and,
furthermore, α̂‹r,1 P p0, α̂‹r,2q holds as well. Now, with the additional demand that rL pα̂‹r,1q ą 0
is satisfied, it follows

rL pα̂‹r,1q “ ´
2
´

´ sfm
1
L p0q

1`sf

¯

m1
L p0q

p1` sf qm2
L p0q

´ νΘΘsΘ

“ ´ 2rm1
L p0qs2

p1` sf q3rm2
L p0qs2

r2L pα̂‹r,1q ´ νΘΘsΘ ą 0, (6.33)

where (6.28) has been inserted. This directly yields

r2L pα̂‹r,1q ă ´
p1` sf q3rm2

L p0qs2
2rm1

L p0qs2
νΘΘ

sΘ ă 0, (6.34)

if Θ ‰ 0 and thus α̂‹r,1 denotes a maximizer in this case. Finally, it can be concluded: If
m1

L p0q ă 0, m2
L p0q ą 0 and rL pα̂‹r,1q ą 0 holds, the minimal step length estimate for the

L -type condition must lie between

α̂low “ 0 and α̂up “ α̂‹r,1 “ ´
2m1

L p0q
p1` sf qm2

L p0q
. (6.35)

These values are used as initial upper and lower bounds in the 3. case. If rL pα̂‹r,1q ď 0 holds,
the minimal step length estimate for the L -type condition is set to the default step length, i.e.
αmin
f “ αtk,0u.

If one of these cases occurs and the related conditions for the existence of a solution are
satisfied, the local Newton scheme must converge. If the conditions are not fulfilled the estimate
is defined as the default step-length αmin

f “ αtk,0u. The complete local safe-guarded Newton
algorithm is provided in Algorithm 6.1. The stated safe-guarding strategy ensures that the local
Newton scheme converges to a solution in the correct interval. The starting point is chosen as
the secant approximation based on the lower and upper bound values. Note that the start value
is always positive and part of the desired interval. See also Figure 6.3a for a representative
visualization of the three discussed general cases. Note that due to the chosen exponents it is
not possible to evaluate function (6.25) in the entire domain for the cases 2 and 3. However, the
evaluation is completely uncritical inside the hatched regions. Furthermore, the used algorithm
avoids a evaluation of (6.26) at the boundary positions such that these points are also uncritical
for Algorithm 6.1.

As mentioned at the beginning this Newton approach is only necessary for the general case.
If a degenerated case occurs, i.e., either m1

L p0q or m2
L p0q is equal to zero, the solution can be

obtained without considering a Newton scheme:

1. Degenerated L -type case: m1
L p0q ă 0 and m2

L p0q “ 0. Here, mL pαq ă 0 holds for all
α P p0, αtk,0us and the estimate for the minimal step length follows as
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Algorithm 6.1 MINIMAL STEP LENGTH FOR THE L -TYPE CONDITION

Given. Newton stopping tolerance TOL P R`.
0. Initialize. Set the iteration counter j Ð 0; depending on the current L -type case, set the

lower α̂low and upper bound α̂up in accordance to the given definition in (6.29), (6.32) or
(6.35); define a starting point α̂tju “ rL pα̂lowq

rL pα̂lowq´rL pα̂upq .
1. Evaluation. Evaluate the residual (6.25) and derivative (6.26) for the current iterate.
2. Update bounds. Update the lower and upper bound values. If rL pα̂tjuq ă 0 and α̂tju ą α̂low,

set α̂low “ α̂tju, else if rL pα̂tjuq ą 0 and α̂tju ă α̂up, set α̂up “ α̂tju.
3. Trial point. Compute the Newton trial estimate

¯̂αtju “ α̂tju ´ rL pα̂q
r1L pα̂q

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

α̂tju
. (6.36)

4. Safe-guarding. Check the lower and upper bounds. If ¯̂αtju ă α̂low or ¯̂αtju ą α̂up, set α̂tj`1u “
0.5 pα̂low ` α̂upq. Otherwise use the Newton iterate α̂tj`1u “ ¯̂αtju.

5. Check convergence. Increase the iteration counter j Ð j ` 1 and check the convergence
criterion. If

|α̂tju ´ α̂tj´1u| ă TOL ¨ |α̂tju| (6.37)

stop the local Newton scheme and set αmin
f “ α̂tju, otherwise go to Step 1.

αmin
f “ νΘΘ

sΘ

p´m1
L p0qqsf

. (6.38)

2. Degenerated L -type case: m1
L p0q “ 0 and m2

L p0q ă 0. This case is more or less mainly
of theoretical importance. However, mL pαq ă 0 still holds for all α P p0, αtk,0us and the
estimate yields

αmin
f “

„

νΘΘ
sΘ

p´1
2
m2

L p0qqsf


1
1`sf

. (6.39)

3. Degenerated L -type case: m1
L p0q ą 0 and m2

L p0q “ 0 or m1
L p0q “ 0 and m2

L p0q ą 0.
No solution can be obtained, and the minimal step length estimate is set to the default step
αmin
f “ αtk,0u.

For an example of the first two meaningful degenerated cases the reader is kindly referred to
Figure 6.3b.

In summary, three different minimal trial step size estimates have been derived in the Sec-
tions 6.3.1 to 6.3.3. Thus, the final estimate is obtained by choosing the minimal value of all
estimates
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α
tku
min “ γα ¨mintαmin

Θ , αmin
L , αmin

f u, (6.40)

where γα P p0, 1s is a safety-factor to account for the used assumptions and neglected higher
order terms during the derivation of the estimates. Alternatively, it is possible to use even more
sophisticated estimates and models. However, in contrast to Wächter and Biegler [271], where
estimates for pure linear models can be found, here already more complex models are considered
and a further improvement of the used models seems not necessary based on the gained experi-
ence. Furthermore, the generated effort is still acceptable, since only one dimensional functions
are involved and the estimates are computed only once per Newton step. As soon as the trial
step size is below α

tku
min, a strong indication is given that there is no solution in the current search

direction and either a feasiblity restoration phase must be activated or the simulation is stopped
at a non-optimal point.

6.4. Second Order Correction
First, the reader is kindly referred to Section 3.2.4 and the therein provided discussion about the
Maratos effect [186]. In the following one possible remedy for this problem shall be proposed
which can avoid the unnecessary rejection of good steps. The so-called second order correction
step, or short, SOC step. The idea is that the previously computed Newton step is augmented by
an additional increment such that the new displacement iterate

dSOC “ dtku `∆dtku `∆dSOC (6.41)

can be easier accepted by the filter since it improves the entire step quality by reducing the
error order. The main reason why the Maratos effect even occurs is given by an insufficient
representation of the constraint curvatures in the applied linear model of the Newton or SQP
framework, see e.g. (3.52b) or the active constraint rows in (4.18). This is revealed by a simple
Taylor series expansion leading to

g̃A
N
pd`∆dq “ g̃A

N
pdq ` r∇dg̃

A
N
pdqsT∆d`Op}∆d}2q p:q“ Op}∆d}2q, (6.42)

where the iteration superscript k has been omitted and p:q holds under the assumption that the
unmodified system of equations is solved. Furthermore, it shall be assumed for now that the
active set did not change during the last Newton step, i.e. Apd, λNq ” Apd ` ∆d, λN ` ∆λNq
and that each constraint is at least twice continuously differentiable. In addition, it is to note
that the entire SOC discussion is mainly a topic concerning local convergence and aims for
avoidance of unnecessary rejections close to the solution by the filter, since in the pre-asymptotic
phase the occurring errors are hardly quantifiable. Thus, in order to avoid this phenomenon
close to the solution, this second order error must be reduced or corrected. For this task a large
variety of different methods are available. See for example Conn et al. [53, Sec. 15.3.2.3] for a
comprehensive overview. One quite intuitive option taken from this reference is to consider the
following subproblem
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6.4. Second Order Correction

minimize
1

2
}∆dSOC}2B (6.43a)

s. t. g̃iNpd`∆dq ` r∆dSOCsT ∇dg̃
i
Npd`∆dq “ 0, @i P A. (6.43b)

In words: The additional second order correction step shall reduce the active constraints evalu-
ated at the trial iterate while minimizing the distance measured in a given matrix norm to this
new auxiliary iterate. There are different possibilities how to choose the matrix B, for instance,
if the identity is inserted the distance in (6.43a) is measured in the classical `2-norm. Under the
assumption that the LICQ holds close to the solution it can be concluded that the solution of
(6.43) yields

g̃A
N
pd`∆d`∆dSOCq “ g̃A

N
pd`∆dq ` r∇dg̃

A
N
pd`∆dqsT∆dSOC `Op}∆dSOC}2q

“ Op}∆dSOC}2q (6.44)

and, consequently, the constrained least-squares minimization implies that

∆dSOC “ Op}∆d}2q ô g̃A
N
pd`∆d`∆dSOCq (6.44)“ Op}∆d}4q (6.45)

holds. Therefore, with respect to (6.42) the desired improvement can be achieved. However,
the shown optimization problem (6.43) asks for the evaluation of the weighted gap gradients
at the trial point d ` ∆d which can be pretty expensive, especially since there is always the
possibility that the second order correction step might not lead to the desired reduction and
must be rejected afterwards. Fortunately, the additional evaluation of the constraint gradients is
not necessary, since (6.44) can be reformulated by applying the mean-value theorem to the gap
gradients [53, 79] such that

g̃A
N
pd`∆d`∆dSOCq “g̃A

N
pd`∆dq ` r∇dg̃

A
N
pdqsT∆dSOC

`Op}∆dSOC}maxt}∆dSOC}, }∆d}uq. (6.46)

Now, if the old gradient∇dg̃
A
N
pdq is inserted into the least squares problem (6.43), the left relation

in (6.45) still holds, only the right side must be adapted to

g̃A
N
pd`∆d`∆dSOCq (6.46)“ Op}∆d}3q. (6.47)

Thus, ∆dSOC stays a valid second order correction step. The related system of equations which
must be solved is given by

ˆ

B ´∇xg̃
A
N
pdq

´r∇xg̃
A
N
pdqsT 0

˙ˆ

∆dSOC

λSOC

˙

“
ˆ

0
g̃A

N
pd`∆dq

˙

, (6.48)
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where λSOC represents the Lagrange multiplier associated to the modified least squares problem
(6.43). Thus, only the constraints at the new iterate d ` ∆d must be evaluated. This happens
anyway since they are needed for the acceptability check. Even though this would be a reliable
option to compute a SOC step, the obtained system matrix in (6.48) is still quite different from
the usual case and asks for a new matrix assembly. It would be favorable if the already assembled
system matrix can be reused.

Coming back to the least squares approach in a moment, an alternative ansatz shall be pre-
sented now. Instead of searching for a correction of the already computed step based on a linear
model for the constraints, it might be a better idea to replace the linear model simply by a
quadratic model, thus, the new demand

g̃
itku
N ` r∇xg̃

itku
N sTp∆d`∆dSOCq ` 1

2
p∆d`∆dSOCqTr∇2

d dg̃
itku
N sp∆d`∆dSOCq “ 0 (6.49)

can be formulated for all active constraints i P Atku. The obvious drawback of such an attempt is
that it explicitly asks for the Hessians of the active constraints, however, they are available since
they are necessary for the evaluation of the Hessian ∇2

d dL . Nevertheless, a direct insertion of
(6.49) into the system of equations by replacing (3.52b) might lead to a much more difficult to
solve linear system. Therefore, Nocedal and Wright [204, Sec. 18.3, p. 544] suggest another ap-
proximation based on the Taylor series expansion. By neglecting third order terms, the following
estimate is deduced

g̃iNpd`∆dq « g̃
itku
N ` r∇xg̃

itku
N sT∆d` 1

2
∆dT∇2

d dg̃
itku
N ∆d. (6.50)

Under the assumption that the original Newton step ∆d and the augmented step ∆d ` ∆dSOC

are not too different, the second order term in (6.49) shall be approximated by

1

2
p∆d`∆dSOCqT∇2

d dg̃
itku
N p∆d`∆dSOCq “ 1

2
∆dT∇2

d dg̃
itku
N ∆d

(6.50)“ g̃iNpd`∆dq ´ g̃itkuN ´ r∇xg̃
itku
N sT∆d. (6.51)

Next, this estimate is inserted into (6.49) and the new optimization problem is revealed

minimize
∆d̄

SOCPRn
r∇dU

tkusTp∆d̄SOCq ` 1

2
p∆d̄SOCqT∇2

d dL
tkup∆d̄SOCq (6.52)

subject to g̃iNpd`∆dq ´ r∇dg̃
itku
N sT∆d` r∇dg̃

itku
N sT∆d̄

SOC ě 0, @i P S, (6.53)

where ∆d̄
SOC “ ∆d`∆dSOC has been inserted to simplify the notation. This at hand the related

system of equations follows to

˜

∇̃2
d dL

tku ´∇̃dg̃
tku
N

´r∇dg̃
tku
N
sT 0

¸

ˆ

∆d`∆dSOC

∆λ
tku
N `∆λSOC

N

˙

“
˜

´∇dU tku ` ∇̃dg̃
tku
N
λ
tku
N

g̃
N
pd`∆dq ´ r∇dg̃

tku
N
sT∆d

¸

, (6.54)
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where the Hessian of the Lagrangian as well as the gradients of the weighted gap have been
replaced by their potentially slightly inconsistent counterparts introduced in Chapter 4 and only
active contributions have been considered. The first row in (6.54) can be easily rewritten as

∇̃2
d dL

tku∆dSOC ´ ∇̃dg̃
tku
N

∆λSOC
N

“´∇dU
tku ´ ∇̃2

d dL
tku∆d` ∇̃dg̃

tku
N
pλtkuN `∆λ

tku
N q p:q“ 0, (6.55)

where p:q follows since p∆d,∆λtkuN q fulfill the default linearized system of equations. Similarly,
the second row in (6.54) can be reformulated, leading to the final system of equations

˜

∇̃2
d dL

tku ´∇̃dg̃
tku
N

´r∇dg̃
tku
N
sT 0

¸

ˆ

∆dSOC

∆λSOC
N

˙

“
ˆ

0
g̃

N
pd`∆dq

˙

. (6.56)

A short comparison between (6.48) and (6.56) instantly reveals the huge similarity between these
two approaches. Thus, if the matrix B is replaced by ∇̃2

d dL
tku the systems would completely

coincide in case of the variationally consistent approach. In the inconsistent case, system (6.56)
represents a truncated variant of its consistent counterpart, which works often well in practice.
Furthermore, the initial derivation via the least squares problem (6.43) confirms the assumption
that the difference between ∆d `∆dSOC and ∆dSOC can indeed be expected as being minimal,
at least near the solution. System (6.56) is in the following considered as the CheapSOC-step.
Another possibility is to do one more additional default step with the system of equations newly
evaluated at d`∆d. Thus, two consecutive full Newton steps can also be used as a second-order
correction step, see Wächter and Biegler [270] and Conn et al. [53, 15.3.2.3] for more informa-
tion about this approach. This possibility is in the following called FullSOC-step and coincides
with the idea of a watch-dog or non-monotone Newton method [45]. The default second order
correction strategy in this thesis is that the CheapSOC step is always used, whenever the active
set did not change between d and d `∆d, otherwise the FullSOC step is applied. Nevertheless,
the CheapSOC step can theoretically also be applied if the active set changed. Further discussion
on this topic will follow in Section 6.10.

6.5. Globalization Algorithm

At this point the full line search filter algorithm for contact problems can be presented. The
algorithm is closely related to the algorithms proposed in Wächter and Biegler [270, 271, 272].

Algorithm 6.2 LINE SEARCH FILTER ALGORITHM

Given. Assume that a suitable pair px, λNqt0u is given, e.g., obtained from a predictor step;
constants Θmax P pΘ t0u, 8q, Θmin ą 0, γf , γΘ P p0, 1{?2q, γmax

Θ P p0, 1q, γα P p0, 1s; sΘ ą 1;
sf ą 2 sΘ ; ηf P p0, 0.5q, 0 ă σ1 ď σ2 ă 1, tTOLiu P R`, @i P t1, . . . , 4u.
0. Initialize. Initialize the filter to F tku :“ tpL ,Θq P R2 | Θ ě Θmaxu or F tku :“ H and the

Newton iteration counter k Ð 0.
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6. Line Search Filter Approach

1. Check convergence. Stop if the pair px, λNqtku fulfills the KKT conditions (4.9). The current
implementation performs the following set of residual tests

}∇xU pxq ´ ∇̃xg̃
A
N
pxq λAN}

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

tku
ď TOL1 and Θ tku ď TOL2. (6.57)

In addition, it is required that the step size of the last accepted step is the default step length.
Under this prerequisite, the demands

}dtku ´ dtk´1u} ď TOL3 and }λtkuN ´ λtk´1u
N } ď TOL4 ¨ }λtkuN }. (6.58)

must be satisfied as well. Finally, the solution method is only denoted as converged if the
active-set is converged as well, i.e., the active set Atku must be identical to Atk´1u.

2. Compute search direction. Evaluate the tangential stiffness matrix and compute the search
directions p∆d, ∆λNq from the linear system currently used. If the system of equations is
too ill-conditioned, modify the system of equations according to Algorithm 6.3. Otherwise,
determine the minimal step length estimate αtkumin defined in (6.40) and initialize the pre-testing
of Step 3.3 by calculating the necessary reference volumes, see also Section 6.7.1.

3. Backtracking line search.
3.1. Initialize line search. Set l Ð 0, and αtk,lu “ 1 or alternatively use a user-defined default

step length. Create a back-up of internally stored condensed variables with respect to the
lastly accepted iteration. Furthermore, set the boolean flag isSOC to FALSE.

3.2. Trial point. Compute the new trial point dpαtk,luq “ dtku`αtk,lu∆dtku and λNpαtk,luq “
λ
tku
N ` αtk,lu∆λtkuN .

3.3. Pre-testing. Perform a pre-testing, e.g., as described in Section 6.7.1, which is supposed
to avoid a locally largely distorted mesh. If the pre-testing is successful, go to Step 3.4.
Otherwise, if isSOC “ TRUE, recover any internally stored condensed variables first,
and go directly to Step 3.12.

3.4. Check acceptability to the filter. Compute L pαtk,luq and Θpαtk,luq. If the trial pair is
not a part of the current filter

`

L pαtk,luq,Θpαtk,luq˘ R F tku, go to Step 3.5. Otherwise
update the filter-blocking criteria and go to Step 3.6.

3.5. Check the sufficient decrease criteria.
3.5.1. Θ tku ď Θmin and switching condition (6.4) holds. If the Armijo condition (6.5) is

satisfied, go to Step 4. Otherwise go to Step 3.6.
3.5.2. Θ tku ą Θmin or switching condition is not fulfilled. If one of the acceptance

criteria defined in (6.3) holds, go to Step 4. Otherwise go to Step 3.6.
3.6. Initialize the SOC strategy. If l ‰ 0 go to Step 3.10. Else if isSOC “ TRUE the cur-

rent trial point has been already corrected, first recover any internally stored condensed
variables and go to Step 3.12. Otherwise, set isSOC to TRUE and evaluate the SOC
system. If the current trial point indicates a converged active set and there are infeasible
constraints left, the CheapSOC system is considered, otherwise the FullSOC strategy is
followed.

3.7. Compute the SOC step. Solve the SOC system of equations under consideration of the
same modification as used in Step 2. If the linear solver fails, recover internally stored
condensed variables from the back-up state and go to Step 3.12.
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6.6. Correction of the Linear System of Equations

3.8. Replace the current trial pair by the second order corrected pair. Replace the trial points
from Step 3.2 by dpαtk,luq “ dpαtk,luq ` αtk,lu∆dSOC and λNpαtk,luq “ λNpαtk,luq `
αtk,lu∆λSOC

N .
3.9. Check acceptability of the SOC trial point. Use the new second order corrected trial

point pair and go to Step 3.3.
3.10. Reinitialize the filter. If the blocking criteria are fulfilled, the filter is reinitialized. There-

fore, the maximally allowed constraint violation Θmax is reduced to Θmax Ð γmax
Θ Θmax

and the filter is reset to F tku :“ tpL ,Θq P R2 | Θ ě Θmaxu. Go to Step 3.12. Other-
wise, if the current filter does not block good iterates, go to Step 3.11.

3.11. Check for the minimal allowed step length. If αtk,lu ă α
tku
min, the simulation will be

stopped.
3.12. Adapt the trial step size. Choose αk,l`1 P rσ1α

tk,lu, σ2α
tk,lus and increase the counter

l Ð l ` 1. Go back to Step 3.2.
4. Accept the trial point. Set xtk`1u “ xpαtk,luq and λtk`1u

N “ λNpαtk,luq.
5. Augment the filter. If k is not a L -type step and the current point is not a feasible point, i.e.

Θ tk`1u ą TOL2, augment the filter using (6.16). Otherwise, F tk`1u :“ F tku.
6. Continue with next iteration. Update the regularization parameter ctk`1u

N , increase the iteration
counter k Ð k ` 1 and go to the convergence checks in Step 1.

6.6. Correction of the Linear System of Equations
The first crucial ingredient of Algorithm 6.2 is the treatment of non-positive definite systems
of equations during the computation of the search direction in Step 2 of Algorithm 6.2. Theory
and practice show that a singular or closely singular system often occurs in the neighborhood
of instabilities such as buckling or snap-through scenarios. While a trust-region algorithm can
naturally treat these systems due to the underlying idea of such methods, this is not true for a
line search method. Instead, an algorithm is needed which reliably detects these cumbersome
situations and provides a meaningful strategy to handle them without asking for too much addi-
tional computational effort. Especially, the solution of an Eigenvalue problem shall be avoided
in the following. Instead, a set of heuristic criteria is presented which proved to be successful
in practice. To reach this goal the following linear system of equations is considered throughout
this chapter

¨

˚

˝

∇̃d dL ` ωM ´∇̃g̃A
N

0

´p∇dg̃
A
N
qT ´ 1

cN
AA 0

´ 2
cN
∇dpAIλINqT 0 ´ 2

cN
AI

˛

‹

‚

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

tku

¨

˝

∆d
∆λAN
∆λIN

˛

‚“
¨

˝

´∇dU ` ∇̃dg̃
A
N
λAN

g̃A
N

2
cN
AIλIN

˛

‚

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

tku

. (6.59)

Fundamentally, this is the same system of equations as derived in Chapter 5. However, with one
important difference: While the modification of the active constraint rows is, as already shown,
very favorable in the pre-asymptotic phase, an additional modification of the top-left block has
been introduced. This modification is well-known in the literature and becomes beneficial as
soon as the projection of this matrix onto the null space of the active constraint gradients becomes
positive semi-definite or even indefinite, see also the discussion in Section 5.6.8. The addition of
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a positive-definite matrix M P Rnˆn scaled by a positive scalar ω helps to shift the eigenvalues
of the top-left matrix block to more positive values. In this thesis a simple identity matrix I P
Rnˆn is inserted for matrix M . This is a very common choice and has the additional advantage
that the diagonal dominance will be increased by a sufficiently high regularization parameter
ω. In fact, the active lower-right block can be interpreted in a very similar way: As long as
the contact regularization parameter cN is chosen small enough, this block helps to avoid any
rank-deficiency of the constraint gradients. For more information the reader is kindly referred
to Section 5.2.2. However, in contrast to the so-called Inertia Correction algorithm proposed in
Wächter and Biegler [272, Sec. 3.1], the parameter cN is defined by the SIR correction strategy
proposed in Section 5.3.2. While in the mentioned reference [272] this block is only touched
if the iteration matrix shows zero eigenvalues, it has become evident that the SIR update is
crucial to create a meaningful sequence of iterates tdtkuu and tλtkuN u which do not lead to a
heavily distorted mesh for contact problems. In fact, it might be even necessary to reduce the
cN value again during the non-linear solution procedure, since otherwise the algorithm might
not show the desired progress or even fails to fulfill the described sufficient decrease conditions
of the filter method in some rare scenarios. This point will be reconsidered in Section 6.7.4.
Furthermore, the shown saddle-point system is used instead of the possible condensed version
due to the beneficial properties with regard to the conditioning of the iteration matrix. In this way,
the following modifications of the system matrix will generally lead to a decreasing number of
GMRES iterations if the regularization parameter ω is sufficiently high and cN sufficiently low.
However, to reach quadratic convergence, it is still favorable to set ω equal to zero whenever
possible and to switch to the standard Lagrangian system as soon as the proposed switching
conditions from 5.5 are satisfied. Otherwise, only a linear convergence can be expected. Firstly,
the correction strategy of the parameter ω shall be discussed. Therefore, a modified variant of
the Inertia Correction algorithm of Wächter and Biegler [272] is applied which is summarized
in Algorithm 6.3.

The presented algorithm uses a heuristic acceptance test which works well in practice with-
out being too restrictive. One important ingredient is the reliable detection of invalid or bad
elements. While invalid means that the element Jacobian determinant becomes negative some-
where in the parametric domain, a bad element is identified by a fast changing element volume
(or element area in 2-D). Therefore, first each element undergoes a validity check based on the
trial displacement field dtku`∆d which is described in Section 6.6.2. If the element is valid then
the reference and current volumes of each element are computed and, subsequently, the ratio
between previous and new trial volume is calculated. If this ratio is higher than rmax or lower
than rmin, then the bad element counter nbad is increased.

This is one of the applied tests. However, Algorithm 6.3 is only concerned with the com-
putation of a reliable search direction and a too restrictive set of criteria might lead to a slow
convergence, since the correction algorithm might start to turn the search direction too far away
from the original Newton direction. Even though, it should never be allowed to accept a step
leading to invalid elements, this might be better handled afterwards by the line search capability
of Algorithm 6.2.

Therefore, another acceptance test is added which consists of an upper bound for the current
step length and a simple additional matrix check. The simple matrix check inlucdes a positive
definiteness test claiming δω ě δε ą 0, thus it is stronger than the wrapping positive definite-
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6.6. Correction of the Linear System of Equations

Algorithm 6.3 CORRECTION OF THE ITERATION MATRIX

Given. The following constants ωmin ă ω0 ă ωmax, 0 ă κώ ă 1 ă κὼ ă κ``ω , Nω ą 0,
rmin ă 1 ă rmax, slast ą 0, 0 ă δε ď δω.
0. Initialize. The very first time entering the algorithm the variable ωlast is set to zero and the

successive iteration counter nω is set to Nω. Furthermore, each time the algorithm is entered,
the correction counter cω Ð 0 will be reset.

1. Solve the linear system of equations. If nω ě Nω try to solve the unmodified system of
equations, i.e., ω “ 0 and cN is chosen in accordance to the SIR-correction strategy. If the
linear solver succeeds, go to Step 2. Otherwise, if either nω ă Nω or the linear solver fails,
go directly to Step 3.

2. Check search direction.
2.1. Compute element volumes. Firstly, the reference element volumes vpeqref for all solid el-

ements e P E with respect to the previously accepted iterate dtku are computed. After-
wards, the current element volumes vpeqcurr with respect to dtku `∆d are evaluated.

2.2. Identify bad elements. Initialize the bad element counter nbad to zero. If either
a) the evaluation of the current element volumes fails due to a negative determinant

of the deformation gradient or a negative determinant of the element Jacobian or

b) the ratio vpeqcurr{vpeqref is for any element e P E greater than rmax or smaller than rmin

the bad element counter nbad shall be increased by one for each identified element.
2.3. Compute default step length measure. Compute the quadratic `2-norm of the current

search direction, viz. scurr “ x∆d,∆dy.
2.4. Acceptance test. The first part of the acceptance test will be passed, if either

a) there are no bad elements, i.e. nbad “ 0, or
b) the step length decreases scurr ď slast and the top-left block of (6.59) fulfills
x∆d, p∇̃2

ddL ` ωIq∆dy ą δωscurr.
As second part of the test, the matrix must stay sufficiently positive definite in the
current search direction. This is enforced by the additional demand x∆d, p∇̃2

ddL `
ωIq∆dy ą δεscurr. If these tests are successfully passed, the current direction will
be accepted. Then, set slast Ð scurr and go to Step 7. Otherwise, if there are bad
elements and simultaneously either the step length increases or the (stronger) matrix
test is violated or, alternatively, the direction is no descent direction, go to Step 3.

3. Initialize or decrease the correction. If cω ą 0 go to Step 5. Else if ωlast “ 0, set ω Ð ω0.
Otherwise, set ω Ð maxtωmin, κώωlastu. Increase the correction counter cω Ð cω ` 1.

4. Solve the modified system of equations. Solve the modified system of equations. If the linear
solver succeeds, go to Step 2. Otherwise, go to Step 5.

5. Increase the correction. If ωlast “ 0 set ω Ð κ``ω ω. Otherwise, set ω Ð κὼω. Increase the
correction counter cω Ð cω ` 1.

6. Check upper correction bound. If ω ą ωmax, stop the simulation. Otherwise, go directly back
to Step 4.

7. Acceptance. If cω ď 1, set nω Ð nω` 1. Otherwise, reset nω Ð 0. Furthermore, if cω ‰ 0 set
ωlast Ð ω. Accept the computed search direction and use it for the following backtracking
line search algorithm.
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ness test, which will be addressed in a moment. This enhancement is reasonable without being
unnecessarily restrictive since it can be only triggered if the violation comes along with a bad
element counter greater than zero. Back to the first part of this second test, the quadratic `2-norm
of the current step is computed and compared to the previous step length. If now the current
step-length is smaller than the step length of the last applied search direction and the stronger
positive definiteness test is passed as well, then the search direction is accepted even if some
elements are still invalid or show a huge volume change. It is assumed that one of both criteria
is fulfilled after a sufficient number of corrections. This can be expected, since the modified sys-
tem of equations will lead to a smaller and smaller step-length for a sufficiently high value of ω.
This is in accordance to the derivation leading to trust region (3.24) and Levenberg-Marquardt
(3.23) schemes. Thus, the regularization parameter ω can be also interpreted as a representative
estimate of the optimal trust-region Lagrange multiplier which is necessary to restrain the step
length. An increasing trust region Lagrange multiplier value leads to a smaller and smaller trust-
region. Similar ideas lead to the Levenberg-Marquardt method [174]. In fact, the step length
test of Algorithm 6.3 proposed here is designed in such a way, that it takes advantage of these
well-known strategies.

However, due to the used or-combination in Step 2.4, the step-length is not restrained if no
bad elements have been detected. That means, under the assumption that the problem is well-
posed and the Newton iteration does not lead to any bad elements, the algorithm is still able to
increase the slast value such that it is in a meaningful range. Otherwise, if the Newton iteration
leads to invalid or bad elements and slast has been chosen too large such that the matrix might
no longer be positive definite in the computed search direction, the value of slast will be adapted
accordingly. Furthermore, due to the fact that it is very unlikely that scurr is exactly equal to slast,
the algorithm will lead to a decreasing sequence each time bad elements occur. On the other hand,
the value of slast will stay bounded from above since the update in Step 2.4 is executed for each
accepted search direction and the length of these search directions must be bounded as long as a
progress to the solution can be achieved. In summary, the value of slast will automatically become
smaller and smaller as soon as the iteration sequence tdtkuu starts to approach the solution point
and can only become larger if no bad elements are detected and the upper left matrix block is
sufficiently positive definite.

This last part is enforced by the surrounding positive definiteness test. Its main task is to
detect a negative definite upper left block in (6.59). Otherwise, the algorithm might not modify
the system of equations in cases where the matrix-block is negative definite but the bad element
counter is equal to zero. Such a case would very likely lead to a stagnation of the entire solution
procedure. An example can be found in Section 6.10.2. It can be concluded that the proposed
algorithm has a well-designed self-correction property which works very well in practice (cf.
Section 6.10).

Remark 6.1. At this point one important remark must be made concerning the surrounding pos-
itive definiteness tests in Step 2.4 of Algorithm 6.3. The example 5.6.8 has shown that there
are scenarios in which the positive definiteness test used here will fail, but the projection of
the gradients of the active constraints into the null space stays positive definite, as described in
Remark 5.10. In such a case, the matrix modification might be unnecessary or even counter-
productive in the sense of a higher number of Newton iterations. However, there are two points
which must be kept in mind:
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6.6. Correction of the Linear System of Equations

• Firstly, the example in Section 5.6.8 has shown that the method proposed in Chapter 5 ben-
efits from a positive definite upper left block. Actually, a negative definite matrix in search
direction might lead to a disastrous outcome. Furthermore, this is independent of the pos-
itive definite matrix property of the projected matrix. That means: If the modified Newton
approach of Chapter 5 is applied, the convergence properties are rather improved by the
positive definiteness test in Step 2.4 of Algorithm 6.3 and this is true for the variationally
consistent as well as for the variationally inconsistent contact formulation.

• Secondly, it is to mention that the case of a negative curvature in search direction due to the
influence of the second order derivatives of the active constraints could only be observed
for the complete variational approach. In case of the incomplete variational approach,
which is solely considered throughout this chapter, a negative definite system matrix seems
rather connected to some kind of structural instability such as buckling or a snap-through
scenarios. These instabilities need the matrix modification and are detected correctly by
Algorithm 6.3.

To put it in a nutshell: Even though the true curvature of the underlying Lagrangian might be
sufficiently positive definite in sense of (5.82), the line search method and contact formulation,
i.e., the variationally inconsistent approach from Chapter 4, used here seem to benefit from the
enforced stronger demand in Algorithm 6.3. This impression is also supported by various numer-
ical experiments which will be presented in Section 6.10. The brief application to the complete
formulation in Section 5.6.8 also revealed a stable but maybe slightly slower convergence be-
havior.

Now, the attention is drawn to some further details of Algorithm 6.3: Two counters cω and
nω are introduced. The first one, namely the correction counter cω, is set to zero each time
Algorithm 6.3 is entered and is incremented by one, each time the regularization parameter ω is
updated in Step 3 or Step 5. This parameter has two main tasks: Firstly, it allows the identification
of the first modification and initiates the decrease of the regularization parameter in Step 3. If the
decrease is unsuccessful, the next and all subsequent modifications increase the regularization
parameter until a new search direction is found which satisfies the acceptance tests. Beside this
switching task between decrease and increase, the parameter cω has another purpose: It is used
to detect a sequence of Newton iterations which were accepted with a decreasing regularization
parameter. Therefore, each time acceptance is achieved and the correction counter is below or
equal to 1, the second counter nω, the so-called successive decrease counter, is incremented
by one. If an increase of the regularization parameter becomes necessary and thus cω ą 1 the
successive decrease counter is reset. This counter is used to switch back to the unmodified system
of equations in Step 1, but only when it seems promising. Otherwise, if the last increase of the
regularization parameter was in the recent past, the solution attempt of the unmodified system
of equations is skipped and the algorithm tries directly whether a slightly smaller regularization
parameter might be successful in Step 3. In summary, the counter nω has been introduced to
avoid unnecessary attempts to solve the unmodified system of equations whenever the recent
history indicates that it is unlikely to be successful.

The remaining part of Algorithm 6.3 is quite similar to the inertia correction algorithm pro-
posed by Wächter and Biegler [272]. Note that the update of the regularization parameter cN is
not part of Algorithm 6.3, but is instead moved to Step 6 of Algorithm 6.2. Some further details
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on this topic will be given in Section 6.7.4. Before the discussion on Algorithm 6.2 is continued,
the attention is drawn to the used linear solver parameters and the invalid element identification.

6.6.1. Linear Solver Parameters

This section is supposed to give a brief overview of the applied linear solver parameters which
are considered in this chapter to solve the probably very large system of equations given in (6.59).
However, if the problem size is small enough, a simple direct solver will be applied. Possible
choices would be the UMFPACK [62] or the KLU [63] solver, for instance. In this thesis, the
UMFPACK solver will be preferred.

However, if a larger problem is addressed, the choice of a suitable set of linear solver param-
eters can become far more complicated. A similar issue has already been discussed during the
presentation in Section 5.6.7.2. However, the new system of equations (6.59) in combination
with Algorithm 6.3 can be helpful to simplify this choice. With the applied regularization of the
upper left matrix block in combination with the regularization of the lower right block under
consideration of the SIR correction scheme, two methods are now accessible which increase the
diagonal dominance of the system matrix whenever necessary. Therefore, the regularization of
the upper left matrix block discussed here will be further increased whenever the linear solver
fails in Step 1 or Step 4, and, indeed, this helps in many cumbersome situations to find a solution
of the linear system without tweaking any parameters. To demonstrate this, all large examples
in Section 6.10 will be solved with the same set of linear solver parameters. Furthermore, only
small changes have been made compared to Table 5.2:

• The max. coarse level size is reduced to 5,000 for all examples.

• In case of any active contact contributions solely the CheapSIMPLE preconditioner for the
saddle point formulation will be considered. This is independent of the fact whether the
modified contact system or the standard Lagrangian system are in use.

• The max. Krylov subspace size is increased to 300.

The remaining parameters in Table 5.2 stay unchanged . It must be emphasized that especially
the smaller max. coarse level size makes it rather more difficult, but also computational less
expensive, to find a solution of the linear systems. For further information concerning the linear
solver performance the reader is referred to Section 6.10 and the graphs concerning the GMRES
iterations therein.

6.6.2. Invalid Element Identification

The invalid element identification which is for example used in Step 2.2 a) of Algorithm 6.3, can
be quite involved, since it might not always be straight forward to reliably detect all elements
with a locally negative Jacobian determinant. However, it is important to detect them since oth-
erwise the non-linear iteration might start to stagnate. Such a stagnation can occur if even one
single element is overseen. This especially happens for very thin walled structures more often
than one might think. To avoid this undesirable situation it is not enough to track the value of the
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Jacobian or deformation gradient determinant at each evaluated Gauss point, instead the deter-
minant is supposed to be positive in the entire feasible parametric domain. In the current imple-
mentation 4-noded quadrilateral and 8-noded hexahedral elements for 2- or 3-D, respectively, are
considered. These elements are based on the classical linear Lagrange shape functions. Before
the 3-D case is addressed, the attention is drawn to the easier 2-D case. Typically, the paramet-
ric space for the 2-D QUAD4 elements is defined as the domain r´1, 1s ˆ r´1, 1s. Since the
following presentation is leaned on Johnen et al. [150, 151], the domain shall be redefined as
r0, 1s ˆ r0, 1s. This does in no way affect the validation criteria and thus is just a technical step.
The corresponding Lagrangian polynomials are then given by

L1pξ1, ξ2q “ p1´ ξ1qp1´ ξ2q, L2pξ1, ξ2q “ ξ1p1´ ξ2q, (6.60)
L3pξ1, ξ2q “ ξ1ξ2, L4pξ1, ξ2q “ p1´ ξ1qξ2. (6.61)

(6.62)

As one can easily reproduce, the Jacobian follows as

J peqpξ1, ξ2q “
ˆ

x1
,ξ1 x1

ξ2

x2
,ξ1 x2

ξ2

˙

“
ˆ

∆rx1s12p1´ ξ2q `∆rx1s43ξ
2 ∆rx1s14p1´ ξ1q `∆rx1s23ξ

1

∆rx2s12p1´ ξ2q `∆rx2s43ξ
2 ∆rx2s14p1´ ξ1q `∆rx2s23ξ

1

˙

(6.63)

and the associated determinant yields

detpJ peqpξ1, ξ2qq “L1pξ1, ξ2qt∆rx1s12 ∆rx2s14 ´∆rx2s12 ∆rx1s14u
` L2pξ1, ξ2qt∆rx1s12 ∆rx2s23 ´∆rx2s12 ∆rx1s23u
` L3pξ1, ξ2qt∆rx1s43 ∆rx2s14 ´∆rx2s43 ∆rx1s14u
` L4pξ1, ξ2qt∆rx1s43 ∆rx2s23 ´∆rx2s43 ∆rx1s23u

“
4
ÿ

i“1

Lipξ1, ξ2q J i, (6.64)

where ∆r¨sij denotes r¨si´r¨sj and J i represents one of the Jacobian determinant values evaluated
at the four corners of the QUAD4 element. The representation in (6.64) clearly reveals that the
value of the Jacobian determinant can be formulated as a bilinear interpolation of its values at the
corners. Consequently, if the Jacobian determinant at the four corner nodes is greater than zero,
then the Jacobian determinant in the entire element is greater than zero. This allows the definition
of an easy validation criterion in 2-D: Evaluate the Jacobian determinant at the corners of the
QUAD4 element. If all four values are positive, the entire element will be valid.

Unfortunately, the situation is much more complicated in 3-D. For a linear hexahedron, in the
following called HEX8, the Jacobian determinant can be expressed as

detpJ peqpξ1, ξ2, ξ3qq “ εijk x
i
,ξ1 x

j
,ξ2 x

k
,ξ3 , (6.65)
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where εijk is again the Levi-Civita symbol. Consequently, it is no longer a simple bilinear func-
tion, but instead a triquadratic one. Therefore, it is not enough to test only the corner points for
validity. As stated in [147, 160], the positivity at the corner points can only be seen as a necessary
condition. Furthermore, Knupp [160] has shown that it is also not enough to maintain positiv-
ity at the twelve edges of the HEX8 element. Therefore, he proposed that it might be sufficient
to demand positivity on the six faces without giving a proof. However, this does not lead to a
straight forward computation, since this new criterion asks for the minimization of a biquadratic
function on each face subject to additional bound constraints given by the parametric domain.
Since it shall be used as a fast and reliable pre-test in the filter method this seems unnecessarily
complicated and to the best of the author’s knowledge no usable algorithm for this minimization
task has been published, yet. An alternative is the sub-division of the hexahedron into tetrahedra
based on the eight corner nodes. This idea is exemplarily followed by [118, 147, 265, 268, 296].
These algorithms range from 8 to 64 computed tetrahedra. In Ushakova [266], the different ap-
proaches have been compared to each other and as a result it has been concluded that at least
58 tetrahedral volumes must be computed to obtain a sufficient criterion. This is quite a high
number, and thus it might not be surprising that at the beginning a simpler remedy has been used
in this thesis: The volume of the hexahedron in combination with the Jacobian determinant at
the eight corners has been evaluated and checked for positivity. This is a approach which is also
quite often followed in commercial packages [151, 161, 286]. If neither the volume calculation
nor the evaluation at the corner nodes indicated an invalid element, the element has been de-
clared valid. This worked in most cases very well, especially when it has been combined with
an additional restriction of the volume change as proposed in Algorithms 6.2 and 6.3. However,
a study of the related literature indicates that there are invalid configurations which might not
be detected by such a simple approach. Fortunately, a further review has revealed that it is pos-
sible to improve the algorithm in an efficient way. The necessary steps have been implemented
and shall be proposed in the following. Therefore, the spotlight is pointed onto the articles of
Johnen et al. [150, 151]. In the first publication [150], a method has been proposed which is
capable of reliably checking the validity of curved finite elements of any type. This is achieved
by expanding the Jacobian determinant into the Bézier space. Due to the convex hull property
of the Bézier expansion, the associated Bézier coefficients can be used to define an upper and
lower bound for the minimum of the actual Jacobian determinant in the element. Subsequently,
a divide et impera strategy is followed, which recursively divides the element into smaller sub-
divisions coming along with tighter and tighter bounds. This approach can be easily modified
in such a way that it can be efficiently applied to the linear hexahedral element, since it is a
special case of the more general framework discussed in [150]. This step has been done in [151]
and will also be followed here. Furthermore, it is to note that this algorithm is to the best of the
author’s knowledge the only one which can truly be used as a reliable test since it works also if
the minimum lies inside the element. Thus, it is not based on any unproven assumption.

Since a detailed description of the method can be found in [150, 151] only the most general
steps shall be discussed here. Therefore, first, the necessary one-dimensional second order Bézier
functions are stated

B0pξq “ p1´ ξq2, B1pξq “ 2ξp1´ ξq, B2pξq “ pξq2, (6.66)
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Figure 6.4.: In Figure 6.4a the one-dimensional second order Bézier polynomials are visualized. Furthermore, the
considered numbering of the sampling points for the HEX8 element is presented in Figure 6.4b. The color scheme is
supposed to highlight the positioning more clearly: gray points denote corners, blue points are placed in the middle
between two corner points on each edge, green points are positioned on the surface centers and the red point is
located in the center of the HEX8 element.

for all ξ P r0, 1s. A visualization can be found in Figure 6.4a. These at hand, their three-
dimensional counterparts follow immediately as

Bijkpξ1, ξ2, ξ3q “ Bipξ1q Bjpξ2qBkpξ3q, (6.67)

where 0 ď i, j, k ď 2. Next, the node numbering given in [151] is introduced by Figure 6.4b.
Under consideration of this numbering the three indices of the Bijk functions can also be as-
signed to the related point indices. For example, B000 becomes B̃1 and B221 is identical to B̃15.
This said it is now possible to express the triquadratic Jacobian determinant (6.65) simply by

detpJ peqpξ1, ξ2, ξ3qq “
27
ÿ

i“1

b̃i B̃ipξ1, ξ2, ξ3q, (6.68)

where b̃i are the coefficients or control values related to the corresponding Bézier basis function.
Since the 27 Bézier functions are all positive over the entire parametric domain and due to the
fact that the partition of unity holds, it can be concluded that the convex hull property holds and
the coefficients can be used to define a lower bound of the Jacobian determinant value, viz.

min
iPt1,2,...,27u

tb̃iu ď min
ξPr0,1sˆr0,1s

tdetpJ peqpξqqu. (6.69)
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Figure 6.5.: In Figure 6.5a the tetrahedron related to the corner point 3 is given, while Figure 6.5b shows the
tetrahedron belonging to the sampling point 19, i.e., the mid-point between the corners 7 and 8.

Furthermore, the Bézier coefficients corresponding to the corner points of the HEX8 element co-
incide with the values of the Jacobian determinant at these positions. This fact becomes obvious
by looking at (6.66). While the partition of unity holds in the entire domain of definition, only
at the boundaries of the domain all Bézier functions are zero except for the one corresponding
to the related coefficient. Thus, with respect to the numbering introduced in Figure 6.4b the first
eight Bézier coefficients correspond to the eight values of the Jacobian determinant at these cor-
ners. Now, the minimum of these first eight coefficients can consequently be used to define an
upper bound for the minimal determinant value in the hexahedron. Assuming that one of these
first eight values is negative, it is proven that the considered HEX8 is invalid. On the other hand,
if all 27 Bézier coefficients should be positive, it is proven that the entire HEX8 is valid. Finally,
in the last case, when the first eight coefficients are positive and at least one of the remaining
19 coeffizients is negative, the current information is insufficient and a subdivision algorithm is
initiated to tighten the bounds. The details of this subdivision algorithm are provided in [150]
and will be discussed in a moment. Important to note is that such a strategy is proven to be
successful, since the subdivision algorithm always stops and the bounds are expected to con-
verge quadratically with the size of the subdomains. For more details the reader is referred to the
literature on this topic [50, 173].

Now, the first question is how to obtain the 27 Bézier coefficients which are necessary for the
algorithm. Therefore, following the derivation, it is easily possible to obtain a linear mapping
between the Jacobian determinant values and the Bézier coefficients by

detpJ peqpξiqq “ B̃kpξiqb̃k, @i, k P t1, 2, . . . , 27u,
ô j “ B̃ b̃, (6.70)
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where ξi denote the 27 parametric position vectors of the points defined in Figure 6.4b, e.g., ξ1 “
p0, 0, 0qT and ξ22 “ p0.5, 0, 0.5qT. Following (6.70), the B̃ij entries of the matrix B̃ P R27ˆ27

are given by the function values B̃jpξiq. Thus, if the vector j is known, i.e., if the values of the
Jacobian determiant at the 27 points are known, then system (6.70) can be solved for the desired
Bézier coefficients. Since this mapping has an important role in the up-coming subdivision al-
gorithm, it makes sense to explicitly compute the inverse T “ B̃

´1
once at the beginning of the

simulation, or to take it from Johnen et al. [151]. This matrix T P R27ˆ27 maps the values of
the Jacobian determinant evaluated at the 27 sampling points given in Figure 6.4b onto the 27
Bézier coefficients.

Moreover, Johnen et al. [151] nicely explain that there are only 20 independent Bézier coef-
ficients as well as 20 independent entries in the vector j. This can be used to construct a linear
mapping from these 20 Jacobian determinant values onto the 27 Bézier coefficients, such that

b̃ “ Q j
20
, (6.71)

where the vector j
20

holds the Jacobian determinant values of the first 20 sampling points. The
actual definition of Q P R27ˆ20 can again be found in [151]. Note that this matrix Q is also
stored as a static member in the algorithm. Thus, neither the matrix T , nor the matrix Q must
be recomputed after the initial setup call. However, the first 20 entries of the vector j remain
outstanding and are, therefore, considered next. The first eight values in the vector j correspond
to the eight corners and are equal to the volumes of the tetrahedra constructed from the three
edges of the respective corner scaled by a factor of six. For example, the entry three of the vector
j follows as

j3 “ detpJ peqp1, 1, 0qq “ 6 vol∆px3, x4, x2, x7q. (6.72)

In a similar way it is also possible to obtain the remaining 12 entries corresponding to the edges.
Therefore, the corresponding tetrahedra can be constructed as exemplarily shown for the entry
19 which is defined by

j19 “ detpJ peqp0.5, 1, 1qq “ 6 vol∆px7, x8,
1

2
px5 ` x6q, 1

2
px3 ` x4qq. (6.73)

A demonstrative visualization of the TET4 corresponding to (6.72) can be found in Figure 6.5a,
while an illustration of the TET4 related to (6.73) can be seen in Figure 6.5b. These 20 vol-
umes must be computed at the beginning of each validity check under consideration of the cur-
rent nodal positions of the HEX8 element. In fact this is the only point in the algorithm where
the current nodal coordinates are considered. Now, if either one of the 20 computed Jacobian
determinant values is negative or if all the subsequently computed Bézier coefficients b̃i for
i P t9, 10, . . . , 27u following (6.71) are positive, the algorithm is finished. Only if all of the 20
Jacobian determinant values are positive and at least one of the remaining 19 Bézier coefficients
are negative, the subdivision is started. This subdivision algorithm is based on the following
relationship
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jrqspξrqsiq “ B̃
rqs
krξrqsis b̃rqsk “ B̃krξpξrqsiqs b̃k, (6.74)

where ξrqsi now denotes one of the 27 parametric position vectors in one of the eight subdomains
q P t1, 2, . . . , 8u, i.e., similar to (6.70), ξrqs1 “ p0, 0, 0qT and ξrqs22 “ p0.5, 0, 0.5qT for example.
Additionally, the linear mapping ξpξrqsq “ arqs ` pbrqs ´ arqsqξrqs is inserted, where arqs and brqs

denote the lower left and upper right boundary point of the qth subdomain cube. Thus, (6.74)
yields

b̃rqsi “ T ij B̃krarqs ` pbrqs ´ arqsqξrqsjs b̃
k

(6.75)

for i, j, k P t1, 2, . . . , 27u and q P t1, 2, . . . , 8u where the necessary inverse of the matrix
B̃rqsik “ B̃rqskrξrqsis has been replaced by the already computed matrix T . Furthermore, under
the assumption that a previously boundary point pair a and b is given, the new eight sub-boundary
pairs can be computed instantly and very inexpensively by

c “a` b
2

, (6.76)

ar1s “ a, br1s “ c, ar2s “ pc1, a2, a3qT, br2s “ pb1, c2, c3qT,
ar3s “ pc1, c2, a3qT, br3s “ pb1, b2, c3qT, ar4s “ pa1, c2, a3qT, br4s “ pc1, b2, c3qT,
ar5s “ pa1, a2, c3qT, br5s “ pc1, c2, b3qT, ar6s “ pc1, a2, c3qT, br6s “ pb1, c2, b3qT,
ar7s “ c, br7s “ b, ar8s “ pa1, c2, c3qT, br8s “ pc1, b2, b3qT.

Note that the initial boundary point pair is given by a “ 0 and b “ p1, 1, 1qT. Thus, the com-
putational cost of the subdivision procedure lies in the evaluation of the 729 function values
B̃krξpξrqsiqs and the execution of the subsequent two matrix-vector products in (6.75).

At this point, it is possible to summarize the necessary steps in Algorithm 6.4 which is closely
linked to the algorithms proposed in [150, 151]. Note that in Step 3 it is sufficient to check the
last 19 Bézier coefficients, since the first eight have already been tested in Step 2. To verify the
implementation, the unit tests proposed in [151] have been applied. In Figure 6.6 one heavily
distorted element is shown, which would pass the old test, i.e., the Jacobian determinant values
at the eight corners as well as at the Gauss point positions are all positive. In fact, if the minimum
of the scaled Jacobian determinant at the eight corners is computed the value 0.647 is obtained.
For more details how this scaled Jacobian determinant can be computed the interested reader is
referred to Knupp [161]. Anyway, that’s far away from being zero or critical. Thus, the previously
used simple check would fail in this case, since as Figure 6.6b shows, the element is indeed
invalid. It is to mention that this is detected by Algorithm 6.4 already in Step 2, since the volume
of the TET4 associated to sampling point 14 in Figure 6.4b is negative. Thus, this example is not
really challenging for the proposed method. Therefore, another test from [151] shall be discussed
which is shown in Figure 6.7. Again the simple corner node and Gauss point check would tell
us that the element is valid. However, Algorithm 6.4 reliably detects the location of a negative
Jacobian determinant value by three successive subdivisions which are shown in Figure 6.7b.
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Algorithm 6.4 ANALYSIS OF THE HEX8 JACOBIAN DETERMINANT

Given. The matrix T as well as the matrix Q are either given or must be constructed once at the
beginning when the method is called the very first time. See Johnen et al. [151] for a detailed
description.
1. Compute TET4 volumes. Compute the 20 TET4 volumes corresponding to the eight corners

and the 12 edges of the hexahedron element. Store these volumes scaled by a factor of six in
a vector j

20
.

2. Check the volumes. If at least one entry ji20 for i P t1, 2, . . . , 20u is negative or zero, return
false and leave the algorithm.

3. Compute the corresponding 27 Bézier coefficients. Evaluate (6.71). If all entries in b̃ are pos-
itive, return true and leave the algorithm.

4. Subdivision. Set the parent sub-domain boundaries to a “ 0 and b “ p1, 1, 1qT.
4.1. Create 8 sub-cubes. Compute the sub-cube borders following (6.76).
4.2. Loop. Loop over q P t1, 2, . . . , 8u.

a) Compute Bézier coefficients. Evaluate B̃krξpξrqsiqs, @i, k P t1, 2, . . . , 27u and use
(6.75) to compute the associated Bézier coefficients.

b) Check Bézier coefficients. If b̃rqsi ď 0 for any i P t1, 2, . . . , 8u, return false and leave
the algorithm. Else if b̃rqsi ą 0 for all i P t9, 8, . . . , 27u, go to the next sub-cube, i.e.
q Ð q` 1, and go to Step 4.2a). If all coefficients are positive and no other sub-cube
is left, return true.

c) Recursive subdivision. Set a “ arqs, b “ brqs and go to Step 4.1.

The seventh corner node of the smallest sub-cube has been correctly identified as invalid. Note
that the subdivisions indicate that the Jacobian determinant values associated to the corners of
the evaluated surrounding sub-cubes are all positive. Thus, the Jacobian determinant is only very
locally invalid.

6.7. Further Details on the Globalization Algorithm

In the following more details of Algorithm 6.2 shall be discussed. Despite the fact that the fol-
lowing points might in theory not be strictly necessary, all of them represent crucial ingredients
to obtain an algorithm which is practically applicable and successful. The different points are
discussed hierarchically following the step order in Algorithm 6.2.

6.7.1. Pre-Testing

The attention is on Step 3.3 of Algorithm 6.2. Here, an optional pre-testing is inserted which is
not part of the original line search filter algorithm proposed by Wächter and Biegler [270, 271,
272], but becomes important for discretized problems. The subsequent filter method completely
relies on the fact that a bad iterate can be detected based on the objective function value and
the used infeasibility measure. Unfortunately, the gained experience in the area of computational
contact problems reveals that this is not always true. There exist Newton iterates which globally
lead to a decreasing infeasibility violation or a decreasing structural energy such that they sat-
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Figure 6.6.: Figure 6.6a shows a heavily distorted element taken from Johnen et al. [151, Fig. 7]. In Figure 6.6b the
associated graph of the scaled Jacobian determinant along a critical edge (highlighted in Figure 6.6a) is shown.
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Figure 6.7.: Figure 6.7a shows a heavily distorted element taken from Johnen et al. [151, Fig. 5]. In Figure 6.7b the
result of the subdivision algorithm is shown. For this element three successive subdivisions must be executed before
the computed bounds reliably indicate that the element is invalid. The corner node of the smallest sub-cube with a
negative value is marked by .
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isfy the acceptability criteria of the filter method, but come along with a very localized heavily
distorted mesh. If such an iterate is accepted by the filter method, any further progress might
be prohibited. Thus, the simulation stops, just because it might become very difficult or even
impossible to resolve the heavily distorted geometrical configuration of a few or maybe only one
element. Therefore, the already in Algorithm 6.3 applied bad element identification is placed in
front of the filter method as a reliable pre-testing which identifies these rare unwanted cases.
Now, since the search direction is kept constant and only the step length is further varied or, to
say it clearer, potentially shortened, the demand is formulated that neither any solid element is
allowed to have an invalid Jacobian determinant nor is any element allowed to show a drastically
changing volume. If one of these criteria is violated, the current trial point will be rejected and
the backtracking routine is directly initiated without even entering the filter method. Therefore,
again a lower and an upper bound 0 ă rpre

min ă 1 ă rpre
max for the volume ratios of reference

to current volume with respect to each element must be defined. In general, these bounds can
differ from the ones used in Algorithm 6.3. Then, if any ratio vpeqcurr{vpeqref for e P E lies outside the
domain rrpre

min, r
pre
maxs, the current trial point will be rejected. A nice side-effect of this approach

is that this volume testing is computationally much cheaper than a possible attempt of evaluat-
ing all structural and contact contributions. Consequently, this pre-testing can not only avoid a
stagnation of the algorithm but might also save some time.

6.7.2. Bypassing of the L -type Test

A small modification inherent in Algorithm 6.2, which has not been mentioned yet, is the addi-
tional condition during the check of the sufficient decrease criteria in Step 3.5. What has been
added is the additional demand that not only the L -type conditions formulated in (6.4) must be
satisfied to fulfill the switching criterion but at the same time also the lastly accepted constraint
violation is not allowed to be too big. Therefore, the so far unmentioned parameter Θmin ą 0
has been introduced (see also Figure 6.1). This adaption has been originally proposed by [272].
Even though this is only a very small change the consequences can be remarkable. In an earlier
version of the algorithm this additional condition was missing. The result was that in some sim-
ulations the switching condition has been activated in a very early pre-asymptotic state. Now, an
active L -type condition demands more from the non-linear solution method than just to achieve
a decrease in the constraint violation or the objective function value since the Armijo rule (6.5)
must be satisfied. Actually, this can be a by far stricter condition which might lead to a very
small step-length till acceptability is reached. Especially, as long as the underlying model is not
able to reflect the actual objective function in a sufficient way. Exactly this is very likely during
the pre-asymptotic phase. For a well-posed problem, it is almost always much easier to decrease
the constraint violation than the objective function value in this early stage. The problem is that
this small step-length will in turn indicate a repetitive satisfaction of the L -type switching con-
dition as long as the method does not succeed to leave this region. To put it in a nutshell, this
might result in a very slow convergence even though the steps are all good and would be directly
accepted by (6.3) without any step-length adaption. Due to the fact that generally no good ac-
cordance of the model and the actual objective function during the pre-asymptotic phase can be
expected, it is a much better idea to skip the L -type condition in this early stage. Therefore,
Θmin is used. It is assumed that as soon as the constraint violation is below this value the model
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Figure 6.8.: In Figure 6.8a an example is shown, where between iteration #18 and #19 the constraint violation
strongly rises while the objective function value is only slightly decreased. Subsequently, iteration #21 is com-
pletely blocked by historical information stored in the filter set. The problem can only be resolved by reinitializing
the filter. The result is shown in Figure 6.8b. The green (upper left to lower right) hatched area marks the region
defined by Θpαk,lq ě γmax

Θ Θmax before and after the reinitialization, respectively.

becomes trustworthy. Another side-effect is that the minimal step-length estimate for the L -type
condition described in Section 6.3.3 must not be evaluated during this pre-asymptotic iterates.

6.7.3. Reinitialization of the Filter

There is another problem which may arise during the application of the filter method. This time
the filter might refuse to accept good iterates because of outdated historical information. This
is something that is well-known in the literature and for instance mentioned by Wächter and
Biegler [271, Remark 7] and later addressed in [272, Sec. 3.2]. The historical information might
belong to a very different deformation state of the elastic bodies but, however, the associated
filter point coordinates might be very similar to the coordinates of the currently considered filter
point. To explain why this is actually not only an academic issue, let us consider the following
scenario: The algorithm is on its way to the equilibrium state and during the previous Newton it-
erations the regularization parameter cN has successively been updated based on the SIR-update.
However, during the last iterations the active set drastically changed such that the number of
active nodes and thus the active contact zone shrank to a very small region. Now, a bigger than
expected change in the displacement field, for example induced by a slight structural instability,
in combination with a rising contact force due to the high regularization parameter might lead
to the undesired case that the two bodies come locally out of contact at the end of an accepted
Newton iteration. Since the SIR update has led to a high cN value, the active-set decision (4.12)
mainly relies on the weighted gap value and, consequently, a small positive gap can be enough to
locally set the previously active nodes inactive for the next Newton iteration. The consequence
might be that the structures collapse in the next iteration due to the missing constraint and the
new configuration indicates a large penetration but simultaneously comes along with a much
smaller structural energy value, such that this new iteration might be again accepted by the filter.
It is further to say that the previously discussed pre-testing might not detect such a case as long
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as the collapsing is not attended by a heavily distorted mesh or large changes in the element vol-
umes (see Section 6.7.1). A demonstrative example for such a scenario is shown in Figure 6.8a:
As described the bodies come out of contact in Newton iteration #18 and collapse in Newton
iteration #19 coming along with a much higher Θ value but also a lower L value. So one might
think that this is no problem for the filter method, since nothing happened what can not be with-
drawn. However, there are actual two severe problems with such a scenario which can even lead
to complete failure of the algorithm:

• The first problem is that the current cN value is probably much too high for the newly appeared
large penetration state. This will be addressed in Section 6.7.4.

• The second problem are the filter points which have been already added to the filter during
the filter augmentations in Step 5 of Algorithm 6.2. Actually, if as described this situation
occurs only locally, i.e., the bodies collapse only at one contact point of many such that there
are still other active contact zones left, then even the filter point referring to the collapse
might be added to the filter (see Figure 6.8a). Especially, if the bypassing of the L -type
check is still activated due to the remaining constraints, and thus the last iterate can not be a
L -type and is also no feasible step. Now, after this collapsing scenario the algorithm tries to
resolve the issue by pushing the bodies apart again, however, this will lead to a rising objective
function coordinate of the associated filter point under almost all circumstances. And even
though the constraint violation is supposed to be decreased compared to the previous iteration,
there might be other filter points in the filter which show much smaller infeasibility values.
These older points have the power to prohibit any further progress or recovery and, finally, the
method will fail.

By looking at Figure 6.8a the situation seems a little bit different since the following itera-
tion #20 shows a decrease in the objective function and rather no change in the infeasibility
measure. However, this originates from the mentioned too high cN value which leads to a quite
bad iterate. Thus, the cN value is reset between Newton iteration #20 and #21 as described in
Section 6.7.4. The scenario now becomes critical if points currently contained in the filter block
the new iteration from acceptance. It is enough that one filter point is part of the set which com-
bines a lower constraint violation value with a lower objective function value compared to the
current iteration, independently from the fact that this new trial point might be a very good step
in the sense that it tries to withdraw the previous unintended collapsing. Actually, exactly this is
the case in Figure 6.8a. The good iteration #21 is blocked by the filter points associated to the
older Newton iterations #14 and #18. All belonging to deformation states before the collapsing
occurred. In this special case, even the line search path indicated by the red line in Figure 6.8a is
not able to resolve the issue and to leave the taboo-region of the filter.

Remark 6.2. One might expect that the line search path is approaching the previous filter point
corresponding to iteration #20 for very small step length values. The reason, why this is not the
case here, will be given in Section 6.7.4.

The remedy implemented here is leaned on an idea proposed in Wächter and Biegler [272,
Sec. 3.2], but it has been slightly extended. However, the basic strategy stays the same: The al-
gorithm needs some counting mechanism such that it is able to detect such a situation. Therefore,
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the filter method checks each time a trial point is rejected by the filter acceptability test in Step
3.4 of Algorithm 6.2, if the current trial filter point would have been accepted by the following
sufficient decrease criteria in Step 3.5. Now, in the case that the filter rejected the trial point, but
the sufficient decrease criteria, which are solely based on the previously accepted iterate, would
have accepted the trial point, an additional condition is tested: If Θpαtk,luq ă γmax

Θ Θmax holds,
then a new blocking point is created and added to a so-called blocking list. The lastly mentioned
condition has the important task to avoid an infinite number of reinitializations as will become
clear in a moment. But first back to the blocking list: In the current implementation this block-
ing list contains two values per iteration. The first coordinate of such a blocking point is the
current identification number of the Newton iteration. This value is used to identify successive
blocking scenarios, i.e., the list will be cleared again if the next Newton iteration would not indi-
cate a blocking scenario and is otherwise augmented. The second coordinate of a blocking point
counts the successive number of blocks during the line search. In more details: Assuming that
all blocking criteria are fulfilled, the first time the algorithm enters Step 3.4 during the current
Newton iteration, it will be tested whether the list is continuous or not. If yes, then the new
blocking point is added to the end of the list and the line search step counter is set to one. If the
list is not continuous, it is cleared and a new list is initiated containing only the current point.
Nevertheless, the second coordinate is initially set to one. If the algorithm enters now multiple
times in one Newton iteration this check in Step 3.4 and fulfills each single time all blocking
criteria, then the second coordinate associated to the current Newton iteration is incremented for
each blocking line search step by one. Finally, the filter may be reinitialized in Step 3.10 either if
the length of the list indicates that the last nblock

newton Newton iterations have been blocked at least
once by the filter or if the second coordinate of the lastly added blocking point is larger than
nblock

ls , i.e., a pre-defined allowed number of consecutive blocking line search steps is exceeded.
The filter is reset by setting F tku “ tpL ,Θq : Θ ě γmax

Θ Θmaxu. Now, to avoid an infinite
number of reinitializations, the Θmax is set after the reinitialization to Θmax Ð γmax

Θ Θmax. This
algorithm showed to be very successful in practice in combination with the following adaption
of the regularization parameter cN. In Figure 6.8a the region Θpαk,lq ě γmax

Θ Θmax is represented
by the green hatched area. As one can easily see the points corresponding to Newton iteration
#21 are all below this hatched area and are also below the taboo region defined by the lastly
accepted iteration #20. Thus, the entire red line search path fulfills the blocking criteria and,
consequently, the second criterion based on nblock

ls is activated. In this special case nblock
ls is equal

to 10 and the initial Θmax had been set to 2.0, while γmax
Θ had been chosen as 0.25. The result of

the reinitialization can be seen in Figure 6.8b. The filter has now a clear upper bound for the in-
feasibility measure. Furthermore, the filter point corresponding to iteration #21 has been added
and, additionally, the filter point associated with the next Newton iteration is shown. The reini-
tialization was successful and allows progress to the equilibrium again. Otherwise, i.e. without
the reinitialization, iteration #22 would have been blocked as well.

6.7.4. Decrease of the Contact Regularization Parameter

In Section 5.3.2 the SIR update has been presented and represents a reliable method to obtain
a new cN value as long as the solution path is well-defined and no unforeseen situation occurs
which would contradict the used linear infeasibility model. Therefore, it is a meaningful ap-
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proach to use the SIR update as a monotone rule, i.e. ctk`1u
N ě c

tku
N . Especially, since near the

solution the upper bound of the cN value is usually approached from beneath. However, the ex-
amples discussed in Section 5.6 showed that the correction parameter βθcN should not be chosen
too high, since otherwise a default Newton scheme might fail. Now, in contrast to Chapter 5,
the examples considered here might show severe instabilities and as discussed beforehand in
Section 6.7.3 it might happen that the filter method accepts a step which leads to a drastic rise of
the infeasibility measure. In such a case it is quite likely that the previously computed cN value
might be a bad choice since it is based on older historical information. Thus, the new penetration
state might ask for a smaller cN value. But how is it possible to reliably detect these quite rare
cases? Especially, since an unnecessary reduction of the regularization parameter can lead to a
decreased convergence speed as Section 5.4 underlines.

The strategy used in this thesis is initiated by information collected over the last Newton
iteration. Only if the last Newton iteration asked for a correction of the linear system of equations
in Algorithm 6.3, indicated by nω ą 0 and the Newton step asked as well for a step length
correction via the line search method, only then a possible reduction of the regularization is even
considered in Step 7 of Algorithm 6.2. It is briefly to note that nω equal to zero can be used
to identify the first part, since the mechanism in Algorithm 6.3 ensures that nω is only equal
to zero if the unmodified system of equations is used. In this way a decrease of the cN value is
only applied if the algorithm was in trouble during the last Newton iteration, where nω ą 0 also
indicates some instability. Now, the derivation of the cN decrease is very close to the derivation
of the cN update derivation. The initial demand is just formulated differently, viz.

Θ tku ` 1

Θ tku xg̃AtkuN
, ∇dg̃

A
N

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

T

tku
∆dy !ě p1´ βcNΘcritqΘ tku, (6.77)

where the switched inequality sign is the important change. Thus, the linear model is used
to define a bound for the maximally allowed reduction, where the new parameter βcNΘcrit with
βcNΘ ă βcNΘcrit ă 1 is introduced. The collected experience during the parameter study in Sec-
tion 5.6.2 indicates that a βcNΘcrit value greater than 0.9 seems meaningful. In the example shown
in Figure 6.8 the (increasing) correction parameter βcNΘ has been set to 0.8, while the critical
(decreasing) correction parameter βcNΘcrit had been set to 0.95. Now, following the same steps as
in Section 5.3.2, the final cN decrease updating rule is given by

c
tk`1u
N “ c

tku
N mint1, 1

1´ βcNΘcrit

p1`
xg̃Atku

N
, ∇dg̃

A
N

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

T

tku
∆dy

pΘ tkuq2 qu (6.78)

as long as

xg̃Atku
N

, g̃Atku
N

` ∇dg̃
A
N

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

T

tku
∆dy ą 0 (6.79)

holds. Otherwise, ctk`1u
N “ c

tku
N is used. Note that (6.79) is theoretically supposed to be equal

to zero in the limit case cN Ñ 8. Thus, (6.79) is used as a safe-guarding condition to avoid
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negative cN values which seem to occur in some scenarios if the active set changes severely from
one Newton iteration to the next.

The attention is now back on the example in Figure 6.8: The correction rule (6.78) is activated
and applied in the end of Newton iteration #20. Iteration #20 fulfills the prerequisites since
nω is equal to 4, i.e., the linear system had to be corrected four times and the step-length had
to be reduced three times, such that (6.78) initiates a drop of the regularization parameter from
c
t20u
N “ 3.56E`04 to ct21u

N “ 1.88E`03. That is almost a factor 19 smaller. However, due to
the described collapsing scenario it seems justified. As described in (6.10) and explained in the
subsequent discussion: The used filter point coordinates L and Θ do not explicitly rely on the
cN value. This is a very important point since otherwise adaptions of the filter points already
contained in the filter would become necessary, if the regularization parameter is touched during
the Newton iterations. Nevertheless, a changing cN value can still have an implicit impact on the
filter point coordinates due to the active set decision (4.12). By keeping this active set decision
in mind, it is possible to explain the different filter points in Figure 6.8: The drop in the L value
as well as the rise in Θ in iteration #19 has already been explained by the collapsing scenario.
Now, the further drop of L from iteration #19 to #20 seems not logical at first glance. However,
the origin can be traced back to the high cN value. First of all, the cN value is much too high for
the large penetration state. This leads to a highly distorted mesh and non-physical high Lagrange
multiplier values. This is actually very similar to the observations made in Chapter 5 with respect
to the default standard Lagrangian system of equations. Now, due to the high cN value, the chance
is also high that at the end of iteration #20 nodes with a negative averaged weighted gap value
(i.e., showing a penetration and, therefore, indicating that they are active) and negative Lagrange
multiplier values (i.e., contradictorily indicating that they are inactive) stay active. These nodes
contribute to the active Lagrangian value (6.9) now in such a way, that they reduce the function
value and are consequently the main reason for the smaller L value of iteration #20 compared to
#19 in Figure 6.8a. On the other hand, since the linear system as well as the step-length had to be
adapted in iteration #20, the progress in terms of Θ are only marginal compared to #19. When
at the end of iteration #20 the cN value is now drastically reduced, such as in this case by a factor
around 19, the former mentioned nodes with a negative Lagrange multiplier value and a negative
averaged weighted gap value might change their status from active to inactive just because of this
reduction of the regularization parameter. Actually, exactly this happens such that the cardinality
of A changes from 1928 to 1886 without any change of the primal or dual variables. Since these
nodes decreased the objective function value L , it is no longer surprisingly that the path of the
line search method ends somewhere on the right side of #20. Furthermore, it also fits into the
explanation that the Θ coordinate is slightly smaller since contributions of the previously active
nodes are missing. To conclude the explanation it must be mentioned that a decrease of the cN

value can theoretically also lead to the opposite effect: a decrease of the objective function value.
This would happen if previously inactive nodes joined the active set because of a high positive
Lagrange multiplier value and small positive averaged weighted gap value. However, in this
specific case the first effect is much stronger than the second one. Thus, all ingredients leading
to Figure 6.8 are finally explained. This example demonstrates how complicated the interaction
between the different parameters can actually be. Therefore, the importance of the modifications
described here is hopefully emphasized. Many if not all of the numerical examples presented
later would fail if only one of these modifications is left out.
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6.7.5. Scaling of the Filter Coordinates
A scaling of the filter coordinates has already been applied in Figure 6.8 but was not mentioned
so far. Such a re-scaling becomes necessary since the two coordinates defining a filter point are
probably very differently scaled. While the first coordinate represents some energy or potential
measure of all considered elastic bodies, the second coordinate is a pure geometric quantity rep-
resenting the distance between the bodies. In the current implementation a very simple approach
is followed: For all the presented examples a tangential predictor is used to obtain a meaningful
initial deflection. The unscaled L value after this step is probably very low, especially if the
contact detection is off during the predictor iteration #0. Thus, it is a bad idea to use this value
as a reference value for the scaling. Instead, the scaling is activated after this very first iteration.
Consequently, the related scaling of the first coordinate is currently always defined as

κf “ 1

|L pαt1,0uq| . (6.80)

However, this rule might be adapted if the very first trial point after the tangential predictor leads
to a severely distorted mesh, such that L pαt1,0uq might indicate a by far too large value. This
case is excluded for now. The scaling of the second coordinate follows a quite similar approach.
It is also skipped for iteration #0. Furthermore, since it is possible that the follow-up iteration is
a feasible iteration, an additional condition becomes necessary, viz.

κΘ “ 1

|Θpαtk,luq| “
1

Θpαtk,luq if k ą 0 and Θpαtk,luq ą TOL2. (6.81)

This scaling approach implicitly implies smaller changes to some of the already presented equa-
tions which shall be briefly addressed in the following. The first equation which slightly changes
is (6.3b). It becomes

κfL pxpαtk,luq, λNpαtk,luqq ď κfL pxtku, λtkuN q ´ γfκΘΘpxtku, λtkuN q, (6.82)

where especially the allowed margin benefits from the scaling by becoming more reliable. Note
that the minimal step length estimation in Section 6.3.2 must be adapted accordingly. For in-
stance, (6.21) becomes

m1
L p0q αtk,lu `

1

2
m2

L p0q pαtk,luq2 ` γf
κΘ
κf

Θ tku ď 0. (6.83)

Another point where the scaling plays a role is the L -type switching condition (6.4). The second
part changes to

p´mL pαtk,luqqsf pαtk,luq1´sf ą ν̃ΘpΘ tkuqsΘ with ν̃Θ “ κsΘΘ
κ
sf
f

νΘ , (6.84)

where all changes are hidden in a changed constant ν̃Θ . This constant must be also inserted in
the related equations for the minimal step length estimation in Section 6.3.3.
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Figure 6.9.: If Assumption 6.1 is fulfilled, only trial points with a smaller `2-norm than the already added filter
points are able to strongly dominate one of these points. This is visualized in Figure 6.9a. However, only points in
the red (bottom left to top right) hatched rectangle truly dominate the filter point l. Figure 6.9b shows an example
for (6.86). This test can be used to speed-up the acceptability check, since as soon as a filter point l is found which
fulfills (6.86), only the filter points with a smaller `2-norm must be considered by the point-to-point comparison.

6.7.6. Pre-Filtering

A minor implementation feature is a so-called pre-filtering approach which has been proposed
by Gould and Toint [116] and is also applied here in Step 3.4 of Algorithm 6.2, but in a slightly
different way. It has two distinct purposes: Firstly, it shall identify all points in the filter which
are certainly not dominated by the new trial point. Secondly, it shall pre-identify all filter-points
in the filter which would certainly accept the new trial point. To apply this pre-filtering technique
the following assumption must hold:

AS 6.1. All coordinates of the current trial point as well as of the filter points defining the
filter are positive or equal to zero.

If Assumption 6.1 does not hold, the pre-filtering is skipped and a point-wise comparison is
applied to identify dominated filter points and to test the acceptance to the filter. However, in
the following it shall be assumed that Assumption 6.1 holds. Drawing the attention to the first
goal: A filter point pL ,Θqj “ pL j,Θ jq P F with j “ 1, 2, . . . , |F | is meant to be strongly
dominated by a new trial point if all of its coordinates are larger than the coordinates of the
current filter point, i.e.,

L pαtk,luq ă L j and Θpαtk,luq ă Θ j. (6.85)

If (6.85) holds, the old filter point j does no longer contribute any meaningful information, such
that it can be removed. Now, while the strong dominance can only be checked by looking at
the coordinates itself, it is possible to efficiently test the opposite, i.e., whether an already added
filter point is certainly not dominated by a new trial point. Therefore, it is sufficient to look at
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the `2-norm of such a point. If the `2-norm of the trial point is larger than the `2-norm of a
point currently in the filter, the already added filter point can not be dominated by the new one.
However, it is not true that a new trial point dominates all filter points in the filter, if it has a
smaller `2-norm than these points. This fact is visualized in Figure 6.9a: All points with a `2-
norm smaller than the filter point pL , Θqj “ p1, 2q lie inside the dashed circle, but only points
in the red hatched rectangle can strongly dominate the filter point with the index l. Note that it is
also not possible if the `2-norm is replaced by the `8-norm. To show this, a new trial point with
the coordinates p1.9, 1q shall be considered. Even though the trial point has a smaller `8-norm
as the point j in Figure 6.9a, since 1.9 ă 2.0, it still does not dominate the filter point j.

Now, to make this test efficient the filter points already in the filter set are stored in an ascend-
ing list with respect to the `2-norm of their entries. Next, the norm of a new trial filter point is
compared to the norms of the already added filter points in the list and only if the norm of the
trial point is smaller than the norm of one point in the filter, it is tested if this filter point and all
subsequent points with a larger norm are potentially dominated by the new trial point. This is the
first part of the pre-filtering approach. The second part is based on the inequality

}pL pαtk,luq, Θpαtk,luqqT}2 ă }pL ,ΘqTj }2 ´
?

2 maxtγf , γΘu Θ j, (6.86)

which can be easily derived under consideration of (6.3). To obtain (6.86), the `2-norm of the
left and right side of (6.3) are taken, such that

}pL pαtk,luq, Θpαtk,luqqT}2 ă }pL ´ γfΘ , p1´ γΘqΘqTj }2
ď |}pL ,ΘqTj }2 ´ }pγf , γΘqT}2Θ j|
ď }pL ,ΘqTj }2 ´

?
2 maxtγf , γΘu Θ j, (6.87)

where the last step becomes possible under the assumption that γΘ , γf ă 1{?2 holds. Now,
still under the assumption that the algorithm loops over all filter points contained in the filter
F in ascending order with respect to their `2-norms, the filter point j, which fulfills (6.86) for
the first time, defines the lower bound of filter points which will certainly accept the new trial
point. Therefore, only the first j ´ 1 filter points must be tested by point-to-point comparison of
their coordinates against the new trial point. The reader is kindly referred to Figure 6.9b, where
this test is visualized. A look at this figure reveals that filter points with a smaller `2-norm are
still able to block a new trial point lying in the blue shaded quadrant. See filter point j ´ 1 for
example.

A final remark: This pre-filtering approach might seem unnecessarily complicated due to the
small number of only two coordinates, but it has been implemented with a possible extension
of filter point coordinates in mind. One scenario are frictional contact problems. In addition,
the framework allows to define many more meaningful coordinates based on the entries of the
residual vector. For examples and possible applications the interested reader is referred to Gould
and Toint [116] or Milzarek and Ulbrich [196].
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6.8. Special Extensions for Structural Contact Problems

Up to this point, the description has been limited to a quasi-static frictionless contact formulation
based on unmodified HEX8 finite elements. In this section two extensions shall be presented
which are often necessary for real world applications: First, the treatment of dynamic contact
problems with the line search filter method is addressed. Secondly, the EAS formulation will be
considered and possible implications will be identified and discussed.

6.8.1. Dynamic Problems

To be more specific, the attention is on necessary adaptions for the treatment of dynamic struc-
tural problems under consideration of the Generalized-α time integration scheme. Other schemes
are not considered. However, the adaptions would probably follow a quite similar pattern. The
discussion starts where Section 4.6 has ended. By investigating the considered system of equa-
tions, where the focus lies on the residual (4.64a). To keep things simple any damping effects
as well as the augmented regularization are excluded from the following discussion. As already
mentioned, there exist at least two possibilities to evaluate the different terms at the respective
mid-points tn`1´αf

and tn`1´αm , where the variant implemented here is based on the trapezoidal
rule. The used residual is given in (4.65), which is also consistently linearized as presented in
(4.68). Consequently, the solution is reached as soon as rcgα “ 0 holds and the remaining KKT-
conditions (4.67) are fulfilled as well. On the other hand, however, coming from a theoretical
view point, the solution path is expected to follow Hamilton’s principle, i.e.,

δ

tn`1
ż

tn

U pdptqq ` Vextpdptqq ´K pvptqqdt “ 0, (6.88)

where the kinetic energy K has been defined in (2.36). In words: The total variation of the
action integral shall vanish along the solution path through time and space. Following the pre-
sented derivation steps in Section 2.1.4 concerning the Lagrangian field theory, it is obvious that
(4.65) indeed represents an approximation of (6.88) with all the issues mentioned in Section 4.6.
However, with respect to the filter method discussed here one important question is still open:
What is a meaningful representative for the first filter point coordinate? During the previous dis-
cussion the (quasi-static) Lagrangian functional has been used. This is no longer possible since
it does not consider any time dependency and, furthermore, its derivative with respect to the
displacements does not lead to (4.65). Consequently, it can not be used as a reliable objective
function value. On the other hand, (6.88) would provide a theoretical possibility, but the involved
time integral is not really suitable. Furthermore, the question remains how to choose the correct
evaluation state to be in accordance with (4.65).

Therefore, (4.65) shall be directly considered and an auxiliary time dependent Lagrangian is
constructed which delivers the Generalized-α residual when its derivatives with respect to the
displacements are computed. This idea yields the scalar-valued Generalized-α Lagrangian, viz.
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Lgα “ βgα p∆tq2
2p1´ αmqrp1´ αmqan`1 ` αma

nsT M rp1´ αmqan`1 ` αma
ns (6.89a)

` p1´ αfqU pdn`1q ` αfpdn`1qT ∇dU |
dn

(6.89b)

` p1´ αfqVextpdn`1q ` αfpdn`1qT ∇dVext|dn (6.89c)

´ p1´ αfqxg̃N
pdn`1q, λn`1

N y ´ αfpdn`1qT ∇dg̃N

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

dn
λnN, (6.89d)

where αm, αf , βgα are the Generalized-α parameters and ∆t denotes the discrete time step (see
Section 2.4 for more information). The function (6.89) is one representative for a possible objec-
tive function. Actually, there exists an infinite number of suitable Lagrangians, e.g., the explicitly
used displacement vector pdn`1q in front of the gradients, which depends on the previously con-
verged state, can be also replaced by pdn`1 ´ dnq. This would only lead to a constant shift of
the objective function values throughout one time step and, therefore, it would only marginally
influence the filter method. One point would be the used scaling factors (see Section 6.7.5). How-
ever, in this thesis solely (6.89) shall be considered. The proof that (6.89) is indeed a suitable
objective function for (4.65) can be given by direct calculation. While the necessary derivatives
of (6.89b) to (6.89d) obviously lead to the gradients in (4.65b) to (4.65d), the correctness of the
first term can be validated under consideration of (2.84b). The consideration of a damping term
seems possible in a similar straight forward manner.

6.8.2. Handling of Enhanced Assumed Strains
The idea of enhanced assumed strains has been briefly introduced in Section 2.3.4. It is one
possible way to avoid certain kinds of locking, see Section 2.3.3. During the brief derivation it
becomes obvious that crucial points are the condensation and post-processing steps described
in (2.82) and (2.83). For a classical local Newton approach these steps are completely unprob-
lematic. The algorithm will condensate the matrix and right hand side contributions on element
level, afterwards the global system is assembled, the Dirichilet boundary conditions are applied
and the system is solved. As soon as the solution vector containing pd, λNqtku is updated, the
recovery of the enhanced strain increment as well as the update of the enhanced strains in each
element will be executed in a post-operation. Thus, everything stays simple.

Now, let us consider the line search case: As long as the step length is not modified the previ-
ous approach stays valid. However, if the step length is modified in Step 3.12, the procedure will
slightly change. The computation of the trial point in Step 3.2 takes place in the same method as
the default update for a classical Newton approach. The ingredient that changes is the step length
which is now smaller than the default step length. This will become important for the enhanced
strain update. Again, the post-operation in each element is executed, but this time, instead of
recomputing the EAS increment and updating the internal stored strains, the routine

α̃easpαtk,luq “ α̃easpαtk,l´1uq ` pαtk,lu ´ αtk,l´1uq ∆α̃tkueas , @ l P t1, 2, . . . u (6.90)

is applied, where α̃easpαtk,luq denotes the enhanced trial strains for the current step length αtk,lu.
The alternative would obviously be
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α̃easpαtk,luq “ α̃tk´1u
eas ` αtk,lu ∆α̃tkueas (6.91)

as it is done for the global state vectors. From a pure mathematical perspective there is no differ-
ence between (6.90) and (6.91). However, from a numerical point of view both approaches are
different. First of all, the latter one is numerically more stable than the first one since it is hardly
affected by any round-off or cancellation errors. But, (6.91) asks for the additional storage of
the previous enhanced strain vector α̃easpαtk´1uq and since the element does not know if a line
search step is expected or not, due to the fact that the decision is solely based on the comparison
of current step length information αtk,lu and αtk,0u, the old EAS state would have to be stored
for each element in any scenario. To avoid this, (6.90) is considered, instead. As already men-
tioned, this approach might suffer from cancellation and round-off errors. This negative effect
depends on many factors such as the ratio between α̃tk´1u

eas and ∆α̃tkueas for example and has never
become severe throughout any considered numerical experiment such that (6.90) is used for the
line search trial point update of the internally stored enhanced strains.

Now, there is another point which is only necessary for Algorithm 6.2 and needs to be ad-
dressed here. The first hint for this additional adaptions can be found in Step 3.1: In this step the
creation of a backup of internally stored variables is claimed. Why is this necessary? The answer
is given by the second order correction step. Let us assume that the first trial point based on the
default step is not accepted by the filter, i.e., the pre-testing was successful since otherwise the
entire filter including the SOC step would have been directly skipped. In such a case the SOC
is initialized in Step 3.6. If the SOC system could be successfully solved, the state variables are
modified in Step 3.8, where the original trial point is augmented by the SOC direction (see Sec-
tion 6.4 for more information). However, while the original state directions p∆dtku,∆λtkuN q are
stored in vectors different from p∆dSOC,∆λSOC

N q, this might not be automatically true for ∆α
tku
eas

which are stored element-wise. Therefore, the back-up routine is called which stores a copy of
α̃tk´1u

eas and a copy of ∆α̃tkueas . One might wonder since this is actually something which had been
tried to be avoided by (6.90). However, in contrast to the EAS update, this back-up is really only
evoked if a line search filter method is used. In all other cases no extra storage is needed.

Back to the SOC step: If the second order correction fails in Step 3.7, Step 3.3 or during the
filter acceptability tests, the α̃easpαtk,0uq is replaced by the backup value of α̃tk´1u

eas and ∆α̃tkueas

is replaced by its stored backup counterpart, respectively. Since the algorithm jumps afterwards
directly to the step length adaption, a final ingredient must be added to avoid an incorrect update
in (6.90) for l “ 1. If a recovery from the backup was necessary, the previous scalar valued step
length parameter αtk,0u, which is stored in each element, is set to zero, thus the update for l “ 1
will lead to the correct result. The presented way of handling additional EAS degrees of freedom
will be applied to several examples in Section 6.10.

6.9. Final Practical Considerations

Finally, some concluding practical remarks follow before the numerical examples are considered.
Therefore, numerical issues due to cancellation errors, the applied parameter sets or performance
issues in parallel on high-performance computing (HPC) systems shall be discussed more deeply.
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6.9.1. Numerical Issues
The treatment of numerical issues such as round-off errors must be discussed as one of the
final implementation details. The loss of significant digits during floating point operations is a
well-known issue which can become cumbersome close to solution points for the globalization
strategy discussed here. If it is not addressed appropriately, it can happen that the fast local
convergence is avoided by the line search method since the used checks, either based on the
Lagrangian function value or the infeasibility measure, might indicate a slightly rising value
even though the step is a very good step. Furthermore, if the origin are rather cancellation errors
than influences of the Maratos effect, it is not guaranteed that a second order correction step
resolves the problem. Fortunately, two very simple modifications help to avoid this problem
completely:

• The first modification is already part of the line search algorithm and is based on the fact
that feasible points shall not be used to augment the filter set. In case of a constrained opti-
mization problem this can become significantly important. For the actual implementation
a possible scaling as introduced in Section 6.7.5 should not be forgotten, i.e., a point is
called feasible as soon as

κΘΘ
tku ă κΘTOL2 (6.92)

holds.

• The first modification is able to avoid that the filter set becomes too restrictive. However,
it can not avoid that good iterates are blocked by the sufficient decrease checks or the
Armijo-rule in case of a L -type step. Therefore, a second modification is applied based
on the residual norm check. Throughout this thesis the structural force/gradient residual
norm as presented in (6.57) is tested first for the default step length, i.e., αtk,0u, if this
single convergence criterion is satisfied, the line search method is skipped and the filter
method is not entered, instead, the step is directly accepted. This works very well in all
considered cases what might be owed to the fact that a rather weak absolute value for TOL1

about 1.0e´6 is used compared to the other tolerances. This strategy is recommended due
to its simplicity and success in all performed experiments.

Other similar adaptions are based on the machine precision and can be found in Wächter and
Biegler [272, Sec. 3.10], for instance.

6.9.2. Parameter Sets
Most if not all of the provided globalization algorithms rely on sets of user specified parameters.
These sets are quite overwhelming at the beginning and might indicate that the provided methods
can not be used in daily practice without being an expert on the topic. Fortunately, this is not true.
In the following a set of meaningful parameter choices will be presented which have been used
for almost all of the provided numerical examples. The only sub-set of parameters which might
ask for adaptions are the ones concerning the filter reinitialization presented in Section 6.7.3.
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}∇dU ´ ∇̃dg̃
A
N
λAN}, i “ 1 Θ , i “ 2 }∆d}, i “ 3 }∆λN}, i “ 4

norm-type `2, absolute `2, absolute `2, absolute `2, relative
TOLi 1.0e´6 1.0e´10 1.0e´10 1.0e´10

Table 6.1.: Tolerances and norm types for the global convergence tests.

γf γΘ γα sf sΘ SOC-type
1.0e´6 1.0e´6 0.05 2.3 1.1 automatic

Table 6.2.: Basic default parameters for Algorithm 6.2.

If the parameters differ from the default sets presented here, the changes will be named in the
corresponding example section.

All tolerances for the global convergence tests are listed in Table 6.1. Note that these tolerances
do not only specify when the solution is reached but also decide whether an iterate is feasible or
not. Furthermore, TOL1 is used to skip the filter method. See Section 6.9.1 for more information.

The basic default parameters for Algorithm 6.2 can be found in Table 6.2. These parameters
are taken from [272] and work very well in practice. Note that the condition sf ą 2sΘ is ful-
filled by the proposed choice. This condition is important for the local convergence behavior as
described in [270]. Another important parameter is Θmin which is used to by-pass the L -type
switching condition during the pre-asymptotic phase (see Section 6.7.2). This parameter is set to

Θmin “ 10´4 maxt1.0,Θ t1uu, (6.93)

where Θ t1u denotes the unscaled infeasibility violation in the first Newton iteration. If the in-
feasibility violation is zero in the first Newton iteration or the value of Θ t1u is smaller than one,
the value of Θmin will be set to 1.0e´4. The Armijo rule uses the typical parameters for a line
search method based on Newton directions, i.e., the slope parameter c1 is set to 1.0e´4 and the
step length reduction parameter to β “ 0.5, see also Algorithm 3.1.

Now, the parameters for the correction of the upper left block in (6.59) as part of Algorithm 6.3
are presented in Table 6.3. Most of these parameters have again been taken from [272]. Note that
Algorithm 6.3 always starts with a reduction equal to κώ before the correction parameter is
increased, i.e., the actual increase considered first is limited to κώκὼ “ 8{3 « 2.667.

The same volume change parameters as in Table 6.3 are also applied to the pre-testing pro-
posed in 6.7.1, i.e., rpre

min is set to 0.5 and rpre
max to 2.0. For more information the reader is kindly

referred to Section 6.7.1.

rmin rmax δω δε ω0 ωmin ωmax κώ κὼ κ``ω Nω

0.5 2.0 1.0 10 ¨ εmach 1.0e´4 1.0e´20 1.0e40 1/3 8 100 3

Table 6.3.: Default parameters for Algorithm 6.3. Note that the machine precision εmach depends on the used data
type. Throughout this thesis all examples have been computed with double precision.
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Θmax (scaled) γmax
Θ nblock

newton nblock
ls

2.0 0.25 4 7

Table 6.4.: Default parameter set for the reinitialization strategy proposed in Section 6.7.3.

Another set of open parameters are βcNΘ as part of the constraint modification discussed in
Chapter 5 and βcNΘcrit introduced in Section 6.7.4. For all the examples discussed in this chapter
that will actually use the modified constraints approach, the parameter βcNΘ has been set to 0.8,
while βcNΘcrit has been set to 0.95.

Finally the last set of parameters is associated with the blocking criteria and the possible
reinitialization of the filter set as discussed in Section 6.7.3. These are the only parameters which
had to be modified for some of the examples. The default choice is presented in Table 6.4.

6.9.3. Parallel Redistribution
Reliability and robustness play an important role for the applicability of the presented methods,
but it is also very important that the methods are efficient. A bottleneck for the methods consid-
ered here is clearly the evaluation of the derivatives associated to the contact terms. Especially,
the necessary second order derivatives can be very expensive. Besides the fact that there is still
plenty of room for improvements in the actual implementation of these evaluation procedures,
there is the hope that a higher number of working horses represented by the used processors and
enough physical memory can help to significantly reduce the computation time. It is obvious
that a meaningful parallel treatment asks for a meaningful parallel distribution. This task can be
accomplished with a number of well-established packages for the pure structural part. For ex-
ample, in this thesis the load balancing and partitioning is achieved with the Zoltan toolkit, see
Boman et al. [29] for an introduction. This approach works very well for the bulk material and
thus it is often sufficient to find a meaningful distribution of the volume finite elements once at
the beginning. The crux of this problem is to find a distribution which minimizes the necessary
communication effort and redundancy of element evaluations, also known as ghosting, while
simultaneously leading to a well balanced utilization of available resources.

However, in case of contact problems, it must be dealt with another problem that is directly
related to the contact interaction among the contacting bodies. This redistribution issue has al-
ready been discussed in Popp [213, Sec. 4.6.1]. In the following, an algorithm will be presented
which is based on this original work but contains important enhancements which are critical
for the considered examples. But, before the new ingredients will be discussed, the basic idea
shall be quickly recapitulated: First, a simple and naive distribution of the entire contact inter-
face over all available processors would lead to a bad performance, since the specific differences
between slave and master would stay unaccounted. Actually, the master elements have only a
passive role when it comes to the evaluation of the contact contributions. In fact, they are mainly
necessary for the projection and distance calculation within the (weighted) gap evaluation. The
main load lies solely on the slave elements. Therefore, a meaningful processor distribution must
take this into account. That is the first point. However, this issue can easily be solved at the very
beginning, since the slave/master distribution does usually not change over a simulation (with
the exception of self-contact [289]). Thus, this initial redistribution can be referred as a static
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redistribution approach. The term redistribution is used since the interface distribution will gen-
erally differ from the parallel distribution of the underlying bulk elements, i.e., for the assembly
of the final system matrix and right-hand-side vector additional communication is unavoidable.
However, this communications can be performed very efficiently with the methods provided in
the Epetra package as part of the Trilinos library [127].

Now, a simple uniform distribution of the processors over the slave side is still not sufficient
to reach an efficient load balancing. The reason is that not all slave elements participate at a
contact scenario. In fact, the slave and master elements define only the potential contact zone.
Therefore, an efficient redistribution approach must also address this circumstance. This is the
point at which the approach presented and applied in [213] and the strategy considered here
start to diverge. In common is the fact that a dynamic redistribution will only take place if the
ratio of the maximum and minimum processors time over all individual time measurements ttkup
with p P t0, 1, . . . , Np ´ 1u, where Np is the number of available processor cores, exceeds a
pre-defined threshold. This can be summarized as

max
p
tttkup u

min
p
tttkup u

ą Bproc, (6.94)

where Bproc ą 1. Throughout this thesis the bound Bproc has been set to 2.0, i.e., a redistribution
is only initiated if there is a processor core which takes more than twice as long as another
core, which indicates a clearly bad load balancing. However, it should be mentioned that the
redistribution itself is also a quite expensive operation and, therefore, it should not be executed
more often than absolutely necessary. As always, it is a matter of finding the best compromise.
The difference between this thesis and [213] lies firstly in the measurement of the individual
processor times ttkup in each Newton iteration k. While Popp [213] uses more of a global time
measurement, a more locally restricted time measurement is used in this thesis. “Locally” refers
hereby to the location in the source code. Here, only the accumulated time passed during the
integration over the individual slave elements is considered. In this way it shall be ensured that
the time measurements are reliable and are not disturbed by any internal communication calls
among the processors. Secondly, the definition of the near and far field is severely different in
this thesis. Near and far field relates to an additional split of the slave element sets. The near field
contains all slave elements which actually contribute to the current evaluation, while the far field
contains the remaining slave elements. For example, all elements without a valid projection. The
definition of these two sets relied on the number of detected contact partners in the work of Popp
[213] and was heavily based on the search algorithm and the therein set parameters [288]. This
is surely a meaningful approach as long as the search radius is sufficiently small. However, in
case of the examples discussed here, the search radius is often set to a quite large value since
otherwise the contact detection for large initial penetration would fail. This has already been
mentioned in Section 5.6 and is even more true for this chapter. Therefore, another strategy must
be applied.

The novel simple idea is to measure the evaluation times of each individual slave element.
Then the global maximum time spent for one single element is detected and all slave elements
which spent at least a sufficient percentage of the maximum evaluation time are inserted into
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Figure 6.10.: Here, the effectiveness of the applied parallel redistribution approach is demonstrated for the upcom-
ing example from Section 6.10.5. Figure 6.10a shows the relative evaluation times ttkup {

ř

p t
tku
p of each partic-

ipating processor p P t0, 1, . . . , 15u with respect to the total evaluation time of the respective Newton iteration
k P t0, 1, . . . , 73u. A parallel redistribution took place subsequently to each of the boxed iterations. The corre-
sponding ownership distribution of the slave elements is presented in Figures 6.10b to 6.10k.
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the near field set. All slave elements which stayed a shorter period in the integration methods
will be moved to the far field. Afterwards, the individual sets, including the set of all master
elements, are distributed evenly across all available processor cores. Thereby, each set is treated
independently. In this way, the following sets can be defined

Enf
elb “

ď

p

te P ES | tpeqtkup ą γproc max
p,e
ttpeqtkup uu, Eff

elb “ ESzEnf
elb (6.95)

where elb is the abbreviation for element load balancing, while nf and ff denote near and far
field, respectively. The set ES is simply the set of all slave elements. Just similar to the set of
all slave nodes which is known to be defined as S. The parameter γproc has been set constantly
to 0.1 during all numerical examples, i.e., only slave elements which took less than 10% of the
time with respect to the “slowest” slave element are moved to the far field. Furthermore, the
original criterion based on the number of contact search partners is applied at the very beginning
of a new load/time step, as well as whenever no valid evaluation times are at hand. Finally, an
interval in terms of Newton iterations must be defined. After each of these intervals, which is set
to 5 Newton iterations for example, (6.94) is checked and if the criterion is satisfied, the contact
elements will be redistributed. The bad quality of the pure contact search based distribution in
case of a very large search radius can be seen in Figure 6.10a, where the exemplary results for the
example of Section 6.10.5 are presented. After every fifth Newton iteration, the evaluation times
are checked. As a result, the evaluation times are far more evenly spread over the processors after
iteration 5, for instance. However, the presented example undergoes very large deformations
such that the parallel redistribution must take place several more times until a state of almost
constant load distribution over all 16 cores is achieved (see Figure 6.10a). The last necessary
redistribution takes place in iteration 50. The actual ownership of the individual slave elements
after each redistribution can be seen in Figures 6.10b to 6.10k. At the end of the simulation only
the tips of the sine waved membrane will be in contact. The gradual localization of the processors
around these four tips is quite obvious in these figures.

The parallel redistribution approach presented here is not crucial for the simulation itself, but it
is of major importance if the available resources shall be used as efficiently as possible. All of the
following large examples, such that a parallel computation makes sense, will use the presented
strategies.

6.10. Numerical Examples
In this section examples are provided which demonstrate the superior performance of the new
globalization strategy. Furthermore, each of the following examples is supposed to focus on
another feature of the algorithm such that the necessity of the introduced adaptions becomes
clearer. All numerical examples rely on a self-implemented non-linear solver framework as part
of Baci [274]. The framework on its own is based on the NOX package (see Heroux et al. [127]).

6.10.1. Pair of Plates
The first example demonstrates that the filter method is not unnecessarily restrictive. Therefore,
an example is chosen which might seem simple at first glance but is hard to solve with the
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Figure 6.11.: Geometrical configuration of the pair of plates example. The red dash dotted lines indicate the hinge
joints which are used to mount the lower plate. The example is taken from Miyamura et al. [197].

proposed active-set semi-smooth Newton method. The difficult part is the identification of the
correct active-set. This issue has been already described by Miyamura et al. [197] where an in-
terior point method, a semi-smooth Newton method as well as a newly proposed combination
of both approaches have been compared to each other. They only consider linear elasticity and a
node-to-node contact formulation, nevertheless, their results stay valid. The geometrical config-
uration is illustrated in Figure 6.11. The dimensions of the two plates are 1ˆ 10ˆ 0.1 (width ˆ
lengthˆ thickness). Initially, both plates lie on top of each other as demonstrated in Figure 6.11.
Furthermore, the lower plate is completely fixed on its two lower edges pointing in x-direction,
i.e., also the displacements in x-direction are completely restrained. Consequently, only a rota-
tional degree of freedom around the hinge support is possible. The Young’s modulus is E “ 6.0
and the Poisson’s ratio is set to ν “ 0.27 [197]. Again, the simple coupled form of the compress-
ible neo-Hookean material model is considered as defined in (2.26), see also [136, p. 247]. Now,
a displacement controlled loading is applied. All degrees of freedom of nodes on the top surface
are fixed in x´ and y´direction and are additionally applied with a prescribed shift of 0.1 units
in negative z-direction. Finally, the contact condition needs to be specified: The top surface of
the lower plate is the slave surface, while the bottom surface of the upper plate is the master sur-
face. Note that this choice is not arbitrary. The reason is given in Remark 6.3. Another important
point is that all slave nodes are initially declared as active. Otherwise, numerical round-off er-
rors switch some nodes active and some inactive which would lead to a non-symmetric active set
distribution in subsequent iterations due to the non-deterministic initial state. Now, with all these
ingredients at hand the simulation can be started for two mesh options proposed by Miyamura
et al. [197]. The first mesh variant considers 5 elements in x-direction, 100 in y-direction and 4
in z-direction. The second variant increases the element number in y-direction to 200. However,
these choices lead to a bad aspect ratio of the HEX8 elements, such that the EAS-21 formulation
is applied here as well, see also Andelfinger and Ramm [3] for more information.

A selection of five iterations for the coarser mesh is presented in Figure 6.12. The first 38
iterations are necessary to find the correct active set. In these iterations, the active nodal distri-
bution propagates somehow in waves towards the center while the lower plate starts to peel off
from the top plate. This behavior is demonstrated in the Figures 6.12a to 6.12c. In iteration #38,
the correct active set is identified, but the lower plate still shows this sine-shaped deformation.
Finally, in iteration #39, the structure starts to move towards its final state. Note that iteration
#39 is the only one which activates the line search leading to a reduction of the step-length by
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(a) |At0u|{|S| “ 282{606 (predictor)

(b) |At14u|{|S| “ 124{606

(c) |At37u|{|S| “ 14{606

(d) |At39u|{|S| “ 12{606

0.0 0.06 0.12 0.18 0.25

(e) |At46u|{|S| “ 12{606 (converged)

Figure 6.12.: Figures 6.12a to 6.12d visualize four non-equilibrium displacement states corresponding to different
Newton iterations. In Figure 6.12e the converged state is shown. The active nodes are highlighted as well. Note that
the shown deformation state in Figure 6.12d already includes the line search correction.
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0.5. All previous and subsequent iterations are accepted by the filter method without modifying
the step-length. This is a notable fact which would be hardly achievable with a merit function
combining both goals. For example in Miyamura et al. [197], a simple merit function is used.
However, to achieve the minimal reported iteration number, the minimal step length must be
restricted to a lower limit of 0.2 for this example, i.e., the step length is chosen as 0.2 if the line
search indicates a smaller step-length. Consequently, no monotonically decreasing solution path
is followed with respect to the merit function. This heuristic adaption is not necessary in case of
the filter method considered here.

To demonstrate this superior behavior, the solution paths in the filter space are visualized in
Figure 6.13. Even though these paths look very scattered, all of them are valid in the sense of
the filter approach. Three different settings have been investigated. In Figures 6.13a and 6.13b
the coarser mesh is considered. Figure 6.13a belongs to a simulation where the SIR-update has
been used during the initial pre-asymptotic phase. Interestingly, the switching condition is never
satisfied during the peeling phase, i.e., from iteration 0 to 38. But right after this phase, at the
beginning of iteration 39, the method switches to the standard Lagrangian formulation. This im-
pressively underlines the meaning and importance of these switching conditions. Following this
strategy the method manages to achieve the solution in 46 iterations. In contrast, if the standard
Lagrangian system matrix with a constant cN value equal to 1.0 is taken into account, the solution
path presented in Figure 6.13b is followed. Again, only one line search adaption is necessary.
Furthermore, the entire path indicates a monotonically decreasing first filter coordinate, i.e., the
Lagrangian function value is reduced from iteration to iteration. The drawback is that it takes
longer to reach the solution. In total, 60 Newton iterations are necessary.

Finally, the finer mesh is considered. This time only the combined method has been applied.
The method follows the solution path presented in Figures 6.13c and 6.13d. Note that except for
one iteration, all the other points belong to a full Newton iteration. Thus, the in [197] already
reported observation is verified that a finer mesh results in a slower convergence in case of the
semi-smooth Newton method. Precisely, 78 iterations are necessary to reach the final converged
state. This is very obvious in the detailed view given in Figure 6.13d where almost no progress
with respect to the constraint norm can be obtained between iteration #11 and #69. Only the
Lagrangian function value is slowly decreasing.

Furthermore, some points corresponding to special parts of Algorithm 6.2 are marked in Fig-
ure 6.13. For instance, in all settings except for Figure 6.13a one iteration asks for a second order
correction (marked by ) before becoming acceptable to the filter. Since these cases are part of
the pre-asymptotic phase, the FullSOC approach from Section 6.4 is applied. In addition, the
iterates which fulfill the L -type condition are marked by . Interestingly, the first iterate which
satisfies (6.4) always asks for line search subsequently. However, this is not necessarily a bad
thing, since the line search is always successful and helps to stick to a meaningful solution path.

To conclude: This example has not been chosen to demonstrate that the filter method resolves
issues inherent in the underlying semi-smooth Newton method, Thus, it is not surprising that the
iteration number is such high. Nevertheless, it should demonstrate that the filter method stays
reliable even in such cumbersome circumstances. The filter method is able to tell the user that
the algorithm is still making progress to the solution even though the non-monotonic behavior
of the norms and the active set might not immediately indicate it (see Figures 6.12 and 6.13).
In addition, it also verifies that this progress is mathematically sufficient. This is exemplarily
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(d) 5ˆ 200ˆ 4 (combo), detailed view

Figure 6.13.: Solution paths for the pair of plates example in the filter sub-space. Figure 6.13a shows the solution
path for the coarse mesh and the activated switching condition, i.e., the modified Newton approach is used for the
pre-asymptotic phase while the strategy switches to the consistent linearization near the solution. This combined
strategy is denoted by (combo). In Figure 6.13b the same configuration is solved with the consistently linearized
standard strategy (std). In Figures 6.13c and 6.13d the (detailed) solution path for the fine mesh in conjunction with
the combo strategy is presented.
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Figure 6.14.: Geometrical configuration of the snap-through example. The small circle is pressed via a Neumann
load onto the large circular segment. The potential contact boundary segments are highlighted in two different colors
where the slave side is represented by the solid and the master side by the dashed line, respectively.

enforced by the used margin in (6.3). This property alone makes the filter method truly valuable
for any contact simulation.

Remark 6.3. It has been mentioned at the beginning of the problem description that the choice
of slave and master side is not arbitrary. Indeed, a switch of slave and master side will lead to
problems for one of the two meshes dependent on the actual interface definition. However, it is
important to highlight that these issues are not based on the filter method but are again rather
a problem of the applied element-wise numerical integration scheme. If the lower side of the
top plate becomes slave and the ray-tracing projection is used, there are non-projectable parts
of the boundary elements which might lead to convergence problems due to Gauss points which
find a projection in one iteration and fail in the next. The locations of these critical Gauss points
can be found close to the hinge supports (cf. Figure 6.11) and are directly linked to the inwards
rotating upper edge of the lower plate. This is something which can easily be circumvented by
the applied slave/master assignment.

6.10.2. Snap-Through Buckling of Circular Structures

The next example demonstrates the ability of the proposed method to handle a snap-through
instability. This is something which is mainly treated by Algorithm 6.3, since it asks for a reliable
modification of the system matrix close to the instability. The considered initial geometric setup
is presented in Figure 6.14. The example consists of a small circle which is pressed onto a larger
circular segment. Therefore, a Neumann boundary condition is used on top of the small circle.
Furthermore, the two marked nodes on the symmetry line in the middle of the circle membrane
are fixed in x-direction. The large circle segment is fixed on the two short cut edges left and right
in x- and y-direction. Finally, the contact interfaces are defined between the light blue solid and
dashed lines on the inner surface of the circle and between the solid and dashed lines on the outer
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surfaces of the small and large circle (magenta color). As material law the already introduced
logarithmic neo-Hookean material model (2.27) is considered. The Young’s modulus is set to
1.0E`3 for both bodies and the Poisson’s ratio to 0.25. Now, two load steps are reviewed to
trigger the snap-through behavior. In the first load step the magnitude of the Neumann load is
set to 0.4 and in the second load step it is doubled to 0.8. Since it is a pure Neumann loading
and, consequently, no large penetrations are expected, the SIR-update is switched off for this
simulation, i.e., there is no regularization term in the lower right block of (6.59). In addition,
it is to highlight that the Neumann loading will lead to a negative total energy and Lagrangian
value, i.e., the first coordinate of the filter points is expected to become negative which will
automatically deactivate the pre-filtering introduced in Section 6.7.6.

As already mentioned: This example aims for Algorithm 6.3. Therefore, the main focus is
on the correction of the upper left block in (6.59). In the first load step, the correction algo-
rithm is triggered in iteration #5 by the surrounding positive definiteness check of Step 2.4. The
corresponding deformed (non-equilibrium) shape is presented in Figure 6.15a. It is obviously
a configuration which is very close to the snap-through. The final equilibrium configuration is
given in Figure 6.15b. Thus, the algorithm has the task to guide the two bodies through this lo-
cally unstable point to a new stable configuration. Therefore, the introduced positive definiteness
check is performed and the unmodified system matrix (6.59) indicates a negative definite upper
left block. Now, Algorithm 6.3 increases the correction factor ω until the acceptance check in
Step 2.4 is successfully passed. This example takes 2 corrections. In the following linear solver
attempts, a decreasing correction factor is sufficient, such that the counter nω is increased in
each call during Step 7 of Algorithm 6.3, till nω exceeds Nω. Afterwards, the unmodified sys-
tem of equations is reconsidered. For this example this happens in iteration #10 of load step
#1. Since the snap through point of the large circle segment has been successfully passed, no
further corrections of the system matrix are necessary until the end of the first load step. The
matrix corrections are shown in Figure 6.16a, while the entire safe-guarded solution path in the
filter domain is given in Figure 6.16b. The converged configuration for load step #1 is visual-
ized in Figure 6.15b. In total, 20 Newton, 2 second order corrections steps ( ) and 2 line search
corrections ( ) are necessary.

In the second load step the magnitude of the Neumann load acting on the small circle is fur-
ther increased to 0.8. The Algorithm 6.3 asks again for a regularization in iteration #6 and #7
(see Figure 6.16a). But, in contrast to the previous load step, the correction is triggered by a bad
element counter of 32 and a much larger step length compared to the previous iteration. Since the
correction reduction in iteration #7 leads to renewed failure, the regularization parameter is in-
creased once more. Afterwards the critical point seems to be successfully passed, as from thereon
a decreasing correction parameter is sufficient until the modification is finally switched off in it-
eration #11. The reason for the necessary regularization is shown in Figure 6.15c. This time,
the small circle snaps through. However, a look at the solution path in Figures 6.16c and 6.16d
reveals an unexpected pattern. Further investigations point out that the found pattern is related
to a scenario after the snap-through, roughly initiated in iteration #11. The reason is that the
small circle comes into self-contact in iteration #11. This leads to the rising Θ coordinate in
Figure 6.16d. Afterwards the active-set strategy has a tough time to identify the correct active
set which comes along with a slow progress towards the solution (see iteration 13 to 24 in Fig-
ure 6.16d). The point which is remarkable here is that the shown solution path becomes only
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(a) load step #1, iteration #5
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(b) load step #1, iteration #20 (converged)

(c) load step #2, iteration #7
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Lagrange multiplier magnitude }λN}

(d) load step #2, iteration #29 (converged)

Figure 6.15.: In Figure 6.15a the critical Newton iterate of load step #1 is shown. The pink solid lines represent the
deformation state of the previous iteration #4. The applied matrix correction is just enough to push the intermediate
state into the right direction to the final solution presented in Figure 6.15b. The second snap-through scenario, now
concerning the small circle, is shown in Figure 6.15c. The final self-contacting solution state at the end of load step
#2 can be found in Figure 6.15d.
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Figure 6.16.: The necessary system matrix corrections of the upper left block are shown in Figure 6.16a, while the
solution paths of load step #1 and #2 in the respective filter sub-spaces are shown in Figures 6.16b and 6.16c.
Additionally, a detailed view on the cumbersome part of load step #2 is given in Figure 6.16d.
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Figure 6.17.: Visualization of the clamped carbon fiber tube example. Herein, respective domains, boundary condi-
tions, orientations and positions as well as dimensions of the three tubes are given.

possible due to the fact that iteration 5 to 11 are all L -type iterations ( ). Consequently, the cor-
responding points are not added to the filter as illustrated in Figure 6.16d. If these points were
added to the filter, the points corresponding to iteration 9 to 10 would block many of the sub-
sequent iterates and a reinitialization of the filter would become inevitable (see Section 6.7.3).
This can be avoided by the presented strategy. Furthermore, the filter method does not intervene
during the difficult active-set identification, i.e., the line search stays inactive. Only at the end of
this cumbersome section the step length is halved once in iteration #24. In total 29 Newton and 3
second order correction steps ( ) are necessary to reach the final solution shown in Figure 6.15d
where only 4 steps ask for a line search correction ( ).

6.10.3. Clamped Carbon Fiber Tube

Next, a more complex 3-D example is considered. The dimensioned geometry is presented in
Figure 6.17. This time the focus lies, firstly, on the treatment of single bad elements which oc-
cur during the simulation. Secondly, the considered large tube will show again some kind of
buckling. Thirdly, an anisotropic material model will be applied and, finally, the performance
of iterative linear solvers will be reviewed. The discussion begins with a closer look at the used
boundary conditions. The large blue tube oriented along the z-axis and corresponding to body
Ωr1s is fixed in all directions on the entire cut surface at z “ 0. Now, the turquoise tube corre-
sponding to Ωr2s is fixed on the cut surface at x “ ´5 in x- and z-direction. In the third direction
a prescribed motion will be applied. Quite similar Dirichlet boundary conditions hold also for
Ωr3s. But this time the cut surface at x “ 5, i.e., the opposing tube end, is considered. Again,
a motion in y-direction will be applied. See Figure 6.17b for a visualization of the setting. The
contact is detected on the outer side surfaces of the three cylinders, where the surface of Ωr1s acts
always as slave and the others as master. To avoid projection errors due to the large penetrations,
the contact surface of Ωr1s is split into two halves. The half pointing in positive y-direction is
defined as slave for the contact between body Ωr1s and Ωr2s, while the other half is considered
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as the slave surface for the contact between body Ωr1s and Ωr3s. Furthermore, the two smaller
cylinders shall be moved in y-direction by a magnitude of 2.5 to the center line of the large tube.

Next, the used material laws are discussed. The two shorter tubes Ωr2s and Ωr3s use again
a coupled neo-Hookean material law as defined in (2.26). The Young’s modulus is defined as
172,000 and the Poisson’s ratio as 0.25. This is motivated by aluminium alloy. Now, in case of
the big tube Ωr1s, a more complicated material law is applied. The material law is an additive
combination of (2.27) and

Ψtv “ pαtv ` βtv

2
lnpI3q ` γtv pI4 ´ 1qqpI4 ´ 1q ´ αtv

2
pI5 ´ 1q, (6.96)

where the first three invariants have already been introduced in (2.24), while the two missing
pseudo invariants are given by

I4 “ a ¨ C ¨ a, I5 “ a ¨ C2 ¨ a. (6.97)

Here, the vector a P R3 denotes the considered fiber direction. The reader is kindly referred to the
appropriate literature for more information, see e.g. Holzapfel [136] for a general introduction
or Bonet and Burton [31] for a detailed derivation of (6.96). The complete material law contains
five parameters and is consequently suitable to model a transversely isotropic material behavior.
For this specific example the parameters are set to

λnH “ 5736.552135, µnH “ 3454.231434, αtv “ ´2045.768566, (6.98)
βtv “ ´386.764504, γtv “ 19,424.87514. (6.99)

This choice corresponds to a carbon fiber reinforced plastic material with a PEEK matrix. The
related more familiar parameters of the linear elastic regime are

E} “ 172,000, EK “ 10,000, νK} “ 0.27, GK} “ 5,500, νKK “ 0.4475. (6.100)

The derivation of these parameters is based on the demand that the non-linear material law
coincides with the linear theory for the small strain regime. The reader is again referred to Bonet
and Burton [31] for more information. The z-axis is chosen as the reference fiber direction.

The first tube Ωr1s is subdivided into 120 elements in longitudinal direction and 96 elements
in circumferential direction. The two smaller tubes Ωr2s and Ωr3s are subdivided into 60 elements
in longitudinal and 48 elements in circumferential direction. In radial direction only one element
layer is used, respectively. Consequently, the entire problem consists of 120 ¨ 96` 2 ¨ p60 ¨ 48q “
17,280 hexahedra elements, 34,944 nodes and 104,832 DOFs. Furthermore, the elements are
enhanced by the EAS-21 formulation taken from Allgower and Georg [2] to avoid unwanted
locking effects .

The considered boundary conditions in connection with the material laws and the element
technology lead to a complicated problem. The proposed line search filter algorithm 6.2 takes in
total 62 iterations to convergence. Thereby, many of the discussed potential issues occur and are
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Figure 6.18.: A number of difficult intermediate deformation states occurring on the non-linear solution path are
shown in Figures 6.18a to 6.18d. The difficulty arises from buckling phenomena and/or local mesh distortions. The
final converged equilibrium state including the forces acting on the master bodies is shown in Figure 6.18e.
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(c) detailed view on the solution path

Figure 6.19.: The necessary matrix correction factors ω as well as the necessary GMRES iteration numbers are
shown in Figure 6.19a. The used color coding follows , , , , , , in consecutive order corresponding to the
index of the linear solver attempt taken in the respective Newton iteration. Note that not only Algorithm 6.3 might
make an additional linear solver attempt necessary, but also a SOC step can ask for another solution of the linear
system of equations. The non-linear solution path in the filter subspace is given in Figures 6.19b and 6.19c, where
the almost complete stagnation between iteration #18 and #23 must be highlighted in Figure 6.19c. Θmin value as
well as the therewith defined region tΘ P R` | Θ ă Θminu is shown in Figure 6.19c to underline the importance
of this value for the L -type step activation, see also .
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resolved by the algorithm. A small collection of critical situations is presented in Figure 6.18.
The associated solution path in the filter domain is given in Figures 6.19b and 6.19c, while the
corrections and the necessary GMRES iterations are shown in Figure 6.19a.

The first critical situation occurs already in iteration #3. Here, the tube corresponding to
Ωr1s starts to buckle for the first time as Figure 6.18a demonstrates. This comes along with a
rising regularization parameter due to a negative definite matrix block (see Figure 6.19a). The
next buckling occurs between Ωr1s and Ωr2s in iteration #8 and is again attended by a negative
definite upper left matrix block (see Figure 6.18b). This time, Algorithm 6.3 takes six iterations
to reach the regularization ω which finally satisfies the acceptance criteria defined in Step 2.4
of the respective algorithm. Afterwards, a critical phase of the solution procedure starts. First,
a heavy mesh distortion appears because of a negative definite system in iteration #14 which
initiates a decrease of the cN-parameter at the end of iteration #15. This decrease is guided by
the strategy proposed in Section 6.7.4. However, the cN parameter is only reduced very slightly
by a factor equal to 0.978. This helps to temporally resolve the distortion. Unfortunately, a few
iterations later the mesh gets locally distorted once more as visualized in Figure 6.18d. Actually,
this time the mesh distortion leads to two invalid elements which are highlighted in red in this
figure. These elements avoid any further progress for the next five iterations. The regularization
parameter ω is successively increased, once, due to the invalid element counter which is equal to
two and, secondly, due to the fact that the subsequent reduction of the regularization parameter
ω does always increase the step length compared to the previous iteration. This is a great feature
of Algorithm 6.3: As long as a rising regularization parameter and the line search are insufficient
to resolve the distorted elements during an iteration, the parameter ω is probably increased once
more in the subsequent attempt since ω is initially decreased in Step 3 and thus it is likely
that scurr becomes larger than slast. This is also what finally helps to resolve the locally heavily
distorted mesh. In iteration #24 the regularization parameter ω reaches its maximum at a value
of 302.72. Note that this cumbersome situation led almost to a complete stagnation of the entire
globalization method between iteration 18 and 23. This is visible in Figure 6.19c. The step length
has been reduced consecutively till a minimal value of αt23,19u “ 1.90735e´06 is reached before
the rising ω value finally helps to overcome this point. This is a remarkable example of how one
element out of 17,280 has the power to cause a complete break-down of the algorithm. Therefore,
it is very important to detect these elements as described in Section 6.6.2. Afterwards, the path
pattern becomes more complex and hard to follow as demonstrated in Figure 6.19c. The origin
can be again traced back to the correct active-set identification. In this specific case, the applied
frictionless contact situation makes it more complicated: While tube Ωr2s pushes the big tube
Ωr1s in positive x-direction, tube Ωr1s creates a counter force and, consequently, a forth and
back sliding in x-direction is initiated. The active-set finally converges in iteration #58. Note
that the last correction of the upper-left matrix block in iteration #59 is not initiated by the
acceptance tests in Step 2.4 but rather by a failing linear solver call in Step 1 of Algorithm 6.3.
This underlines once more that the proposed algorithm can significantly improve the solvability
of the underlying saddle-point system by increasing the diagonal dominance of the upper-left
block (see the GMRES iteration numbers in Figure 6.19a). In addition it is to mention that at
the end of iteration #58 the switching criteria are fulfilled and the system matrix changes to the
standard Lagrangian system which is necessary for a fast local convergence.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.20.: Visualization of the sine-shaped membranes defined by (6.101) and (6.102) including their thicknesses
and their initial position which is specified in (6.105). Figure 6.20b shows a detailed view on a quarter of one sine
hill to give a better impression of the used mesh.

6.10.4. Sine-Shaped Membranes

The following example demonstrates the necessity of the reinitialization routine proposed in
Section 6.7.3. The filter reinitialization is something which should be avoided, however, under
certain circumstances, it is not possible to reliably predict and resolve the undesired solution be-
havior without the risk of being too restrictive in other cases. Thus, the filter reinitialization is in
some way a fall-back strategy when all the other strategies fail. Fortunately, this does not happen
too often as the previous examples demonstrated. To trigger the reinitialization, two contacting
membranes shall be considered. The mid-surface of the upper membrane corresponding to Ωr2s

(i.e. master body) is defined by

wpr, sq “ ´3

8
p1
5
r ` 3q sinp π

10
r ` πqr1` cosp π

20
pr ´ sqqs, (6.101)

which is intentionally chosen in such a way that it becomes non-symmetric. The mid-surface of
the lower membrane corresponding to Ωr1s (i.e. slave body) is given by

vpr, sq “ r1` sinp2π
5
r ` 3π

2
qsr1` sinp2π

5
s` 3π

2
qs, (6.102)

and represents a sine-waved thin body. Due to its shape, it can be expected that multiple separated
contact zones will occur between the two bodies. To obtain the top and bottom surfaces of these
membranes, the associated normal fields must be computed. These are directly obtained by
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N p‚qpr, sq “
Ñ p‚qpr, sq
}Ñ p‚qpr, sq}

with Ñ p‚qpr, sq “
BXp‚qpr, sq

Br ˆ BXp‚qpr, sq
Bs , (6.103)

where Xp‚qpr, sq is meant as a placeholder and is supposed to be replaced by

Xwpr, sq “
`

r s wpr, sq˘T or Xvpr, sq “
`

r s vpr, sq˘T (6.104)

to obtain Nwpr, sq and N vpr, sq, respectively. Next, a thickness for each membrane is specified
via t “ 0.2 and, finally, the top and bottom surface pairs follow as

X˘
p‚qpr, sq “

¨

˝

r ˘ t
2
N1
p‚qpr, sq

s˘ t
2
N2
p‚qpr, sq

p‚qpr, sq ˘ t
2
N3
p‚qpr, sq ` op‚q

˛

‚, (6.105)

where p‚q is a again a placeholder for the respective identifier. The constant op‚q is used to specify
the initial offset between both membranes. In this example ow “ 7.2 and ov “ 0 are inserted.
Furthermore, the domain is restricted to

pr, sq P tpr, sq P Rˆ R : rX˘
p‚qs1pr, sq P r0, 10s and rX˘

p‚qs2pr, sq P r0, 10su, (6.106)

i.e., restricted to r0, 10s ˆ r0, 10s in the XY -plane. The geometrical reference configuration as
well as the used mesh are presented in Figure 6.20. Once more, hexahedral elements are used.
The subdivisions are as follows: In thickness direction three elements are considered, per quarter
of a sine-shaped hill 32 elements in x- and y-direction are used as shown in Figure 6.20b and
for the upper body corresponding to (6.101) 64 elements in x- and y- direction are inserted. In
summary:

4 ¨ r4 ¨ p32 ¨ 32 ¨ 3qs ` 64 ¨ 64 ¨ 3 “ 61,440 elements, 83,464 nodes, 250,392 DOFs.

This time no additional element technology is applied, even though it might be advisable to avoid
possible shear locking due to the bad aspect ratio of some elements. Both bodies use once more
(2.26) withEr1s “ 2,500,Er2s “ 12,500 and ν “ 0.25. Dirichlet boundary conditions are applied
to all DOFs of nodes on the surrounding cut surfaces at Xp‚q P tX1 P t0, 10u, X2 P r0, 10su
as well as Xp‚q P tX2 P t0, 10u, X1 P r0, 10su of both bodies. While body Ωr1s stays fixed at
these DOFs during the entire simulation, a prescribed motion in negative z-direction is applied
to Ωr2s. The magnitude of this motion is set to 4.0 and is applied in one load step.

The resulting initial penetration state is presented in Figure 6.20a. All nodes highlighted in
pink are set active by a negative averaged weighted gap value. A closer look reveals that some
tips of the sine-shaped body Ωr1s stay white. The reason is that an insufficient search parameter
is chosen for the contact pair detection in this specific large penetration scenario [288]. This is
done to demonstrate one source of failure which is completely unrelated to the filter method. A
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Figure 6.21.: Active-set distribution during the initial phase of the sine-shaped membranes example. The Fig-
ures 6.21a to 6.21f show the impact of an insufficiently (i.e. here too small) chosen search parameter during contact
pair detection. In such a case, it might happen that the initially missing and later progressively joining active nodes
distort the filter measures and make them unreliable.
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simple remedy would be to increase the according parameter, however, the search radius might
be restricted by other considerations, such as efficiency or unwanted projection scenarios. In
the following, the impact of this insufficiency on the filter method is discussed. Therefore, Fig-
ure 6.21 provides a detailed view of the situation. The insufficient search radius is less severe in
the iterations 1 to 4. However, in iteration 5, the method is close to failure. This is obvious in
Figure 6.21b. Even though the related displacement shows a clear progress into the right direc-
tion (see Figure 6.21d), the filter will block the iteration. Consequently, Algorithm 6.2 initiates a
SOC step, however, the second order correction fails as well. Next, the line search begins and the
algorithm finds an acceptable iteration point with a slightly smaller Lagrangian value after four
backtracking steps (see Figures 6.21b, 6.21d and 6.21e). As it has been said at the outset, the
problematic point is not the filter method but the provided truncated information. Although the
solution proceeds in the right direction, the used infeasibility measure indicates a rising penetra-
tion since more and more nodes join the active-set which should have been already identified as
active at the very beginning. This is highlighted in the Figures 6.21c to 6.21f. This circumstance
becomes crucial in iteration #5. Fortunately, iteration #6 manages to leave this critical zone,
since the gap between the two bodies starts to open at several other locations (see the green
encircled regions in Figure 6.21f). This short interlude serves as a reminder that the origin of
acceptance issues can be manifold and may be related to completely distinct parts of the used
methods or algorithms.

Now, the attention is drawn to the filter reinitialization. In total the reinitialization is triggered
twice for this example: Firstly, in iteration #27 and, secondly, in iteration #39. The solution
path between iteration 1 and 27, between 27 and 39, as well as between 39 and 66 have been
marked with different colors and line styles in Figures 6.22b and 6.22c. This highlights the fact
that after a reinitialization, the previous filter points are erased from the filter and only one point
solely based on the infeasibility measure acting as upper bound, as well as the current iterate
itself are left. Therefore, the previous information loses its power to block new iterates. The
related displacement field is given in Figure 6.23. Here, the sequence of iterations is shown
which initiates the troublesome situation. In iteration #34 everything looks still fine, in iteration
#35 already one line search step is necessary and the active set in the encircled region shows a
severe change. Finally, in iteration #36 the tip of this marked sine hill pops through the master
body. As Figure 6.22c shows this leads to the scenario of a rising infeasibility measure while the
Lagrangian value drops significantly at the same time, such that the new point is accepted without
any modifications or corrections. The rest of the story has been already told in Section 6.7.3
and can be just transferred to this case. Also the first reinitialization in iteration 27 is caused
by a similar circumstance. The related iterations #23 and #24 are marked in Figure 6.22c.
However, even though the related path segments are very characteristic it would be false to say
that a reinitialization becomes necessary each time when the infeasibility measure rises and the
objective function value drops significantly. Many counter examples can be found in the already
presented path graphs. Thus, the initial sentence of this section is underlined once more: It is
not always possible to predict and prevent each and every cumbersome situation beforehand.
Sometimes it is necessary to resolve it afterwards.

Furthermore, Figure 6.22a reveals again that the success of the filter method relies heavily
on the proper regularization of the system matrix. Some kind of correction has been necessary
almost throughout the entire simulation. Thereby, all of the regularizations have been initiated
by a bad element counter greater than zero and an increasing step length. This strategy works
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Figure 6.22.: In Figure 6.22a the necessary matrix correction factor ω as well as the associated GMRES iteration
numbers are shown for the first sine shaped membranes example. The used color coding follows the description
provided in Figure 6.19. The complete solution path is presented in Figure 6.22b while Figure 6.22c shows only
a smaller segment. The color and line style have been changed each time a reinitialization took place, i.e., after
iteration #27 and after iteration #39.

(a) iteration #34 (b) iteration #35{1 (c) iteration #36

Figure 6.23.: A sequence of three accepted deformation states is shown which finally leads to a reinitialization in
iteration #39.
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(a) iteration #66 (converged)
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Figure 6.24.: Figure 6.24a shows the final deformation state for Er1s “ 2,500 and Er2s “ 12,500. The line search
filter method proposed here takes 66 Newton iterations to find this solution. In Figure 6.24b a converged solution
is presented which is revealed after 73 Newton iterations if the Young’s modulus of the master body is reduced to
Er2s “ 4,500.

really well and leads to a subsequent successful pre-testing in Step 3.3 of Algorithm 6.2 in
many cases. Nevertheless, there are circumstances where pre-testing is still necessary. One ex-
ample is iteration #30 where a local mesh distortion has been slowly developed over a few
previously accepted Newton iterations and is finally safely resolved by the pre-testing strategy.
Only in the very end, the correction of the system matrix becomes dispensable and allows a
quadratic convergence near the solution. However, the back side of the missing regularization is
a higher number of GMRES iterations. The sudden jump in GMRES iterations at iteration #64
in Figure 6.22a coincides again with the switching point to the standard Lagrangian saddle-point
system of equations. The converged solution is reached at iteration #66. The associated final
converged deformation state is presented in Figure 6.24a.

6.10.5. Sine-Shaped Membranes: Snap-Through

Now, the previous example is reconsidered with the only difference that the Young’s modulus of
body Ωr2s is reduced. Instead of 12,500, a value equal to 4,500 is used. Thus, the stiffness gap
between body Ωr1s and Ωr2s becomes severely smaller. This leads to a drastically changed system
response as illustrated in Figure 6.24b. The reinitialization approach plays again an important
role, but in contrast to the previous setting, another algorithmic feature becomes apparent: This
time the decrease of the contact regularization parameter cN introduced in Section 6.7.4 is trig-
gered three times throughout the simulation, while the reinitialization is only executed once
during iteration #55 after historic information in the filter blocked a new iterate in four con-
secutive Newton iterations. Note that the default parameter set for the reinitialization has been
slightly changed in this example: The parameter γmax

Θ has been increased from 0.25 to 0.5 and
the necessary number of consecutive Newton iterations has been also increased from 3 to 4 com-
pared to Table 6.4. The development of the cN parameter is illustrated in Figure 6.25b. The cN

regularization parameter is decreased at the end of iteration #30, #37 and #54. As described
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Figure 6.25.: In Figure 6.25a the matrix correction parameter ω, which is computed by 6.3, is shown for the case
that the sine shaped membranes example is solved with Er2s “ 4,500. The used color coding follows again the
legend described in Figure 6.19. Figure 6.25b shows the development of the contact regularization parameter cN.
Especially, the decrease of this parameter under certain circumstances as described in 6.7.4 becomes visible.

in Section 6.7.4 these decreases are initiated by a correction number unequal to zero as well as
the necessity of line search step length reductions. If (6.77) additionally indicates a decrease, the
parameter is reduced accordingly. However, as originally intended, the decrease of the regular-
ization parameter takes also place during the troublesome situation where again the tip of one
sine shaped hill pops through the master body. Fortunately, all the implemented strategies such
as the regularization of the main displacement matrix block, the adapted regularization of the
contact matrix block as well as the reinitialization strategy successfully manage to resolve the
issue. Especially, the drop of the cN parameter in the end of iteration #54 is drastic and very
important for the over-all performance. As soon as the algorithm finds its way back to a mean-
ingful solution path, the cN parameter starts to rise again in accordance to the SIR-update rule
(see Figure 6.25). Finally, at the beginning of iteration #70 the cN-regularization is switched
off and the asymptotic region is entered. This time the GMRES iterations do not rise during the
switch as visualized in Figure 6.25 due to the different equilibrium configuration.

To the end of this example, some more general information about the actual solution path shall
be given. In contrast to Section 6.10.4, the search parameter of the contact pair detection has
been increased such that the problems displayed in Figure 6.21 could be successfully avoided.
However, for the very large penetration at the beginning, probably even a larger search radius
would be necessary to reach a level from which on any further increase does no longer change the
initial active-set. Since the convergence seems not to be significantly influenced by the current
choice, a further investigation has been prevented.

In total 73 Newton iterations and 8 successful second order correction steps were necessary
to reach the equilibrium state shown in Figure 6.24b. The changed setup led to the circumstance
that now the master body shows a much heavier deformation and the slave body is only deformed
very little. Also the contact points are restricted to very small regions near the top of each sine
hill. The related solution path is shown in Figure 6.26a. Furthermore, some critical deformation
states are visualized as well in Figures 6.26b and 6.26c.
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Figure 6.26.: Visualization of the solution path of the sine shaped membranes example with Er2s “ 4,500. The
path after the reinitialization in iteration #55 is again plotted with a different color and line style. Furthermore,
Figure 6.26b shows a deformation state which asks for a decrease of the cN value and Figure 6.26c shows a sine hill
popping through the master body which will lead to the reinitialization and drastic reduction of the cN parameter
later on.
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In summary, the sine-shaped example proposed here is a great way to challenge the filter
method and to trigger many of the exceptional cases, which often do not occur in simpler settings.

6.10.6. Grazing Tori
The attention is now drawn to dynamic contact problems with all the restrictions mentioned in
Section 4.6, i.e., the focus is not on energy conserving algorithms but instead on the robust and
efficient treatment of contact dynamics. The first considered example consists of two tori of equal
shape and material. The major and minor radii are 76 and 24, respectively. The Young’s modulus
and the Poisson’s ratio are set to E “ 2,250, ν “ 0.3 under consideration of (2.26), while the
density is set to %0 “ 0.1. The wall thickness is equal to 4.5. All this is in accordance with the
tori example presented in Yang and Laursen [288]. In this first example the same coarse mesh
as in the mentioned reference is used, thus, there are 3200 HEX8 elements, where 2 elements
in thickness direction are used, 4800 nodes and 14,400 DOFs. The mesh as well as the initial
configuration is shown in Figure 6.27a. Furthermore, the EAS-21 formulation is applied to avoid
any shear locking effects due to the thin walled structure and the high element aspect ratio [3].
The 800 outer surface elements of the blue torus represent the slave side. At t “ 0 the center
of this torus is at the origin and lies in the xy-plane. The red torus is moved 140 units in x
and 140 units in y direction and is subsequently rotated about 450 around the y-axis as shown
in the respective initial configuration in Figure 6.27a. The blue torus has an initial velocity of
vpt “ 0q “ p30.0, 0.0, 23.0qT. The time step size is chosen to ∆t “ 0.5 and the parameter ρ8 of
the Generalized-α method is set to 0.75 (see Section 2.4). A selection of converged equilibrium
states can be found in Figures 6.27b to 6.27f. As one can see: The two tori are only grazing each
other. This is to demonstrate that the filter method can switch smoothly between a contact and a
non-contact state, or to put it differently: It can switch smoothly between a constrained and an
unconstrained optimization problem. The main ingredient which allows this switch is the L -type
switching condition (6.4). As soon as the constraints become feasible or inactive, i.e., Θ tku « 0
holds, (6.4) is always fulfilled as long as the direction is a valid descent direction. However, this
is guaranteed by the applied regularization of the system matrix in Algorithm 6.3. Here, the two
tori are between t1 “ 0.5 and t11 “ 5.5 in contact. Furthermore, this example includes some
necessary linear system adaptions since the upper left block of (6.59) becomes multiple times
either negative definite during the non-linear solution procedure or elements become invalid
while the step length rises. This illustrates that the additional natural regularization by the mass
matrix can be insufficient in the pre-asymptotic phase if the time step size is not sufficiently
small (see (2.96)). In addition it is not only a problem during the contact phase, since time step
#14 asks for a regularization as well due to a negative definite system matrix. As demonstrated
in Figure 6.28a the regularization term ω reaches its maximal value 26,666.67 in time step #4.

Furthermore, the simulation asks for a reinitialization in two time steps. At this point, it is
again to note that the default parameters for the reinitialization have been slightly adapted for
this example: The parameter γmax

Θ has been increased from 0.25 to 0.5 and the necessary number
of consecutive Newton iterations has been also increased from 3 to 4 compared to Table 6.4.
Furthermore, Θmax has been increased from 2.0 to 3.0. The reinitialization is triggered twice
in time step 3, once the bound nblock

ls is exceeded and, the second time, 4 Newton iterations
in a row are blocked, thus, nblock

newton initiates the reinitialization. The blocking behavior has the
additional drawback that it is likely that a SOC step fails as well. This explains the high number
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(a) Initial config. (b) t “ 0.5, step #1

(c) t “ 1.5, step #3 (d) t “ 4.0, step #8

(e) t “ 6.5, step #13

´20 0 20´36 31

displ. magnitude }d}
(f) t “ 10.0, step #20

Figure 6.27.: Visualization of the grazing tori example. Figure 6.27a shows the initial positioning of the two tori
(}d} “ 0, t “ 0), while Figures 6.27b to 6.27f give impressions of different time steps. Note that the color coding
in Figure 6.27a is only used to separate both tori more clearly, while the colors in the remaining images indicate the
current displacement field.
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(b) general statistics for the 20 considered time steps
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Figure 6.28.: Figure 6.28a shows the necessary matrix corrections as well as the needed GMRES iterations for the
first 15 time steps. The first number of the x-axis labels denotes the time step, while the following number repre-
sents the non-linear iteration counter, where zero is meant to indicate the start of a new time step. In Figure 6.28b
interesting statistics are given about the non-liner solver behavior. Figure 6.28c shows the development of different
contributions to (6.89) over time step #13, while Figure 6.28d presents the normalized energy balance for the the
grazing tori example.
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of unsuccessful SOC attempts in this time step. In addition, it is again triggered in time step
#4 also due to nblock

newton. A summary of all necessary Newton and line search iterations per time
step, as well as the accumulated number of matrix corrections and the second order correction
steps are shown in Figure 6.28b. Additionally, the number of successful, i.e., accepted SOC steps
are presented as well. Finally, the attention is drawn to the newly introduced objective function
(6.89) which becomes significantly important as soon as the two tori are getting out of contact. In
Figure 6.28c the development of the different contributions to (6.89) are presented for time step
#13. This example demonstrates that not all contributions decrease monotonically. The kinetic
incremental energy (6.89a) as well as the contributions (6.89b) related to the previous time step
show also some temporary increase, while in this special case, the internal energy related to
the current iteration is always decreasing. However, that is not in general true: Exemplarily,
another pure structural load step (i.e., without contact contributions) between iteration 16 and
20 shows a different behavior. In these iterations the current internal energy decreases no longer
monotonically. The explanation can be easily found in the global rise of the internal energy
during these iterations as shown in Figure 6.28d. Nevertheless, the decisive point is that the sum
of all these contributions is able to always follow a monotonically decreasing solution path as
long as the non-linear solution method is controlled by the line search filter method proposed
here.

Remark 6.4. The total energy drop in Figure 6.28d is small but still obvious for this example.
The reasons for the drop are manifold and have been already discussed in Section 4.6. The rather
small energy loss is caused by the only weak impact. In addition, the shown energies are scaled
with respect to different quantities: While the internal energy is divided by its maximally reached
value of 1.121e`06 in time step #8, the kinetic and total energy is scaled by the recursive value
of the analytically calculated kinetic energy of the initially moving torus, viz.

K pt “ 0q “ 1

2
%0V

r1s
0 }vpt “ 0q}2 “ 2.0982e`7, (6.107)

where V r1s0 “ 29,754π2. The initial offset between the analytical kinetic energy and the initial
energy of the finite element model shown in Figure 6.28d can be traced back to the coarse mesh
and the only approximative representation of the true volume by the used linear HEX8 elements.

6.10.7. Colliding Tori

As a final example the tori are considered once more but this time they shall collide directly and
more widely with each other. The material parameters as well as the initial velocity field stay
unchanged. The mesh is refined by a factor of two in all circumferential directions ending up
with 12,800 HEX8 elements, 19,200 nodes and 57,600 degrees of freedom. Again the EAS-21
formulation of Andelfinger and Ramm [3] is applied. The first torus is again placed at the origin,
but now the second torus is moved 140 units in x- and z-direction and, subsequently, rotated by
450 around its new center point at p140, 0, 140qT. The time step size has been halved to 0.25,
while ρ8 is again set to 0.75. The changed setup makes it necessary to detect contact not only
between the outer surfaces of the two distinct tori but also among the inner surface of each of
the two torus tubes itself. The initial configuration as well as a selection of converged time step
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Figure 6.29.: Summary of different statistics about the impacting tori example.

solutions are presented in Figure 6.30. The self contact occurs for t P t4.25, 4.75, 5.0u and is
exemplarily shown in Figure 6.30c.

A summary concerning the non-linear solver performance can be found in Figure 6.29. Even
though the time step size has been halved, there are still time steps which need a matrix cor-
rection. However, the adaption becomes often necessary directly after the predictor step. This
indicates that the performance might be further improved by a better predictor. The line search
is only activated in load step 18 and the second order correction step helps to avoid a step length
reduction in load step 18 and 19. In summary, this and the previous examples demonstrate im-
pressively how well the line search filter method can handle a set of very different cumbersome
situations which would fail otherwise.

6.11. Conclusion

A line search filter method for large deformation frictionless contact problems has been pre-
sented in this chapter. Thereby, a number of challenging issues have been revealed and compre-
hensively discussed. While the core functionality of the filter method considered here is largely
inspired by [270–272], numerical experiments have indicated that further extensions and modi-
fications are necessary to reach a robust and reliable globally convergent optimization algorithm
for computational contact problems. One very important ingredient is the correction algorithm
of the linear system of equations including the reliable identification of invalid elements, see
Section 6.6, as well as the incorporation of the modified Newton method presented in Chapter 5.
Algorithm 6.3 helps not only in case of the filter method, but it is also supportive in case of
structural instabilities or whenever the iterative linear solver might face convergence problems.
A wide variety of further important extensions has been summarized in Section 6.7. For exam-
ple, since the method is applied to an already discretized problem, it is also important to tackle
local issues which might not be noticeable on a global level. Therefore, pre-testing strategies
have been introduced which help to identify locally distorted elements before the actual filter
method is entered. Known issues which can be solved by bypassing of the L -type test or the
reinitialization of the filter have been addressed as well. These additional strategies are not al-
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(a) Initial config. (b) t “ 4.0, step #16

(c) t “ 4.25, step #17 (d) t “ 8.0, step #32

(e) t “ 10.25, step #41

150 250 35086 470

displ. magnitude }d}
(f) t “ 15.0, step #60

Figure 6.30.: Visualization of the impacting tori example. Figure 6.30a shows the initial positioning of the two tori
(}d} “ 0, t “ 0), while Figures 6.30b to 6.30f give impressions of different time steps. The color coding follows
again the same purpose as in Figure 6.27.
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ways necessary, but under certain circumstances they might be the only way to a solution. This
is for the implementation shown here especially true, since currently no feasibility restoration
phase can be used as fallback strategy. This point needs to be addressed in the future.

At the beginning of this chapter it has been stated that for all considered examples the solution
could be found without such a strategy and that all failing simulations failed because of other
issues, e.g., badly chosen boundary conditions. However, there might be cases were a feasibility
restoration phase would still be beneficial. For example, it might help to avoid the necessary
adaption of the reinitialization parameters for certain examples and thus the usability of the
method could be further improved. Examples for a meaningful feasibility restoration phase can
be found in [263, 272], for instance.

Additionally, the successful treatment of advanced computational contact topics such as dy-
namic problems with focus on the Generalized-αmethod or the consideration of the EAS method
have been addressed. Thereby, the numerical examples gave the impression that the correction
of the linear system of equations can have a beneficial impact on the applicability of the EAS
method in the presence of large compression, see also the stability issue described in Remark 2.5.

In summary, the presented line search filter method shows an impressive performance in all
discussed numerical examples. The solvability of all the proposed simulations could be improved
with the new line search filter method. For some examples it might have been possible to find a
solution with a full Newton method by adapting the load/time step size, however, other examples
which face structural instabilities are hardly solvable with classical pure Newton-Raphson ap-
proaches. Therefore, the new line search filter method can help to significantly improve the
solvability of non-linear large scale (static or dynamic) contact problems by simultaneously
generating only minimal overhead. Furthermore, the non-linear solution method does not be-
come excessively restrictive due to the used acceptability checks, see exemplarily Section 6.10.1.
Therefore, it seems promising to transfer the algorithms to other complex problems. An obvious
candidate is the frictional contact problem, see Section 2.2.3 for a starting point.
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7. Summary and Outlook
This thesis has dealt with the very important topic of finding ways to improve the robust-
ness of existing computational contact simulation tools. Thereby, the focus has mainly lain on
mortar-like contact formulation. The discretization methods of choice have been based on linear
Lagrangian polynomials or non-linear rational B-splines. However, the specific discretization
method itself has been of rather minor importance besides the single exception of the presented
integration issue in Section 4.7.2 where the enhanced smoothness of the NURBS function can
become handy to overcome certain issues.

But, before the most important achievements of this thesis are going to be recapitulated, the
attention shall be drawn back to the beginning of this thesis. The entire story has begun with
a brief introduction into the field of computational mechanics for large deformations. Already
during these introductory words the idea has been to give a different point of view by shifting to
a more mathematical instead of a pure engineering perspective. This had the important task to
build and strenghten the bridge between both disciplines. Therefore, the derivation of the weak
form has been discussed more comprehensively. Afterwards, the attention has been on contact
mechanics and its special characteristics. However, the idea has always remained to provide
a mathematical discussion which fits well with the constrained optimization literature. After a
short interlude about frictional contact problems, which can be understood as a first foretaste
for future developments, Chapter 2 ended with some further insights into spatial and temporal
discretization methods. This part has been restricted to the essential key points which felt most
important for this thesis.

Then, in the next Chapter 3, the discussion turned to the mathematical foundation of this
work: the field of numerical (un-)constrained optimization. This is a vast and quickly developing
research field, which is almost impossible to capture in its full extent. Therefore, this second
introductory chapter summarized first important local and global techniques for the simpler case
of unconstrained optimization, right before the focus had been shifted to the more complex field
of constrained optimization. All in all, the provided content is still only scratching on the surface
of all the therein mentioned locally and globally convergent methods and strategies. For a deeper
insight, it is highly recommended to take a look at the referred literature.

Next, with these tools at hand, the main part of this thesis starts in Chapter 4. Therein, two
novel contact formulations have been derived side by side which have much in common with
the publications of Alart and Curnier [1], De Lorenzis et al. [65] and Pietrzak and Curnier [212].
However, the main difference is the combination of a mortar-based formulation together with
a so-called ray-tracing normal field and a thereon based projection method. The ray tracing
approach has been chosen in contrast to the often used closest-point projection. The applied
smoothed ray-tracing approach can be also found in Popp [213] or Yang et al. [290], for in-
stance. Actually, this method is often used in conjunction with a dual-mortar method for large
deformation contact formulations. Despite the fact that the choice of the normal definition is of
only minor importance for the actual final converged solution, it can be of essential importance
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for the non-linear solver behavior. In summary, there exist many reasons why this thesis has
chosen the ray-tracing approach. For example, the ray tracing, which is mainly defined on the
slave side, can be beneficial when it comes to the actual implementation in a high performance
computing framework which relies on an efficient parallel treatment of its individual ingredients.
Another point is that this choice allowed to build directly on top of the work of Popp [213], Popp
et al. [215, 216, 217, 218] and to utilize as many synergies as possible with the already existing
mortar-based contact formulations in BACI (cf. Wall and Kronbichler [274]) at the Institute for
Computational Mechanics.

The two approaches which have been developed in Chapter 4 contain firstly a symmetric and
truly variationally consistent formulation and, secondly, a slightly variationally inconsistent vari-
ant, see also Hiermeier et al. [131]. The latter one has the advantage to be computationally much
more efficient. Throughout the discussion and derivation, however, it could be shown that both
approaches satisfy the balance of linear and angular momentum up to numerical precision. Es-
pecially, the balance of angular momentum is remarkable since this point is violated by many
mortar-like formulations as comprehensively discussed in Section 4.5. Afterwards a comparison
of the two noval methods with a well-established implementation summarized in Popp [213] is
given. The mortar-like contact method proposed by Popp [213] is one of the candidates which,
due to the applied variational approach, lack the conservation of angular momentum. Further-
more, one drawback of the variationally consistent formulation derived in this thesis is revealed,
namely, the much stronger demand for a numerical exact integration. Certain remedies on this
issue have been discussed as well. Finally, in the end of Chapter 4, another new discovery has
been presented: Here, precisely in Section 4.7.4, an inherent instability of the variationally in-
consistent as well as of the well-established formulation by [213] has been presented. To the
author’s knowledge this is the first time that the phenomenon has been discussed and explained.
Additionally, the entire chapter comes a long with a comprehensive and detailed derivation of all
necessary variations and linearizations, thus that both presented approaches fulfill the require-
ments for a locally quadratic convergence.

After this strongly contact related discussion, the attention has been drawn to one of the weak-
nesses of the previous chapter: the not always reliable convergence behavior, especially for large
initial penetrations. In Chapter 5, a modified variant of Newton’s method for constrained prob-
lems has been introduced. The foundation for this chapter can be found in Bertsekas [23]. How-
ever, many of the therein discussed steps represent completely novel extensions to the already
existing literature. For example, the dynamic correction schemes for the regularization parameter
cN in Section 5.3. These schemes allow for the first time a much easier definition of the regular-
ization parameter. Instead of choosing it in dependence on the problem dependent requirements,
it is now possible to set the initial cN value always to 1.0 and the associated dynamic correction
increases its value on demand while always staying bounded. This alone is a significant improve-
ment concerning usability. However, the modification of the linear system of equations allows
also a much higher degree of initial penetration in case of displacement controlled problems. Fur-
thermore, in combination with the mentioned dynamic cN parameter correction, it has become
possible to prove local convergence based on the ideas given in Bertsekas [23]. Furthermore, a
novel switching strategy has been proposed which relies only on mathematically motivated con-
ditions such as angles between certain gradient directions and relative residual measures rather
than on problem dependent parameters. This stands in clear contrast to the ideas which can be
found in other publications dealing with similar problems, see e.g. [294]. The new modified lin-
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ear system of equations has additionally the advantage that the Lagrange multiplier can be quite
easily condensed from the original saddle-point structure. This option has been also discussed
in Chapter 5. Furthermore, the implications of such a procedure have been investigated under
consideration of a detailed numerical study concerning the conditioning of the linear system.
This study had the result that the original saddle-point system of equations might be beneficial
as long as no special preconditioning strategy is available. The main part of the examples in
Section 5.6 have put the focus on the variationally inconsistent formulation of Chapter 5. This
stems mainly from the fact that the variationally consistent formulation suffers from the dis-
cussed numerical integration issues. However, the modification of the linear system presented in
Chapter 5 does not depend on the inconsistencies introduced by the related contact formulation
and in order to underline this, one more example has been added which considers the truly vari-
ationally consistent formulation. This example has revealed further interesting properties of the
modified Newton method and has further expanded the knowledge about the differences of the
two mortar-like contact formulations.

To this point all discussed methods and novel ideas have severely helped to improve the un-
derstanding of the mortar-like contact formulations and helped to improve the robustness of the
methods, however, all of them are just locally convergent. In Chapter 6, therefore, the next log-
ical step has been made towards a globally convergent method. For this thesis the so-called line
search filter method has been chosen as one representative of a globally convergent constrained
optimization strategy. The main algorithm presented in Chapter 6 has been largely inspired by
the work of Wächter and Biegler [270, 271, 272]. However, the meaningful formulation of the
filter coordinates as well as certain smaller enhancements in the calculation of the minimal step
length estimates represent first smaller adjustments to the original algorithm. Furthermore, the
consideration of a second order correction step has become necessary and had to be adapted
to fit the requirements of the large-scale contact simulations considered here. Next, the inertia
correction algorithm for the linear system of equations proposed in Wächter and Biegler [272]
had to be significantly changed since certain information about the linear system of equations
were just not at hand for the very huge parallel distributed linear systems of equations which
have been solved within this thesis. Therefore, another strategy had to be developed which pro-
vided similar information about the solvability and quality of the search direction. Thereby, it
has been decisive to detect and compensate a non-positive definite search direction since other-
wise the following line search method would have been unable to find a sufficient step length
to improve one of the filter measures. The novel linear system correction method contains fur-
ther ingredients such as the reliable detection of invalid finite elements. This add-on is based
on the work of Johnen et al. [150, 151] and represents another important contribution of this
thesis when it comes to the treatment of globalization method for discretized highly non-linear
(contact) problems. Additionally, it could be shown that the correction of the linear system is
also beneficial for the general application of iterative linear solvers, such as GMRES, since the
convergence of these solvers is no longer strictly bound to the correct initial parameter choice.
Instead, the algorithm gains the power to heal itself. Furthermore, the invalid element detection
has also been used as a pre-testing mechanism for the filter method. This is necessary, since
numerical experiments have revealed that the typically used filter measures are not always able
to reliably identify bad steps which lead to a very localized heavy mesh distortion. Besides this
pre-testing approach many more small adjustments to the original line search filter method have
been introduced. Some of them can also be found in the related literature such as the bypassing
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7. Summary and Outlook

of the L -type switching test which is also mentioned in Wächter and Biegler [272], the reinitial-
ization of the filter as discussed in [271, 272], or the pre-filtering which can be found in Gould
and Toint [116] and Milzarek and Ulbrich [196]. These ideas have been only adapted for the
contact problems considered here. However, there are also completely new ingredients such as
the controlled decrease of the regularization parameter cN which is discussed in Section 6.7.4,
the scaling approach mentioned in Section 6.7.5, or the extensions of the filter measures for the
treatment of dynamic contact problems which has been introduced in 6.8.1. Furthermore, the
handling of enhanced assumed strains (EAS), which has been mentioned in Section 6.8.2, might
seem to be only a small improvement, but is actually a very important contribution to the whole
picture. When it comes to efficiency, the newly developed dynamic parallel redistribution must
be mentioned as well.

All in all, the methods and algorithms discussed and presented in this thesis have proven
to significantly improve the performance of classical non-linear solution approaches in numer-
ous examples. Furthermore, the detailed discussions and provided background information have
helped at many points to explain the observed behavior and to improve the understanding of the
frictionless computational contact mechanics. Nevertheless, many points are still remaining on
the agenda which ask for further investigations and extensions. Some of the most important open
issues are summarized in the following in chronological order.

The numerical integration of the variationally consistent mortar-like contact formulation pre-
sented in Chapter 4 should be further investigated and resolved by a suitable extension of
the segment-based integration approach (cf. Puso and Laursen [222], Wilking and Bischoff
[278], Yang et al. [290]). Afterwards, it might be advisable to put more effort into the inves-
tigation of the inherent instability presented in Section 4.7.4. Furthermore, a stable, truly vari-
ationally consistent formulation would also allow a more distinct investigation of the modified
Newton approach discussed in Chapter 5 as well as the line search filter method discussed in
Chapter 6. The latter one has only been considered together with the variationally inconsistent
formulation until now.

Another interesting research topic could be the extension of certain general ideas presented
within this thesis to frictional contact problems. For example, it would be a great step forward if
the dynamic correction of the cN regularization parameter presented in Chapter 5 could also be
carried over to the cτ parameter of the frictional case, since the appropriate identification of this
parameter is often much more difficult. Furthermore, also the application of the filter method
could be of great interest. A possible suitable extension to a frictional contact formulation has
been already presented in Section 2.2.3.

With respect to Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, it could be also beneficial to improve the used
tangential predictor further, since some numerical experiments have become harder to solve just
because of a bad initial displacement and/or Lagrange multiplier field. Furthermore, the modified
Newton approach asks for further input to become applicable to problems with pure Neumann
loads or mixed Neumann/Dirichlet boundary conditions.

Finally, the filter method itself can be improved by introducing a meaningful feasibility restora-
tion phase. Even though all of the examples could be solved without a feasibility restoration
phase, some of them asked for a special adaption of the default reinitialization parameters. A
feasibility restoration might be the proper remedy here, since it would become only active as
soon as the filter method parameterized with the default parameters given in Section 6.9.2 starts
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failing. First ideas for a possible feasibility restoration phase can be found in Ulbrich et al.
[263], Wächter and Biegler [272], for instance.

In conclusion, it can be said that the thesis has succeeded in achieving the initial goals. The
presented methods help to create a more robust non-linear solver behavior. At the same time,
however, it was also possible to explain in more detail inconsistencies in some formulations
that had existed for some time and to point out possible solutions. The gap between engineer-
ing and mathematics could also be reduced again. This provides a promising basis for further
improvements in the future.
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A. Variation and Linearization of Basic
Contact Terms

In this Appendix details to certain variations and linearizations introduced or mentioned in Chap-
ter 4 are given. These additional details, together with the equations in the aforementioned chap-
ter, should be enough to give a complete picture of the underlying mathematical relations neces-
sary for the variationally complete and incomplete mortar-like contact formulations.

A.1. Variation of Basic Contact Terms
This section contains all remaining first order derivatives of Section 4.4.1. In the following, the
element superscript will be omitted and the variation of the convective covariant base vectors
follows first. The associated first order directional derivative yields

Dδupτ rbskq “
B

Bξrbsk
BpX rbsi ` urbsiq

Bur δur ` Bτ
rbs
k

Bξrbsl Dδupξrbslq

“Bpδu
rbsq

Bξrbsk ` Bτ
rbs
k

Bξrbsl Dδupξrbslq. (A.1)

The occurring directional derivative of the parameter space coordinate is equal to zero on the
slave side. Further, the discretized form for urbs is inserted and

Bpδurbsq
Bξrbsk “ N

rbs
i,ξk
δdrbsliel (A.2)

is obtained. The next step is the calculation of the nodal averaged normal ñr1si, which is defined in
(4.3) as the sum over the outward-pointing unit normals nr1speq of the adjacent elements evaluated
at the parameter space coordinates of node i. Thus, the relation

Dδupñr1sq “
Nadj

e
ÿ

e“1

Dδupnr1speqq (A.3)

is received, where

Dδupnr1sq “ Dδu

˜

n̂r1s

}n̂r1s}

¸

“ 1

}n̂r1s}pI ´ n
r1s b nr1sq Dδupn̂r1sq, (A.4)

Dδupn̂r1sq “ Dδupτ r1s1 ˆ τ r1s2q “ Dδupτ r1s1q ˆ τ r1s2 ` τ r1s1 ˆDδupτ r1s2q. (A.5)
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A. Variation and Linearization of Basic Contact Terms

The directional derivative of the element Jacobian determinant on the slave side follows as

Dδupjr1sq “Dδup}n̂r1s}q “ nr1s ¨Dδupn̂r1sq
“ 1

jr1s
!´

τ
r1s
m2τ

r1s
n1 ´ τ r1sm1τ

r1s
n2

¯

τ
r1sm

2 Dδupτ r1sn1q

`
´

τ
r1s
m1τ

r1s
n2 ´ τ r1sm2τ

r1s
n1

¯

τ
r1sm

1 Dδupτ r1sn2q
)

. (A.6)

Finally, the projection rule from (2.54) is restated as

χpxpξr1siq, xpξr2siq, αχq “ xpξr2siq ´ xpξr1siq ´ αχn̆r1spξr1siq (A.7)

and the directional derivative at the solution point is calculated for the derivation of the missing
derivative of the master parametric coordinates. The directional derivative at the solution point
px̄r2s, ᾱχq with respect to the displacement degrees of freedom follows as

0 “Dδupχpxpξr1siq, xpξ̄r2siq, ᾱχqq
“δūr2s ` τ̄ r2si Dδupξ̄r2siq ´ δur1s ´Dδupᾱχq n̆r1s ´ ᾱχDδupn̆r1sq. (A.8)

By inserting the directional derivative of the smooth normal field (4.28), (A.8) can be solved for
the unknown directional derivatives of the master parameter space coordinates and the distance
factor ᾱχ:

¨

˝

Dδupξ̄r2s1q
Dδupξ̄r2s2q
Dδupᾱχq

˛

‚“ L̄
´1

χ
¨ `δur1s ` ᾱχDδupn̆r1sq ´ δūr2s

˘ @ δu, (A.9)

where the matrix L̄
χ
P R3ˆ3 is defined as

L̄
χ
“
´

τ̄
r2s
1 τ̄

r2s
2 ´n̆r1s

¯

. (A.10)

It is noted that the actual right and left hand sides are matrices of row dimension three and
problem dependent column dimension.

A.2. Linearization of Basic Contact Terms
This section contains all remaining first and second order derivatives from Section 4.4.3. At the
beginning the linearized first derivative of the virtual displacement shall be considered, i.e.

D∆u

ˆBpδurbsq
Bξrbsi

˙

“ B2pδurbsq
BξrbsiBξrbsjD∆upξrbsjq. (A.11)
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A.2. Linearization of Basic Contact Terms

The term will vanish for all slave contributions. Next, the linearization of the first order derivative
of the convective element base vectors is derived as

D∆u

˜Bτ rbsi
Bξrbsk

¸

“ D∆u

ˆ B2xrbs

BξrbsiBξrbsk
˙

“ B2p∆urbsq
BξrbsiBξrbsk `

B2τ
rbs
i

BξrbskBξrbslD∆upξrbslq. (A.12)

The second term is equal to zero for linear polynomials as well as for convective base vectors on
the slave side. For the master side, the directional derivative of the projected coordinates, defined
in (A.9), has to be taken into account.

The linearization of the total variation of the base vectors follows as

D∆upDδupτ rbsiqq “D∆u

ˆBpδurbsq
Bξrbsi

˙

`D∆u

˜Bτ rbsi
Bξrbsk

¸

Dδupξrbskq

` Bτ
rbs
i

Bξrbsk D∆upDδupξrbskqq. (A.13)

All terms are again equal to zero on the slave side. The last term depends on the linearization
of the variation of the projection. The linearization of the variation of the element normal vector
n̂r1s defined in (A.5) is computed by

D∆upDδupn̂r1sqq “ D∆upDδupτ r1s1qq ˆ τ r1s2 `Dδupτ r1s1q ˆD∆upτ r1s2q
`D∆upτ r1s1q ˆDδupτ r1s2q ` τ r1s1 ˆD∆upDδupτ r1s2qq

“ Dδupτ r1s1q ˆD∆upτ r1s2q `D∆upτ r1s1q ˆDδupτ r1s2q, (A.14)

where all zero terms have been removed in the last step. By consideration of (A.4), (A.5) and
(A.14) the linearized form of the variation of the element Jacobian on the slave side is derived
by

D∆upDδupjr1sqq “ D∆upnr1sq ¨Dδupn̂r1sq ` nr1s ¨D∆upDδupn̂r1sqq. (A.15)

The linearized variation of the smooth non-unit normal field is still missing. Therefore, the fol-
lowing equations are obtained

D∆upDδupn̆r1sqq “N r1s
i

1

}ñr1si}
!

´xn̆r1si, D∆upñr1siqy Dδupn̆r1siq

´rD∆upn̆r1siq b n̆r1si ` n̆r1si bD∆upn̆r1siqs ¨Dδupñr1siq
`rI ´ n̆r1si b n̆r1sis ¨D∆upDδupñr1siqq

)

, (A.16)

where the directional derivative of the smooth and averaged normals are defined in (4.28) and
(A.3), respectively, and
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A. Variation and Linearization of Basic Contact Terms

D∆upDδupñr1sqq “
Nadj

e
ÿ

e“1

D∆upDδupnr1speqqq, (A.17)

D∆upDδupnr1sqq “ 1

}n̂r1s}
!

´xnr1s, D∆upn̂r1sqy Dδupnr1sq

´rD∆upnr1sq b nr1s ` nr1s bD∆upnr1sqs ¨Dδupn̂r1sq
`rI ´ nr1s b nr1ss ¨D∆upDδupn̂r1sqq

)

. (A.18)

The last two equations are supposed to be evaluated at the parameter space coordinates of the
current node i with regard to the sum in (A.16). As a last step, the linearization of the variation
of the projection at the solution point px̄r2s, ᾱχq must be calculated. The directional derivative of
(A.8) follows as

0 “D∆upDδupχpxpξr1siq, xpξ̄r2siq, ᾱχqqq
“D∆upδur2sq `D∆upτ̄ r2siqDδupξ̄r2siq ` τ̄ r2siD∆upDδupξ̄r2siqq ´D∆upδur1sq
´D∆upDδupᾱχqqn̆r1s ´DδupᾱχqD∆upn̆r1sq ´D∆upᾱχqDδupn̆r1sq ´ ᾱχD∆upDδupn̆r1sqq

(A.19)

By inserting the second order directional derivatives of the smooth normal field (A.16) the de-
rived set of linear equations (A.19) can be solved for the unknown second order directional
derivatives and the following result is obtained:

¨

˝

D∆upDδupξ̄r2s1qq
D∆upDδupξ̄r2s2qq
D∆upDδupᾱχqq

˛

‚“ L̄
´1

χ
¨ r̄χ, @ δu, ∆u, (A.20)

r̄χ “DδupᾱχqD∆upn̆r1sq `D∆upᾱχqDδupn̆r1sq ` ᾱχD∆upDδupn̆r1sqq ´D∆upδur2sq
´D∆upτ̄ r2siqDδupξ̄r2siq, (A.21)

where the matrix L̄
χ

is defined in (A.10). In addition, the fact can be used that D∆upδur1sq is
equal to zero. It is to note once more that the left and right hand sides represent tensors of order
three and only the first dimension is a-priori known to be equal to three. The remaining two
dimensions are problem dependent.
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B. Tangential Predictor for Large
Sliding Steps

Since the predictor step is a crucial ingredient of the non-linear solution procedure discussed in
this thesis, this topic will be explicitly taken up and explained in context of the modified system
of equations introduced in Chapter 5. First of all, it is to emphasize that there are many ways to
define a meaningful predictor and, therefore, only one possibility will be addressed. However,
the algorithm presented here performs pretty well in all considered numerical studies. Before
the discussion can be started two new sets Ď and D shall be introduced to distinguish between
the unknown and the prescribed degrees of freedom (DoF). The first set contains all DoF which
are affected by applied Dirichlet boundary conditions while the latter one contains all free and,
therefore, unknown DoF. The cardinality of each set is denoted by |Ď| “ ň and |D| “ n,
respectively. Note that the following assumptions shall hold:

AS B.1. All nodes with prescribed DoF shall be excluded from the slave set, i.e. ti P
S | Edr1sij “ ďk : j P t1, 2, 3u ^ k P Ďu.
AS B.2. A static simulation is considered and only steady-state solutions shall be com-
puted.

AS B.3. All applied Neumann conditions f
ext

are independent from the deformation and,
therefore, must not be considered during the linearization.

However, it is possible to relax all of these assumptions by applying the necessary modifi-
cations to the system of equations. The discussion starts at the beginning of a new load step.
The most general case is that the Neumann load as well as the prescribed displacements are si-
multaneously changed. Let us assume that from step s to s ` 1 the following changes shall be
applied

˜

dts`1,0u

ď
ts`1,0u

¸

“
˜

dtsu

ď
tsu

¸

`
˜

0

∆ď
tsu

¸

, f ts`1,0u
ext

“ f tsu
ext
`∆f tsu

ext
, (B.1)

where ∆ď
tsu P Rň might be unequal to zero for some Dirichlet degrees of freedom and the

external force increment ∆f tsu
ext

P Rn might be as well unequal to zero for some Neumann
degrees of freedom. Under these prerequisites, the following system of equations is obtained

¨

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˝

∇̃2
d dL
nˆn

´∇̃dg̃
A
N

nˆmA
0

´r∇dg̃
A
N
sT

mAˆn
´ 1
cN
AA

mAˆmA
0

0 0 I
mIˆmI

˛

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‚

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

tsu

¨

˚

˚

˚

˝

∆d
nˆ1

∆λAN
mAˆ1

∆λIN
mIˆ1

˛

‹

‹

‹

‚

“

¨

˚

˚

˚

˝

´∇̃dL
nˆ1

´ r∇ďp∇̃dL qsT
nˆň

∆ď
ňˆ1

´∆f
ext

g̃A
N

mAˆ1

` r∇ďg̃
A
N
sT

mAˆň
∆ď
ňˆ1

0

˛

‹

‹

‹

‚

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

tsu

, (B.2)
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B. Tangential Predictor for Large Sliding Steps

where the rows with respect to the variation of the inactive Lagrange multipliers have been
simplified under the assumption that all inactive Lagrange multipliers are equal to zero at the
beginning of a new load step. This follows directly from the applied algorithm. Again, it is
possible to condense the Lagrange multipliers of the active contributions following (5.2) and
(5.4), such that the active part of (B.2) yields

∇̃2
d dLcN ∆d “ ´tr∇ďp∇̃dL qsT ` cN∇̃dg̃

A
N
rAAs´1r∇ďg̃

A
N
sTu ∆ď´∆f

ext
, (B.3)

where ∇̃dL ´cNĝ
A
N
“ 0 has been inserted, which follows under the assumption that the reached

balance among the internal, external and contact forces at the end of the previous load step
has been successfully reached. Note that the second part of the remaining contribution on the
right hand side, which represents the tangentially approximated reaction due to the changing gap
induced by the Dirichlet conditions, has only relevance in one scenario: If the master contact
surface is moved by a prescribed displacement. In all other cases the influence vanishes as direct
consequence of Assumption B.1: The interface integrals will not contribute to the corresponding
columns in the tangential stiffness matrix . The tangential predictor introduced here is used in
many of the numerical examples presented in this thesis.
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